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TR-2400
Top of the range with Ultra wide frequency
coverage and all mode reception including
SSB. Easy to use direct keyboard control.

100kHz - 2060MHz
1000 memory channels

A fully programmable scanning receiver,
with wide coverage & a sensitive receiver.
Supplied with a complete range of
accessories ready to use.

500kHz-600MHz & 800MHz-1300MHz
1000 memory channels

(including 10 search banks)

All mode reception
(s.s.b., c.w., am., n.f.m., w.f.m.)

(including 10 search banks)

Rotary or keypad frequency control
User programmable step sizes
(1kHz - 999kHz)

Fast Scan Speed
(20 Channels per Second)
Priority Channel Monitoring
Supplied with NiCads & Charger, d.c.
Cigar Lead, Earpiece, Carry Strap

£369

'ma

TR-1200

Reception of a.m., f.m. & w.f.m. modes
Rotary or keypad frequency control
User programmable step sizes
(5kHz - 995kHz)
Fast Scan Speed
(20 Channels per Second)

Priority Channel Monitoring
" Supplied with NiCads & Charger, d.c.
Cigar Lead, Earpiece, Carry Strap

TR-980
A compact and pocket sized handheld
offering continuous frequency coverage
that's simple to programme and has a
triple conversion sensitive receiver.

5 - 1300MHz
125 channel memory storage
Reception of a.m., f.m. & w.f.m. modes
Direct keyboard/rotary control
Five indepedent search steps
(5, 10, 12.5, 25, 30kHz)
Delay/Hold Function
Priority Channel Monitoring
Supplied with NiCads & Charger, d.c.
Cigar Lead, Earpiece, Carry Strap
Recommended!!

£249
AVAILABLE FROM YOUR LOCAL AUTHORISED DEALER OR DIRECT FROM:

MIN A D A CO 1 II/ 1 I-I I\ I It ATM 5
Order Hotline (0705) 662145 or Fax (0705) 690626
189 London Road, North End, Portsmouth P02 9AE
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Subscriptions are available at £22

editorial

per annum to UK addresses, £25 in

In the Letters section is a complaint from a reader about the
facilities at one of the largest UK rallies. I attend around
twenty rallies of all shapes and sizes - some in ultra -modern
leisure complexes, others in marquees erected on fields
occupied the day before by farm animals! The facilities are
often outside the organisers' control - there being nowhere
else in the locality suitable. Whilst I can sympathise with the
letter writer, I also understand the organisers' problems.

Europe and £27 overseas.

Subscription copies are despatched
by accelerated Surface Post outside
Europe. Airmail rates for overseas

subscriptions can be quoted on
request. Joint subscriptions to both
Short Wave Magazine and Practical
Wireless are available at £39(UK)
£42 (Europe) and £45 (rest of world).

Components for
SWM Projects
In general all components used in
StYfF

constructing SWM projects are

This is the time of year when editors face the dilema of the
Christmas message. It's like the April Fool spoof articles - do
they fit into the April issue or the issue current on April Fools'
Day? To hedge my bets I will wish you a Merry Christmas in
this issue and leave the Happy New Year bit for the next issue.

Dick Ganderton G8VFH

available from a variety of
component suppliers. Where

special, or difficult to obtain,
components are specified, a

supplier will be quoted in the article.
The printed circuit boards for
SWM projects are available from
the SWM PCB Service, Badger
Boards, 87 Blackberry Lane, Four
Oaks, Sutton Goldfield B74 4JF. Tel:

letters

Dear Sir

IF YOU HAVE ANY POINTS OF VIEW THAT YOU WANT TO AIR PLEASE
WRITE TO THE EDITOR. IF YOUR LETTER US PUBLISHED YOU WILL
RECEIVE A £5 VOUCHER TO SPEND ON ANY SWMSERVICE

021-353 9326.

Back Numbers and
Binders
Limited stocks of most issues of
SWM for the past five years are
available at £2.00 each including
P&P to addresses at home and

overseas (by surface mail).
Binders, each taking one volume
are available for £5.50 plus £1 P&P

for one binder, £2 P&P for two or
more, UK or overseas. Please state

the year and volume number for

which the binder is required. Prices
include VAT where appropriate.
Orders for back numbers, binders
and items from our Book Service
should be sent to: PW Publishing
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Department, Arrowsmith Court,
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postal order payable to PW
Publishing Ltd. Cheques with

overseas orders must be drawn on
a London Clearing Bank and in
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Credit card orders (Access,
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Broadstone (0202) 659930. An
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The Editor reserves the right to shorten any letters for publication but will try
not to alter their sense. Letters must be original and not have been submitted
to any other magazines. The views expressed in letters published in this
magazine are not necessarily those of Short Wave Magazine.

Dear Sir
In reply to the letter from Bill
Mitchell (E15GQ) regarding
unnecessary change, I would
presume that it was written
partially with tongue in cheek.
Mr Mitchell surely realises
the difference between the
Morse letters SOS sent on a
transmitter in c.w. mode and
the words 'securite"pan'
radiated on a voice modulated
transmitter.
In asking what the
procedure is with regard to
receiving a distress call,
common sense should dictate
procedure even with a
comparative newcomer to
radio, never mind a licensed
amateur!
The Morse code in the
commercial field is not
altogether dead and gone, as it
is still in fairly common use on
deep sea merchant ships
where it often compliments
modern GMDSS satellite
systems.
If Mr Mitchell cares to
listen into 500kHz c.w. mode
during the night, especially in
bad weather, he will on
occasions, be able to hear SOS
relays from coast stations or
TTT urgency messages.
On some merchant vessels

carrying only one radio officer,
there is an auto -alarm
designed to respond to any
consecutive four out of twelve
four second dashes in c.w.
After the alarm is triggered,
the SOS signal is transmitted.
No, Mr Mitchell, the
assumption that seems to have
crept in that Morse is obsolete
has not yet reached the

international maritime
community, where great
reliance is still placed upon the
mode in spite of some ship
owners installing satellite
equipment on their ships in
order to be able to sail without
a Radio Officer. In an
emergency, I know what
system I would prefer.

David Clarke
Seaford
East Sussex

I had the unfortunate
experience of attending the
Amateur Radio Show at the
Granby Halls venue on
October 21st.
My wife and I were
looking forward to an
interesting day out, only to
have the enthusiasm 'kicked
in the head' when we arrived
at the shambles that are
'Granby Halls'!
How, Leicester City
Council have the audacity to
let out such a dirty, stinking,
so-called exhibition hall is
beyond me!
Parking? To be charged
£1 for the privilege of parking
my car on what appeared to
be the 'Council Tip' really got
up our collective noses!
To sum up my feelings,
can I say that I have been
thrown out of better places
and have attended better run
car boot sales!

E. R. Billiald
Arnold
Nottingham
Does anyone else have
comments regarding this or
any other such event? We
would be pleased to hear
your views.

Dear Sir
I have acquired a Marine receiver, marked 'Spey' type SP1.
Would you be so kind as to advise me of the name and address
of the manufacturer.
Thanking you in anticipation of the courtesy of your reply.

J. Ball
Wallington
Surrey
Does anyone know of this receiver? If you can help, please
reply clo the SWM Editorial Offices.

Short Wave Magazine, December 1994

Dear Sir
John Griffiths's article in the
October SWM on scanning
receivers touches on the
ignorance of scanner owners that
result in the 'For Sale' ads or
'once used, still boxed' units,
always to be found in the
classified section.
Like John, I am also a long
time radio enthusiast, 40 years
plus, and like to think I know a
bargain when I see one. I am now
on my third scanner, an all action,
software dictated gadget that
covers frequencies I had never
heard of 40 years ago.
My first was a SX200N, and
the less said about that the better,
but it did work of sorts and gave
me my first 'wide band receiver'
and sixteen channels seemed to
be enough.
My second was a Uniden
Bearcat pocket job that was much
better, more sensitive and at least
I felt confident that it would hear
the frequencies it was tuned to,
(not so with the SX200N).
The Uniden had a channel
lock out facility, the purpose of
which only really came home to
me when I bought a Yupiteru
MVT7100. I will return to that in a
moment.
On the matter of ignorance,
some years ago I spotted an ad in
(somebody elses!) Exchange &
Mart for a 'scanning receiver'.
The advert was very, very
misleading. Apart from being
described as a scanner, it was
promoted as 'normally retailing
in excess of £200' (about the cost
of the Uniden) having 'hundreds
of channels' and was being sold
at around £19 including P&P!
I couldn't resist this 'bargain'
that turned out to be a manually
tuned two band receiver with a
squelch control that should have
been labelled a strangulation
adjustment.
After a very lengthy series of
correspondence with both the
supplier in Wales and the
Exchange & Mart, my money was
returned, but it was hard work.
This particular item definitely
contravened any advertising
standards in force at that time.
Now with my latest
acquisition, the Yupiteru, that
cost well in excess of £300. I am
still wondering whether I have
done the right thing. When I first
took delivery, I was rather
disappointed. The advertising
photographs show this unit
attached to its own antenna and
tuned to I.s.b. on the 40 metre
amateur band, and the signal
strength indicator full scale.
Try it, it doesn't really work, a
500mm telescopic rod is not quite
appropriate for this frequency. I

know this, but I bought one.
Attach to a proper antenna and
the receiver is swamped even
with the attenuation switched in,
and the weak amateur signals are
few and far between.
This is the case across most
amateur short wave bands. It
works quite well with its own
antenna with broadcast short
wave stations, but then so does
my £30 three band portable.
Generally, this receiver's front
end is so wide band that
intermodulation, cross
modulation and spurious
harmonics around, even on the
simple antenna. This is where the
channel lock out comes in, or in
the Yupiteru's case, the 'search
pass memory'.
There are 500 such memory
allocations and I will probably
need them all. The receiver
generates so many harmonics
within its own tuning range, I am
surprised they are not preset to
be passed when the receiver is
manufactured.
Yes, I know scanning receivers
are prone to such problems, but
as such, do they really justify the
price tag? A look at the Yupiteru
specification in the handbook
makes no mention of bandwidth,
selectivity, spurious responses,
etc., etc., and I am not surprised.
Having said all this I will
probably keep the receiver. The
software is well thought out and
it has some useful features over
and above the previous scanners
I have owned. But to return to the
ignorance factor, purchasers of
this receiver may not be aware of
these shortcomings, and, like me
at the outset, disappointment
may overrule any acceptance of
these deficiencies.
It will work quite well with an
antenna appropriate for the
frequency, not a discone. With
my six metre antenna connected,
performance is reasonable on
this band, attach a discone and
everything within the bandwidth
of the latter appears to be
received all at once!
For a pocket sized scanner
that works quite well above
30MHz, I suppose it is acceptable,
and by the way, the ads say it
tunes from 100kHz, but try and
find Radio 4 long wave, unless of
course you live in Droitwich, £300
plus though is a bit much, so
beware.
I offer this letter solely as
guidance for your other readers,
and is based purely upon my
own experience.

Andrew Walker G3OUT
Woodhall Spa
Lincolnshire.
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Dear Sir

letters

Please would you give serious consideration to publishing
a correction regarding Off The Record (October SWM page
74, 'Holidays', final paragraph). It is strongly recommended
that passengers do NOT operate electronic equipment
whilst airborne, especially radio receivers.
There have already been documented cases of low powered consumer devices interfering with on -board
navigation equipment. The Civil Aviation Authority, in
Aeronautical Information Circular 58/1992, have published a
strong warning about this hazard. Although watches,
calculators and cardiac pacemakers are regarded as
generating negligible interference, other apparatus is a real
danger. The Automatic Direction Finder is the most likely
navigational aid to be affected and, as it has no in-built
failure warning, this problem can be insidious.
The worst culprits by far though, are cellular telephones
(see A/C 29/1991) which not only affect the aircraft but also
jam the ground -based telephone network, even when no
call is in progress.
I'm sure you'll agree that SWM must be careful not to
issue dangerous advice to readers.
Keep up the good work on the column.

Dr. G. L. Manning
Edgware, Middlesex.
Dear Sir
I note from Andy Cadier's contribution to the October issue
that he recommends s.w.l.s to use portable radios for inflight entertainment.
In my experience, many airlines do not allow the use of
portable radios during flight due to the possibility of these
interfering with navigational equipment.
It may therefore be prudent to suggest that prospective
listeners request permission for their use from a crew
member first.

Gerry Haynes
Herts.
Thank you for pointing out the potential danger in operating
any form of electronic device onboard an aircraft. The cellular
telephone problem is probably not widely known. I'm sure
that SWM readers would not want to create problems. Ed.

Dear Sir
I wonder if I can get an
inclusion in your Letters
page.

The subject is QRM
from the PACE satellite
receiver Type MSS1000.
This is one of the latest
from PACE and it receives
satellite signals very well
indeed, but the problem in
my unit is the radiation of
very strong broadband
noise.
I have had a look on a
spectrum analyser and the
noise covers from 3 to
50MHz and needs a 151.1V

signal to get over the noise
threshold on 20 metres.
I have discussed the
problem with PACE whose
Zero Defect Dept. (yes,
that's right) are aware of
the problem but seem to be
having no luck at this time
for curing it. Whilst I can
recommend this receiver

for its performance for
which its designed, I am
quite worried that this noise
problem may be spreading
around the UK.
I am lucky as the
receiver is in my house and
not next door, so that when
I go on the air I unplug it.
You can imagine the
comments from the family I don't get on the air as
much these days! The DTI
have been informed.
Am I the only person
with this problem? By the
way, has anyone seen a
dish positioner module yet
for the MSS1000?

J. Melvin G3LIV
Newcastle, Tyne & Wear
Yet more pollution of the
air waves - soon we won't
be able to hear anything
but QRM. What do you, the
readers, think the solution
to this problem is?
3
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The AR3030 receiver combines a classical appearance on the outside using aluminium extrusion
& cases with a high-tech low noise DDS (Direct Digital Synthesizer) design inside with the legendary
Collins 6 kHz AM mechanical filter fitted as standard, the result is "THE NEW CLASSIC from AOR".
'Collins is a trade name of
Rockwell International
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Strong sinal handling is very good providing 3rd order intercept measurements of
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Special offer for a limited period only
AR3030 receiver with one optional Collins filter
'or' VHF converter 'or' PC software at no extra cost

£699,00 including VAT
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Adam Bede High Tech Centre, Derby Road, Wirksworth, Derbys. DE4 4BG
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FM: 15kHz Murata ceramic filter (CFU455E2) fixed. Selection of Normal/Narrow
is disabled.
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Murata ceramic filter (CFJ455K6) in the narrow position. A narrower 4,0 kHz
Collins mechanical AM filter may be fitted in the standard AM filter position (a
wider AM filter such as Collins 8.5kHz/-3d6 526 8561 020 could be fitted in the
AM position). Due to the I.F. cascade filter, the widest possible filter is 8.5kHz.

CW: 2.4kHz Murata ceramic filter in the Normal position. An optional Collins
500Hz/-3dB Collins seven resonator mechanical filter (526 8634 010 or 526
8693 010) may be optionally fitted (workshop fitting) in the Narrow position.

-20

526-8638-019

receive AM, S.AM, NFM, USB, LSB, CW & FAX with true carrier re-insertion

USB/LSB/FAX: 2.4kHz Murata ceramic filter (CFJ455K6). An optional Collins
2.5kHz/-3dB Collins eight resonator mechanical filter (526 8635 010 or 526
8694 010) of higher specification may be optionally fitted (workshop fitting) to
replace the 2.4kHz filter.
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F AM/S.AM: 6kHz/-3dB in the normal position using the legendary Collins eight
resonator mechanical filter (526 8636 010 or 526 8695 010) and a 2.4kHz/-6dB
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The AR3030 offers high performance, user friendly operation, an easy to see
large rear illuminated LCD and true value for money, the list of "standard

5 Hz DDS tuning Fully adjustable BFO on USB, LSB, CW & FAX Unrivalled
selectivity offered by the Collins 6 kHz AM mechanical filter Options of a
substitute Collins 4 kHz AM mechanical filter, Collins 2.5 kHz SSB mechanical
filter and Collins 500 Hz CW mechanical filter (ceramic SSB filter fitted as
standard) TCXO for the ultimate in frequency stability ideal for data
communications and ECSS Dual VFOs plus 100 memories which retain all
operating data Front panel AGC fast / slow Standard rear panel RS232C
connector, I.F. output, audio outputs and carrier operated relay Large analogue
S -meter Direct frequency entry by MHz, kHz or metre band Optional VHF
converters for airband (108 - 139.99999) and 2m HAM + MARINE
(140 - 169.99999 MHz)
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Elaine Richards
PO Box 1863,
Ringwood,
Hants BH24 3XD.

junior listener

Free Booklets

British DX Club

It was whilst reading the October issue of Monitor- the magazine from the International Short
Wave League - that I saw details of a couple of free booklets. The radio station KNLS, Anchor
Point, Alaska have a couple of booklets that will interest the new listener. The first is called DX
Propagation for Beginners and is written by Carl Mann who has over 30 years experience as a
listener. He wrote the book to help DXers improve their reception during the low end of the 11 year sun spot cycle. Monitor says that it is written in a simple and straight -forward style so
hopefully it will be useful to readers of this column. You should send two IRCs to cover postage
with your request.
The second booklet mentioned is also by Carl Mann and is called DX Tips for Beginners. This
has been around for some time, but KNLS still have some copies available. Again you should send
two IRCs for your copy. Please mention the ISWL and Short Wave Magazine if you contact KNLS.
Their address is: Station KNLS, Anchor Point, Alaska 99556, USA.

Readers' Questions
John Mathew of Norwood
has written with a selection of
interesting questions that I'm
sure have been asked by many
readers in the past.
The first concerns the very
strong, but 'silent' signals, that
he comes across when using
his Yupiteru scanner. He
wonders why such strong
unmodulated signals exist. The
answer is they don't! The
signal John has found is most
probably what is known as a
'birdie' or spurious signal and
is a feature of most scanners. I
could go into a lot of maths to
prove exactly how these
signals are generated, but you
probably wouldn't thank me,
so I'll use a simpler approach.
In order to convert the
v.h.f./u.h.f. radio signal down
to audio, the incoming signal
is subject to a number of

mixing or frequency changer
stages. At each of these stages
the radio signal is mixed with a
locally produced signal and the
difference, or sum, selected. It
is a feature of this process that
a number of unwanted
frequencies are also produced.
It's these spurious signals
that find their way back into
the receiver and give rise to
the unmodulated carriers. You

will often find the worst
offenders listed in the
receiver's operating manual.
One of the difficulties caused
by these 'birdies'
unwanted interruption of
frequency searches and scans.
The solution depends on the
sophistication of your receiver,
but can usually be handled by
using the Lock -Out feature.
This facility is usually activated
by just pressing the Lock -Out
button whilst the appropriate
memory channel or frequency

New Scanner
Link Electronics have sent me some details of a new scanner
from the Realistic stable. The PRO -2035 is a 1000 channel base
station that has two methods of tuning - rotary tuning and
direct frequency entry. Hopefully, no matter whether you want
to wander around the bands or want to go direct to a frequency
you should find this radio easy to use.
Other features include a priority
channel, search facilities, a lock
out, scan delay and selectable
a.m./n.f.m./w.f.m. From the
photograph it looks a 'userfriendly' radio. I don't have any
details on price, but I'm sure a call
to Link Electronics on 101733)
345731 will tell you all you need to
know. They are still offering part exchange deals if you want to
change you scanner.
Their address is: Link
Electronics - Tandy Millfield, 216
Lincoln Road, Peterborough PE1

is selected. However, I would
suggest you check-out the
operating manual if you've not
previously used the Lock -Out.
John's second question
relates to the reception of
short wave broadcast signals.
He has noted that listeners
claim to have received signals
from stations that are beaming
to another country. The
question is simply how does
one know where the signal is
directed? Although some
stations may announce the
intended country or area, the
most reliable way is to refer to
a broadcasting guide. If you
have access to one of the
popular guides such as The
World Radio TV Handbook or
Passport to World Band Radio
you will find that the frequency
schedules normally show the
frequency, power,
transmission times and
intended area. You can use this
information to quickly
establish the source and
intended destination for all
short wave broadcast
transmissions. If you don't
have a broadcast guide, the
SWM Book Service stock both
these books - and many more,
good idea for Christmas!

The British DX Club has
changed their address. You
should address all
correspondence to British
DX Club, 126 Bargery Road,
Catford, London SE6 2LR.
Now then, newcomers
may wonder who are the
British DX Club and what's
the point in joining. Well,
short wave listeners don't
usually join local amateur
radio clubs because the
amount they have in
common can be very little.
So if you don't join a local
club, where can you
compare notes with others
who enjoy the same hobby
as yourself? There are
several listeners clubs you
can consider, such as the
International Short Wave
League, Medium Wave
Circle, British DX Club, for
example.
The British DX Club is a
non-profit making
organisation and it's run by
a Board and Editorial Team,
all of whom are unpaid
volunteers. What is also
good to see is that
members are encouraged to
attend Board/Staff Meetings
to debate issues relevant to
the club. Your £9.00
membership fee gets you
Communication, the
monthly publication, that
arrives at the beginning of
each month. As they have
such short lead-times, it is
very up-to-date with any
changes that occur in the
world of listening.
The magazine covers just
about every aspect of the
radio spectrum so there
should be something for
everyone in it. It also
includes a helpdesk, so you
can discuss your questions
and learn from the answers
given to others.
The various short wave
listener clubs represent very
good value for money and
are an ideal way for
listeners to get together and
exchange ideas and views.
Think about it.

2NE.
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iANIIIASTER®

A high performance wideband antenna,
offering gain over a conventional discone.
Stainless steel construction with standard
PL259 connector, mounting pole plus
brackets. Superior performance on Air,

Flexi Whip. £14.95

Marine and PMR bands.
,* 25-1300MHz

General purpose replacement
antenna with fitted BNC type
connector.

* Ultra wideband TX capability

SCANMASTER
MOBILE

Higher gain wideband whip and
transmit capability on 2m and 70cms.

Rubber Duck...£11.95

SCANMASTE
DISCONE

oti
Complete 'ready to go' magnetic
mount wideband antenna. Frequency
range from 100 to 1000MHz. Fitted
with coaxial cable and BNC plug.

SCANMASTER BASE
STAND

A fully adjustable desk top stand for use
with all hand-helds. Fitted coaxial fly lead
with BNC and S0239 connectors.

A quality wideband stainless steel
discone with frequency range 251300MHz. Low loss 'N' type connector.
Able to transmit on 2m and 70cms.

SCANMASTER MOBILE
MOUNT

Mounts on air vent grills on a car
dashboard to allow easy and safe
operation of most hand-helds.

Available from your local dealer or direct from

NEVADA COMMUNICATIONS
189 LONDON ROAD, NORTH END, PORTSMOUTH P02 9AE

USE YOUR CREDIT CARD FOR SAME DAY DESPATCH
ORDER HOTLINE: (0705) 662145 Fax: (0705) 690626

SCANMASTER BASE
Wideband discreet
fibreglass vertical antenna.
Frequency coverage 500kHz
to 1500MHz. Transmits 2m
and 70cms amateur bands.
Complete with stainless

steel mounting kit.
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Call Book on a disk
The latest edition of this
electronic version of the UK
amateur call book is now
available in both DOS and
Windows version both are

CC

4.m.a

components

Amateur Radio Licence Age
Requirement Reduced

test equipment

priced £14.00 plus P&P
the call book features
callsigns up to, GOVHK,
G7TTH, 2E1DKM and
2EOAIX. Installations
requires 16Mb of hard disk
space and MSDOS 3.3 or
greater. Microsoft Windows
3.1 is required for the
Windows version.

C/2

- Chiptester
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SWM Book Service

39J St;1

Arrowsmith Court,
Station Approach,
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Keeping the Spectrum Clean

20.121

Broadstone,
Dorset BH18 8PW,
Tel: (01202) 859930.

IA=
;Lb 20 ;ULU

Cirkit's Latest
The new, winter 1994/5 edition of the Electronic Constructors' Catalogue from Cirkit
has just been published.
An invaluable aid to anyone remotely interested in electronics and radio
construction, includes tools, components, hardware, test equipment... the list just
goes on. Over 4000 lines stocked, the catalogue includes £21.00 worth of

discount vouchers. For further information contact: Cirkit Distribution Ltd.,
Park Lane, Broxbourne, Herefordshire EN10 7NO.
Tel: (01992) 448899.

Listen With Grandad

Holders of the Amateur Radio (Novice)
Licence who are between the ages of 10
and 14 years will now be able to obtain a
full licence, conditional on the following:
The individual must be at least ten years
old and must have held a Novice A or B
class licence for minimum of a year. They
must, of course, also have passed either
the full class A or B licence exams (RAE)
including the 12 w.p.m. Morse test for a
class A licence.

The Radiocomunications Agency staff are
staying ahead in the battle to keep
unlicensed broadcasters off the air.
During the last year they have carried out
570 raids against over 150 pirate
stations.
The Agency is responsible for taking
enforcement action to keep the radio
spectrum clean for licensed users to
operate without interference to their
services. Staff in the Agency's 20 District
Offices are responsible for dealing with
unlicensed radio users and those who
operate outside licence conditions.

Enquiries, Tel: 0171-215 2150.

by Leon Balen & David Leverets
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news

Radio and TV DX News

NATIONAL

TRANSMITTER NEWS
Change of BBC FM Frequencies
October 25/26 High Wycombe,
Buckinghamshire. To allow better use of the v.h.f.
broadcast band the High Wycombe f.m. transmitter
has changed its frequencies for Radios 1, 2, 3 and 4.
The change is only slight, listeners whose radios
have tuning dials will need to make only small
adjustments to the tuning. Those with digitally
tuned radios should reprogram to the appropriate
new frequencies. The High Wycombe transmitter
serves listeners in the High Wycombe, Hughenden
Valley and along the valley of the River Wye to the
east, as far as the north side of Woodburn Green.
Listeners with r.d.s. radios need take no action
except to ensure the r.d.s. function on the radio is
selected. The radios will then automatically tune to
the appropriate frequencies, which are - Radio 1
99.6MHz, Radio 2 90.0MHz, Radio 3 92.2MHz and
Radio 4 94.4MHz.

Television Relay Stations
September 22 St. David's, Dyfed. A new relay is
opening with kind co-operation of the Dean of St
David's, the Very Reverend J. Wyn Evans, and
permission from the chapter - the relay has been
installed inconspicuously in St. David's cathedral
tower. The transmitting antenna is built into a new
flagpole on the top of tower.
The relay has been built jointly by the BBC and
NTL on behalf of the ITC it provides good television
and teletext reception for about 250 people in the
western half of the city. Viewers will need good
quality antennas to receive this relay. Existing
antennas aligned on other stations are likely to be of
the wrong group and therefore should not be used
for the new relay. Antennas should be roof mounted
and vertically polarised with a clear line of sight of
the new flagpole on the cathedral.
Station Details
Channels:

BBC Wales on 1
BBC Wales on 2
HTV wales
S4C

33
26
23
29

Antenna Group: A
Polarisation:
Vertical
Effective Radiated Power:

2W

Reception advice is available from either:

Digital Audio Broadcasting (DAB) looks set for a September 1995 opening by
the BBC - initially across the London area - and extending to 60% of the
population by 1998, emphasis being on urban and major national traffic
routes. UK coverage will be at Band 3 within the 217-230MHz spectrum with
the long term aim to broadcast by satellite in the 1.5GHz (L) band. France
intends to operate at 50MHz and L Band where -as Germany will commence
initial DAB within a slowly vacating (of TV) ch.E12 Band 3 slot. Germany will
commence DAB early 1995 and by year's end will have established several
areas operating within ch.E12 with gap filling by supplementary L Band
transmissions. Still in London and success by the residents of Poplar who
claimed and won £1 million damages from the owners of the Canary Wharf
Tower following construction of said building which in turn caused a shadow
of local TV reception from Crystal Palace. The ruling is that the interfering with
television reception constitutes and 'actionable offence'. This means that
developers must put to rights any loss or deterioration in local broadcast
reception should their structure interfere with previous good reception!
The Indian government is to allow the setting up of private local radio and
TV stations subject to approved guidelines. Private companies will also be
allowed to up -link programmes and news feeds onto satellite without
permission, thus allowing major programme operators such as the BBC CNNI
etc to establish their own studio centres on Indian soil.
Taiwan has developed her own digital HDTV system and initial
transmissions will commence early 1998 with full service two years later. And
freedom on the air waves of Panama with the freeing of ten u.h.f. channels for
use by private broadcasters for the next 1 century.
In the Czech Republic the private Radio Echo has now hit the air waves on
three medium wave frequencies, replacing the earlier transmissions of
Radiozurnal. Echo will feature news, features and music.
Confusion within Poland over broadcasting laws lead to the arrival of many
illegal radio and TV stations. The situation has now been regularised with
several of the non licensed stations now gaining official approval. Nationwide
transmission has been approved for 'Radio RMF' (ex Cracow); 'Radio Zet'
(Warsaw) and the Catholic 'Radio Maria'. Television approvals have been given
to 'Polsat' for national transmission, regional stations are 'NTP Plus' (north,
Central and West); 'Wisla TV' (South); 'Wielkopolska Telewizja Regional' (West)
and 'Canal Plus' (national scrambled network - subscription basis - films etc +
three hours of locally made programmes daily). Many local radio stations have
been given transmission approval.
The plan to privatise radio stations in Israel have been delayed pending the
appointment of a director general of the new Radio Authority Council.
Decisions should have been made April last but with indecision over which
government department will handle the upcoming commercial stations the
situation remains in limbo!
More potential interference (or DXing potential ?) may arise with the use of
the radio LAN (local area networking) within industrial complexes rather than
the usual hard wired system. This system allows complete flexibility in office
design without the restriction of wired communications. Telecomms firm Mase
have recently announced a new radio LAN system that extends coverage from
180m to 2km. The matter of security obviously is in question. More
information is awaited from the Mase Group.
There's a new main TV transmitter operating near Brussels, Belgium of the
BRTN-2 TV2 using ch.E25 horizontal at 1000kw erp. The BRTN TV2 ch.E25
Brussels 10 kW e.r.p. transmitter has closed down (5th September actioned).
The RTBF is currently testing in 16:9 - as many DXers witnessed in the October
trop openings! Zuid Holland TV (ZH-TV) has closed down on ch.E49 due to
financial problems, the transmitter is now off the air.
From reader Tony Llewelyn Jones (Bangor) arrives information for the
forthcoming 'Telefis na Gaeilge' Gaelic language network, this will operate
solely at u.h.f. running 1800-2100 approx daily from 1996. Transmitters for the
TnG service likely to be received in Wales will be Three Rocks ch.E55; Cairn Hil
ch.E50 and Clermont Carn ch.E68.

BBC Engineering Information
White City
201 Wood Lane
London W12 7TS
Telephone: 0181-752 5040
Or

ITC Engineering Information
Crawley Court
Winchester
Hampshire S021 213A
Telephone: (01962) 848647
8

Belgian 16:9 HDTV
test card as
received here in
Romsey from
ch.E3 Liege via the
Tropospheric
opening in
October.
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Base Station Scanning Solution
The PRO -2035 is the latest scanning receiver to be launched by Realistic. This new 1100
channel base unit offers rotary tuning in addition to direct frequency entry a very
useful feature when
roaming around the
.C*4
ck%

SPA hi r H f
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English Listeners Guide
from ISWL
The International Short Wave League
announce their latest publication, Guide to
English Language Short Wave Broadcasts
to Europe (Winter Schedules - 1994),
which is available now priced at £1.50.
The guide is of a similar format to that of
the Summer Schedules.

New Address for BDXC
A new address has been announced
with immediate effect. This address is
to be used for all enquires regarding
the club, ordering publications and as
destination fro schedules, press

releases etc. British DX Club, 126
Bargery Road, Catford, London
SE6 2LR.

Short Wave
International
Frequency Handbook
Compiled by Bill Low

Short Wave

International
Frequency
Handbook
This is a new
edition of an old
favourite. Many
hours of 'hands-

on' monitoring
and checking
have gone into
updating the

information and
A O.....
listings. With a
cover price of £12.95 plus P & P, this book
represents excellent value and should be
alongside the receiver of all s.w.l.s.
MOE PI*** 4.11. .04

SWM Book Service, Arrowsmith
Court, Station Approach, Broadstone,
Dorset BH18 8PW,
Tel: (01202) 659930.

Young Amateur of 1994
Seventeen year old Robert Aley from
March, Cambridgeshire has won this
years award, First prize of £300 was
presented by Roger Louth, the RA's
Director of Mobile Services.
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bands.

The new receiver
features a triple
conversion architecture to
ensure minimum spurious
response. Incorporating
the usual host of Realistic
features - Hyperscan, lockout, scan delay eta/the
modes of operation are
a.m./n.b.f.m. and w.f.m.
Memory backup is
achieved by use of a
lithium battery unlike
most hand-held units. The
receiver is a true base
station unit, power can be
provided by either 240V
a.c. mains or external 12V
d.c. source. Frequency
coverage is discontinuous
in the range 25-1300MHz.
This high quality scanner
should meet the needs of
the scanning enthusiast
looking for a performance
base unit. The price for
the PRO -2035 is £349.00.
The PRO -2035 is

available from both:
SRP Trading, SRP

Data Kits From The Barn and Badger
The Amateur Radio Software Barn - GOLOV/G4IUE are
pleased to announce that they have reached an
agreement with Badger Boards to sell their kits to
allow both transmission and reception of data modes.
The kits provide an interface between radio and
computer. Modes included are, Morse, SSTV, FAX
RTTY and AMTOR.
Kits cost from £19.00 excluding case or the unit
can be purchased ready built for £24.00, are again not
including case. Connections by way of a five -pin DIN
for the radio end, and a 9 -way D -type for the PC port.
Included in the price is shareware decoding software.

For further information contact Ernie Baily Tel:

(0836) 748958. Nigel Horne, Tel: (01226)
Radio Centre, 1686
283021, or via the internet
Bristol Road South,
njh@smsltd.demon.co.uk.
Rednall, Birmingham
B45 9TZ. Tel: (0121-460
1581; and Link
Electronics, 216 Lincoln Road,
Peterborough PE1 2NE.
Tel: 101733) 345731.

JVFAX Interface
Martelec have produced a
sophisticated interface unit for use with
the ever popular JVFAX shareware
capable of better results than the
simple comparator circuit used by
others. This unit enables the decoding
and high resolution display of all h.f.
FAX, and weather satellite modes using
a standard, compatible PC. The JVF1
interface addresses the requirement with
a microprocessor -based design,
incorporating specially designed filters
for FAX an APT signals. The JVF1 is housed in a rugged diecast metal enclosure and
because it connects to the PC's serial port, it is both suitable for use with both portable
and desktop machines. An external d.c. supply of 8-15V at 100mA is required to power
the interface.
The JVF1 costs £94.60 including VAT and carriage.

For further information contact: Martelec, The Acorns, Wyck Lane, East
Worldham, Alton GU34 3AW. Tel: (01420) 82752.
9

grassroots
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rallies
November 27: West Manchester Radio Clubs 'Winter
Rally' will be held at the usual venue of the Bolton Sports
& Exhibition Centre, Silverwell St., Bolton (town centre).
All the usual trade stands (over 75) societies, Bring & Buy
etc., all at pavement level, with facilities for the disabled.
Bar and refreshments available all day. Doors open
11.00am, 10.30am for disabled visitors. Admission £1,
children free. Dave G1100 on (01204) 24104 evenings
only.

Bristol International RC: Tuesdays,
8pm. The Fighting Cocks Public
House, Hengrove. All visitors are
welcome. The club has been formed
so that all radio enthusiasts,
whether they be Licensed
Amateurs, s.w.l.s or CBers can get
together and have a good natter and
do things that you do in radio clubs.
PO Box 28, Bristol BS99 1GL.

Club Secretaries:
Send all details of your club's u p -and -coming events to: Lorna
Mower, Short Wave Magazine, Arrowsmith Court, Station
Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW. Please tell us your
County and keep the details as brief as possible.
Orange Hill Road, Burnt Oak.
November 24 - Morse training
evening, December 8 - The great
Edgware annual junk sale. Rod

December 1 - The 'Coker'
transmitter by G3PCJ, 8th - Quiz
night 15th - The 'Coker' transmitting
testing by G3PCJ. Cedric White,

Bishop. 0181-204 1868.

QTHR. (01258) 473845.

Wimbledon & OARS: 2nd & last
Fridays, 7.30pm. St Andrews Church
Hall, Herbert Road SW19. November
25 - Microwaves by GOOLX,
December 9 - Xmas social. 0181-540

SUFFOLK

2180.

"November 27: The Bridgend District Amateur Radio Club
are holding their radio rally at the Bridgend Recreation
Centre, Bridgend. Doors open at 11 am (10.30am for
disabled visitors). Food and refreshments are available
all day. There is also a large Bring & Buy and talk -in on
S22. Morse tests are available all day (photo ID req.).
Further details from Mike GW7NIS on (01656) 722199.
November 27: The Coulsdon Amateur Transmitting
Society are holding their Radio & Electronics Bazaar at
H134 Purley Scout Group, access via public car park in
Lion Green Road, Coulsdon. There is a flea market, sale
of new and second-hand equipment and a talk -in on
G4FUR/P on S22. There will also be a lucky number raffle
from admission ticket. Starts 10am to 1pm. Andy Briers
GOKZT on (01737) 557198.

*December 11: The Verulam Amateur Radio Club will be
holding its Verulam Christmas Rally at the Watford
Leisure Centre, which is located less than five minutes
drive from the Junction of the Ml and M25 motorways.
Trading will be from 10am to 4pm. (01923) 222284.

9672124.

South Bristol ARC: Wednesdays.
Whitchurch Folkhouse Assoc.,
Bridge Farm House, East Dundry Rd,
Whitchurch. November 30 Magazine exchange or for table
rally next year, December 7 - 20m
DX RX evening, 14th - Christmas
social. For more information ring
(01275) 834282 on a Wednesday
evening.
DERBYSHIRE

1995

January 28: The Lancastrian Radio & Computer Rally is
being held at the University of Lancaster. There will be all
the usual traders, refreshments, a bar and a Bring & Buy.
There is excellent access to this rally, five minutes from
either Junction 33 or 34 on the M6. Admission is £1.
Doors open at 10.30am for the disabled and 11am for
everyone else. Further details from Sue on (01524) 64239.
February 5: The South Essex ARS Radio Rally is being
held at The Paddocks, Long Road, Canvey Island, Essex,
(The Paddocks is located at the end of the A130). Doors
open at 10.30am. Bring & Buy, trade stands and home
made refreshments are available. Talk -in on S22.
Admission is £1. Free car parking. Roger GOLTO on
(01268) 693786 or Ken on (01268) 755350.

February 12: The 4th Northern Cross Rally is being held at
Rodillian School on the A61 between Leeds and
Wakefield (near Jn. M1/M62). Doors open at 11am
(10.30am for disabled visitors and Bring & Buy). Cl entry.
There will be the usual dealers and groups, a bar and
refreshments plus a Morse test on demand with two
passport photos. Talk in on 144 and 430MHz. Dave Gray
on (0113) 2827883.

February 25: The 10th Rainham Radio Rally is to be held at
the Rainham School for Girls, Derwent Way, Rainham,
Gillingham, Kent MEB OBX. It is very easy to find from Jn.
4 of the M2 motorway the A278 or from the A2 from
Rainham. Doors open at 10.00am, 9.30am for disabled

visitors. There will be the usual trade stands, plus a few
new ones selling computers. Many special interest
groups will be represented, ie. RAYNET, RNARS, Packet,
KRGroup and Kent TV Group. There is also a talk -in on
S22 GB4RRR, a Bring & Buy, licensed bar, and snacks

and refreshments also available with somewhere to sit
and eat. Admission is £1, children under 14 free. Further
info. from Martin G7JBO on (01634) 365980 any
reasonable time.

*March 11/12: The London Amateur Radio & Computer
Show will be held at Lee Valley Leisure Centre, Picketts
Lock Lane, Edmonton, London N9. Doors open at 10am to
5pm each day. There will be a trade show, lectures, Bring
& Buy, on -demand Morse tests, disabled facilities, bars,
restaurants, special interest groups and ample free
parking. For further information you can contact Steve
White G3ZVW on 0181-8825125.
March 12: Wythall Radio Club will be holding their annual
Radio Rally at Wythall Park, Silver Street, Wythall (near
Birmingham, on the A435, just two miles from Junction 3
on the M42). Doors open at 10.30am to 4pm. There will be
the usual traders in three halls, a marquee, a bar and
refreshments and a Bring & Buy stall run by the club.
Talk -in on S22. Admission only D. Chris GOEYO on 0121-

= 7267.
If you're travelling a long distance to a rally, it could be worth 'phoning the
contact number to check all is well, before setting off. The Editorial staff of
WM cannot be held responsible for information on Relliee. as this is
supplied by the organisers and is published in good faith as a service to
readers. If you have any queries about a particular event. please contact
the organisers direct
Editor
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RSGB City of Bristol Group: last
Tuesdays, 7pm. New Friends Hall,
Purdown, Bell Hill, Stapleton, Bristol
BS16 1BG. November 29 Construction evening, December 13
- Christmas social. Dave. (0117)

Derby & DARS. Wednesdays,
7.30pm. 119 Green Lane, Derby. Mrs
Hayley Winfield, 2 Hilts Cottages,
Crich, Matlock, Derbyshire DE4 5DD.
November 30 - Where have all the
carbon granules gone? by Martin
G7MKS, December 5 - Amateur TV
group meeting, 7th - Junk sale, 14th
- Constructors contest. (01773)

(01440) 704637.

HAMPSHIRE
Horndean & DARC: 1st Thursdays,
7.30pm. Horndean Community
School, Barton Cross, Horndean.
December 1 - Video evening. S.
Swain (01705) 472846.
HEREFORD & WORCESTER

Bromsgrove ARS: 2nd & 4th
Tuesdays. Lickey End Social Club,
Alcester Road, Burcot, Bromsgrove.
December 13 - Technical topics/talk.
Barry Taylor. (01527) 542266.
HERTFORDSHIRE

Hoddesdon RC: Alternate
Thursdays, 8pm. Conservative Club,
Rye Road, Hoddesdon. November 24
- AGM, December 8 - Quiz and
natter night. John G7OCI. (01920)
466639.

KENT

Bromley & OARS: 3rd Tuesdays,
7.30pm. The Victory Social Club,
Kechill Gardens, Hayes. December
13 - Christmas party. A Messenger.
0181-777 0420

856904.

DEVON

Torbay ARS: Fridays, 7.30pm. ECC

Social Club, Highweek, Newton
Abbot. December 16 - TARS
Christmas party. Peter G4UTO.
(018031 864528.

DORSET

Dorset Police ARS: 1st and 3rd
Thursday at Force HQ at 7.30pm.
December 1 - Club project update,
15th - Christmas do. (01202) 229351.
FIFE

Dundee ARC: Tuesdays, 7pm.
College of Further Education,
Graham Street, Dundee. November
29 - ATC area control by Mike
Dalrymple GM4SUC, December 6 Construction night, 13th - The RSGB

Haverhill & DRC: 2nd Mondays,
7.30pm. Samuel Ward Upper School,
Chalkstone Way, Haverhill.
December 12 - Pre -Christmas social
evening. Rob Proctor G4PZW.

Medway AR & TS: Fridays, 7.30pm.
Community Hall, Catkin Close,
Tunbury Avenue, Walderslade,
Chatham, Kent. November 24 Annual general knowledge quiz
evening at BRATS, QTH (Parkwood),
December 9 - Amateur television by
Peter G4LXC, 16th - Christmas
social. George Packham. (01634)
685585 or Alan Stanley. (01634)

Sudbury & DRA: 1st & 3rd Tuesdays,
Wells Hall, Old School, Great
Cornard, Five Bells Public House,
Bures Road, Great Cornard.
December 6 - Open forum questions and answers on anything
related to amateur radio, 20th Natter & noggin night. Tony Harman
G8LTY. (01787) 313212

WARWICKSHIRE

Mid Warwickshire ARS: 2nd & 4th
Tuesdays, 8pm. St. Johns HQ,
Warwick Div., 61 Emscote Road,
Warwick. December 13 - Christmas
meeting. Don on (01926) 424465.

Stratford-upon-Avon & DRS: 2nd &
4th Mondays, 7.30pm. Home Guard
Club, Main Street, Tiddington,
Stratford-upon-Avon. November 28 Microphones by Jack Cluley G4YIG,
December 12 - Open house/night on
the air - visitors most welcome. Mr
A Beasley GOCXJ. (01608) 682495.

WEST MIDLANDS
Sandwell ARC: The Broadway,
Warley. RAE class on Monday
nights, Morse class on Wednesday
nights and RAE Novice class on
Thursday nights. Three operating
shacks, h.f./v.h.f./u.h.f., Phone, c.w.,
RTTY, AMTOR, Packet, all bands.
Talks, outings, contest and
demonstrations. For further
information please ring 0121-552
4619/0121-552 4902.

201462.

West Kent ARS: 1st and 3rd Fridays.
The School Annex, Camden Road,
Tunbridge Wells. December 16 Xmas party. John Taylor G3OHV.

South Birmingham RS: West Heath
Community Association, Hamstead
House, Fairfax Road, West Heath,
Birmingham. December 7 Christmas party. Don Keeling. 0121-

(018921 664960.

458 1603.

NORFOLK

West Bromwich Central Radio Club:
Sundays, 7.30pm (talks begin at
8pm). The Sandwell Hotel (upstairs
function room), High Street West
Bromwich. December 4 - The work
of the County Air Ambulance by Ian
Nichols, 11th - AGM. Ian Leitch.

and its' committees by Ian Stuart
GM4AUP (President of RSGB) and
Frank Hall GM8BZX (Zone G council
member). GM4FSB, 30 Albert
Crescent Newport -on -Tay, Fife DD6

Norfolk ARC: Wednesdays, 7.30pm.
Formal and informal meetings at The
Norman Centre, Bignold Road, Off
Drayton Road between 'Asda' and
Three Mile Cross Roundabout,
Norwich. November 30 - Informal
annual dinner. Mike G4EOL. (016031

8DT.

789792.

0121-561 2884 (home) or (01902)
353522 ext. 2093 (office).

GRAMPIAN REGION
Aberdeen ARS: Fridays, 8pm. Queen
Mother House, Aberdeen.
November 25 - AGM, December 2 Junk sale, 16th - Festive Cheer.
Gordon Stuart GM7PXW. (01224)

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

WILTSHIRE

Mansfield ARS: 2nd Mondays,
7.30pm. The Polish Catholic Club, off
Windmill Lane, Woodhouse Road,
Mansfield. December 5 - Christmas

Salisbury Radio & Electronic

780591.

423697.

GREATER LONDON

OXFORD

Crystal Palace & DRC: 3rd
Saturdays, 7.30pm. All Saints Church
Parish Rooms, Beulah Hill, London
SE19. December 17 - Christmas
party and video/film show. Wilf
G3DSC on 0181-699 5732 or Bob on

Oxford & DARS: 2nd and 4th
Wednesdays, 7.45pm. The North
Oxford Grove House Club. Terry

party. Howard G1JGY. (01623)

Hastings GOCFN. (01865) 863526.

(017371 552170.

SOMERSET
Yeovil ARC: Thursdays, 7.30pm. The
Red Cross Centre, 72 Grove Avenue,

Edgware & DRS: Thursdays, 8pm.
Watling Community Centre, 145

Yeovil. November 24 - Club station
on the air and committee meeting,

Society: Tuesdays, 7.30pm. 3rd
Salisbury Sea Scout Hut, St Marks
Avenue, Salisbury. November 29 Planning for winter sports,
December 6 - Oscilloscopes by
Frank Mitchell G8PCB, 13th Chrsitmas party, mulled wine and
mice pies. J David Kennedy. (01722)
330971.

Trowbridge & DARC: 3rd
Wednesday, 8pm. The Southwick
Village Hall, Southwick, Trowbridge.
December 7 - Christmas party and
presentations. Ian GOGRI. (01225)
864698.
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Project

Computer Control for the

HF225 Receiver
Part 2
Now we have dealt
with the
construction of
the interface,
modification of
the K225 keypad and the
principle behind the
MC145100 crosspoint
switch IC which is used in
the interface. The test
program LISTING 1,
should have enabled most
PCW users to test the
interface without too much
effort and hopefully users of
other computer types were
able to modify the program
to suit.
We now look at two
skeleton programs, which
can be used in your own
database creations, one to
enable the HF225 receiver
frequency to be set from
frequency information
stored within the database
and the other to permit
scanning of the first ten
internal memories.
Listing 1, 2 and 3 are
specifically for the PCW
computer but are easily
modified for other types.
Enter LISTING 2 into your
computer, save as
"PROG2.BAS". Then,
ensuring that the interface
is correctly connected, RUN
the program. The computer
will prompt you to enter a
frequency in kHz (via the
keyboard, not the K225
keypad!) and the receiver
frequency will be set
accordingly. "What's the
point in that?" you may ask,
"I could have done that
from the keypad!" The
program aims to show how
a frequency stored in a
variable, in this case FREQ!

In the second and concluding part of this
feature, Mike Bradbury shows how to set
the receiver frequency or scan the first ten
internal memories under computer control.
and the equivalent keypad
function.
Program lines 220 to 250
ensure that the correct
crosspoint switch is
operated for the required
digits 0 to 9 to be sent to
the receiver. When entering
frequencies below 3000kHz
from the keypad, it is
necessary to press # before
frequency change takes
place; lines 290 and 400 to
430 take care of that when
frequency setting is done
under control of the
computer.
Referring to the circuit
diagram, the data lines DO
to D3 from
the
by
Tablet. 2
computer
rounding
MC145100
port carry
(line 140) to
the nearest Switch Number Keypad
the
crosspoint
kiloherz.
not used
0
Interswitch
1
1
grated
binary
2
2
address (0 to
Circuit IC3
(line 100), can be analysed
digit by digit and the
corresponding crosspoint
switch operated to send the
digit to the receiver. If the
frequency was stored
within a database then it
can be seen that the
receiver could be
automatically tuned as each
database record is selected.
The stored frequency is
checked to be within the
range of the HF225 (line
150) and rejected if out of
range. Frequency setting is
only possible to the nearest
kiloherz, so any decimal
part which you may enter is
removed

has 16

3

3

switches,
of which in
this
application
only 12 are

4
5

not used

used.

Table 1.2
below
shows
which
crosspoint
switches
are used

6

4
5

7

6

8
9
10

7

11

not used
8
9

12
13

not used

14
15

0

15) and D4
(binary 16)
and D5
(binary 32)
are the
STROBE and
DATA lines
to IC3. To set
a switch ON,

its' binary
address is
set on DO to
D3 and the
DATA and

STROBE are both set high.
This is achieved by adding
48 (16 for STROBE and 32
for DATA) to the switch
address. In line 30 of

Listing 2, variable on% is
defined as 48 and line 260
adds this value to the
switch address xpt%, the
result being sent to the
Centronics port by the OUT
command. After a time
delay, subroutine 340 to
350, the switch is set to OFF
by setting the switch
address and STROBE high
with the DATA line low. In
line 30, variable off% is
defined as 16 and line 270
adds this value to the
switch address xpt%, the
result being sent to the
centronics port. Thus to
send digit 4 to the receiver,
switch 5 must be pulsed by
outputting the value 53 (5
for switch address plus 48
for STROBE & DATA) to the
computer port to operate
the switch and 21 (5 plus 16
for STROBE) to reset it.
The number of digits to
be sent to the receiver vary

from two for the lowest
frequency of 30kHz to five
for the highest frequency
29999kHz and line 200 in
conjunction with the
FOR/NEXT loop, selects
each digit of the entered
frequency sequentially. The
digits are then sent to the
receiver by pulsing the
crosspoint switch
appropriate to the digit
required. (Refer again to

Table 1.2).
As it is possible for
random data to be sent to
the interface on power -up, it
is advisable to include lines

Errata:

In part 1 of this project some errors crept in, these are as follows:
Fig. 2: The column legends for the keypad were omitted, they are as follows: from left to right c1, c2, c3. The n.c. pin on the MC145100
i.c is the c1 input.
Fig 4: The junction of IC1 pins 10, 11, 14 & 15 and IC2 pins 14 & 15 should be connected to point Y. The diode is D1.
Fig. 7: 'c1' should not be present. The correct sequence for the ribbon cable is, from the bottom, OV, r1, r2, r3, r4, c2, c3, c4, +V.
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60 to 80 at the start of your
own programs to ensure
there are no switch hangups on initialisation.

Scanning Routine
Having looked at frequency
setting principles, we can
now go on to investigate
scanning. Type NEW to
clear LISTING 2 and enter
LISTING 3, saving to disc
as "PROG3.BAS". Refer to
the HF225 operating
manual and ensure that
memories 1 to 10 each have
a different frequency
stored. RUN the program,
follow the on -screen
instructions and you will
find that the first ten
receiver memories are
scanned. The process can
be stopped/started by
pressing the spacebar on
the computer keyboard.
The principle is the same as
for Listing 2 but now the
digits 1 to 9 for channels 1
to 9 and * for channel 10,
are sent in sequence to the
receiver with a preset time
delay between each digit.
The HF225 has its a.g.c.
active all the time so the
scan speed has to take that
into account. Pressing the
12

spacebar when you identify
an active channel will then
hold that channel. To adjust
the scan speed, change the
value of scanspeed% in line
40, the higher the value the
slower the speed. Memory
channel 20 could also be
included if desired and is
selected by keypad # when
in channel mode (Hint: # is
crosspoint switch 15). A
channel lockout routine
could be added quite
simply so that if for
example you wished to
monitor four h.f. Aero
channels, then only four
internal memories need be
scanned. This facility is
included in the PCW
program referred to later.
The programs in Listing 1, 2
and 3 are intended to
demonstrate some of the
uses of the HF225 interface
and to encourage readers to
experiment with their own
software, no matter what
type of computer is in use.
If this project meets that
aim then it will have done
all that I set out to do.
Remember also that there
are two unused optoisolators on lines D6 (binary
64) and D7 (binary 128)
from the computer port

Fig. 4: A match found during a search.

which could be used for
tape recorder switching etc.
When the interface and
computer control are in use
the keypad still remains
functional and manual fine
tuning can take place if
necessary, but for this to be
so, you must ensure that
any software you write
does not leave any
crosspoint switches in the
ON state. If you find that the
keypad does not work at
any time during your
experimentation, simply
run a switch reset routine
similar to line 60 in Listing 1
and also include a clean exit
routine rather than using
the STOP or BREAK key.

Recognising the fact that
some readers do not have
the time, inclination or
knowledge to experiment or
write software and
producing this type of
software is not cost
effective for the
professionals, I have
produced a database
program for the PCW 8256/
8512 only, to operate with
the HF225 interface which
has both automatic
frequency setting and
scanning of internal
memories. Data is stored in

krIve :c

disc files, each 500 records
long and each record has

four fields for station ident,
frequency (in kHz or MHz),
time schedule and notes.
The data is arranged in
twenty banks, each bank
containing 25 records all of
which can be seen on one
screen. The banks can be
named to suit individual
requirements and thus

allow grouping of
frequencies of interest.
The program makes use
of multiple screen windows
allowing relevant data to be
displayed as necessary and
the main menu is visible at
all times. A search facility is
included but in the current
version is sequential (as
opposed to faster methods)
but even so, the search time
is not too excessive. Figs. 1
to 4 are screen dumps
taken from the program and
are self-explanatory. Any
readers who would like a
copy of the programs
please write to me,
enclosing s.a.s.e., via the
SWM Editorial Offices for
details on how to obtain
your copy.
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PROMOTION CONTINUED

DUE TO OVERWHELMING DEMAND

RECEIVER BARGAIN
INTEREST FREE FINANCE

COM

IC -R9000 (£4950.00), 10%
deposit @ £495.00, then 36
months interest free @ £1 23.75

IC -R7100 (£1395.00), 10%
deposit @ £140.00, then 24
months interest free @ £52.29

IC -R 100 (£629.00), 10%
deposit @ £63.00, then 18
months interest free @ £31.44

IC-R72E (£859.00), 10%
deposit @ £86.00, then 18
months interest free @ £42.94

IC-R71E (£1059.00), 10%
deposit @ £105.00, then 18
months interest free @ £53.00

IC -R1 (£395.00), 10% derr,c;f.
@ £40.00, then 12 months
interest free @ £29.58

YUPITERU

- UP TO 3 YEARS

YAE SU
F RG100 (£529.00), 10%
deposit @ £53.00, then 12
months interest free @ £39.66

FRG9600 (£589.00), 10%
deposit @ £59.00, then 18
months interest free @ £29.44

ACOR
AOR AR3030 (£699.00),
10% deposit @ £70.00, then 18
months interest free @ £34.94

wititeirf

AOR AR8000UK (£449.00),
10% deposit @ £45.00, then 12
months interest free @ £33.66

AOR AR3000A (£949.00),
10% deposit @ £95.00, then 18
months interest free @ £47.44

AOR AR1500EX (£349.00)..es
10% deposit @ £35.00, then 12
months interest free @ £26.16

YUPITERU MVT7 100
(£399.95), 10% deposit
@ £40.00, then 12 months
interest free @ £29.99

KENWOOD

YUPITERU MVT7000

KENWOOD R5000

(£289.95), 10% deposit
@ £29.00, then 12 months
interest free @ £21.74

(£999.95), 10% deposit @
£100.00, then 18 months
interest free @ £49.99

YUPITERU MVT8000

KENWOOD R5000+VC20

(£369.95), 10% deposit
@ £37.00, then 12 months
interest free @ £27.74

(£999.95 + £199.95), 10%
deposit @ £120.00, then 24
months interest free @ £44.99

If you're between 18-70 years of age working, retired or disabled, subject to status, you may well
qualify for our new special interest free finance. For fast mail order, phone today for your forms.

COASTAL COMMUNICATIONS
AMATEUR RADIO FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR

19 Cambridge Road, Clacton -on -Sea, Essex C015 3QJ
VISA, ACCESS, AMEX, RSGB, SWITCH, Licensed Credit Brokers
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LISITNIN

JRC NRD535

-

The Best Receiver You Can Buy For Under £2000?
In the course of a day I get asked many questions about short wave receivers but the most common is 'Should I
spend more money - what will I get if I do?'. I've always believed that the more you pay, the more you should get,
and in receivers, this doesn't strictly mean you'll hear more stations -a popular misconception! Spending more
money will normally get you a receiver designed and manufactured to a mugh higher standard. In the case of the
NRD535, this starts with the fact that it is made by the Japan Radio Company. They've been in business far longer
than some of the other household names and as most of their products (h.f. transceivers, radars, marine
electronics) are used professionally, you can be assured of the pedigree.
A more expensive receiver can normally be upgraded to suit the needs of listeners who may have very different
needs. For example, the i.f. filters fitted are excellent, giving good selectivity that will probably suit most people, but
optional s.s.b. and c.w. filters can be fitted to tailor the receiver to your particular needs. The c.w. buff may fit the
500 or 300kHz filter and the datacoms purist may want the 1.8 or 1 kHz s.s.b. filter. Personally, I'd rather fit the
CFL243W Bandwidth Control Unit as it gives me a continuously variable i.f. bandwidth right down to 500kHz superb for the wide range of listening that I do, coping with weak s.s.b. signals, both data and voice, suffering badly
from strong stations on adjacent channels.
We can offer our own exclusive modification to the NRD535 by changing one of the a.m. filters and rebuilding the
audio amplifier stages. This results in much better reproduction of a.m. broadcast stations, ideal for those who
listen to programs rather than tuning around looking for weak signals all the time. This goes a long way towards
reducing listener fatigue. We can do this modification for £195.00 or if you order it to be done at the time of supply,
just £117.50.
In its basic form, it is an excellent receiver which will more
than please most listeners. However, if the type of listening
you do changes or perhaps if you become more
experienced, the fact that you can upgrade without having to
trade in will protect your investment. To help protect your
investment, we are now offering a full two-year warranty on
JRC receivers purchased from ourselves.

NRD535

£1549.00

P.S. We are aware of a quantity of these in circulation with incorrect mains transformers for the UK market, and
with Japanese manuals

BERKSHIRE

3 Weavers Walk
Northbrook Street
Newbury
Tel: (01635) 522122

NORTH EAST
Mitford House

Newcastle Int. Airport
Newcastle Upon Tyne
Tel: (01661) 860418

SCOTLAND

Cumbernauld Airport
Cumbernauld

WALES & WEST
79/81 Gloucester Rd
Patchway

Strathclyde

Bristol

Tel: (01236) 721004

Tel: 0117-931 5263

LOWE
Chesterfield Roac

TH' \A/(RLD

THE MAGNETIC LONGWIRE BALUN

Successful Listening Starts Here . . .
All the experts agree - the secret of successful listening
starts at the antenna. Skimp on the antenna and you might
as well not bother! For years many of us struggled with
longwires and a.t.u.s, getting increasingly frustrated at the
growing level of interference generated by household wiring
and appliances. Then along came the MLB - half the price
of my a.t.u., but promising to do twice as much - match my
longwire to 50 Ohms AND cure my interference problem.
So, I tried one -a week later my three a.t.u.s were up for
sale - most of the domestic interference gone and fewer
knobs to twiddle!
The MLB has made a real difference to my listening - and
to the hundreds of customers I've recommended them to
since. At just under forty pounds, the MLB is exceptional
value, and correctly installed I'm sure it will make a

difference to yours.
Just available is the MLB ISOLATOR. When used in
conjunction with the MLB, this new addition to the range will
provide you with a convenient terminal to attach an earth
wire and totally
rirgorlimPIMIFINIMIPPlimememoimmINIR
isolate the earth
connection of the
aerial from the earth
connection between
the mains supply and

the receiver another hiding place
for noise. Ring today
for full information on these and other interesting products
that we know will help you to get more out of your listening!

The new SRX from Lowe
A PRICE BREAKTHROUGH IN SHORT WAVE LISTENING, ONLY

£39.95.

FOR THE BEGINNER who wants to try out the fascination of short wave listening:
FOR THE EXPERIENCED short wave enthusiast who needs a Go -Anywhere portak

FOR ANYONE who just want to keep in touch, the SRX-50 is an amazing receiver.

Just look at the features:* Quartz controlled p.I.I. synthesised for accuracy.
* Clear digital I.c.d. frequency read-out
* Coverage of: Long wave (153-281kHz a.m.)
Medium wave (531-1602kHz a.m.)
Short wave (5.9-15.5MHz a.m.) and even stereo f.m. broadcast (87.5-108MHz).
* Direct preset, manual or AUTO scan tuning.
* Supplied with stereo earphones.
* 20 memories (5 on each band) for storage and recall of favourite frequencies.
* 24 hour digital clock with alarm and timer function.

The Constant Companion
Now you have your SX-50, the perfect accessory has to be the 'Passport To World Band Radio'. Almost 400 pages of the
latest information on short wave stations will help you find the service you need in an instant. All listed by frequency, language,
time of day, the 'Passport' is your constant guide.

Our price

PLUS £2.00 POSTAGE (POST FREE WHEN ORDERED WITH SRX-50).

SOUTH EAST

YORKSHIRE

Communications Hse.
Chatham Road
Sandling, Maidstone

34 New Briggate
North Yorkshire

SOUTH WEST
1 17 Beaumont Road
St. Judes
Plymouth

Tel: (01622) 692773

Tel: 0113-245 2657

Tel: (01752) 257224

nre
,

E125

Leeds

EAST ANGLIA
152 High Street
Chesterton

Cambridge
Tel: (01223) 311230

lectronics--/

Matlock, Derbyshire DE4 5LE Tel: (01629) 580800 Fax: (01629) 580020
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Roger Bunney gets

his soldering iron
out and builds
himself an a.t.u.
The antenna tuning

unit found in many
short wave listener
'shacks' is perhaps one of
the most energy efficient
devices used in this
hobby - it can provide
several noise free 'S'
points on the signal
strength meter, relatively
compact, easy to use and
needs no power! The
antenna tuner provides a
degree of frequency
selective filtering and
allows most antennas be
they long wires, short
wires, vertical whips or
w.h.y. to match into the
receiver input impedence,
thus maximising signal
energy transference,
improving system
signal/noise performance
and giving optimum
reception quality.
Several efficient
designs are available
commercially, as
advertised within the
pages of Short Wave
Magazine in both kit form
and ready assembled,
ranging in price from £40

16

up to nearly £100. They all
generally feature 2 air
spaced tuning capacitors,
a large air spaced coil
with tappings selected by
a multi -position switch. In
recent weeks a very
competitively priced
antenna tuner kit has
appeared from the C.M.
Howes stable - the CTU8 intended for receiver use
and available as either a
kit or ready built for use.
Always enthused - when
time allows to construct

simple things - the author
ordered a CTU8 kit and
awaited the postman.
Five days later the box
arrived revealing an

exciting collection of
components, hardware
and paperwork - yes it
looked simple to
construct! The
components within the kit
differ somewhat from the
traditional approach to
antenna tuners as I've
known them over too
many years - no large air

spaced coil and slow
motion tuning
'condensers'. These are
now replaced with
miniature wound
inductances for p.c.b.
mounting, the tuning
gangs no longer a shining
set of vanes but tiny solid
dielectric blocks a la
Taiwanese radios these
days. I began to have
doubts....

Building the Beast
Reading the 'can't go
wrong' paperwork you
just cannot make an error
as it is clearly explained
with practical illustrations.
Mr. Howes advises that
we have a twin capacitor
matching T network
which provides a wider
matching capability than
most traditional a.t.u.s
together with front-end
filtering - often necessary
with modern receivers.
Coverage is a full Medium
Wave through to 30MHz
in 8 switched overlapping
ranges and will provide
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es

C11111 ATI!

matching into a receiver
50-7551 input impedence

from a wide range of
antennas be they coaxial
fed, long or short wires.
Soldering takes a
gentle 60 minutes armed
with cutters and a 25W
soldering iron, all the
inductors are clearly
colour coded and plug
simply into the pre -drilled
p.c.b. The rotary switch
and tuning capacitors
similarly 'plug' into
prepared holes and solder
in position. The only hard
work is cutting the shaft
of the rotary switch - prior
to soldering into circuit to a specified length. All
holes are pre -drilled,
matching self adhesive
artwork is supplied as are
the 3 control knobs. Total

construction time is an
unhurried 90 minutes.
The builder should note
the comments concerning
the fitting/soldering of the
two S0239 input/output
sockets to avoid damage
to the plastic case.
The only alignment is
the presetting of 2
trimmers in each of the
tuning capacitors. Once
the assembly is complete
AND checked(!) the black
moulded case is
assembled and screwed
together, self adhesive
feet on the underside
'stuck on' and it's ready
for testing.

Worked First Time
If you've followed the
instructions carefully the
tuner unit will work at
once. Mine did! Unlike
many a.t.u.s I've used, the
settings on the CTU8 are
sharp. Once the signal (or
frequency band of
interest) is established,
switch to the appropriate
selector band, peak the
'ANT' capacitor, then the
'RX' and back for a repeak
on the 'ANT'. Depending
on the antenna and
receiver in use, be
prepared for a signal
increase on the 'S' meter
of up to 3 points (at least
that what appears on the
Eddystone 1590 of mine
with the a.g.c. switched
out). In a band where no
signals are present there
will be an increase in
'galactic ambience' as the
'noise' is heard to peak.
Automatic gain control a.g.c., sometimes called
a.v.c. will tend to mask
signal peaking by
bringing up receiver gain
as you pass through the
peak, remember that you
are looking for a noiseless
increase in signal level.
The CTU8 worked over
the entire prescribed band
well, it matched
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and increased signal
strengths when correctly
peaked up with up to

three 'S' points from my
20 metres of random
vaguely shaped inverted L
wire. Having an interest in
daytime m.w. from Radio
Jersey and Radio
Guernsey the CTU8
produced a worthwhile
improvement in signal

strength without any
increase in noise, lifting in
effect the signal out of
ambient hash.
Performance was in fact
similar to the Global
model AT -1000 but at

considerably lower price!
Radical change of
circuit/component
technique to the die hard
traditionalists like me
feels odd - but it worked.
For the minimal cost
increase I would have
liked an a.t.u. bypass
switch to both assess
signal improvement and
for general band tuning
without requiring the
a.t.u. This feature seems
to be lacking on most
commerical a.t.u.s though
the latest Global offering
has one fitted.

Final Thoughts
Covers all medium
wave and short wave
frequencies to 30MHz.
Weighs in at only 365g.
Compact in dimension
at 153mm deep
(including protruding
rear sockets and front
knobs), 176mm wide
and 62mm high
including the stick on
feet. The Howes team
will happily answer any
problems, a deliberate
query relating to
receiving problems
received a reply within
four days - impressive.
Competitive at
£29.90 (£49.90 ready
built) + £4.00 postage
UK - and it does work
well. Recommended for
all s.w.l.s.
Available from

C.M. Howes
Communications,
Eydon,
Daventry,
Northants NN11 3PT.
Tel: (01327) 60178.
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Mike Richards takes a look at
the new PRO -44 scanner from
NetSet.
portable scanners have
a very wide appeal and
new models are always
greeted with a degree of
excitement. The new PRO 44, although very capable,
is not breaking any new
ground and is essentially a
logical development in a
well established range of
scanners. It features the
usual v.h.f./u.h.f. coverage
from 68 through to 512MHz
with a couple of gaps for
the v.h.f. broadcast band
and the band from 174 to
380MHz. Storage of all your
valuable frequencies is by

way of fifty programmable
memories plus a single
monitor channel.

Good Looks
Regardless of any technical
considerations, the PRO -44
certainly looks and feels
very good. The smart grey
(aren't they always) case
had a smooth semi -matt
finish with pleasantly
curved contours. It also
fitted very neatly into the
hand. There was however,
at least one odd point with
the way in which the top
panel was sign -written. My
initial impression was that
the panel was up -side down. I'm not sure whether
or not you will be able see it
in the photos, but when you
hold the PRO -44 in your
hand and look at the top
panel,

the volume/squelch
lettering is definitely upside-down. I can only
assume that NetSet
intended the PRO -44 to be

used whilst clipped to a belt
because this is the only
operational position where
the sign writing appears the
right way around! It's a
fairly minor gripe, but a
gripe nonetheless.
The rest of the layout
was very conventional with
a headphone/speaker jack
and antenna socket on the
top panel, well placed
display/keypad and a belt
clip at the back.

Making

Connections
Most users will, I'm sure,
use batteries to power the
PRO -44. The options here

are to either use six
conventional AA cells or to
employ Ni-Cad rechargeable batteries. In
either case, the batteries fit
into a removable holder
that mounts through the
bottom of the receiver. If
using Ni-Cad batteries, you
can take advantage of the
PRO -44's built-in trickle
charging circuit when the
receiver is not in use. To do
this you just connect the
standard 9V external power
unit (not supplied) to the
charger jack on the side
panel. It's
particularly
important to
be sure you
don't
accidentally
do this when
conventional
batteries
are fitted.
To this end
there was
a minor
problem
as the
charger
and
external
power
sockets
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were not only next to each
other, but used the same
size plug. As a result, it was
very easy to accidentally
plug into the wrong socket.
In addition to battery
power, you can also run the
PRO -44 from an external

source through the afore
mentioned external power
socket. The requirements
were for 9V d.c. at around
50-100mA so are easily met
by a variety of plug -top
units. If you're interested in
mobile operation you can
power the PRO -44 from a
12V car battery providing
you use a suitable adapter

to limit the available
voltage and current.
The supplied antenna
was the usual helical rubber
unit that mounted using a
standard BNC plug and
socket. The use of a good
quality socket is a good
plus point and makes it very
easy to use the PRO -44 with
more efficient external
antennas when operating

from home or mobile.
The final connection was
the 3.5mm phone jack on
the top panel. The output
power at this point was
about 200mW which could
be used to drive either a
pair of headphones or an

external speaker. If you are
considering using an
external speaker it will have
to be efficient in view of the
low audio power available.

Power Saving
One very important aspect
for portable use is the
battery life and NetSet have
included a good battery
saver circuit. This battery
saving is permanently
enabled and starts after a
period of five seconds
without the squelch lifting
or a button being pressed.
Once activated, the PRO -44

enters its standby mode
and monitors for a signal
for a quarter of a second in
every whole second. This
effectively reduces the
power consumption to
around 30% of normal and
represents a worthwhile
saving. This whole process
is transparent to the
operator and you hardly
notice the change as the
PRO -44 starts its battery

saving mode. With the very
high cost of dry cells and
the memory problems
associated with
rechargeables, this battery
saving feature is good
news.
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Review
was pre-set to cover all the
fifty memories though you

Simple
Operation

Specifications

can use the LOCK -OUT

With any scanner by far the
most important factor is the
ease of operation. The PRO -

44 does well here with its
well laid -out keypad and
straightforward operation.
As with most of the simpler
scanners, operation
revolves around the
memories or channels.
Entering a frequency into
one of the memories was
simple enough. All you do
is press MANUAL followed
by the memory, number
then PGM and the
frequency, finishing the
operation with the ENTER
key. If you get any of this
wrong the word ERROR
appears on the display and
you have to start again.
Although
you can
enter any
frequency
into the
PRO -44, it

automatically
rounds
down those

that do not
align with
the pre-set
frequency
steps.
These preset steps

were
12.5kHz on
all

frequencies
except for
68-88MHz
and 137174MHz

which used
5kHz steps
and the
108-

136.975MHz

Air band
that used
25kHz.
Once

you've
programmed -up
a few
memories
you can
then use
the SCAN

option to
search out
any active
frequencies.
The scan

Frequency

feature to control this. To
exclude a memory from the
scan all you had to do was
select the memory and
press the L/OUT button. The
only other facility to ease
scanning was the scan
delay. This could be applied
to any channel with a single
button press and caused
the scan to pause for two
seconds after a
transmission before
recommencing the scan.
This proved to be plenty
long enough to cover the
normal over changes
associated with many
v.h.f./u.h.f. transmissions.
Whilst the storage options
were perfectly adequate
you first have to find those
interesting frequencies.
The tool for this is the
PRO44's frequency search
mode. Before you can use
this option you have to
program the search start
frequency into one of the
memories. The search can
then be started by pressing
either the up or down arrow
buttons. To help with this
mode the delay function
can be universally applied
with a single key press. The
only problem with the
PRO44's search is that there
is no search limit, all you
can do is set the start
frequency and it will then
search throughout its entire
frequency range looping
from low to high and vice
versa as it reaches the
frequency limits. The saving
grace is that you can
manually intervene by
pressing the up and down
buttons. By pressing these
buttons you can
instantaneously reverse the
search direction and so
contain the search to the
required band. Once you
have located an interesting
transmission you can store
this in the temporary
MONITOR memory with a
single key press. At the end
of the search you can then
move the saved frequency
to one of the permanent
memories.
Incidentally both the scan
and search were executed
at a healthy 16
channels/steps per second.
It's also worth noting that
the numeric keypad was
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f

coverage:

68-88MHz
(5kHz
108-136.975MHz steps)
(25kHz steps)
137-174MHz
Channels:
380-512MHz (5kHz steps)
(12.5kHz
Sensitivity:
50 plus 1 monitor
steps)
68-88MHz,
137-174MHz
380-512MHz
&
signal:noise 1.0pV for 20dB
108-136.975MHz
Spurious
signal:noise
2.0p V for 20dB
Rejection:
Selectivity:
50dB at 78, 124
I.f. Rejection:
and 754MHz
-6dB ..t 10kHz,
-50dB ..t.20kHz
Sanning/Search
50d9 at 154MHz
Rate:
Delay Time:
16 steps/channels(10.7MHz i.f.)
i.f. Frequencies:
per second
2 seconds
Antenna Impedance:
.7MHz
and 455kHz
Audio Power:
5(42
Speaker:
200mW
Power Requirement:
36mm 8S2
Operating
+9V dto
Temp:
at 40mA (squelched)
Dimensions:
10°C
+60
Weight:
145
x 58 x 42mm
250 g
if

°C.c.

easy

to use and was positive
enough to keep keying
errors to a minimum.

Good Audio
Many scanners fall down
badly on their a.m. audio
quality which often suffers
quite severe distortion. The
end result is that air band
transmissions become very
difficult to monitor. This is
not case with the PRO -44

where the audio was
surprisingly crisp and clear.
The f.m. audio was also
well up to standard.
The only performance
problem I found with the

PRO -44 was i.f.

breakthrough due to the
relatively poor image
rejection of 50dB. A typical
example of this was
breakthrough of 150MHz
Radiopaging transmissions
into the Air band. However,
it's important to remember
that this is a weakness that
applies to most scanners in
this price/performance
class. However, you do
need to bear this in mind
when choosing any
scanner, particularly if you
live near any strong
v.h.f./u.h.f. transmitters.

Summary
Despite the odd top panel marking and the i.f.
breakthrough, the PRO -44 is a capable portable
scanner that at £129.95 is very good value for
money. Its strongest points were the audio
quality and the automatic battery saver circuit.
The good range of features combined with the
very competitive price should make the NetSet
PRO -44 a popular choice.

The PRO -44 is available from:

Haydon Communications, 132 High Street,
Edgeware, Middlesex HA8 7EL.
Tel:0181 951 5781. My thanks to Mike Haydon
for the loan of the review model.
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Feature

Can You Hear This?
Acoustic Early Warning Trials
On a rather nostagic
note, something a little
different, W. Harms
investigates a pre -

radar experiment for
aircraft detection.

Everyone is aware that for
some years prior to the
last war, research was
conducted in radio direction
finding, etc., which culminated
in the successful radar systems
employed to give advance
warning of approaching enemy
planes. However, not so well
known is that trials were made
with acoustic detection prior to
RDF and, in a way, this is not
surprising for they had limited
success, at least in comparison
with the radio systems. It was a
chance conversation in 1936
with a research officer
associated with quite different
trials which I was arranging in
South
Wales
that
gave me
an

inkling
of what
had
been

going
on.

During
an

interval,
he gave

The massive concrete

'wall' at Greatstone.

me a

few details of his previous
research exploits. It appeared
that a long massive curved
concrete wall had been built,
concave in shape, for the
purpose of concentrating the
sound of
approaching
aircraft, this
was picked up
by several
microphones
located at the
focal area. It
had been
located at an
isolated part of
Dungeness,
away from any
man-made
sounds and
facing the sea.
A short wall a
erected seawards reduced
the possible
wave sounds
and when trials

A concrete listening bowl
at Greatstone is a silent
witness to some interesting
experiments nearly 60
years ago.
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were in hand, day or night,
local roads and traffic were
stopped. Clouds affected the
results appreciably due to their
reflection, height and density.
Various types of apparatus

were used,
some of
which could
face inland,
and an
interesting
feature
mentioned
was that the
roar of the
London
traffic was
easily
discernible
when it
started up at
4a m,

especially with suitable cloud

The concrete 'wall' and one
of the bowls at Greatstone.

cover.

Not until I retired to Bexhill
a few years ago did I think
about this subject, but when I
learned about some strange
concrete edifices at Greatstone,
not far from New Romney, my
curiosity necessitated a visit of
inspection. With a little
difficulty I located the site, for
few people knew about this
strange activity at the time and
even fewer know about it
today. I was then able to view
the reality of what had been
described fifty years earlier;
this then led me to find out
more about the subject and this
I now summarise.

Sound Mirrors
Towards the end of the 1914-18
war when German bombers
were raiding London, advance
warning of aircraft approaching
was tried in the form of a pair
of 4m diameter concrete
concave dishes at Broadstairs
and Dover, with a degree of
success. Concrete is a good
sound reflector and is
mouldable, these acted as
'sound mirrors' with a
microphone at the focal point.
They were vertical and pivoted
for 'aiming'. The 1918 Armistice
obviated more experiments
and not until the late 1920s was
there a development; this was
in the form of a string of 7m,
diameter saucer -shaped
listening discs laid horizontally
along Romney Marsh, each
with it's microphone and
connected to a centre; control
room to co-ordinate whatever
was picked up. Meantime a
strange experiment was tried at
Biggin Hill aerodrome in an
attempt to produce a 'blind

landing system'. With a
concrete saucer 7m diameter
mounted vertically and a
Klaxon (facing the saucer)
mounted at its focal point, the
resulting sound blasting down
the runway, a pilot in an open
cockpit aircraft with all the wind
and engine noise, was required
to locate the 'sound beam' and
fly towards it for landing. This
had to be abandoned after
three pilots crashed.
In 1929, a more serious
approach was initiated with a
bowl shaped mirror at Hythe
and Greatstone. Then followed
the massive concrete wall, to
which I referred to earlier; it
was 60m long and 9m high,
curved horizontally and
vertically, and with a dwarf wall
in front, designed as a strip
mirror with its own control
room attached. It seems that
the intention was to combine a
series of large strip mirrors of
this type located some miles
apart with numerous listening
discs at intermediate positions
to give audible warning over a
wide front.

RADAR Won The Day
It is now common knowledge
that the Radio Direction Finding
systems at Bawdsey in Suffolk
had proved themselves in 1935;
activity at Greatstone ceased
forthwith. If one is prepared to
scramble over loose shingle,
the remains of this great wall
and the bowls are still visible,
steadily disintegrating and
settling into the adjoining
gravel pits.
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THE UK'S NO1 INDEPENDENT
RETAILER FOR ALL YOUR
RECEIVER REQUIREMENTS

NC,

p

& REG WARD Established 1958

We have more than 22 licensed staff and over 25 years experience in
the amateur radio business. No other UK dealer has our wealth of
knowledge or expertise and we can offer you quality products, low
prices, and dependable service back-up.

HF RECEIVERS
KENWOOD R-5000

ICOM R-71 E 100kHz-30MHz

100kHz-30MHz

OUR PRICE

0

£985

SAVE

YAE SU

FRG -100

50kHz-30MHz

£74

ICOM R-72DC 100kHz-30MHz

OUR PRICE

0

£749

SAVE

£80

loom R.100 500kHz-1.8GHz

£899.... SAVE £100

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

11011.
Carriage B-£5.00 C=£7.50
1)-£12.50 E-£16.50

OUR PRICE

£565

SAVE

£64

AR3030 30kHz-30MHz

£659

SAVE

£40

OUR PRICE

£479...

SAVE

£89

FREE PA11C mains power adaptor
FREE FF5 150--500kHz low pass filter

MULTIBAND RADIOS

SONY

ROBERTS

Carr.

R808

OUR PRICE £109 SAVE £10 B

ICFSWIO OE

OUR PRICE £179 SAVE £20 B

R817

OUR PRICE £169 SAVE £20 C

ICFSW I E

OUR PRICE £159 SAVE £20 B

R818*

OUR PRICE £199 SAVE £20 C

ICFSW7600G

OUR PRICE £159 SAVE £20 B

PRO.80 OUR PRICE £315 SAVE £34 B
built in cassette
AIR -7

OUR PRICE £269 SAVE £30 B

ICFSW55

OUR PRICE £249 SAVE £30 C

ICFSW77

OUR PRICE £359 SAVE £40 C

SCANNING RECEIVERS

AR

AR2800

OUR PRICE

£399

AOR
SAVE

AOR

AR3000A
100kHz-2036MHz

50

YAE SU FRG9600
60--905MHz

£529

OUR PRICE

loom

SAVE

£355

SAVE

IAC)R

AR2000

OUR PRICE

SAVE

£30

£279..

SAVE

£30

AOR, AR1500EX

£40
OUR PRICE

£849E
SAV

E1229..sAvE £136
Special Otters subject to availability

Access

£419

500kHz-1300MHz

r

ICOM ICR-7100DC 25MHz-2GHz
OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

£60

ICR-1 2-905MHz

OUR PRICE

AR8000 500kHz-1900MHz

500kHz-1300MHz

L iUV

OUR PRICE

£314

SAVE

£35

All discounts are based or recomended retail prices

Service Department Direct Line Monday - Friday Scan - 5pm (01703) 254247

VISA

Showroom Hotline Tel: (01703) 251549 HQ Main Office Tel: (01703) 255111
SOUTHAMPTON

LONDON

AXMINSTER

LEEDS

CHESTERFIELD

BIRMINGHAM

SMC HQ

ARE Communications

Reg Ward & Co

SMC (Northern)

SMC (Midlands)

SMC

S M House, School Close

6 Royal Parade
Hanger Lane, Ealing
London W5A lET

1 Western Parade

Nowell Lane Ind. Est.
Nowell Lane
Leeds
Tel 0113 235 0606

102 High Street

504 Alum Rock Road
Alum Rock
Birmingham B8 3HX
Tel. 0121 327 1497
Fax: 0121327 6313

Chandlers Ford Ind Estate
Eastleigh, Hants S05 3BY
Tel: 01703 251549/255111
Fax: 01703 263507

Tel. 0181 997 4476
Fax: 0181 991 2565
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West Street
Axminster EX13 5NY
Tel. 01297 34918
Fax: 01297 34949

Fax 0113 235 0155

New Whittington
Chesterfield
Tel. 01246 453340T
Fax: 01246 453340
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YUPITERU

BEARCAT

As Yupiteru's outhorised distributor in he UK,
we stock their full range including accessories
and spores. All Vupiteru is in stock now and
ready for ',rnmediate desoatch

BEARCAT 220XLT

WE WILL, WITHOUT HESITATION,
MATCH ANY GENUINE

DRAKE R8E

*c \w and charger

ADVERTISED PRICE.

SPECIAL OFFER £199

Call us now - we guarantee you wont oe

BEARCAT 65XLT

disappointed!

A very simply to use budget
handheld. 10 memory channels.
An ideal beginners mode!'

MVT-7100 With 5513
MVT-7000 Standard Model
MVT-8000. ..Mobile, with PSU
c ,l/Mditory A,rbond
VT -225

VT -125

2.

Arband

£389
£289
£369
£249
£189

100KHz - 30MHz wide coverage
* Passband tuning
* Built-in Pre -Amp & Selectable AGC
* Twin VFO's & Timer Functions
* Dual Noise Blanker
* RS232 Interface for Complete Contrcl

*A new handheld scanner
covering right up into the high
900MHz bonds.
* Ideal - Airband, PMR, Amateur
and Marine Bonds

r

Drake R8E - Designed by Perfectionists for Perfectionists' This receiver is
everything you could everwont and more. The R8E's performance is truly
staggering, it has a full compliment of filters; synchronous AM detector; multiple
scan facilities; 100 memory channels; plus all mode coverage. All this and more
with no hidden extra costs! Why not part exchange your old receiver for this latest
model from the USA, we offer excellent PX deals call our hotline now!

* r-q.range 66-88

£99.95

.106 5' 2 n

Available Optional Extras

A

YUPITERU ORIGINAL ACCESSORIES
£17.95
MVT 7000...Leotherene Corry. Case
MVT 7100 _Leatherette Corry. Cose
£17.95
£17.95
VTI25/150 .Ccvrylng Case
VT225
Lev,e,ete Carrying Case £17.95
VT125
2
-'3-dbook
£7.95
VT225
£7.95
3' 9 -0 -,andbook
MVT7000 Original Handbook
£8.95
.£8.95
MVT 7100 Original Handbook
MVT8000 Original Handbook
£9.95

Vii 25
VT225
MVT7000
MVT 7100

New redesigned case 400
programmable memories.

SCANMASTER - HIGH QUALITY ACCESSORIES
£299

TR 2400 H \ Held 10000, Mem
100 r- 2060 MHz with fired BFO

£369

Original Replacement Ant.. £ 12.95
Original Replacement Ant.. £ 29.95

TR 1200 H \ Held 1000 Ch. Mem.
500
1300 MHz No Gaps

£299

Origin.Rep. T/Scopic An... £ 16.95
.Origin.Reo.T/Scopic

TR 980

7'

.'-£249

New high quality wide bond receiving
antenna uses fibre glass/stainless
steel,with 4 small rad,ols
connector.

Lenalk 1.1 mtr

£39.95

SCANMASTER DISCONE

COMMTEL 202

3,r ve'

steel discone.

COMMTEL 205

bottom right hand panel for full
details. Alternatively port exchonge your old

COMMTEL 204

scanner.

COMMTEL 203

*500 KHz to 1900 MHz

68 -

* 1000 memory channels
* Many new features

COMMTEL 102

£139.95
em.

£344.00

2.15

1

£449

AR 8000 SOFT CASE

-eld. 200 Ch. meth

£249.95

68 -

easy ono sole operation of
most handhelds

£199.00
-eld. 10 Ch. meth.

wideoand antenna ottering
gain over a convential
discone. Stainless steel
construction with mounting kl
--ort pole.

*

£36.50

a

_-;000Mr1Z

*

£29.95

UNIDEN

TSC 2601

with o host of features
including RS232
Interface for computer
control. USB, LSB,

BP205

neon Bar. Pock 100/200XLT £29.95
BP220 -3.. only 220XLT
£19.95
BP200 r only 100/200XI.T
£19.95

maeoona wnip, capoole c TX on 2cms and 70cms
(BNCI
£14.95

BP2500

RUBBER DUCK - General pL;p.r.

CW AM FM and WFM modes ore rote -

BLACK JAGUAR

for

BP05

r Pock 2500XLT

SINGLE NICADS

list price!

AA 1.2V 500

AR1500EX H \hteia, 1000 Cnannei Memory
1300 MHz. with SSB
£349
AR2000 H \ Held. 1000 Channel. Memory
500 KHz

£269

ad Cells
AA 1,2V 620 rnAH N.cod Cells

AIRBAND FLEXI WHIP

SCANNER
BUSTERS

Our own superb base
scanner with many features

MARINE FREQ GUIDE

* 500 KHz - 1300 MHz

bs.s

£9.99
£4.95

SHORT WAVE COMMUNICATIONS
£8.95

FUGHT ROUTINGS GUIDE BOOK

USE YOUR CREDIT CARDS
FOR SAME DAY DESPATCH

£29.50

PSUlOITA 9V Version

VHF/UHF SCANNER FREQ. GUIDE

A

A combined desk stand and pwr
supply/charger for handheld
scanners. Suitable for most
popular models. Special vers.
avail. Coll for details
£29.50

-e or

TWO NEW HOT SELLERS!

£1.25
£1.45

£9.95

£299

£59.95

PSU101 MK IV

Note: -Add £4.75 P&P on all Antennas

BOOKS...
SHORTWAVE CON FREQ LIST

(with gaps)

(requires PP3 battery)

£13.95
£17.95

NEVADA MS1000

* 1000 Memories

£69.95

SCANMASTER GW-2

11.95

with BNC connector

BJ200

Now available from stock at only
£899 - save an incredible £50 off

£29.95

t -vi

covering 1-1400MHz .% variable gain of -3 to ,-

-.-etic

SCANMASTER

I OOKHz-2036MHz

even better performance,
improved circuit design &
selectable bond pass filters to
ootimise the receiving range of

Low noise GaAs FET pre -amp

SCANMASTER MOBILE

*
7:oos.e, Hred gain 15DB

A low noise preamplifier with

from batteries or 1 2V DC

£59.95

NICAD BATTERIES

Full coverage from

£9.95

your choice. 25.1500, variable
gain & attenuation. Powered

' 300MHz *Wide TX

£99 95
COMMTEL B115

AR3000A

SCANMASTER DOUBLE DISCONE

-eld, 200 Ch. Mem.

Protect your AR 8000 with this original soft
£17.95
protective case

.)n

-

A

SCANMASTER SP -55

Held 50 Ch. Mem.

New Ideal For Airband

£146.66 and two more post
doted month apart. See

* Auto Tope Switch
* Audio Squelch

MOBILE MOUNT

A

COMMTEL SCANNERS

Why not pay by three post
doted cheques for this new
scanner from AOR. One
cheque dated today for

100 KHz - 1300 MHz

SCANMASTER

on 2m, 70cms.. £49.95

AR8000 - NEW

22

£19.95

Range 25-1300
\I'Type connectc'

SEE OUR COLOUR AD ON IFC

AOR SCANNERS

SCANMASTER
BASE STAND

SCANMASTER BASE ANT.

TRIDENT SCANNERS

"-

£995.00

VHF Convertor (Internal)

wideband coverage
125-1.36GHz1
* Auto Store

* ,.:0 Control
* -c, Nicods & charge

Price

£49.95
£59.95
£29.95

Matching Speaker
PC Drive Software
Full W/Stop Manual

BEARCAT 2 5 00XLT

£5.95

to what you want to

hear. 64 pages
packed with info on
how to get more from
your Scanner.lncludes
first class frequency lists showing
where to tune and explains many of 'he
new technoloa
£4.95

ORDER HOTLINES:

EAVESDROPPING
ON THE BRITISH
MILITARY
A iasc ri:r rig
tells you how to tune into
Brit'sh Military
Communications with
ease. With this book
and Short Wove or
Scanning receiver a secret world will
open up orov:ding hours of enjoyment.
Price

£17.50

TEL: (0705) 662145
FAX: (0705) 690626
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* CELEBRATING 25 YEARS *
HUGE STOCKS - FAST DELIVERY - FULL SERVICE BACKUP
.. Now in our 25th Year
Buy With Confidence From NEVADA!
.

.

RECEIVERS

NEW SW8 DRAKE, PORTABLE
Now, for the first time, a truly versatile Short Wove Receiver with additional
coverage of both VHF Airband and VHF Stereo FM. Microprocessor controlled and
Jorge back -lit LCD display ensures easy access to its enviable range of facilities.
Recognising what's needed in modern receiver design, Drake have incorporated a
quality large front -mounted speaker, direct frequency access keypad, four antenna
inputs and complete portabilitywith a fitted telescopic whip antenna and optional
NfiCads. Also included are 7 programmable memories, a dual mode clock timer,
synchronous AM detector.

* Full Short Wave Coverage
(500KHz-30MHz)
* VHF Stereo FM
(87-108MHz)

240 V AC adaptor available
Extra At 2 19 95

rece,er 7,0m AOR
with full
features. Available
from stock for fast
delivery

SAVE £40

.f-Exe79-

£659

GLOBAL AT2000
New SVVI.

Hecx heo,

T. nave

-eaccio

heterodynes and interference with these new
Digital Audio filters from
They
hove received Rove
'r 4,7 UK and all
over the world

AOR 2002 Bose
Bearcat 142XL Bose, boxed

IC -R1

IC-R71E

KENWOOD

to
Selector
intereference

-7 - 30 MHz)

Compact Snorcwove Receiver, ideal for
bcr beo.nner & Pro alike! Comes

_Receiver

D-225_..Synchronous DET

HF-150

Receiver

HF-150M'

Version

32 I/1oce HE -150
_Pre Selector

Direct Freq. Entry

ROBERTS
RC817
RC818

My favourite! Covers SSB/CW & PACKET,
AMTOR,
RTTY,
GTOR
data
Incorporates
noise
reduction,

£96.95

SHORT WAVE RECEIVING ANTENNA

£299

encounter

The MLB matches longwire 'andom antennas

Run 2 Ants from one coax.

with this remote M/l- switch
Good to 1.3 GHz

£49.95

!karat OR] 000 Very Rare
Roberts RC 818 (with cassette)
Songeon ATS-8038 boxed

Sony 5W7600 Pocket RX withSSR
Sony 2001 receiver

£105.00
£120.00

Trio R1000 general cov receiver

£350.00

Yoesu FRG7700

Yoesu FRG 8800 - VHF

£425.00
£499.00

Yoesu FRG9600 choke of two

£375.00
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Save £40

059.00

e£20
Scxe

NEW AUTUMN
CATALOGUE

£59.95

Now Available!
48 Pages of Colour
Send £2 for your copy now,
includes a £2 Voucher.

Bands plus Shortwave
Broadcast Bonds. AM

DF Ant Mains/Battery

£89.95

STEEPLETONE MBR7
We hove a few of this *Jumbo" Radio eft in
stock. It offers facilities similar to the MBR8 &

£69.95

-;r.j

=

Scanning Receivers.

HX9000
covering 8 bonds including 2m & 70cms
Amateur Bonds, Air & PMR, Marine and
900MHz.Go in :
(2m)
2.15dBi,
I70cms)
3.8dBi
1900MHz) 5.5dBi
10W Pwr

reception. It features
excellent sensitivity and
filtering - easy push
button control and direct

handling with BNC type connector ..£29.95

HX8000

£129.95

BrO -_tt 7 for SSB.

High gain replacement antennas, designed to
increase the performance of all handheld

A superior widebond flexible whip antenna,

.'.o.e Receiver with

_

REVEX

NEW FOURTH EDITION
UK SCANNING
DIRECTORY
Now with spiral binder and even more
frequencies' This book is the last word for
scanner enthusiasts - order yours now

Price: £17.50 plus £2.75 p&p

A compact short rubber duck type antenna

with wide coverage. Air & Marine bands,
VHF & UHF PMR bonds, 2m & 70cms
Amater,r bonds, plus 900MHz. Length150mm
BNT. tce connector.
£18.95

HX7000
.
.get version of the HX8000,
covering o wide selection of the VHF &
UHF bonds, Civilian & Military Air,
Marine & PMR, 2m & 70cms Amateur
bonds, plus 900MHz. Length190mm
BNC type connector. Price

Special Prices This Month - Limited Stocks Only.

STARTEK ATH 30

STARTEK 1350
I-1 300 Mriz,

ATH50

£20.95

PAY BY THREE POST-DATED CHEQUES

Simply divide the price into 3 equal payments. Write 3 cheques
dated in consecutive months starting with today's date. Write your
TELEPHONE NUMBER & CHEQUE CARD NUMBER on the back

General Purpose
economy model
Price ...£71-2-9

£60.00
£75.00

WANTED GOOD OUAUTY

Ac, An: 1150 - 30 MHzL..£59.95

AM, FM & SSB

SPECIAL OFFERS ON POCKET COUNTERS

£775.00

ERA Mkroreoder - Old Version

SECOND HAND RADIO EQUIPMENT

£179.99
£179.00
£249.00

w,rn SSB

VIDEOS

Startek USA produce a range of high quality Pocket Frequency counters that can detect signals
in the near field of o transmitter. They ore useful for test electronics. security, surveillance,
Amateur Radio arc

FRA7700

SP2 Antenna Splitter

SANGEAN ATS803A

Interesting and Very
Informative from CQ
communications USA.

£295.00
£99.00
£145.00
£95.00

Realistic DX 390

Drake L7 Amp, very rare (Sale on Behalf)

to 50ohms Coaxial Coble, reduces noise &
helps cure interference
£39.95

* Getting Started in Ham Radio
* Getting Storted in Pocket Radio
* Getting Started in Amateur Satellites
* Getting Started in DX'ing
* Getting Started in Contesting
Running cme approx. 50 mins
£19.95

MASTHEAD SWITCH

N' Connectors

£59.95

Magnetic Longwave Balun(MLB)

available settings for every situation you may

£POA

£39.95

73p ortre

* Professional construci on

multiple

Top of the range multi mode covers some
modes as DSP-9 PLUS but hos front panel
control of filter combinations, over 320

199.95

SONY

SW100E
SW55
SW77
AN1

£249.00
£185.00

SHORTWAVE RECEIVERS

STEEPLETONE MBR8

i by Harl

Price

TIMEWAVE DSP-59 PLUS

Nein MVT-8000

£199.99

AN3

modes.

automatic heterodyne notch filters,AGC preset
Easy to use at the touch of a button
£239

£140.00
£95.00
£239.00

bono w/coss

multi -band radio, LW,

£189

£170.00

Rephstic Pm 2022 Boxed

STATION ACCESSORIES

MW/VHF Air & Marine

TIMEWAVE DSP9 PLUS

Realistic Pro 39

.2 169.99

* Worldwide reception
* Fitted bolun for optimum performance
* Suitable for all types of receiver
* Only 14 metres long

AGC

£199.00
£99.00

bond rock)

* 1 - 30 MHz frequency coverage

vicellent results

.

£479.00
£43.95
£389.00
£429.00
£39.95

er Arno
-

A new versic
on SSB/C

reduction and

Netter Pro 44 Boxed

Yupoeru MV1-7000 bandheld, boxed

-,-:rd Radios -

1100 KHz - 30 MHz)

£40.00

M51000 base scanner

Yupiteru VT225

SW 7600G

preuc

£125.00
0185.00

Foirmate HP1009

Songeon ATS803A bxd,vgc

£499.00

th free P.S.U.

* Manufactured in U

:se

£995.00

YAESU FRG -100

TIMEWAVE DSP-9 VER.2
_

Black Jaguar H/Held Scam
Goodman ATS 802 pocket S/W RX

R-5000

-7

£195.00
£215.00
£99.00
£210.00

Bennet 2500XLT

As o Sony Shortwave Centre we carry the full

with

ATU

Alinco 0111Handheld

IC -R100

PR150
SP150
Key Pad

ioxe

FROM TIMEWAVE TECHNOLOGY USA

1 2V Version

SCANNING RECEIVERS

IC-R7100DC .-.v 12V Version

IF -150

AR3030

DIGITAL AUDIO FILTERS

£799.00
£1295.00
KHz - 1.8 GHz) 2599.00
neid scanner
£395 00
Shon Wave Receiver
£995.00

IC-R72DC

LOWE
HF-225

* AM/FM/SSB

TRADING POST

ICOM

-

*VHF Airband
(116-136MHz)

NOISE KILLERS

.

c99

of each cheque. Post them to us. enclosing your name and address
and we will (subject to status). send your goods immediately.
;:f-'rr:-.

SAVE £40

2249

The hardest part is deciding what to buy!

SHOWROOMS:- IA MUNSTER ROAD, PORTSMOUTH P02 9BS

UMW

MAIL ORDER:- 189 LONDON ROAD, PORTSMOUTH P02 9AE
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ft-i
Inside the 'Comms Car'. The dust is from the
Atacama Desert crossing.

The TV satellite up -link transmitted several
megawatts e.r.p. on 14GHz.
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who then had to fit out the
management vehicles and
set up base stations at
Iguazu (Argentina) and
Mejillones (Chile). Having
set up the base stations,
both had to be manned 24
hours a day to provide the
necessary safety and
management cover.
Between these activities the
communications team,
Richard G4CVI, Paul G4CCZ,
Mike G3SED, Nic G3KOX,
Colin G3PSM, Richard
G8SVC and Darren (no
licence) found time to
activate the calls CE/GOSMC
and LU/G4SMC. Activity on
the amateur bands was
severely hampered this

year by the high level of
commercial activity but
they still managed in excess
of 6000 QSOs.

The 1994 Camel Trophy started at Iguazu Falls in Argentina and Finished
on the Pacific coast of Chille just to the north of Mejillones.

That time of year
finally arrived
again and the SMC
team were on their
travels once more.
Amongst the organisational
staff there is a saying
"Camel Trophy is not a job,
it's an adventure" and sure
enough, the 1994 event
lived up to it.
For the uninitiated,
Camel Trophy is an off road, four-wheel drive
adventure with a
competitive element that
this year started at Iguazu
Falls, Argentina, transitted
Paraguay, passed over the
top of the Andes and
finished at Hornitos, a small
settlement on the Pacific
coast of Chile just to the
north of Mejillones.
Eighteen international
teams participated all
hoping to win the coveted
Camel Trophy. Basically the
teams gain a percentage of
the possible points during
26

several special tasks, the
balance being made up by
the teams themselves
voting for other teams
based on their abilities and
helpfulness during the
event. Camel Trophy most
definitely is not a race, it is
a team event. If they didn't
work together, none of
them could hope to
complete the gruelling
route.

Six Tonnes of
Radio
The SMC team's part in this
activity is to provide all
necessary communications
for the event management
along with telephone, FAX
and electronic mail links
that the 300 strong press
contingency required. That
was no small order - six
tonnes of communications
equipment was shipped out
in advance of the team,

Initially a commercial
link was established just
below 14MHz between the
two base stations, the
availability of the channel
was extremely fortunate as
it permitted the use of the
amateur Create 714X3 4 element Yagis at both ends,
signals of S9+20 were

present for nearly 20 hours
a day, every day, with just a
few hours in the early
morning when contact was
not possible.
As the Chile station was
established at the base of
the Andes, the opportunity
to establish a solar powered
repeater at 170MHz on a
local 'hill' was jumped at.
The 'hill' was 1680m high,
there being no access
roads, the equipment had
to be transported by Lama
Helicopter. Straightforward
enough you might think,
however, disaster struck, on
the second trip the
helicopter dropped the
solar panels from an
altitude of 610m onto the
desert below and yes, you
guessed it, onto the one big
rock in the area (it probably
made no difference to the

damage but it was
Murphy's Law!).
The previously brand
new solar panels were now
in thousands of pieces,
having cleared up the mess,
the problem was to find
replacement panels. BP
Solar in the UK were quick
to react and had
replacement panels
available within 24 hours.
However, a local Chilean
company also reacted
quickly and provided the
panels with the minimum of
delay. Having finally
installed the repeater, the
coverage was phenomenal,
extending from the
Chile/Argentine border over
160km away to the east and
all the way up and down
the Chilean Pacific coast for
a similar distance. It was a
real bonus for the
commercial operation as it
filled in that difficult h.f. gap
of the first 160km.
Back at CE/GOSMC Paul
G4CCZ and Nic G3KOX set

up the 24m trailer mounted
tower with a Create 714X3
(40/20/15m) Yagi, a
6 -element 50MHz Yagi and

numerous wide antennas
for 1.8, 3.5 and 5.5, 7.0, 9.0,
14, 21 and 28MHz, later a
Cushcraft A3WS for the
WARC bands was added

but only after operation
from LU/G4SMC ceased.

Not Much Air at
4400 metres
The Cushcraft Yagi was
originally installed at the
Argentine base station set
up at Iguazu Falls, along
with a 714X3 and numerous
wire antennas. This station
was dismantled a week
after the event started and
some of the equipment
transported to Chile by a
chartered 737 aircraft.
During the move,
communications to the
convoy of Landrovers was
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Mike Devereaux G3SED and Richard Mumford
G8SVC manning the Iguazu Falls base station.

Adjusting one of the INMARSAT-A satellite links.

Even though we all
knew that the solar
cycle was at its worst,
we took 6 metres to
CE, with an FT650 and
a 6 -element Yagi. Nic
G3KOX left his keyer

maintained by the Chile
base station and from the
chartered aircraft on 9MHz.
As the Press followed the
convoy's progress, 100 of
them travelled from
AsunciOn in Paraguay by
train to the summit of the
Andes, a trip of some 36
hours. They were
accompanied by Richard
G8SVC who manned a
Yaesu FT70 h.f. manpack
transceiver and two
INMARSAT satellite fax
transceivers from the train!
Having a G8 callsign UK Class B licence - Richard
was not able to be active on
the h.f amateur bands.
However, he was kept busy
with the commercial traffic
and also had to contend
with the low oxygen
content of the air at an
altitude of 4400m.
Amateur h.f. activity was
primarily on the WARC
bands using c.w. although
several excursions were
made to the other bands.
Mike G3SED made several
interesting observations
based on his efforts on 80
metres.
From both Chile and
Argentina, propagation as
you might expect at dusk,
but the window was only
15-30 mins long, on his first
attempt to work Europeans
he joined a DX net and was

only able to complete a
couple of QSOs due to the
unnecessary ramblings of
several operators. Later he
found that going it alone
produced an increase of 20
times the QSO rate interesting, don't you think?
Another significant
observation from Mike was
that during one of these
windows he was listening
to two DXers at good
strength who were chatting
to each other and
commenting on the total
lack of DX on the band.
What's more, they made no
attempt to listen between
overs! Consequently, Mike
was unable to break in.
On another occasion,
Mike was accused of being
a pirate as he was too
strong. Most of this opening
was used trying to convince
the DXers that he really was
in Chile!
It was also interesting to
note that 7MHz was still
open to Europe, at a
reasonable strength, as late
as 9am. The conclusion that
we have drawn is that
propagation is far better
than most of us imagined
and general observations
rarely take into account the
fact that the DX could be in
bed!
Not so for Camel
Trophy!
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on in beacon mode for
days. Nothing
whatsoever was heard
and not one QSO was
made!
The failure on 6 metres

was further compounded by
the FT650 going AWOL
(absent without leave) at
the end of the event.
Apart from the loss of

the rig it created further
problems as it had been
promised on loan to the JY
6m Expedition that Mike,
Nic and Paul were all due to
participate in just a few
weeks later.
Fortunately, SMC came

to the rescue and provided
yet another FT650, a move
that later provided some
2000 QSOs on 6m from JY.

Out with the
Soldering Iron
Towards the end of the
event, disaster struck again.
The Alpha 86 developed a
p.t.t. line fault - permanent
TX. Fortunately the
operate/standby switch
could be used for change
over, providing for a
somewhat comical
operating position for the
operator, particularly while
operating pile ups!
Ordinarily, the covers
would have been off and
the soldering iron out,
however, with only a couple
of days to go and the circuit

diagram being located in
Argentina some 1000 miles
away, it was decided to put
up with the inconvenience.
With the end of the
event, the equipment was
packed away and returned
to the UK for servicing prior
to the pre -scout for next
year's Camel Trophy.
The pre -scout for Camel
Trophy '95 commenced
some two months later in
Belize, where Richard
G4CVI was active as V31RD

using only a trapped dipole
and an FT1000 - pile-ups
were easy to start and 100s
of QSOs were rapidly made.
The station was located
some 7m from the Gulf and
the sea take off certainly
showed benefits - for next
year's event, the team will
be active from this location
using the call V32D.
As with all the previous
events of this nature that
the team have been
involved with - G4SMC/8R1,
G4SMC/9M6, LU/G4SMC,
CE/GOSMC and PP8ZCB the QSL route is via
G4SMC, SM House, School
Close, Chandlers Ford
Industrial Estate, Eastleigh,
Hampshire S053 4BY, UK.
It is hoped that the
V31RD operation will also
be able to operate on the 6
metre and 2 metre amateur
bands. The current plan for
2 metres is to take a Henry
2002 1kW amplifier and a
17 -element Cushcraft
antenna, which should have
e.m.e. capability, but on the

horizon only. With the event
running during May and
June, there is a good
possibility of sporadic E
QSOs.
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Over the next few years, more and more aircraft will be fitted with ACARS. The simplest
and cheapest way of listening in on the action is by using the new

LOWE AIRMASTER
in conjunction with your existing airband receiver and a personal computer.
Airmaster consists of a small demodulator that goes between a VHF airband radio and
your computer, plus a software disk and full documentation.
Price £89.95 + £3 Post and packing
"UNDERSTANDING ACARS"

"WORLD AERONAUTICAL COMMS

by Ed Flynn

FREQUENCY DIRECTORY"

All the necessary information including:

By Robert Evans

Report Formats

Quite the best book on HF
aircraft communications that we
have ever come across! Extensive
explanations and a chapter
specifically on ACARS.

Abbreviations
Airport identifiers
Airline identifiers
and loads more...

£9.95 + £2 Post and packing

£19.95 + £3 Post and packing

TWO BOOKS TO HELP YOU!
BERKSHIRE

NORTH EAST

3 Weavers Walk
Northbrook Street
Newbury
Tel: (01635) 5221 22

Mitford House
Newcastle Int. Airport
Newcastle Upon Tyne
Tel: (01661) 860418

SOUTH EAST
Communications Hse.
Chatham Road
Sandling, Maidstone

YORKSHIRE
34 New Briggate
North Yorkshire

St. Judes
Plymouth

Tel: (01622) 692773

Tel: 0113-245 2657

Tel: (01752) 257224

Leeds

SCOTLAND
Cumbernauld Airport
Cumbernauld

WALES & WEST
79/81 Gloucester Rd

Strathclyde

Patchway
Bristol

Tel: (01236) 721004

Tel: 0117-931 5263

SOUTH WEST

EAST ANGLIA

117 Beaumont Road

152 High Street
Chesterton

Cambridge
Tel: (01223) 311230

Lowe Electronics

LOWE

Chesterfield Road, Matlock, Derbyshire DE4 5LE Tel: (01629) 580800 Fax: (01629) 580020
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Monitoring ACARS
Richard McLachlan G3OQT looks at
some interesting developments in the

aircraft data communications scene.
The monitoring of
airband
communications is a
hobby that has become
more and more popular over
the last 10 years, especially
in the UK. In common with
the rest of the
communications field, there
are changes in progress in
this area that involve greater
use of digital techniques.
During peak air traffic
periods, there are over 1000
commercial flights
simultaneously in the skies
over North America alone.
The control of these flights is
the responsibility of air traffic
control centres. This control
generates hundreds of
simultaneous voice
messages on v.h.f.
frequencies, to which have
to be added the flight
management messages from
airline operations centres.
Much of the voice contact
traffic is used for simply
describing routine aircraft
manoeuvres such as push
back, take off time, landing
time, gate arrival, aircraft
performance, fuel
consumption and position
reports. Most messages also
require read back for
confirmation thus doubling
the load on the voice
channels. As Flight
Engineers were eliminated
from the flight decks of
many aircraft, this reporting
load fell on pilots, and a

method had to be found to
ease the work load and the
demand on available
frequencies.

The Solution
Developed by a private
company in America called
Aeronautical Radio Inc.
(ARINC) during the mid
1970s, the solution is called
ACARS (Aircraft
Communications Addressing
and Reporting System).
However, it took nearly 20
years for the technology and
price of available computer
equipment to catch up and
make the system viable for
commercial operations.
ACARS is basically a
network of several hundred
ground radio stations,
mostly situated in North
America and Europe, which
enable aircraft to operate as
airborne computer terminals
linked to them by v.h.f. radio.
Those who are familiar with
amateur packet radio will
recognise the similarity
between this and ACARS.
Information is automatically
collected from sensors on
board the aircraft and
transferred over the radio
link to ACARS ground
stations, it is then relayed to
a central processing
computer for distribution to
users such as airlines via
ARINC's electronic switching

system. Currently in North
America alone, over 2
million ACARS messages are
processed every week! In
addition to automatic data
messages, the system is
becoming widely used for
transmission of weather
information, fault reporting,
and any other text messages
that may be required
between aircraft and ground.
Space within this article
does not permit a full
description of the various
components of the ACARS
system, but those interested
will find a more complete
explanation in one of the
books listed below.

What Equipment
Do I Need?
ACARS messages in Europe
are transmitted in short data
bursts on a single frequency
of 131.725MHz. The mode
used is a.m., and messages
are simplex i.e. both air and
ground stations are on the
same frequency. Unless you
live within 10 miles or so of a

ground station, you will only
hear the aircraft end of the
link as the ground
transmission are relatively
low powered. However, most
of the aircraft using the
system are operating in
airways or upper airways,
and consequently provide
strong signals over a very

wide area. Any reasonable
a.m. airband radio or
scanner should be capable of
receiving ACARS, although it
may be necessary to use an
outside aerial for best
results. The squelch control
on the radio must be turned
completely off, as otherwise
the transmission burst will
be nearly over before the
squelch opens!
You will then need a
suitable decoder plus a
display device. ACARS is a
very specialised and high
speed data mode, and only
decoders that have been
specially designed for it will
be able to function. Currently
the only devices available
are three general purpose
data decoding models
manufactured by Universal
Radio in the USA, and the
new Lowe Electronics
Airmaster. The latter uses a
small hardware interface
which plugs into and takes
its' power from an IBM
compatible PC, which also
runs the special decoding
software.

What Messages

Will I Hear?

With aircraft operating at
10.6km and above, you will
expect to hear them up to
around 250km away. ACARS
messages are sent

immediately after aircraft

Further Reading
Those wishing to study this subject in more depth will find
a chapter in the Worldwide Aeronautical Communications
Frequency Directory, and a fuller description in
Understanding ACARS, - see reveiw on page 64 of this
issue. Both these books are published by Universal Radio
Research in the USA, and are available from the SWM
book service.. In addition, ARINC themselves have a very
comprehensive list of publications on the subject, most of
which are highly technical and start at around £50 each,
but nevertheless provide full engineering descriptions of
every aspect of the system.
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Sample of a typical ACARS message
Monitorin1/4c ACARS

5R - Position Report
departure, during high
altitude flight, and during
approach to land. Whilst not
all commercial aircraft are
ACARS equipped, it is now
standard fitting on all new
Boeing and Airbus
deliveries, and is rapidly
becoming a standard feature
with all major airlines. Part of
the ACARS message header
specifies the flight number
and the aircraft callsign and
registration number, so it is
very simple to build up a
data base of users. It is not
within the scope of this
article to explain all the
message formats, but typical
examples are shown below.

The Label 5R is used to identify down link messages
initiated by the aircraft with respect to position reports.
These reports also contain weather information at the
various positions.

Aircraft Reg. # N618DL
Message Type 5R

.N618DL 5R
2802DL0751YYZ2228310RWF00080404M40300095 BKN

\Sky Cx. BKN
Turbulence OCC
Turbulence LT
Speed in mach .80
Windspeed 095 knots
Wind Direction 300°

Future
Developments
ACARS was primarily
designed for use with v.h.f.
a.m. It has also been used
experimentally via h.f. and
satellite links, and it is likely
that there will be future
expansion in this area.
Various manufacturers of
GPS equipment are also
bringing out economy
airborne avionics that use
ACARS in conjunction with
differential GPS (Global
Positioning System) facilities
to enable smaller aircraft to

OCC LTM0.80/90

Static Air Temperature -40°C
Fuel on Board 0404
Time over next reporting pt. 0008
Next Reporting Point RWF
(Redwood Falls, MN VORTAC)

Flight Level 310
Time over current position 2228
Current Position YYZ (Toronto)
Carrier & Flight Number Delta #751
Message Sequence 2802
in min. and sec. past the hour.
have the benefits of
precision satellite based
landing and navigation aids
that until now have been

L_

confined to airlines because
of the high cost.
Adding ACARS
monitoring capability to your

receiving station will open
the door to a whole new
world of digital aircraft
communications.

L_

You've seen it on the cover, you've read the review on pages 18
and 19, now you can buy one, or have someone buy you one for
Christmas. If you have been wondering about entering the
exciting hobby of listening and scanning but didn't want a
second (or even first) mortgage - here's the ideal opportunity to
get started. The NETSET PRO -44 gives you all you need to get
started, a receiver, Nicad batteries and a charger.

Look no further for that first scanner.
We are offering the whole package (RRP £167.99) at a special price of

£119.95 plus £6.50 P&P.
Subscribers Club members get free P&P.
So why not grasp this opportunity and take out a subscription at the same time
and save yourself the P&P too!

TREAT YOURSELF TO A CHRISTMAS OF SCANNING.
Order yours using the form on page 92.
Offer Expires 19 December 1994.
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R617 (SSP £129.99)
Multi -band Digital Preset
Stereo World Radio

R817 (SSP E189.99)
Multi -band Digital Preset
Stereo World Radio (Not shown)
Offers all the outstanding features
of the RC818, minus the cassette
section.

Portable shortwave aerial
AER1 suitable for all
models available as an
optional extra.

Automatic Tuning System scans
the band and puts the 9 strongest
signals into memory automatically
(Not on SW). 5 tuning methods
and 45 preset stations. Dual time
clock/alarm with precise setting.
Countdown timer, stand-by
function and adjustable sleep timer.
Complete with auto dual voltage
ac adaptor, portable short wave
aerial, stereo earphones and soft
carrying pouch.

RC818 (SSP £219.99)
Multi -band Digital Preset Stereo
World Radio with Cascette Recorder

Waveband coverage:

keying, auto -scan, manual scan,

LW 150-519 kHz; MW 520-1620 kHz;
SW 1.621-29.999 MHz; FM 87.5-

5 Tuning methods - direct frequency

memory recall and rotary 45
memory presets SW metre bands
from 120m to 11 m BFO control for
reception of CW and SSB FM stereo
on headphones AM wide/narrow

108MHz Radio standby function
Pre -programmable radio to tape
recording LCD display Signal
strength and battery condition indicator

filter.

Adjustable RF gain.

Sleep timer Safety lock switches

An unequalled combination of
value, quality, technology and choice.. ..in short..

ROBERTS
R809 (SSP £99.99)
Multi -band Digital Preset
Stereo World Radio
The R809 has all the advanced
features of the RC818 with the
exception of the cassette and BFO
(Beat Frequency Oscillator) but
in a more compact case specially
designed for the regular traveller.

R621 (SSP £69.99)
10 -Band Compact Stereo
World Radio (FM/MW/SW1-8)

R101 (SSP £59.99)
9 -Band Miniature World Radio
(FM/MW/SW1-7)
Exceptional sound quality and
facilities in a truly pocket -sized,
ultra -light receiver. Easy to tune
with featherlight touch -band
switches. LED tuning/stereo and
waveband indicators. Wide SW
bandspread tuning with stereo FM
via ear or headphones. Complete
with soft carrying pouch and stereo
earpieces.

All the functions of a much larger
model are combined in this compact
radio with clock/alarm. Easy SW
bandspread tuning with LCD tuning/
stereo indicator and FM stereo on
ear or headphones. The clock/alarm
shows dual time on a backlit display
with up to 60 min sleep timer and
snooze with wake to radio or buzzer.
Comes complete with soft carrying
pouch and stereo earpieces.

For your nearest stockist contact:
127 Molesey Avenue, West Molesey, Surrey KT8 2RI
ROBERTS RADIO CO. LTD Tel:
081 979 7474 Fax: 081 979 9995
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Be sure of your copy of Practical Wireless every month and quality for the
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available to members, including those abroad.
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Build:

The Roche 1.8MHz C.W. Transmitter
A Simple ATU for 1.8/3.5/7MHz

Reviewed: HFJ-784 DSP Filter
QRP Sprint Transceiver
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Eberhard Backeshoff is
a name increasingly
well-known in WXSAT
decoding circles. He is the
author of a comprehensive
decoding program called
JVFAX, currently in its
seventh version, which he
has made available to the

community without charge.
For normal operation, the
software requires an
interface unit, and, using a
suitable device, Eberhard's
program can decode a
variety of utility FAX and
WXSAT signals. It also
provides transmission

facilities! This review
relates to one particular
interface, the Martelec
Communication Systems
JVF1, which is designed to
'talk' to JVFAX. This review
is not, therefore, a
comprehensive review of
the program.
Martelec have produced
this interface, which takes
the audio signal from the
receiver and converts it to
the digital form required by
the computer's serial port. I
have been using this unit
for a couple of weeks to
check consistency and
convenience of operation.
Some problems that I

initially found related to the
software rather than the
interface, but further
reference to the
documentation, together
with more careful
adjustment of the interface,
have virtually cured each
problem.

Unit Description
The interface, excluding
cable, comes complete in a
small metal case, which
has been drilled and
finished, the top having a

protective surface. You
need a cable to connect to
the computer's serial port,
and one can be obtained
locally, by post, or from
Martelec. If you wish to
construct your own cable,
the notes describe the
connections required.

Connections
One side of the box has a
standard 9 -pin D plug, for
connection to the RS -232
serial port on your PC.
Most PCs have two serial
ports, and you may already
be using a mouse on one
connector. I used an
adapter to allow
connection to both ports
for testing. More on this
later as it requires an
important setting to be
made.

The second output
controls a receiver,
specifically the Martelec
MSR40 WXSAT v.h.f. unit. I
was not able to test this not having the receiver.
The notes suggested that it
might be possible to
configure other receivers to
work with this control
device.

The other side of the
unit has three inputs: a
power supply (12V), a.p.t.
from a WXSAT receiver,
and FAX from a utility
station, as received on a
general purpose scanner.
An adjustable
potentiometer (VR1) is
fitted on the external
surface of the box, and
used to change the gain of
the interface, to balance it
with the receiver. Once
optimised, little further
adjustment should be
required.
Input for a.p.t. is via an
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RCA phono connector, and
accepts between 100 and
500mV (peak -to -peak) -

rather lower than my
receiver was set to deliver a nominal 1Vpp. This
required an adjustment to
be made - as described
later. The other phono
connector is for FAX.

Displays
There are two types of
display on the top of the
unit - a 16 -bit I.e.d.

indicator labelled Tuning,
and a Mode display,
consisting of 8 I.e.d.s
indicating the receive
mode. This is activated by
the JVFAX setting chosen details are given in the
software documentation.

Configuring the
Software and
Interface
For subsequent easy use of
software and interface, it is
essential to configure the
system correctly. Time
must be spent adjusting
signal levels. JVFAX is
written for the PC, so I used
a 486SX running at 25MHz,

but it will run on slower
machines.
The interface is really an
extension of the software,
and notes on adjustments

are provided, though I felt
that some sections were
barely adequate. After
connecting the unit to the
serial port, I used a battery
pack in order to eliminate
possible fluctuations in the
supply voltage.

JVFAX Settings
The unit was connected to
COM1 (my mouse's port).

This has an address
(location in the computer's
RAM) of 03f8h, so this
figure should be checked

during configuration of
JVFAX. This process is
adequately detailed in the
notes. You may prefer to
use COM2 (your second
serial port - where fitted),
in which case the address

will need changing to
02f8h. Other parameter
changes are listed in the
notes and they should not
be a cause for concern to
even the most computer unaware person.

Unit Adjustments
The next adjustment
involves balancing the
input level from your
receiver, into the unit, then
into JVFAX. As instructed, I
removed the base cover of
the interface and identified
the two internal
potentiometers (VR2 and
VR3) - no problem - they
are labelled. The notes
recommend adjusting
these and feeding an a.p.t.
signal from a 'live' satellite.
To make preliminary
adjustments, I used tape
recordings of NOAA and
METEOR WXSATs. These

enabled me to get the
system operating quickly,
rather than waiting for a
suitable NOAA or METEOR
to come along.
The unit did not appear
to be able to synchronise
images from tape
recordings, although the
notes imply that such
recordings can be used.
Martelec confirm that this
feature may not be
currently enabled.
Using live telemetry
from a NOAA WXSAT, I
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watched the program
display the incoming
signal. During reception,
JVFAX shows the black -to -

white spectrum content in
a miniature screen display.
The 16 interface I.e.d.s.

show the number of hits
(instantaneous signal
analysis measurements of
the incoming picture)
counted in each of 16
gradations - ranging from
white to black. In the
absence of signal, all
remains quiet - only the
black bin is occupied.
When a.p.t. is detected,
hits are registered in other
bins, and the program
screen display switches to
a.p.t. SQUELCH on. The

signal from my receiver
swamped the interface many of the hits were
shown as 'white'. I turned
down the external control
to its minimum setting, in
order to get an acceptable
spread of hits.
To improve this balance
between receiver and
interface, I removed the
cover from my receiver,
and, after locating my
notes (which date back to

correct adjustment of
control VR1. This (external)
control should be carefully
set so that some hits
appear in the white bin of
the histogram on the unit.
The on -screen picture

should show white being
received - that is, METEOR
edges or NOAA
calibrations should be
seen. To confirm all was
well, I quit the program,
then re -started it. The
automatic triggering into
Squelch on, showed that
adjustment was nearly
complete. Using realtime
signals from NOAA and
METEOR WXSATs, I

checked that triggering
was accurate in each case.
The result was a clear,
well-defined picture from
each WXSAT.

Doppler shift on the
satellite signal may
produce a tilted image, but
there is provision for
compensation within
JVFAX. Initial adjustment is
made via the '/' keyboard
character; a line appears
on the screen, and slope
adjustment allows
correction of the new
image. A second
adjustment should
complete this correction,
producing a straight edge.
The use of the 'roll' option
can reposition the picture
edge in the correct place.
These adjustments are
software related, rather
than being a function of
the hardware unit, so full
setting up of the combined
system is necessary to
obtain the highest quality

The two controls (VR2
and VR3) adjust signal
levels for METEOSAT and
METEOR/NOAA/OKEAN
satellites respectively. I did
not find any significant
adjustment was needed,
other than as described in
the notes. Signal strengths
differ between each group,
but some compensation
can be made within the
software.

images.

me to increase VR1 obtaining a sensible spread
of black -and -white in the
signal.
The correct automatic

Picture

METEOR 3-5 passes, and

triggering of JVFAX
reception depends on

has a non -vertical edge - it

the mid -80s), I reduced the

output signal level from
the receiver. This allowed

Alignment and
Synchronisation
A poorly aligned picture
tilts in one direction.

Quality Image
The combined
program/interface can give
a virtually perfect image.
JVFAX permits the
attainment of 256 grey
levels, if you have
sufficient memory
available. Using the 64
grey level setting,
monitored several
I

looked carefully at the
picture quality. The
software operates slightly
differently from some
other systems - it uses
picture scroll - so you can

see most of the detail as
the pass proceeds.
With hardware
adjustments made (and
fixed), a typical METEOR
pass will show land as dark
areas, so you may wish to
enhance images post -pass.
This is done without
difficulty, using the
enhance feature in edit
mode - but again, it is
software related, rather
than a function of the
interface unit.
Much of the initial signal
conditioning is performed
by the interface, and
removing the box cover
shows the internal circuitry
which performs the
conditioning. The
immediate benefit of this
processing is that slower
computers could be used
with JVFAX, yet still obtain
high quality pictures. Much
of the workload is done by
this unit, hence the need
for the power supply.

Future Proof?
The unit contains a number
of standard chips, and has
the advantage of using a
replaceable program chip.
Martelec suggest that this
can be swopped, if
required, for later
developments. However I
am not sure what
developments are
envisaged.

Final Notes
The power supply need only be left connected while the interface is being used. Most times I'm afraid I forgot to
disconnect it, but power consumption is minimal. This is an effective unit and complements the software excellently.

It costs £91.65 My thanks to Martelec Communication Sytems, The Acorns, Wyck Lane, East Worldham,
Alton, Hants GU34 3AW. Tel: (01420) 82752 for providing the review unit.
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S.R.P. TRADING
SKY SCAN
Magmount MKII

For improved
performance, wide
band reception, 25 to
1300MHz.
Comes
complete with
protective
rubber base,
4m RG.58 coax
cable and BNC
connector. Built s I
and designed
for use with
scanners.

£24.95

SKY SCAN

SKY SCAN
DX V1300 Discone
Most discones only have horizontal elements
and this is the reason that they are not ideal
for use with a scanner. Most of the
transmissions that you are likely to receive
on your scanner are transmitted from
vertically mounted antennas. The Sky
Scan V1300 discone has both vertical and
horizontal elements for maximum reception.
The V1300 is constructed from best quality
stainless steel and aluminium and comes
complete with mounting pole. Designed
and built for use with scanners.

£49.95
+ £3.00 p&p

Desk Top Antenna Model
Desk 1300
Built and designed for use
with scanners. Coverage: 25
to 1300MHz. Total height 36ins - 9ins at widest point.
Comes complete with 4
metres of RG58 coax cable
and BNC connector fitted..
Ideal indoor - high
performance antenna and
can also be used as a car
antenna when your car is
static. REMEMBER YOUR
SCANNER IS ONLY AS
GOOD AS YOUR ANTENNA SYSTEM!

£49.00

+ £3.00 p&p

+ £3.00 p&p

GrundigYacht Boy 500 Grundig Satelitt 700 Grundi. Yacht Boy 400

40 Memory channels with RDS

1.6 - 30MHz full s.s.b complete
with P.S.0 & carrying case

£189.95 + £5 p&p

TOP OF THE RANGE RECEIVER
1.6 - 30MHz complete with P.S.U, RDS
full s.s.b. up to 2048 Memory channels

£349.99

+ £5 p&p

Ason

NEW 4" EDITION UK

AR8000

SCANNING DIRECTORY

The elusive one.
Ring for details.

I

£16.95

66-88, 108136.975(AM)
137-174,
380-512MHz

£129.95 + £5 p&p

PRO -46
100 Channel
Scanner

66-88, 108136.975(AM)

£199.95

NFM /WFM /AM /LSB/LISB
530 kHz -1650 MHz
1000 memory channels
500 search pass frequencies
10 search bands
30 channels per sec. scan speed
12v d.c. or 4 x AA power supply

+ £5

p&p

/ion

AR3000A
PRO -43
I200 Channel
Scanner
10 Monitor
Channels

£229.95
+ £5 p&p

+ E5 p&p

MVT 7100
Specifications

£129.95

FREE S.W. ANTENNA worth £14.99

Ring for this months
special offer

PRO -44
50 Channel
Scanner

40 Memory Channels Signal meter

& carrying case 1.6 - 30MHz full s.s.b.

MVT 7000
New Carry Case for
PRO -44

COM 204

PRO -43

COM 203

PRO -39

COM 202

£14.99

Back -lit I.c.d. & buttons RING FOR THIS MONTHS SPECIAL PRICE

+

£1 p&p

NEW
LOW
PRICE

£289.95

Mail Order: SRP Trading, Unit 20, Nash Works, Forge Lane, Belbroughton,
Nr. Stourbridge, Worcs. Tel: (0562) 730672. Fax: (0562) 731002
Shop: SRP Radio Centre, 1686 Bristol Road South, Rednall, Birmingham B45 9TZ. Tel: 021 460 1581
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Th

Be a RadioScience

Observer

Part 2

Using Radio Receivers To Make Scientific Observations
Joseph J. Carr, B.Sc., M.S.E.E.
Antenna

70dB Gain Block

L -C Tuned Unit
In the first instalment of this
three-part series looked at
the general subject of
radioscience observing and
activities that were open
largely to short wave receiver
owners in the high frequency
(h.f.) bands from 3 to 30MHz. In
this second part, Joseph J.
Carr takes a look at hunting for
Sudden Ionospheric
Disturbances (SIDs), solar
events causing fluctuations in
terrestrial radio propagation,
by looking at the Very Low
Frequency (v.l.f.) bands from
10 to 60kHz. Home-brew v.l.f.
receiver projects, especially
designed for SID hunting, are
covered.

Very Low

Frequency SID

Monitoring

Propagation of v.l.f. radio
signals is very different from
h.f. propagation. The D -layer of
the ionosphere is found 50 to
80km above the Earth's
surface. Assuming a height of,
say, 60km for the D -layer, a
10MHz h.f. short wave signal
can fit 2000 wavelengths in the
space between the Earth's
surface and the D -layer. Not

terribly interesting from a

propagation point of view. But
look what happens in the v.l.f.
band. At 100kHz, the
wavelength IX) is 3km, while at
10kHz X is 30km! Thus, a 10kHz

Rectifier Integrator

signal can fit only two
complete wavelengths in the
space. This fact means that
there is essentially a v.l.f. 'duct'
or 'waveguide' between the
Earth's surface and the bottom
of the D -layer that acts very
much like microwave
waveguide, making
propagation relatively efficient.
As a result, v.l.f. signals tend to
be somewhat more consistent
and free of fading than short
wave signals. When an SID
occurs, the received signal
strength of the v.l.f. signal
increases, rather than
decreasing as in h.f.

Fig. 1: Block diagram for the AAVSO-SD v.I.f. receiver.

down to 30kHz (e.g. the Lowe
HF-150 and HF-225 models).
Most hobby SID hunters use
rather simple radio receivers of
their own construction. Fig. 1
shows the block diagram of a
receiver, widely used by
members of the American
Association of Variable Star
Observers Solar Division
(AAVSO-SD), designed by Art
Stokes (N8BN) of Ohio. The
v.l.f. signal (20-30kHz) is tuned
using an LC resonant circuit, of
which more later. The signal is
amplified in a transistor gain
block providing about 70dB of
gain. It is then rectified and
integrated, and then sent to
either a 0-1mA d.c. current
strip chart recorder or an A/D
converter.
The schematic for the
Stokes receiver is shown in
Fig. 2. The gain is provided by
three identical transistor
common -emitter amplifiers
using the 2N4401 device, or its
equivalent (I've used several
different substitutes without ill effect). Gain is controlled by a

Simple VLF
SID -Hunter
Receivers
Hunting SIDs on v.l.f. can be
done with a variety of
receivers. Some people with
funds available have used
surplus v.l.f. military receivers,
or industrial surplus 'tuneable
a.c. voltmeters' (e.g. HewlettPackard Model 3121. Some
modern short wave general
coverage receivers operate

' R4

R5
100k

: 10k

I
C8

10k5-2 potentiometer between
stages Tr1 & 2. Note that gain
is reduced somewhat in Tr1 by
limiting the capacitance of the
emitter bypass capacitor (C5)
to 0.1pF, rather than the 2.2pF
used in the other two stages.
This is done to prevent
overload of the input stage by
strong local signals.
The rectifier -integrator
consists of a diode voltage
doubler circuit (D1 & 2, C8 & 9)
based on 1N34 or 1N60
germanium diodes, or their
equivalents (e.g. ECG -109).
Silicon diodes (e.g. 1N4148)
can also be used, but with
reduced sensitivity due to the
higher junction potential.
Capacitor C9 also serves as the
integrator to smooth out
variations due to signal noise
and ripple effect from the
diodes.
The output of this circuit is a
direct current proportional to
the input signal strength, and
will be of the order of 50pA to
1mA, depending on the
strength of the station. This

S1

C13
470p

D2

25k

- D1

2112

C6
T2p2

1N60

R12
10k

/)7

Fig. 2: Circuit diagram of the AAVSO-SD v.l.f. receiver.
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Optiona
output c.rcuit
R14

1N60

o

+12V d.c.

oho

C4

Tr2
2N4401

To 0-1mA d.c.
Recorder

M1

DC output to
- 1mA recorder

0 - 200mA

C9

- 100p

010, 11 & 12 are off -board
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Table 1. VLF Radio Stations
Frequency
signal can be easily recorded
on a current -input strip chart
recorder or a recording VOM.
If you want to use a voltage input A/D converter, then
place a 101d2 to 100162 resistor

across terminals B -C to
convert the current signal to a
voltage signal.
On my receiver, I use a

slightly different alternative
output circuit that allowed for
a d.c. panel meter as well as
output to a recorder. This
alteration, shown in Fig. 2
with dotted line connection to
the output, consists of a
200pA d.c. microammeter in
series with a 25162

potentiometer. The selection
of the 200pA d.c. meter was a
matter of 'junkbox' availability
and is not terribly critical - any
meter from 50pA to 1mA f.s.d.
seems adequate.
A printed circuit board for
the 70dB gain block and
rectifier -integrator is shown in
Fig. 3a, while its component
layout is shown in Fig. 3b.
The LC resonant circuit is
mounted off -board, or on a
separate piece of Vero -board.
The LC tuned circuit for a
v.l.f. receiver can be a bit of a
problem, especially at the
lower end of the v.l.f. region
(SID hunters like the 20-40kHz
region). The original Stokes
design used some J.W. Miller
coils that are no longer
manufactured, and Art Stokes'
supply is exhausted. Others
have used television
horizontal oscillator coils (the
kind used before digital
circuits took over; in the USA
these coils operate at
15.734kHz , so are a good bet.
Still others have used the
40kHz coils used in older
remote garage door openers
and ultrasound intrusion
detectors.
Another popular approach
to the LC tuned circuit, shown
in Fig. 4, is to use 88mH
toroidal telephone inductors.
These are available in both
single -winding and
transformer configurations,
and are popular with amateur
radio operators who use them
to make narrow audio
bandpass filters.
Advertisements in amateur
radio publications show
various parts sources. A
problem is sometimes seen
on 88mH toroids, however.
While those parts bought as
telephone company surplus
are higher Q and have an

accurate inductance rating,
many after -market parts are
lossy (high coil resistance)
and thus are lower Q. They
also often exhibit an
inductance that is quite a
departure from the advertised
'88mH', as the tolerance
seems to be 20% on some
parts. I measured a group of
twenty 88mH toroids from a
dealer (not telephone surplus)
and found the inductances
varied from 79 to 103mH
The main tuning capacitor
(C11) is an a.m. broadcast
band variable unit, typically
with a capacitance range of 10
to 365pF, or sometimes 380pF
or 440pF. The Maplin
Electronics (PO Box 3,
Rayleigh, Essex, England SS6
2BR, UK) order code FF39N
capacitor is suitable.
Alternatives include the
Maplin FF50E (300pF), FF51F
(500pF) and FF40T. The latter

unit is a dual 10-365pF unit.
The tuning range can be
altered by switching in either
one or both sections (20730pF when both sections are
in parallel).
The second tuning
capacitor (C12) is optional. It
could be a trimmer, to
calibrate the tuned circuit, a
fixed capacitor to add to the
capacitance of the C11, or a
combination of both.
Another alternative LC
tuned circuit is shown in Fig.
5a. In this circuit the 88mH
inductor is replaced by two
inductors in series. Fixed and
variable inductors are
relatively easily obtained in
values up to 56mH for the
adjustable coil and either
68mH or 82mH for the fixed
coil, depending on the desired
frequency range. I used Toko
coils purchased from Digi-Key
(PO Box 677, Thief River Falls,
MN, 56701-0677, USA) under
part numbers TK1724 for the
56mH adjustable coil, and
TK4423 for the 68mH fixed
coil.
In both of these tuning
circuits, the antenna signal is
fed to the input of the tuning
network through a fixed 100pF
capacitor (C10). This approach
is fine for random length wire
antennas, but for low
impedance loop antennas a
low impedance input is
preferred. One way to
accommodate this type of
antenna is to use a xenon tube
trigger transformer, shown as
L1a/b in Fig. 5b. I used a
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Callsign

(kHz)
15.10
16.00
16.40
16.80
17.10
17.40
18.10
18.50
19.00
19.60
20.27
21.40
22.30
23.00
23.00
23.10
23.40
24.00
24.80
25.00
25.00
25.10
25.10
25.50
25.50
26.10
26.10
27.10
28.50
30.60
40.00
44.00
46.25
48.50
50.00
50.00
51.60
51.95
53.50
54.05
55.50
56.50
60.00
60.00
61.55
62.60
65.80
66.66
68.00
68.90
71.00
73.60
75.00
76.20
77.15
77.50
82.75
83.80

Output

Location

(kW)
HWU

250

GBR

60
100

JXN
FUB

UMS
NDT
DHO
GQD
GBZ
ICV

NSS
NWC
UTR3
UQC3

NPM

NAA
NLK
UTR3
UQC3
UTR3
UQC3
UTR3
UQC3
NPG

NAU
NPL

250
1000
50

35
500
350
100
400
1000

600
1000
125

1000
200
200
100
500

DCF46
NXL(?)

110

NBA
GKH
NPG
MSF

WWVB

Paris, France
Moscow, Russia
Vosami, Japan
Russia
Flensburg, Russia

Anthorn, England
Criggons, England
Tavolara, Russia
Annapolis, MD
Exmouth, Australia
TACAMO (airborne)
Lualualei, Hawaii
Cutler, Maine, USA
Jim Creek, WA, USA
Russia
Russia
Russia
Russia
Russia
Russia

200

RTZ
NSS
GYA

Noviken, Norway

Russia
Russia

JG2AS
VHB
MA50

LeBlanc, France
Rugby, England

10

7

200
60
50
100
50
13

San Francisco
TACAMO (airborne)
TACAMO (airborne)
Aquada, Puerto Rico
San Diego, CA, USA
Chira, Japan
Belconnen, Australia

Mainfligin, Germany
Jim Creek, WA, USA
Poderady,Czech Rep.
lrtutsk, Russia
Annapolis, MD, USA
London, England
Norway
Balboa, Panama
Thurso, Scotland
Dixon, CA, USA
Rugby, England
Ft. Collins, CO,USA
NATO
France

FUE
RBU

GBY20
XPH
CFH
HBG

CKN

NAM
DCF77

MKL
FTA83

15

80
80
25
2.4
250
20
50
50
50
40
45

Brest, France
Moscow, Russia
Rugby, England

Thule, Scotland
Klenmond (Europe)
Halifax, Nova Scotia
Prangins, Switzerland
Vancouver, B.C., Canada
Norfolk, VA, USA
Mainflingen, Germany
Petreavie, Scotland
St. Andre de Coroy,
France

85.00
88.00
91.15

-

NSS
FTA911

2.4
50
50

Toww River (Europe)
Annapolis, MD, USA
St. Andre de Coroy,
..France

113.00
119.85
122.50
124.00
127.00
128.25
131.05
133.15
134.00
135.95
137.00
146.10
148.20

-

NPG
CFH
CKN

2.4
50
15
-

2.4

NPL
FUF

2

CFH

15

NSS
NPG
CFH

NPM
NPL

100
50
-

20
25

Piquetterur (Europe)
Dixon, CA, USA
Halifax, Nova Scotia
Vancouver, BC, Canada
(Europe)
San Diego, CA, USA
Martinique
Halifax, Nova Scotia
Annapolis, MD, USA
Dixon, CA, USA
Halifax, Nova Scotia
LuaLualai, Hawaii
San Diego, CA, USA

OMEGA Navigational System operates in the range 10 to 14kHz .
Four primary frequencies are 10.2, 11.05, 11.33 and 13.6kHz
Not broadcasting continuously: 15.1, 23.0, 23.1, 25.0, 25.1, 25.5,
26.1, 27.1, 50.0 (RTZ), 61.55, 62.6, 65.8, 66.66, 83.8 and 91.15kHz .
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We Present our:

1995 Catalogue
- - and Magazine
* 96 Pages

* Hundreds of photos
* Latest product info
* Technical articles
* Hints & Tips
* Scanner Information
* Construction Articles
* Discount vouchers
It's the best value catalogue in Amateur
Radio and listening today. 50% bigger
than our last issue, lots more to read and
brimming over with information. 96 pages
crammed with text and pictures devoted
entirely to the hobby of radio. We've made
it into a magazine so you'll find it topical,
helpful and above all, great value!

Today! 01702 206835

im

0, Lt r,
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£1.95 inc. p & p
Payment: Credit card, cheque, postal order or stamps

DPS-2012
Optoelectronics
SCOUT "Magic Counter" 22 Amp PSU
rW-roik

1MHz - 2.8GHz

aUFT1.7

OS -200

°es,.

MFJ-411

Amazing Morse Tutor
The easy way to get
your "Class A"
licence. Gives you
everything from
random code to
complete QSOs

30 Amp
Version of Above
The most amazing surveillance
DPS-3012
device we have ever seen
Sony SW -55

* Size only 85 x 68 x 30cm

Short Wave

MFJ-462
RTTY - CW

£69.95

£89.95
L4 post

Portable Short Wave
SSB - AM - CW
150kHz - 30MHz

& VHF

SSB AM FM
Batt. or Mains

£279.95

Decoder

£169.95

Grundig -400
527IcHz - 30MHz
SSB AM CW
6 x AA cells

£129.95

Sony SW -100E

MFJ-8100K
Short Wave
Regenerative Rx
Complete kit

World Band

pFr FtSdi4t
Wu,

150kHz - 30MHz
SSB - CW - AM
2 x AA cells

MFJ-1276
Packet + Pactor
Decoder & Modem

W1..1- WS
.0.1CAT011
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PACE= -FACTOR CON
YODEL ION -Me

£189.95

£69.95

_.5o post

Instant Mobile
Mount for all
handhelds. Clips on
dash grill

* Captures and stores up to 50 channels
* Records number of duplicate "hits"
* Can be downloaded onto PC
* More sensitive than any other counter
* Beeper or secret vibrator "hit" alarm
* Unique "random noise" filter
* Telescopic aerial, belt clip & AC charger

MBR-7

£9.95

£199.95
on s

4.'6456
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Sextant

World Clock
Both 12 and 24 hour times
Day & Night Shadow
World times at a glance
Major cities shown

New 10th Edition
Short Wave

International
Frequency Handbook
/-* Completely Revised
* 10,000 entires 500kHz - 30MHz
* Marine, Aviation, Military, Press etc
* Every entry monitored and checked
* All old information removed
* 192 A4 size pages beautifully bound.
* Frequency, callsign and mode
* Location and times etc.
Phone order today: 0702 206835

Yaesu FRG -100
500kHz - 30MHz
SSB CW AM

(Postage f2 extra)

VISA

New Used Gear Service
Let us sell your equipment on
commission. Send or bring your gear

to us. We'll check it over, value it

MVT-7000
100kHz - 1300MHz
Scanner Receiver
The MVT-7000 is a classic scan-

ner. We've looked at some of
the new names but they don't
match the Yupiteru range for
reliability or sensitivity! Make
no mistake, Yupiteru are still
the leaders.

and suggest the sale price. There's
no advertising cost to you and when
sold you get 80% of the total selling
price including VAT. The new owner
gets a three month warranty
MEI-16010

Scanner Aerial Tuner

An amazing little atu that
matches any length of wire
perfectly to your scanner or
transceiver. Covering 1.8 30MHz it transforms your
short wave reception.

Magnetic Longwire Balun
100kHz - 30MHz, lets you
feed your long wire
receiving antenna with coax
cable. Reduces noise and
improves matching
automatically.

£45.95

New AT -2000 Rx ATU
Hear the difference!
Unique "Q" Selector

The Best Receiver
ATU - Amazing!

Second Hand
Mobile/Base Scanners
Pro -2002 .... 66-88/108-136/410-512MHz
£59
AR -200I
25-550MHz
£149
AR -2500 .... 0.5-1500MHz base/mobile
£299
ICR-7000
25-1000MHz all mode + hf adapt £649
Kenwood RZ I 0.5-1000MHz mobile
£219

Pandheld Scanners
MVT-7000 . 100kHz - 1300MHz
AR-1500EX 0.1-1300MHz inc SSB
AR-1000....8-600/805-1300MHz

£229
£249
£219
£99
£99

Handheld Scanner
Bearcat 100XL 100 Channels
Pro -34
66-88/108-174/380-512/806-960 .. £129
IC -R1
0.1-1300MHz mini handy
£299
Short Wave
DX -390
Portable inc SSB from Realistic .... £99
1C-R71E
Recent manufacture
£499
Ramsey HR -80 80m DC in case
£29
Current model
IC -R72
£599
HF-125
Lowe 0.1-30MHz - lovely design.. £269
ICF-760L
Portable short wave
£69
ICF-SW-100E Mini portable AM/SSB
£149
ICF-2001D . AM/SSB portable from Sony
£199
Accessories
Opto 2300 .. Counter I - 2.4GHz
£129
Opto-1300 .. 10MHz - 2.4GHz counter
£129
MFJ-1278... Data controller
£199
Robot -800 .. RTTY/CW terminal
£179
PK-232
Data controller
£239
Pro -41

ALINCO

DJ-X1D
Scanner

AM - NFM - WFM

200kHz - 1300MHz
No gaps
* 100 Memories
* Battery Saver

100kHz - 30MHz

Ni-cads & Charger

£99.95

* Fully programmable
* Helical whip
* LCD readout
* Rotary tuning knob
* Tough case

* Very sensitive

Shop and Mail Order: 22 Main Road, Hockle), Essex. SS5 4QS. Tel: (0702) 206835/204965 FAX: 205843
Branch Shop: 12, North Street, Hornchurch, Essex. Tel: (07084) 44765
MAIL ORDER To Hockley - 24 Hour Answerphone and Fax. Open 6 Days 9am - 5.30pm ACCESS
VISA
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SATE THSUIJIC100ULI
YUPITERU
MVT 7100
MVT 7000
MVT 8000
MVT 225
MVT 125
Case for
7000/7100
Replacement
Antenna

0

£329
£265
£340
£245
£185

SCANMASTER

R 3000 PLUS

TIMEWAVE

£17

A0 11 SDU 5000

£17

AR 3000
AR 3000A
AR 8000
AR 3030
AR 2000
AR 1500EX

Spectrum display unit
£935
£845
£415
£659
£275
£314

11101(

r

-7004111111

BEARCAT
£199
£99
£299
£299

220 XLT
65 XLT
890 XLT
2500 XLT

scANNE7li Scanners 3

Scanning Dir

mu £9 95

DRAKE

Speaker
Software
VHF convertor

£990
£585
£49.95
£59.95
£225

REVEX
HX 7000
HX 9000

£20
£29

YUPITERU

MVT7100
AM/FM/SSB

£329

Twin

170 EPS

Sky
Scan

Sky
Scan

Magmount

£24

LOWE
HF 150
IF 150
PR 150
HF 225
SP 150

£389
£39
£195
£475
£P0A

SCANMASTER
£19.95
£9.95

Desk stand

Mobile mount
SP55 Pre amp
GW2 Pre amp

£69.95

PSU 101 IV

£29.50

£59.95

MODEMASTER
Modemaster 2

£139

JPS

Yaesu

R8E mim SW8

£299

SW8

£659

3 Peter Rouse

Fr tNe H F

dle

MARUHAm"

R8E

HF Receiver

GalDrake gellaDrake

£369
£299
£249

CI"
RT 618

rRq5

M

NEW 4th
edition

£16.95

TRIDENT

DSP 59 +

AOR 3030

A CDR 8000

£185
£235
£295

DSP 9 V.2
DSP 9 +

3000A upgrade to 3000 plus, phone for details

The ultimate Handheld
scanner

£39
£49
£59
£29

Discone
Double Discone
Mobile

Phone for full details
Available NOW!!!

A011

TR 2400
TR 1200
TR 980

Base

JPS NTR1
JPS NRF7

£199
£279
£399

JPS NR10

£449

HF Base

Double
Discone

V1300

Sky
Scan
Desktop

£49

£49

£59 1E59

'

Scan -

master
Base

Timewave

Timewave

DSP9 V.2

DSP9 +

AOR

Extras

CU 8232
8000 case
2000 case
DA900
WA1500
DC2000
CR400
MM1
BP800
WA7000
DA3000

£80
£17
£6

£9.85
£5.75
£4

£13.75
£13.50
£18
£139
£79

AT SATELLITE & SOUND 2000 WE PRIDE OURSELVES ON OFFERING A 24 HOUR
DELIVERY, EXPERT ADVICE AND ABOVE ALL THE LOWEST UK PRICE PROMISE WE WILL

Yaesu FT290

MATCH AND USUALLY BEAT ANY COMPETITORS PRICE. WE HAVE A LARGE SHOWROOM

Linear for above
Alinco DJX1

WITH FULL DEMONSTRATION FACILITIES. PART EXCHANGE IS WELCOME ON ALL GOOD

£3

£69
£195

QUALITY EQUIPMENT. WE ARE ALSO THE UK's LARGEST SATELLITE TELEVISION
DISTRIBUTOR AGAIN OFFERING THE LOWEST UK PRICE.

TELEPHONE HOT LINE

01480 471001

Showroom
Unit 1, 86 Cambridge Street
St. Neots, Cambridgeshire
PE19 1PJ

FAX: 0480 470771
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Be a RadioScience Observer
Maplin 6kV unit, order no.
JE15R, that had an inductance
of 6.5mH on the h.v. side (used
for L1a) and 4pH for the I.v.
side (used for Lib).
SID hunters who live near
a.m. I.f. or m.w. broadcast
stations, or where the v.l.f.
signals are rich in number and
strength, may prefer to use the
optional tuning circuit shown
in Fig. 6a. This circuit uses a
double -tuned LC tank circuit
arrangement, so is more
sharply tuned than the single tuned sort of circuit shown
previously. The main
components are the same as
described above. When I built
this circuit it tuned 18 to 31kHz
using the components
specified. This type of circuit
relies on a small -value mutual
reactance coupling the two
tuned circuits. In this particular
case, a small capacitance, C3,
is used. It is shown as a small
value variable capacitance in
order to permit finding the
smallest capacitance that
doesn't severely attenuate the
signal. I have also used 6.8pF
fixed ceramic capacitors in this
position to good effect.
Some people also report
using a mutual inductance for
coupling, instead of a mutual
capacitance. In those cases,
which I have not tried
personally, C3 is deleted, and
the ground ends of L2 and L4
are lifted, and then connected
together (see Fig. 6b) at the
free end of a grounded 100pH
to 1mH (L5) fixed inductor.
The dual -tuned LC resonant
circuit provides narrower
bandwidth than single -tuned

C10
100p

.10;) 01.01-q0-1°0-zi
0

SR017 (AAVSO VLF RCVR
RF Gain Block)
PW Publishing Ltd 1994

0

Fig. 3a: Full-size copper track pattern for the circuit in Fig. 2.
Fig. 3b: Component placement.
R9

cs

Input
CC

wiper

000

EE

ave

0
TR2

TR1

Rec

TR3

v C4

0 *ye
cc

SR017© PW Publishing Ltd 1994

circuits. However, care must be
exercised in building this
circuit. The first caution is to
mount the inductors either in
shielded enclosures or a long
way apart, to minimise
interaction of their respective
magnetic fields. Toroidal cores
are superior in this respect, but
lack the adjustability of slug tuned solenoid wound coils.
The second caution is to be
careful to correctly align the
network. Four alignment
points are provided, two
inductances and two trimmer
capacitances. When I built my
first receiver using this design,

To receiver

rt. input

C10
100p

To receiver
r.f. input
L2

Trigger
transformer

Fig. 5b: A xenon
tube trigger
transformer used to
provide a low
impedance.

L1b

010
100p

To receiver
r.f. input

Fig. 4: LC tuned

circuit for v.l.f.
using 88mH toroid
as the inductor.

Fig. 6a: Double -tuned circuit for v.l.f. receiver.

C10
100p

To receiver
r.l. input

C10
100p

To receiver
r.f. input

Fig. 5a: Using two
coils in series, one
fixed and one
variable, for the
v.l.f. tuned circuit.

Fig. 6b: Doub e -tuned circuit for v.l.f. receiver
with mutual inductance coupling.
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I made good use of my handheld digital LC meter to pre match the components. With
the trimmers connected to the
main tuning capacitors (C1a &
b), plus any other capacitors in
each tuning network (e.g. fixed
capacitors if used, not shown),
and all other components
disconnected, the trimmers
were adjusted until the
capacitances of each
main/trimmer combination
were equal.
I also was fortunate enough
to have a small collection of
68mH and 82mH fixed
inductors and 56mH adjustable
inductors to hand. I selected
two fixed inductors that were
very nearly the same
inductance (only 0.1mH
difference), and then ensured
that both adjustable coils were
set to the same inductance.
When these components were
installed on the circuit board,
the circuit required very little
alignment.
Misalignment will cause a
broadening of the frequency
response. It may be so broad
as to be double humped, i.e.
the resonant points of the two
LC networks will be different
by enough to be seen on the
tuning dial. While this defect is
not fatal to v.l.f. SID detection,
it can be quite annoying.
Unfortunately, it is the nature
of many brands of coils in the
10-100mH range to have poor
tolerances (±20% is common,
while ±10% is the usual case).
These differences can ruin
tracking of the LC tuning
network, so the extraordinary
measures seem justified. There
is a certain amount of
interaction between the two

Fig. 7: One version of the v.l.f. receivers as built.

networks, so be prepared to
'diddle' the coils and trimmers
a bit to achieve single hump
resonance as the network is
tuned past a fixed signal.
The finished receiver
(actually one of several I built)
is shown in Fig. 7. It was built
in a rather deluxe painted
cabinet, and fitted with a
vernier 6:1 calibrated dial. Not
all SIDs hunters are quite so
fancy, however. Many have
built the receiver inside a
75mm high aluminium chassis
and used a simple 1:1 knob for
the tuning shaft.

An Improved
v.l.f. Receiver
Three modified versions of the
Stokes receiver were also built.
The first, which I published in
Communications Quarterly
[Carr, 1994] was a triple -tuned
version. It used three single tuned LC networks, one at the
input of each of the three
stages. But triple -ganged
variable capacitors in the
desired capacitance range
were difficult to obtain, and the
surplus market proved an
unreliable source while I was
able to obtain my own

capacitors, many readers
reported difficulty locating
sources. It was also noted that
the marginal utility of a triple tuned design was less than
optimum. The second and third
variations of the Stokes design
were single and double -tuned
respectively.
The second variation is
shown in Fig. 8. It retains the
single -tuned design of the
original Strokes receiver, but
adds a second output stage in
parallel with the first. A
problem with typical SID hunting receivers is that they
are d.c. output devices. I
wanted to be able to see the r.f.
signal on an oscilloscope, so I
added a single amplifier stage
in parallel to Tr3. This version
has been built in both 18-30
and 40-70kHz versions. The
later was built to receive
WWVB, the 60kHz NIST time
and frequency station in
Colorado. The waveform of
WWVB, exactly as seen from
the auxiliary output of Fig. 8,
is shown in Fig.9. The
characteristic binary digital
amplitude -shift modulation (a
10dB shift in amplitude) is
clearly seen. The printed circuit
board, modified for the circuit

of Fig. 8, is shown in Fig. 10.

The third modification is
shown in Fig. 11. This receiver
is also double -tuned, but in a
different manner than above.
In this design, there are two
single -tuned LC networks in
different stages of the r.f.
chain. An advantage of this
design is that it permits the use
of a dual a.m. broadcast band
variable capacitor, rather than
a triple capacitor. Dual
broadcast band capacitors are
easily obtained.
An advantage of the design
of Fig. 11 is that it overcomes
an annoying little problem
seen in the original design. The
sensitivity of the receiver is set
with a potentiometer between
Tr1 & 2. I found, consistently in
several designs constructed,
that there was a very nonlinear response in this control.
The deflection of the output
meter would increase slowly as
the potentiometer was rotated
from minimum signal up -scale,
but at about one-third the
rotation range the signal level
jumped abruptly. It was also
noted that there were only two
settings needed, one high and
one low, for the widest range
of signals (after all, there are
only a few down there). As a
result, the third design
included a switch (or relay as
shown) selected signal level.
The two selections are derived
from trimmer potentiometers
mounted on the board with the
circuitry. This approach
eliminated the spurious
coupling problems inherent in
routing r.f. signals off -board
through coaxial cables to a
front panel potentiometer.
A variation on the theme,
which I've tried on the
0.1.12V

R16

C16
4705

100

IC18

R6
100

R11

C17

R21

100

0556

0µ56IC10

100

m. 252

o
72p2
C2

R1

100k

R3

R9
10k

25I

2N4401

220p

±

C8
1p

R17
100k

C5
R5
10k

Tr2
2N4401

2µ2
R2
10k

R4

470

015

1F,, Main
Tr3
2112
2N4401

C1

Tr1

R14
10k

output

C6
..1.2112

10k
C4

In

R12
100k

R13
10k

R19
10k

R15
470

1011
252

C14

T1Cps

Aux
Tr4
2N440

output
11

C3

all

R8
10k

R10
470

C7
2p2

R18
10k

R20
470

C13
2p2
0 Ov

Fig. 8: Dual output version of the v.1.1. receiver. One output is d.c. and the other is r.f.
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workbench but not 'off -the -air,'
is to use the PIN diode

receiver circuit, based on
operational amplifiers, that
uses the gyrator filter circuit as
a tuned element. A member of
the Society of Amateur Radio
Astronomers (USA) told me
that he was working on an
operational amplifier receiver
that uses the bandpass active
filter concept. At least one
successful attempt was made
using the state variable filter
design.

Fig. 9: Oscilloscope trace of WWVB signal.

attenuator shown in Fig. 12,
rather than a potentiometer.
Another change in the
design was the use of
operational amplifiers in the
output stages. This concept
was later breadboarded with
op -amps in all stages, but the
tested version used low -gain
op -amps in just the output
stages and the three -transistor
Stokes gain block in the frontend. Amplifier IC1 is used as a
buffer for the
rectifier/integrator. With both
feedback and input resistors to
this stage equal to each other
(100k52), the gain is -1, and the
overall gain is set by Tr1-3. But
if additional gain is required,
then the builder can make the
feedback resistor greater than
the input resistor, and the gain
is increased by the factor
R19/R18.

The rectifier/integrator
consists of C20, D1 & 2, R21,
and three integrating
capacitors C22, 23 & 24. The
reason for using three

integrating capacitors is to give
constants. Some people

(i)
(Cl

Input

§
CTR1

Antennas for VLF
DXinp and SID
Hunting
complain that the tuning is too
heavily damped with the 220pF
capacitor (which broadens the
response on the dial), so I
provided a choice of three.
The d.c. signal output stage
is a unity gain buffer amplifier.
It's job is to isolate the circuit
from problems in the external
world, such as short circuits in
the wiring to the d.c. recorder
or A/D converter. It also serves
to provide a very low output
impedance.
Several different

operational amplifiers are
suitable for use in a v.l.f. radio
receiver. Although there are
plenty of high performance,
high frequency devices on the
market, some very low cost
'classics' are quite useful. The
Signetics 5534 is widely
available and works fine. Also,
the CA -3130, CA -3140 or CA -

3160 will perform well.
A number of different
designs are emerging for v.l.f.
SID hunting receivers. Art
Stokes has published a

Main out
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O
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CTR3
IC9

Antennas for the v.l.f. receiver
can be any of several types.
Ideally, a shielded loop made
with 60 to 150 turns of wire is
used, especially where local
electrical noise is at a high
level. These loops are
discussed in detail in my
Receiving Antenna Handbook
(available from the SWM Book
Service). A small shielded loop
will guard against interference
from 50/60Hz power line
harmonics, which can be
surprisingly strong in the 20-
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Fig. 10: Full-size copper track pattern for the circuit in Fig. 8.

SR016 (VLF Receiver
Gain Block)
© PW Publishing Ltd. 1994
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Fig. 11a: Dual level
control version of the
v.l.f. receiver.
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30kHz region. It will also
provide some protection
against TVNCR horizontal
oscillator noise, especially if
the directivity property of the
loop can be brought into play.
The shielded loop is nearly
ideal for a wide range of v.l.f.
monitoring tasks, especially if
a preamplifier is built into the
loop.
While a loop antenna is
ideal, I've also used my
amateur radio h.f. trap vertical
antenna with the coaxial cable
ungrounded. Art Stokes, who
kindly advised me on SID
receiver design and use,
reports that a 25 to 50mm
aluminium tube about 3m
long is very popular. He had
used such odd 'antennas' as
the ungrounded metal rain
gutter down pipe on his house,
and the ungrounded
aluminium dome of a small
amateur astronomy
observatory in his backyard.
Wire antennas seem somewhat
more prone to noise pick-up,
according to Art.
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Abbreviations

.9V d.c.
10n

per cent
a.m.

10k

ND

100p
Tr2
Tr1

DI
Pin D,ode

Fig. 12: PIN diode attenuator
replacement for the
potentiometer level control.

d.c.
dB

In the third of this series we
will take a look at hunting
for 'whistlers' and
'spherics', i.e. natural radio
signals in the v.v.l.f. range
from 1 to 10kHz. Those
signals are generated by
lightning strikes on the
other side of the Earth, and
then propagated through
the Earth's magnetosphere.
We will also examine some
things one can do when a
solar eclipse approaches.

decibel

h.f.

full scale deflection
high frequency

Hz

hertz

kHz

kilohertz
kilometres
kilovolt
kilowatts
kilohms
lambda (wavelength)
low frequency
medium wave bands
milliampere
millihenries
megahertz
millimetres
picofarad
the 'goodness' of a tuned circuit
radio frequency
Sudden Ionospheric Disturbance
television
very low frequency
very very low frequency
video cassette recorder
microamperes
midrofarad

f.s.d.

km
kV

kW

Next Month...

amplitude modulation
analogue to digital
direct current

k12

m.w.
mA
mH
MHz
mm
pF
r.f.

SID
TV
v.l.f.
v.v.l.f.
VCR

pA
pF
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B OK BOIL/11`,172A
THIS MONTHS BOOK NEWS AND SPECIAL OFFERS FOR ALL OUR READERS
RSGB UK Callbook 1995 "111111111=rLatest edition of the ubiquitous guide the
UK's amateur population, now includes a
post code indexed section - in valuable!

508 pages. £10.00 plus P&P.

NEW

RSGB Radio

'11Pr

HIS 5-

ONTHN

NOW BETTER THAN EVER!
See amateurs listed by TOWN and SURNAME

.d (Meow roue local
Jenueon foe the Cnt bare

A fird them e.eo :f
don 't lode shoo. callogo

Communication
Handbook- Sixth
Edition

At long last the RSGB have done the
honourable thing and published a
comprehensive update to the 1977
edition. The text has been extensively
revised and completely re -typeset to
keep abreast of the latest developments,
its scope has been extended to cover
constructional techniques and

microwave radio. Nearly as good as

199.5 EDITION corm up to GOVFA, G7TAW, 2E0AIS. 21113kIP

the ARRL publication.
750 pages, £20.00 plus P&P

World Radio and TV
Handbook 1994

Guide to

Utility Stations

Normally £15.95 offer price
£9.00 plus P&P

Including free update supplement.
Normally £24.00 SAVE £10.00.

Satellite

Rola
TVI:r1-34

flanctooli
MINDS OF LONG MEDIUM

cou,EK.,,,0,...(ou,,,,,

AND LANGUAGE

BROADCASTERS BY FREOUENCY,11111

AND SHORTWAVE

FEATURES INCLUDING

Sm u

WORLD SALUTE BROADCASTS
IR ENGLISH

REPORTSWORLDWIDE BROAD(ASES

1001t

ADDRESSES AND FERSDIEHil

MAPS OF BOUM

RE5115

BROADCEISTER

TRANSMITIFIE SITES

--

Klingenfuss

GUIDE TO UTILITY
STATIONS
Twelfth Edition

B1111110CDSIIIIG

GU:DE

COAST GUARD COMMUNICATIONS
STATION
KODIAK ISLAND.
ALASKA

ErerythIng You Should Know About Dishes
installation Advise Cot erutte Item of Wojtor

SulrIlile Werke, Tr., Worldwide Satellite Survey
Hams and Addresses of Satellite Broadcasters

WRTH Satellite
Broadcasting Guide

'NOW Oa TM CAIN.
.

r 1,11,IL Pr A.S

.

Normally £15.95 offer price
£9.00 plus P&P

Post and Packing, please add £1.00 for one book, £2.00 for two or more, delivery in the UK. For overseas surface carriage £1.75 for one£3.50 for two or more.

+ + + + STOP PRESS: BACK DUE TO POPULAR DEMAND! + + + +
North Atlantic Route Chart
This is a five -colour chart designed for the ATC in monitoring transatlantic flights.
Supplied folded. 740x520mm
£6.50 plus P&P
SEE PAGE
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RECEIVERS
ALL MODELS STOCKED WITH BEST PRICES IN THE U.K

AOR-3030

R-5000
KENWOOD R-5000

1

Still the best selling Shortwave Receiver - free filters'

MRP £995

YAESU FRG -100

2

The best selling receiver from Yaesu since the famous FRG-7...RRP £529

DRAKE R8E

3

The Drake tradition continues - all filters fitted free'

RRP £995

JRC NRD-535

4

VERY BEST HAM STORE IN EUROPE. THE LYNCH TI

The ultimate in Shortwave Receivers - at a price to match.

RRP £1695

AOR-3030

5

CONTINUED SUPPORT. WE WILL KEEP GIVING Y01

ALL PRICES QUOTED ARE "RRP". WE WILL NOT C

Fitted with the legendary "Collins" filters ensures max. results....RRP £699

LOWE HF EUROPA

6

AFTER FOUR YEARS OF TRADING, A BIG THANK

A specially "tuned" version of the HF-225. Sync. DET+FM/KPAD. RRP £699

AS A GUIDE, SO PLEASE PHONE OR WRITE FOR
EVERYTHING OVER £200, PLEASE CONTACT THE S
THE EVER INCREACING RANG

LOWE HF-225

7

One of the few British Receivers exported to Japan!

RRP £479

ACCESSORIES - ALWAYS A MASSIVE SELECTION AVAILABLE.
CALL OR MAIL ORDER!

_1

LOWE HF-150
It's simple, it's stable, it's sensitive & it's priced spot on'

RRP £379

LOWE MODEMASTER

LOWE PR -150

9

Data decode & control software for HF-150. Hook up to your PC

To enhance your HF-150 the PR -150 is a must this christmas!

RRP £235

Magnetic long wire balun, eliminates noise off feed line.

10

RRP £139

MLB-1

ICOM IC -R9000

DATONG AD270/370

We have one used in stock. Boxed in excellent condition.

Active antenna that really work! Indoors or outside

RRP £44.95

RRP £59.95/£79.95

EAVESDROPPER
The best made outdoor shortwave antenna. Built to last.

RRP £89.95

NEW...NEW...NEW...NEW...NEW NEW...
MyDEL MINIMAG PROSCAN
The latest MyDEL design, a mini magnetic antenna
RRP £29.95
100-1000MHz

HF-225

MyDEL HELICONE

USED EQUIPMENT LISTS

Specifically designed Shortwave to 1300MHz outdoor antenna
for handheld & base scanners,
using helical resonator & radials.
RRP £59.95

MARTIN LYNCH carries the widest range of good clean USED GUARANTEED Amateur Radio

Equipment. If you hare a FAX machine, call us for an up to the minute computer generated
print-out. Part exchange against any new or used stock item, a pleasure!

9Vould Raw

ARTIN LYNcti
G4FIKS
THE AMATEUR RADIO EXCHANGE CENTRE

140442 NORTHFIELD AVENUE, EALING,

Yes, that's
my famous right. The 26th No mber is
'open day'. There's bargains
galore, free refreshments
arid the best
advice available
from all the major
importers.
Come along
and enjoy the
fun, 8am
- 8pm.

SCANNERS
THE BEST SELLERS ONLY AT MARTIN LYNCH

AOR 3000A
AOR 8000

MVT-7100

AOR 8000
The newest model on the market. DC to blue light, all mode.

OU FOR HELPING MY COMPANY GROW INTO THE

RRP

£449

RRP

£389

RRP

£199

YUPITERU MVT-7100

:AM COULDN'T HAVE GOT THIS FAR WITHOUT YOUR

The bench mark to which other scanners are tested.

THE BEST PRICES VERSES QUALITY OF SERVICE.

BEARCAT 220

HARGE THIS PRIU AND THEY ARE ONLY OFFERED

A top performance scanner that won't baffle the operator!

% QUOTE. SUPER LOW FINANCE IS AVAILABLE ON

AOR 3000A

ALES DESK FOR FURTHER DETAILS. DON'T FORGET

An "enhanced version" is now available of this famous scanner. RRP £949

E OF PRE OWNED EQUIPMENT.

YUPITERU VT -225
The only option for civil+military hand held scanning.

DECODERS AND DECODING SOFTWARE

6

RRP

£269

RRP

£189

YUPITERU VT -125
The very best handie scanner for the civil airband enthusiast

ALL ON DEMONSTRATION AT MARTIN LYNCH

Universal M400

Digital Filters - STOP UNWANTED NOISE - TRY A DSP FILTER TODAY.

Stand alone RTTY SITOR/FEC/GOLAY/DTMF/CTCSS
& AGARS DECODER

RRP £399

Universal M900
As per M400 but output to vdu + cw operation. No acars.

RRP £529

Universal M1200
Internal full height PCB decoder for instal into pc. All mode

RRP £399

Universal M8000
The professional mans choice. VGA colour monitor required.

RRP £1325

TimeWave DSP9+ Favourite of the RadCom team.
TimeWave DSP9. Budget version of the 9+
TimeWave DSP59. All mode DSP
JPS NTR1. The easiest to use DSP
JPS NIR10. The ultimate all mode DSP.
Datong FL3

RRP £239
RRP £169
RRP £299
RRP £199

RRP £399
RRP E149

AEA PK-232MBX
All mode TX/FIX TNC. Hooks up to your PC. Easy to use.

RRP £329

BOOKS - AN EXCELLENT RANGE ALWAYS IN STOCK

AEA FAX II
Software driven decoder for WEFAX. RTTY& CW transmissions

RAP £149

Lowe Modemaster
Data decode & control software for PIF-150. Hook up to your pc

RRP £139

Lowe Airmaster
Data decode & control software with pc interface.

RRP £89.95

Lowe Synop
New! Acars data software data transmissions.

q4om Motif

RRP £149

KLINGENFUSS. Air & meteo directory, 13th edition.
KLINGENFUSS. Guide to worldwide fax transmissions, 14th edition.
KLINGENFUSS. Guide to utility stations, twelfth edition
GULICH. New! Thanks to amateur radio. About our wonderful hobby.
FLYN. Understanding acars. An in depth view of aircraft data.
PIERCE. Monitoring the Yugoslav conflict.
NEWNES. The shortwave listener handbook
INTERPRODUCTS. The new 4th edition UK scanning directory.
EVANS. Worldwide aero comms frequency guide.

RRP £17.50
RRP £19.95
RRP £24.95
RRP £16.95
RRP £9.95
RRP £4.95
RRP £24.95
RRP £17.50
RRP £19.95

MARTIN LYNCH IS A LICENSED CREDIT BROKER. FULL WRITTEN DETAILS AVAILABLE ON REQUEST.

LONDON W13 9S8 T.0181566 1120

En v..
Fax:

01814.
66 1207

RSGB

MU*, Op AI
UV Wm

It?

Ron Ham, Faraday, Greyfriars, Storrington, West Sussex, RH2O 4HE

This month we reflect on
television and the slow and fast scan pictures that travel through
the. sometimes hostile, atmosphere
before reaching their destination. The
BBC opened a limited range 405 -line
television service, from London's
Alexandra Palace, in November 1936
that was closed in September 1939
due to the outbreak of WWII.
However, the same service was
restarted in June 1946 from the same
place and on the same frequency
(45MHz) in Band I (then 40-68MHz).
Within a decade, television
covered most of the United Kingdom.
The BBC occupied five channels in
Band I and the Independent
Television Authority had six channels
in Band III (175-230MHz). In the
1950s there were two ways to add
ITV to the home entertainment. The
options were, a new 13 -channel
receiver with a turret tuner and a
combined Band I/Ill array on the
chimney or, have a tuneable
converter for the original set and a
separate Band III Yagi added to the
existing mast. As the changes took
place the familiar Band I 'H' and 'X'
shaped antennas gradually
disappeared from the skyline. All the
transmitters were strategically sited
to give maximum coverage and
every channel was shared.
For instance, in Sussex,
depending on your location, we had
the choice of Channels 1 and 9 (BBC
and ITA from London) or Channels 3
and 11 (BBC and ITA from the Isle of
Wight). Although the national
programmes were virtually the same
throughout the UK many of the 'extra'
news and weather broadcasts had a
'local' flavour.

Fig.1

Exhibition.
I was reminded of all this when I
visited the Vintage Wireless Day held
at the Amberley Museum (Houghton,
Sussex) on September 11. Inside one
of the museum's buildings Dave &

Mary Newman (Poole). Fig. 1.
exhibited a dozen or so early 405 -line
televisors that had been skilfully
restored by Dave, Bill Journeaux and
John Wakely. Among the visitors that

day was TVDXer George Garden
from Edinburgh seen in Fig. 2
remembering the Ekco receiver
which, as he explained, was the first
TV set that his family owned. All of
the sets in Dave's impressive display
and some of their contemporaries in
the museum's own Vintage Wireless

building, Fig. 3, were producing
pictures from a special 405 -line
source.
One of the event organisers, Ron

Weller. (Worthing), Fig. 4. cast his
expert eye over Dave's collection.
They had a lot to talk about because
Ron, a very experienced radio and
television engineer, has unpacked.
installed and serviced almost all of
the various makes and types of set
on show.

As they talked about the
antennas, valves and components
used in the years before the advent
of the solid-state 625 -line colour sets,
my thoughts returned to some of the
problems experienced by the
viewers who were most unhappy
when the mid -summer tennis
programmes on the BBC were
blotted out by patterns on the screen
and foreign voices on the sound.

Fig.7

Hostile Atmosphere
Earlier I referred to the 'sometimes
hostile atmosphere'. By this I meant
the sudden outbreaks of Sporadic -E
that upsets the normal paths of signals
in Band I and the tropospheric
openings that, under certain weather
conditions, often cause chaos in
Bands III IV and V Like many other
engineers. Ron Weller and I have had
to explain to customers that their set
was OK but the trouble was 'outside
interference' and beyond anyone's
control. Both the BBC and the ITA
made our task easier by telling viewers
about the prevailing interference and
adding the words 'please do not adjust
your set'. Customers would try to
correct the patterning by fiddling with
their line (horizontal lock) and frame
(vertical lock) hold controls.
Consequently, when the interference
subsided their screens were
completely haywire and an engineer
had to call and put it right.

Collectors
Those among you who collect and
renovate early televisors should pay
special attention to the electrical

values and condition of the capacitors
and resistances in the frame and line
time -base circuits. Also make sure that
the track on the control itself (a
variable potentiometer) is clean and
the spindle rotates smoothly. Where a
turret tuner is fitted make sure the
studs on the coils and the associated
wiper contacts are clean. You may find
the actual coil blocks in the rotating
part of the turret are out of numeric
order. Sometimes engineers would put
the 'local' combination of coils, say
channels 1 and 9 or 3 and 11, next to
each other to save the customer
rotating the switch through several
unwanted channels and back again. It
also saved wear and tear on the turret

mechanism. Please beware, the
Chassis and spindles may be
live at the full mains voltage!

Sporadic -E
I am always pleased to receive reports
from TVDXers who monitor Band I
looking for the 625 -line transmissions
from those countries that still use this
band.
Pictures from the Commonwealth of
Independent States (CIS) were
received on Ch. R1 (49.75MHz) by Lt.

Fig.2
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JAVIATION

THE AIRRAND SPECIALISTS - 0274-732146

MIMS MSC -450

N Efir

At last something to consider against the MVT-7100. Basic Features: 100kHz - 2060MHz (2GHz!!)
continuous coverage, 1000 channels, 10 search banks, increment steps 1kHz - 999kHz, modes
AM/NFM/WFM & SSB with BFO. Same size and dimensions nearly as the AR2000.
Supplied with all accessories including 4 x AA Nicads & charger.

494

4...)

CAJUN& IISC-010
Exactly the same as

Inc. VAT & Carriage

VHF/UHF Frequency List

the AOR AR2000

S249

NEW edition due out in May

If aviation is your interest and you are looking for
advice on a new scanner or perhaps an antenna then
please feel free to give us a call and have a chat. We

VHF UHF Guide: £7.50 including p&p

are more than happy to talk with you about your
interests whether they be civil, military or HE If
you would like a catalogue please send a large sae

CARLTON WORKS, CARLTON STREET
BRADFORD,, WEST YORKSHIRE BD7 IDA

and we will get one to you by return - Thanks.

GUIDE TO FAX RADIO STATIONS
14th edition

400 pages

£ 22 or DM 50

The UK Scanning
Directory

The reception of weatherfax radiostations and meteorological satellites

New 4th Edition
just published
Now Lists over 20,000
Spot Frequencies
25MHz to 1.6GHz

has become a mere child's play. Inexpensive FAX hard- and software connects a radio receiver directly to a laser or ink jet printer. Advanced digital
technology puts real-time satellite images on your PC video monitor, with
fascinating colour and zoom features. This manual is the basic reference
book for everybody interested in FAX via radio.

The new edition of our FAX GUIDE contains the latest equipment
information, frequency lists and precise transmission schedules - to the
minute! - of 62 FAX radio stations and meteorological satellites, including
those of Bracknell Meteo, Royal Navy London, METEOSAT, and the new
Bracknell meteo telefax polling services. The most comprehensive international survey of the "products" of weather satellites and FAX stations
from all over the world is included: 353 sample charts and pictures were
recorded in 1993 and 1994! Here are that special charts for aeronautical
and maritime navigation, the agriculture and the military, barographic
soundings, climatological analyses, and long-term forecasts, which are
available nowhere else. Additional chapters cover abbreviations, call
description of geostationary and polar -orbiting meteorological
satellites, regulations, stations, technique, and test charts.
Further publications available are our unique Modulation Type CDs,
Guide to Utility Radio Station and RTTY Code Manual (12 ed.), and Air
and Mateo Code Manual 114'" ed.). We have published our international
radio books for 25 years. They are in daily use with equipment manufac-

Britains largest and best scanning directory now lists over
20,000 Spot Frequencies in

320 plus pages. It covers

signs,

turers, monitoring services, radio amateurs, SW listeners and telecom
companies worldwide. Please ask for our free catalogue, including recommendations from all over the world. For recent book reviews see SW
Magazine 10/93 p. 60, and RSGB's RadCom 6/93. All books are published in the handy 17 x 24 cm format, and are of course written in English.
Do you want to get the total information immediately? For the special
price of £ 115 / DM 270 (you save £ 23 / DM 55) you will receive all our
manuals and supplements laltogether more than 1800 pages!) plus our
Cassette Tape Recording of Modulation Types.
Our prices include airmail postage within Europe and surface mail elsewhere. Payment can be by £ or DM cheque, cash, International Money
Order, or postgiro (account Stuttgart 2093 75-7091. We accept American

Express, Eurocard, Mastercard and Visa credit cards. Dealer inquiries
welcome - discount rates on request. Please fax or mail your order to

everything from the Emergency Services and Military to
your local scrap yard. This new edition has
completely revised and thoroughly updated. Its
comprehensive coverage and detail continues to amaze readers
been

with its detailed listings of Civil and Military aviation,
Maritime, Army, Navy, Snoopers, Eye -in -the -Sky Links,
Bailiffs, Motor Racing, Universities, Holiday Camps, BR, Taxi
Services, Courier Services and a vast amount more. There is no
other book like it!

Price £17.50 + £1.00 UK postage.
Airmail to Europe £2.50, rest of the world £6
Ask for FREE Catalogue of all books. Allow 10 days for deli. err

Klingenfuss Publications
Hagenloher Str. 14
D-72070 Tuebingen
Germany
Fax 01049 7071 600849 Phone 01049 7071 62830
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Specialist Televisions
RR -50 Manually Tuned t

WE SPECIALISE IN TVDXING,
SATELLITE DXING, THE SUPPLY OF
ALL TERRESTRIAL AND SATELLITE
EQUIPMENT, MULTI -STANDARD
TVS AND VIDEO RECORDERS.

7" Mono

Satellite Receiver

All this for just f133 (+ E6.50 carriage).

23cm (9') Colour
The 23cm (9'1 cow set has a
0
0

This fuiy manually controlled satellite receiver e ,cleal 'or the
enthusiast as it has a tiny variable 1.F control 112-26MHz,

plus a secondary audio F bandwdth control, eight front
panel user controls. a signal level meter. video and audio
cutout notions. 14/18V LNB ,JLJt,0,5 0/Ku sotchrg, two
'or full

t

°lace matrix picture tube ancl G
miect for mumi-system raceDton. With coverage of 9 TV
standards and '2V S c or 240V
ac. ocestacm. it car be used
wand -woe. It covers me V.H.F.
oaros (Bands t. 2 6 31. U.H.F.
nc.

n -between

cable

carne 5). PAL System 1

For the ultimate in versatility this is hard to beat at just
£199
£9 carriage).

(UK),

It

PAL System B/G (Europa). PAL

System D (China). SECAM L

Complete Systems
A 90cm or 1.2m spun aluminium pane focus dsh
A polar mount
A galvanised heavy duty ground stand
A wideband feedhcm
A ondeband electromagnetic low pass Racal polarise,
A 0 7dB (very low nose) LNB covering 10.95-11.7GHz

(E.

Ger-

- at the end of a transrr ss
tre set all automatically
swtcn to standby

2 watts musk Dower
Options. Teletext 'Fasex
coard

Infa-red remote co-,-:.
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o

The superb DXTV is
incredible value at
£329 (4. £9 carriage).

(10 enguagesl

Beep seer win a

mai-y) as well as NTSC System
M. NTSC 4.43/5

"
rout va remote coma

21" Colour
E Systems - PAL B/G. PAL Dik. PAL
B'G SEC, A",' 7,"

SECAM

EURO-AV (SCART) Some:
Pre-settable cower off function (,5-10 minutes)

A.,to power off 10 mns atter oc

?,

r

A 12' SuPelack actuator am
A BEC-1600 RR -50 manually tuned stereo satellite

.17 "; .7,- a

'1:6VOCI

coueace
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-

A very versatile television for just
£269 (a £9 carriage).

All this for just £499 (with 90cm dish)or £599 (with
1.2m dish).

Dg ta OCA
Autocratic standby Swtahove

tinghtnesS

On scar .ser

(France). SECAM D/K (Ea.stem

Bcc). SECAM BIG

also has ore usual features

you woufd expect from a °Lefty
colour teerscin such as:High Tech tuning with a a'.1.
frequency synthesse. - Direct
thane input or automatic
tur,ng.
On screen disOeY win
programme ndent. eves of
vOlume. cow, contrast arc

Send for our 34 Page Catalogue at £1

accessories Multi -star.

Satellite Equipment

ignal Strength Meters

TV DXing

MOMENTUM COMMUNICATIONS
MCL 1100
DATA DECODER

e11'SEICOltlS

tiOlk

0ik4& 0225
0050 DETAiLS

The MCL 1100 Easyreader Data Decoder
will automatically make sense of some of
the strange noises that you can hear on
your H.F. Radio Receiver enabling you to

PHONE F°8

make FULL use of your equipment. The MCL-1100 processes data
transmissions without the need of a separate computer and displays a
full screen of text on your video monitor.
Why make -do with one or two lines of information as offered by other
manufacturers. And it's designed and manufactured in the U.K.
STANDARD FEATURES:

Monitor shown optional
* Please note UHF models no longer available *

PHONE EASYREADER
HOT-LINE FOR SPECIAL STARTER
PACK DETAILS

4Zr 01384 896879

SMARTLOCK system for easy tuning.
Full screen of readable text with on -screen tuning indication.
Automatic decoding of RTTY, CW, FEC (NAVTEX)
and ARO.

Auto or manual selection of transmission speeds.
Extremely rapid lock onto signal.
Connection for a parallel type printer.

Made in the U.K.

EASYREADER STILL ONLY

£255.00 inc. VAT + Postage

Authorised Dealers Martin Lynch Lowe Electronics ARC

VISA

6 & 7 Clarkson Place, Dudley Road, Lye, West Midlands DY9 8EL
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Col. Rana Roy (Meerut, India),
during Sporadic -E disturbances on
August 4, 7, 12, 21 & 24. In addition,
he saw pictures from Dubai TV on
Ch. E2 (48.25MHz) between 1650
and 1810 on the 31st.
Now that the 1994 Sporadic -E
season is over it's worth keeping an
eye open in the mornings,
throughout the winter months, on
Chs. E2 and R1 for short-lived
openings that can be very
rewarding. You may also see
smeary, unlockable, fluttering and
ghostly type images on Ch. E2.
Most likely these will be coming from
the Far East due to abnormal
reflections in the upper, F1/F2,
regions of the ionosphere. Rana has
in fact seen this during the early
evenings of August 24, 25,
September 5, 13 & 14.

Fig.3

SSTV
Disturbances in that region of the
ionosphere can also spoil, or
enhance, the reception of slow -scan
television pictures that are
exchanged by amateur radio
operators in the 14, 21 and 28MHz
bands. "It is amazing that all the
digital information sent from so
many miles arrives here to display a
picture, all colours, etc., and content
in the correct places," said John

Scott (Glasgow).
Briefly, slow -scan captions are
converted into pulses that are then
carried on a radio signal, via the
ionosphere, to the receiver. Listen
around 14.230MHz and you should
hear these pulses, like high pitched
'twitters', which in turn are converted
back into pictures by some form of
computer.
"Now that the software and a

Fig.4

Fig.5

Fig.8

August 94

During September John copied
slow -scan pictures, around
3.730MHz and 14.230MHz, from
stations in England, Canada,
Portugal (Fig. 5), Russia, Scotland,
Spain, Sweden and the USA (Fig.
6).

Solar
The natural state of the ionospheric
layers can be wrecked for many
hours by a disturbance on the sun
and it's thanks to the astronomers
among our readers for telling us
when this may have occurred. A
good number of sunspots, including

a group, were seen by Patrick
Moore (Selsey) on his projection
screen, Fig. 7, at 0900 on
September 5. By the same method,

Ted Waring (Bristol) counted 22
spots on the 5th and reports that,
"by the 10th the number of spots
had declined to two". Although Ted's
screen was blank on the 17th and
20th, a small group of two spots
appeared by the 22nd.

France Culture (98 & 99.9MHz), Info
(105.6, 105.8 & 106.5MHz), Inter
(103.3, 103.7 & 104.8MHz), Musique
(88.7 & 89.6MHz) and RF Nord (95.5
& 106.2MHz). From his home in
Scotland Arthur found the band 'quite
active' on September 23, 24 & 25,
when his haul included Radios
Aberdeen, Cleveland, Cymru,
Leicester, Merseyside, Ulster, Ireland's
RTE FM1, 2 & 3, Manx Radio and
Lincs FM.
"The first I knew of the opening
was when I was listening to my radio
and heard weak stations interfering
with my local radio stations," wrote

Richard Wood (Redditch). Richard
then searched Band II and found
French and German stations. This
prompted him to check the TV
channels and he found pictures on
Ch. E4 (62.25MHz) from Holland
(NED1). He watched a Star Wars film,
with Dutch subtitles, followed by a
logo 'AVRO' and, during the news, an
ident appeared with the figure 1
inside a diamond shape.
Rana Roy received strong
coloured pictures in Band III from
Bhatinda (Ch.E12), Kasauli (E6),
Lahore (E5) and Jalandhar (E9)
during good tropospheric conditions
between 0700 and 0915 on
September 18, 19 & 20.

Weather
The, all important, daily variations in
atmospheric pressure for the period
August 26 to September 25, Fig. 8,
were taken at noon and midnight from

Tropospheric

the barometers used by Arthur
Grainger in Scotland (dashed line)

While in Kent, Arthur Grainger

and myself in Southern England (plain

(Carstairs Junction), using a Sony
7600, logged quite a few French
stations in Band II and identified

line).

In September, I recorded 3.68in of
rain compared to a high of 7.13in for
the same period in 1993. The largest
amount of 0.85in fell on the 12th,
followed by 0.40in and 0.50in on the
16th and 19th respectively. The rest
descended in much smaller amounts
on 16 other days. At the beginning of
the month Arthur Grainger watched
one of the most violent thunder
storms that he had ever seen from
a hotel room in Ashford.
"Meanwhile", said Arthur, "back
home in Scotland, from what I have
been told, on what was quite a calm
day, there came a huge gust of wind
quickly followed by thunder. So loud
and sudden was the thunder that the
children who were playing in the
street at the time, ran to their homes in
terror".

September 94
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Fig.6

1

in

simple interface system can
produce good results using the
computer for slow scan, many more
stations are sending out colour
pictures," writes John Scott. He
added, "It shows the advances in
SSTV from the days when
Copthorne Macdonald WA2BCW
transmitted the first pictures across
the Atlantic to England in December
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Roger Bunney, 33 Cherville Street, Romsey, Hants 5051 8FB

weather

Safe to TV

ews

Weather Channel'. The 6.60MHz
audio sub -carrier carried heavy
data traffic. From John Locker,
Wirral.

The Latest from the Clarke Bet
The armed intervention in Haiti
by the American Forces seems
to have simmered down across
the Clarke Belt and at the time of
writing few news packages are seen
linking out of Port Au Prince. Several
readers have sent in videos showing
the various stages of the intervention

- Stuart Page (Hitchin) and
Andrew Hill (Walsall) both
recorded dramatic live action of the
naval task force as seen from hills
overlooking the main town, shots live - from a control room aboard one
of the naval vessels with close-ups of
equipment, monitoring gear, v.d.u.s,
etc. Much of the signal was of a
continuous (live) uplink from an
aircraft carrier judging by the
background communications and
the navy crew responses. Flights of
helicopters flew off the deck into the
blue skies and troops land on the
airfield so more live action - and in
due course live from the streets of
Port Au Prince. All this carried in real
time via the 21°W Intelsat K leased
Reuters transponders.
The past few weeks also
produced what could have become
another major conflict in the Gulf
region with Iraq forces moving close
to the Kuwaiti borders. A mega
display of allied force strength
moving into the region took the
steam out of the situation and
encouraged the Iraqi army to move
back into the wilderness and with it
the immediate threat. The media, of
course, were also prepared for
conflict with several SNG vehicles
'on location' prior to Day 1 - War,
though I never saw a single Middle
Eastern uplinked news feed, reader

Andrew Sykes (Kings Lynn)
noticed several out of Kuwait and
Baghdad.
The other main news originates
from veteran sat zapper John
Locker (Wirral). Extensive research
by John confirms the ZSSRD-2
satellite that provided live video from
the MIR space craft back to Earth
from 15°W is in fact Cosmos 2054!
Calculating inclination and equatorial
tracks shows a dramatic co -relation
between the two craft sufficient to
state that they are indeed a single
craft. John was able to work out
optimum access times and from
these figures he was able to receive
almost spot on to time pictures from
the MIR station. Pictures revealed the
MIR docking procedures, walks in
space and the cosmonauts.
Interesting to note that the video
was received at the slightly out of
band frequency 10.820GHz circular.
Previously, signals had been
monitored at 10.835GHz, if your gear
is capable of covering this out of
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band frequency then check out for
MIR activity. Signals are circularly
polarised, your normal plane
polarised (i.e. vertical or horizontal)
settings will not improve the signal
strength levels irrespective of the
polarity setting. If you have a new
extended Astra 1D LNB - that
reaches down to 10.7GHz then
you're in business. The signal
downlink from MIR is not time -tabled,
transmissions are completely
random and it's mainly luck that
signal are received. Check out the
press for MIR space activity. The
best way of checking out if the
ZSSRD/Cosmos 2054 satellite has
been activated is to check out the
data downlink feed at 11.385GHz at
15°W, if the TV screen darkens and
there are flashing lines then ZSSRD
is present, it just a matter of awaiting
video feeds - which unfortunately are
completely random.
The Equinoxes - April and
October - can result in funny things
happening to satellite signals. During
daytime when the sun is above the
horizon it happens that said sun
passes 'behind' the Clarke Belt
satellites. Our little dish pointing at
the satellites also - in effect - points
at the sun. Solar radiation can
produce high levels of radiated
interference - even at 11GHz sufficient to mar or completely knock
out the weaker signals from the
satellite downlink. From late morning
through to the late afternoon the
radiation causes interference to
satellite signals even as strong as
Astra! John Locker noticed the
knocking out of several satellites
including the feed from the 'States of
CNNI on Intelsat 601 at 27°W. The
loss of the CNNI trans -Atlantic feed
meant that both Astra 19 and
Eutelsat 25°E were unable to feed
CNNI down. Known as a Solar
Outage, it's quite common at this
time of the year as the sun is lower in
the sky.

Turksat 1B is definitely operating
as of early October. A letter from

Stathis Panagiotides,
Thessaloniki confirms that good
signals have been seen from both
Kanal D and Kanal 6, now departed
from Eutelsat II F4 at 7°E. UK
reception is all but impossible since
the 42°E craft tightly spots output
into Turkey though Stathis receives
good level signals at home. Only a
suggestion of signal can be seen in
the UK on a large dish. Stathis also
details a single Ku band beam will
target Western Europe at 11.490GHz
vertical for the TRT-1 service. For our
readers out in Europe Turksat East
spot beams are at 11.486, 11.574,
11.662, 10,980. 11.030,11,080,

Intelsat K is a favourite hunting
ground for unusual TV sightings
from the USA - here is 'The

11.130 and 11.180GHz all horizontal.
Upon these transponders will appear
TRT1. TRT2, TRT3, TRT4, Show TV,
ATV, Kanal 6 and Kanal D - the latter
2 channels are already on -air. There

is incidentally a new Turkish channel
- Satel-2 -downlinking from Eutelsat II
F4 7°E at 11.010GHz horizontal.
Moving to the new Intelsat 702 at 1
West, the Israel channels are still
present in the Eastern Mediterranean
but are generally weaker than
before, other that the Israeli
programme ILTV-1 at 11.134GHz
vertical which is now much stronger
in Greece.

Julian Redwood
(Christchurch) is active with both C
and Ku band signals has also
noticed new signals from the 702
bird including an unknown Arabic C
Band signal with a sunrise logo.
Other C Band offerings have been
Sky News 4.060GHz, Intelsat 512 at
21.5°W and a 'Mediatech NY' signal
from Intelsat 506 at 50°W at
11.638GHz. I suspect most of our
UK readers are active with Ku band
but we'd like to hear from any UK
reader active in C Band and the
viability of small dish reception.
Whilst in the C Band mood, our

Thailand activist Alan Smith has
been playing around with his dish
and extended his Eastern horizons to
past 140°E from the earlier 103°E. A
mass of new channels has been
discovered from birds such as
Rimsat 130°E, Apsat 138°E
downlinking CNN, Stationar 7 140°E,
Rimsat with test programmes at
142.5°E and an unidentified craft
carrying ATN at 147°E. Careful
checking between 142 and 147°E
eventually confirmed yet another
satellite at 145°E though another
Stationar!

I have often mentioned the Ekran
u.h.f. satellite operating from 99°E at
Ch.E54, the AsiaNet programme
service has now left Ekran and been
replaced with a scrolling
advertisement for 'World Satellite
and Radio Company - TV
Companies on Satellite -Radio
Stations on air in Medium Wave and
Short Wave Band', the advertisement
goes on to advise that World Satellite
arranges for satellites, earth stations
and radio transmissions, inviting
prospective users to ring both
Moscow and London offices for
details. I understand that this firm is
staffed by ex-BBCers and can
arrange leased transponders and

transmitting facilities. Bindu
Padaki (Bangalore) also tells of his
locating a new transponder from
Intelsat 505 at 66°E with NHK
Tokyo/Paris and WTN London feeds
in C Band 3.975GHz.

During a military review in
Egypt, the President is seen
catching up on the latest page 3
news, obviously with a cold as
the Kleenex box is close by!
From John Locker, Wirral.

Aiden Murphy (Eire) sent in a
sparklie shot of NASA TV (live)
seen via Intelsat 601 at 27'W

Reuters TV established their
own editing facility near Port au
Prince during the Haiti troubles.
From John Locker, Wirral.

Cheap Satellite
Receivers!
DRS Trading have advised me that they
are offering manually tuned receivers at
extremely low prices, mainly from trade in
deals/surplus stock. A wide range of
receivers, including remote controlled are
available from £10 upwards. In addition
dishes, mounts and tracking systems are
also available at attractive ('enthusiast
level') prices. If you are considering
starting off in this hobby and have limited
funds it may be worth contacting this
company - Unit A, Sprint Industrial
Estate, Chertsey Road, Byfleet, Surrey
KT14 7BD or Tel: (01932) 355527.
Callers are welcome to look in but you
must ring first to confirm a convenient
time,
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248 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, 'INDOP"'1P 9AD Tel: 01'' 417-0353 iftcon . r,-. n 171.A/7

SONY ICF-2001D
FULL KIT INCLUDING: NH 4275

The UK Scanning Directory
3rd Edition

£16.95

Monitoring the World
The International Guide to listening
£24.95
above 30MHz

£149.95

ICF-SW1600

NEW ICF-SW77 Similar specification to

AWARD WINNERS

2001D but with jog -shuttle dial tuning for accuracy ....£349

071-637-0353/0590
AN AWARD WINNING MASTERPIECE

YOUR SONY

HIGH PERFORMANCE PORTABLE RECEIVER

£275 ONLY

ICF-2001 D Kit....

WITH PLL SYNTHESIZER CIRCUITRY AND

Finest all-round pro -receiver in the business.

SPECIALIST

FW/LW/MW/AIR

Full Worldwide Guarantees
from SONY!
CALL THE SONY SPECIALISTS

multi -band

32

reception

Kenwood TH78E

station preset memory Synchronous detector
PLL quartz -locked synthesiser circuit
circuit

Fairmate HP2000
Nevada MS1000

digital/analogue tuning
2 -way scan tuning
(memory, broadcast, define) 2 -position tone

Alan CT145
Yaesu F126
Yaesu FT76

071-637-0353/0590!!

control Direct metre band access 4 -event

Mail Orders Welcome.

reception External antenna for AM, FM and AIR

Yaesu [1811

071-637-0590/0353

band 2813x159 \ 52mm (w/h/d) 1.7kg. 2001

Yaesu FT911

DSYSTEM-ICF-2001D with active antenna AN -1 in

Yaesu FT212R

one complete package.

Yaesu FT2400RH

programmable

Fast - Efficient - Convenient. To your doorstep!!

SONY
£149.95
£149.95

ICF-SW7600
ICF-SW1E

£189
£449
£269
£269
£169
£269
£299
£269
£305
£335
£464.95
£399.95
£419.95

Alberts RV100

time

AM

attenuator

SSB

Yaesu 11411

YUPITERU

£169.95
£239.95
£375.00
£199.95

RF-B10 World band receiver - pocket size

SYNTHESIZER CIRCUITRY

RE -665 S/pro multi bond digital radio -

presets,

auto scan,

manual tuning, 10 key direct

071-637 0353/0590

ICOM

LCD display with light function Dual conversion system 2 step

stereo

earphones,

shortwave

guide

and

compact

£119.95

ICF-SW33
AN -1 ANTENNA
ICF-SW22

£239.95
£89.95

ICF-SW30

timer 2 step tone control Antenna input socket
Headphone socket Key protection LCD display Dual
conversion system Supplied with compact antenna, stereo
earphones and AC power adaptor. Power:4xAAsize battery.

£249
£309

ICF-AIR7
ICF-PRO 80
CR-V21 .orld ted wirer -

£2699

luvm,RITYmflwre,

AOR1500EX

A0R2800

FM marine monitor

£169.95

MVT-8000

£349.95

AOR2000
AOR3000A

£209.95

D1 -51E

£214.95

D1-61

£329.00

D1-F4E

£265.00

D1-5801 Dud and

£434.95

079.60

2n70ari - SO mei

£349.00

DR -130 ivseir

£314.95
£409.00
£274.95
£859.95

"BEST

ALINCO
01-180E

DR599E Did

SCANNERS/TRANSCEIVERS

AOR

IC -R1 15-1300 MHz

D1X11homorto* .............................£299.95

SELLERS"
AIWA
WRD-100 £89.95

\Nut loo £34.95

100 memories ...Only £374.95

Power: 2xAA size battery.

ICF-SW100S Kit

£179.00
£139.95

RF-B45 Digital m/band radio

tuning

aerial

direct tuning Sleep function Digital clock Programmable

142-170MHz

£69.95

memories preset

Programmable timer Sleep function Digital clock and alarm
tone control Key protection Record out socket Supplied with

tuning:10 memory presets, auto son, manual tuning, 10 key

VT -150

PANASONIC
ULTRA -COMPACT SHORTWAVE RADIO WITH PLL

Continuous AM frequency coverage 4 way tuning: 10 memory

FM stereo Continuous AM frequency coverage 4 way

YUPITERU

AIR -POWER AT YOUR FINGERTIPS

MVT-7100
MVT-3100

FM/LW/MW/SW reception PLL synthesized circuitry FM stereo

1.41/MW/FM/SW/SSB reception PLL synthesized circuitry

SCANNERS AND TRANSCEIVERS
VT -12511
VT -225

7,:-.4D.4716P

Yaesu FT23R

CONTINUOUS AM FREQUENCY COVERAGE

£54.95
£69.95

ICP-2ET

ICR-7100
ICW-21ET

£310.00
£1299.00
£399.95

New full range antennas,
base stations, CB mobiles, etc

FULL RANGE STOCKED
CW-21E
C -29E

CP-2E
CP-2GE
C -229E

CW-21ET Dual Band
CW-3230H

£429.00
£349.00
£259.95
£304.95
£369.00
£459.00
£675.00

GRUNDIG
SATELLIT 700

SONY ICF-SW55 "SUPERADIO"
World time zones SSB
Full digital p/sets
n
Multiband
only
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YACHT BOY 222
YACHT BOY 230
YACHT BOY 500
YACHT BOY 400
YACHT BOY 205
YACHT BOY 206
CONCERT BOY 230

R701
RP -28

R737
RP -15

R101
R621

£349.00
£52.95
£65.95
£170.00
£120.00
£30.00
£37.00
£35.95

PHILIPS

ROBERTS
R717

R817
RC818

R0

£69.95
£79.95
£84.95
£114.95
£21.95
£44.95
£59.95
£159.95
£184.95
£99.95

R7275 bonds - FM/MW/SW/LW/SW1-4 £79.95
R747 3 bands

RF-M3 Tiny
RP -26 FM/MW/LW
RC -35 Mono cassette radio

£92.95
£59.95
£81.95
£56.95

D2345
Portable Radio LVI MW/FM/2 x SW fine

£24.95

Tuning Controls Mains/battery supply

D1875
Compact 12 -band Portable Radio

LW/MW/FM/9 shortwave Large tuning control
Tuning LED indicator Telescopic and ferroceptor

aerial DC supply connection Earphone
connection Wrist strap

Attractive pouch

£49.95

All products are subject to
a post & packing charge

PLEASE MAKE ALL CHEQUES PAYABLE TO ASK ELECTRONICS AT 248-250 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON W1P 9AD
GOVT. AND LOCAL AUTHORITY

qa lam deal ca 0171-637 0353
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Yupiteru MVT-7100 (A)
Now we ve compared it with the competition
we know it's the best on the market.

(0.1 - 1650MHz) inc. s.s.b.

New Extension Speaker TSA-6201

*£449 £379
+FREE BSS -1300 Worth £70

Superbly styled Desk -Top Speaker with volume
control. A must for any scanner enthusiast.
(3.5mm plug already fitted)

Yupiteru MVT-7000 Special offer

£14.99

. AI FREE Delivery

WITH ONE OF THESE YOU'LL
HEAR SIGNALS YOU NEVER
KNEW EXISTED
B55-1300 (F)

1300MHz) All Model Inc. NiCads & Charger.
*4 SAVE 2100 £269 +FREE TSC-2602 Ant.

OPT -3300

Double nest of dipoles
The Ultimate Base Antenna!

The latest mini Freq. finder from Optoelectronics
(smaller than a packet of cigarettes). Inc.

Receives 10 - 1300MHz.
Supplied with 10m coaxial lead and BNC plug

Yupiteru MVT-8000 (B)

NiCads/Charger/Ant. (1MHz-2.8GHz)
*i-1-6-5 £149.95 FREE Delivery

fitted. 34" high, Loft or outdoor mounting use a
flat wall or pole mount.

The UK's best selling mid price scanner. (1 -

This is still the UK's number one low priced
Desk -Top Scanner. (8 - 1300MHz) Inc.RSU.

£349 Nith FREE DSS-1300

£69.95 Delivery £3.00

AOR AR8000 (C)

YUPITERU RECOMMENDED

When you want the best - AOR have the

New from Yupiteru PA -600

answer. Call us for the best price

D55-1300
Low Profile Desk Top Nest of Dipoles

Boost the Audio from your scanner with this mini

power amp. Supplied with 3.5mm lead & 4M

Alinco DJ -X1 (D)

batteries. (ACsupply avail.) All you need is an
extension speaker!) £29.95 (P & P £3)
FREE: Extension Speaker this month

Alinco's answer to pocket scanning. Superb

Receives 10 - 1300MHz
Supplied with coaxial cable and BNC plug

0.5-1300MHz. Inc NiCads/Charger

fitted.

"S...34{7C279 7REE Delivery

£44.95 Delivery £3
YUPITERU RECOMMENDED

Calling all scanner owners

Special Offer AR 1500EX (E)

The NEW TSC-2602

0.5 - 1300MHz All Mode, includes s.s.b. &
NiCads, Charger & Casr

It's just what you need!A very high gain "BNC"
Rubber Antenna 12" long.
£22.95 with FREE Delivery

MSS -1300
Car magnetic mount version of the BSS -1 300.

*5.244E299

(BNC plug and coaxial cable supplied)

IncludesFREE Long Wire

£44.95 Delivery £3

CI NT
COMMUNICATIONS

Kenwood R-5000 (G)

Datong FL3 (J)

New UK Scanning Directory 4th Ed.

The Ultimate s/w receiver from Kenwood.
It's performance against styling is unsurpassed
to date.

Ultimate Audio Filter £145 + Free PAP.
Also available DSP-9+ £239 + Free P.&P.

Packed with Frequencies.

*.999 Christmas Special "Phone"

MBR-8 (K)

AOR AR3030 (H)

This low piced short wave receiver is a must for
the beginner. So full of facilities that we don't
have space to list them all here.

The ultimate in desk top short wave receivers.
The review in the July Shortwave said it all!
RRP S.69/ Call us for our best price

The only serious guide
£17.50 Including FREE P.&P.

£59.95 Delivery £6.00
Yaesu FRG -100 (L)

Sangean ATS-803A (1)
Our best selling low priced portable short wave
receiver.All modes including s.s.b.
*Z-1-297'00 £119.95 with FREE Delivery

Superb HF Receiver comparable to others of a
much higher price.

£549 This Month £499
+ FREE CTU-8 & PSU Worth £70

Drake R -8E

NEW JIM SP -55 Scanner Pre-Amp

The famous short wave receiver from the USA. A
superb performer and the only model to include
all filters fitted as standard.

Will sit on top of Handheld. Internal battery
(supplied). Ultra slim new shape. 25-1500MHz
(with switched filters) £74.95 + FREE Delivery

£989 With FREE ATU (Worth £50)

Long Wire Kit
NEW Howes CTU-8 (ATU)
Ready Built! Ready To Go!.0.5-30MHz Improve
your s.w. receiver with this little beauty.
£49.95 with FREE Delivery

For those of you who need a good H.F. antenna
- here it is.The complete kit (everything you need)

from 10ft to 150ft all for £24.95 with FREE
Delivery (connector not supplied)

From 25 to 1300MHz

EX DEMONSTRATION EQUIPMENT
We often have certain models from the list
above to sell off.
All as new with a full twelve months
guarantee. "Give us a call"

OUR PROMISE - YOUR GUARANTEE
All equipment sold by us is "UK" specified
and comes with a full guarantee backed up
by the correct UK importer.
How many other dealers can say that!
SECONDHAND GOODIES

We have an extensive range of secondhand
equipment at super low prices. All fully
guaranteed and tested.
"Give us a call"

Delivery: 24hrs £10, 48hrs £7.50
All prices include VAT
* Price quoted is the RRP

UK'S LARGEST INDEPENDENT SCANNER/SHORT WAVE DEALER

CPA! lin' 91ItRA-951

\

)7R-1/2,

SALES
SERVICE
uatiorq

132 High Street, Edgware, Middlesex HA8 TEL

Close to Edgware underground station (Northern Line), & Ml, M25, A406 - After Hrs Tel:(0850) 586313

* FREE PARKING * OPEN MONDAY-SATURDAY 10-6PM *

(b
MGM

Paul Essery GW3KFE, PO Box 4, Newtown, Powys SY16 1ZZ

A Taleur 3anc S Rounc -U
Listening to the Amateurs
We have a local saying here in
mid -Wales - if you can see
the hills. Ws going to rain; if
you can't then it is raining. As the
hills have disappeared again, it's
probably a bit too late to drop the
antennas and check them ready for
the winter!
Don't panic. I've done mine.... have
YOU? If you haven't I hope your
insurance is up to date!

favoured for KA3CAANP9, and then
sideband managed VKs, YV, VE7IG,
KP2J in the American Virgin Is, other

were noted, as far afield as WOWS,
several VE7s from Vancouver,
VO1BD, HP1LV in Panama, TG9GI in
Guatemala, PP1LB and a brace of
Aruba signals in P43RR and P43TG.

At the time of writing - early October
- the sun seems to have stabilised.
Certainly though, after the long
plateau of good conditions we are
now looking forward to more than a
year of the same sort of state, until
Old Sol starts his next outbreak of
spottiness. Informed opinion sees
the next rise start around the end of
1995 or some time in 1996, though of
course it is no more than informed
guesswork.

Ws, D44AB, TA3G, ZD7WRG,
K90AM, YB6MF, with a 7 -element
tribander at 80m in the air, C53HG,
PK2ZZ, 7Z1AB with a British accent,
KF7S/KL7, 7X2WEK, C31HK, FK8GT,
VE2TSG/MM south of Indonesia,
AP2AGJ, YB3RF, SO1MZ, 4X1GS,
AP2ARS, VY2R0 (Prince Edward Is),
YVSEN in Caracas, and, of course,
the smaller fry. At 18MHz the score
opens with 4X1OX, 5NOGC, 7L1WII,
JAs aplenty, TA2BK, a selection of
Ws, 9H1AL, 4X1FR, PZ1EL, 7Q7JL,
A71AN, ZA1MH, PJ8AD, ZD7WRG,
ZD9BV, G3UXO/MM on the 0E2,
LU3DAK, VP8GAV in Antarctica and
Europeans. Finally, 21MHz where the
log shows CX55DY, 9J2FB, HL4RCE,
VP8BKT, 5N9ZRC/M, ZS2MM,
P88JA, ZS6BGI and GRATE heard
via RS10. As a final note Geoff notes
that he has finally managed to get on
144MHz to get the new call
operational.

Letters

An undated letter from Keith
Goodchild in Tring that seems to
have been delayed in the post
somewhere - perhaps someone
forgot to feed the snail! - indicates he

More Mail

Let's start with Ken Cathcart in

cannot see anything the RSGB
does for the s.w.l. that SWMor PW
can't do more cheaply! That might

Albert Heys in Penketh,

Conditions

Walsall, who comments that the
bands have been up-and-down, with
14MHz producing YS1XS for San
Salvador, KL7DTH in Anchorage,
Alaska and 9K2ZZ in Kuwait. 18MHz
was also tried and here JA8LP/1,
JA1JRK and PT7CB were logged.
Finally on 3.5MHz Ken listened to
PA6BTF, the Arnhem commemorative
'special' on September 15, plus
VO1FG in Newfoundland.
Just after he ran off his log for this

time, Geoff Crowley in Aberdeen
noted an odd one. This was
IK/DK7UY/1POY. Basically, DK7UY in
Italy, says the prefix. The One Papa
Zero Yankee suffix indicates this was
to be the 'new country' of Seborga.
The world is full of optimists! Turning
to the log, Geoff checked Top Band
c.w. for DL8NBE, G3LTZ, PAORKT,
OS4ATW and EI2FN, while sideband
gave DL5FCJ, F6CNI, LA5FH,
LX1JH, OZ1LXJ, RZ3GF, UA4ADX
and UR4EDX, plus a string of G
stations. Turning to 3.5MHz Geoff

found a round dozen assorted GB
'specials', ZW5B, K1ZM, EA8BYL,
PY6WO, TA4A, UN7EG, VE1YJ,
VO1FG, W8FD, ZF2LC, KC1XX,
HZ1AB, JA4OHO, VKs and the
Europeans. 7MHz gave fourteen GB

calls, including the IWM one and
GB2SEG the Scottish Expedition
Group; plus LUs and VKs; a switch
to 10MHz yielded a brace of
Europeans, and then Geoff made his
move to the h.f. bands. RTTY was
used for LA2TD and UT7FP; c.w. was
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inflate our PWP corporate ego(!) but,
alas, it just ain't true.
Without the RSGB and the other
national societies that together form
the world organisation IARU, there
would be no amateur bands at all to
listen to; PW Publishing Ltd. isn't in
the business of running a QSL
Bureau; no representation at the
regular WARC events would mean
the loss of our present bands; but for
the activity of RSGB and ARRL we
would probably never have got our
bands back after WWII or even the
one before! Keith's comment can
only be valid given that he listens
outside the amateur bands only.
From Crowmarsh Gifford Allan
Grant writes in to mention that he
came across a Spanish magazine
Electronica facil in which he found an
article called 'Criptofono' that seems
to be a method of sideband
inversion; he wonders if this might be
the origin of the loud signals
mentioned in the October column.
It's the nearest so far, Allan!
Incidentally, one or two others wrote
in mentioning various signals outside
the amateur bands. None of these
had any resemblance to the ones
noted in northern GM -land, though
all have been checked.
"Not much time this month," says

Harry Richards in Barton -on Humber. A string of assorted Ws

Events
Between 4-19 January 1995, if all
goes well, WA3YVN, WA4VOD and
K5VT will operate for at least fifteen
days on South Georgia. More details
awaited.
FR5HG will have closed down his
/E activity on Europa by the time you
read this, but I hear that in February
he is hoping to activate Glorioso.
Sao Tome, S9, activity can be
hoped for; CT1CZT is at the time of
writing shortly to start a two-year
posting to here, and his licence
application is already in. The OSL
route will be to CT1ADP.
The TSAR station in Somalia is
SM7CIP, and SM7DJZ is handling
the cards, but does not expect any
logs to reach him until early 1995.

of two more threats to our bands.
First, the basically satellite -based
GPS (Global Positioning System) is
now filling in some gaps with earth based rigs running several hundred
watts in Top Band. One such is
being noted in UK as an indicator of
Top Band propagation to New
Zealand!
Secondly, the thousands of drift net buoys - declared illegal by the
UN back in 1992 but still being
licensed by the US authorities! - that
are plastered all over the range from
just above the m.w. broadcasts up
to 2.5MHz. Each one sends out an
ident signal in tone Morse, followed
by a long dash, repeating every four
minutes. One noted in Top Band by
a W2 was also logged on the same
day in KH6! They are supposed to
radiate 3W into a short antenna and
to have a coverage of at least
325km. However it seems from spec
sheets that they turn out rather more
power than 3W.

Technical Corner
How do I know an antenna tuner is
improving my results? Such an
obvious question, and yet
As I have said in a previous
column, a licensed amateur has the
wherewithal to 'tune-up' a tuner, if he
first feeds power into a dummy load
For the listener, one needs a
simpler system. About the best I
have been able to think up is simply
a double -pole change -over switch,
preferably of the wafer type, and
mounted right at the receiver's
antenna terminals. One leg of one
pole takes the coaxial feed from
tuner to receiver. The other leg
connects the antenna straight in. As
for the second pole, it transfers the
antenna wire from the tuner to the
other pole and on to the receiver.
Now, all you do is try to peak the
tuner. and then flip the switch back
and forth while watching the S -meter
to see how much you're winning or
losing. Be aware though, that you
can only stand 25mm or so of
coaxial cable between switch and
receiver; coaxial cable runs around
100pF to the metre, and that capacity is shunting in the 'wire' mode,
even though it doesn't matter in the
case of a properly -tuned -up tuner.
I

Warrington, says he is surprised that
nobody, either in PW or SWM
mentioned the opening on 28MHz,
that covered from 0915UTC on July
17 until around 1400 on 19th. During
the daylight hours the band seems
to have been open to most of
Europe.

The Rotary Evening Net at
1845UTC was tuned to with interest

by Finbarr O'Driscoll in
Skibbereen, Co Cork, Eire. For once
the reception was nice and clear
with none of the noises that usually
apply at that sort of range. Finbarr
noted their times:
The UK net, Sundays 0900-1000
and 1900-2000 local around
3.692MHz.
The International one is 11301300UTC, around 14.293MHz.
Net Controls to listen for include
K1UIL for the 14MHz one and
G4YZE the UK group. Finbarr notes
that this net specifically mentions
that there are listeners about, for a
pleasant change. Incidentally from
November, a 1000 local -time activity
on 14.282MHz will be tried, under
EA5/G3LOD.
Top Band addicts should
seriously consider subscribing to the
Top Band Newsletter put out by
G3XTT and G3RBP.

Correspondence to Don Field
G3XTT, 105 Shiplake Bottom,
Peppard Common, Henley-onThames RG9-5HJ. From this I learn

Finale
That's it again. Your letters and
comments. please, as always, by
the start of each month, addressed
to me at PO Box 4, Newtown, Powys
SY16 1ZZ.
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Graham Tanner, 42 David Close, Harlington, Middlesex UB3 SEA

S

S

SS3

ListenInc

HF Sideband
This month I'm going to start to
work through the backlog of
questions that arrived with your
requests for the 'Hurricane list'.
hope that the list has been useful,
and I look forward to receiving your
I

logs.

ending with 'KW'. Almost all these
flights will contact 'Hilda' at some
time during their flight to report their
progress, and in some cases to
enquire about the status of their air refuelling tanker aircraft (has it
taken -off yet? will it be there on
time? what is it callsign? and so on).

Now Davies from Barry, South

Letters
D Creasey of Derbyshire asks
about 'Hilda East', that he reports
hearing numerous times on various
frequencies. I feel sure that I have
mentioned this several times before,
but I could not find anything in my
stock of back issues of the
magazine. 'Hilda' is the callsign
used by the USAF control centre that
is responsible for world-wide
transport flights by USAF aircraft. It
is situated at Scott AFB in Illinois,
and is split into three sections, or
'cells'.
'Hilda East' cell covers the
Atlantic Ocean, across Europe, and
into the Indian Ocean; 'Hilda West'
cell covers the entire Pacific area
and Australasia, and 'Hilda America'
cell covers North and South
America. USAF transport aircraft
flying around the world keep in
regular contact with 'Hilda' to report
their progress, their ETA, and to see
if there are any messages for their
flight.
During the Summer, many aircraft
were heard contacting 'Hilda' with
callsigns ending in 'RW'; these were
relief flights en -route to Rwanda. As I
type these words in early October,
there are many flights heading in the
direction of Kuwait with callsigns

Wales writes about a frequency that
is being used by Portishead for
'morale' phone -patches for the
British troops in Bosnia. Portishead
are using 12.133MHz u.s.b. for
communications with stations 'UN'
and 'AN' in Bosnia - the 'AN' is
thought to stand for 'Army NATO'!
The contacts generally take place
from 17.30 local UK time onwards.
On one occasion, Portishead asked
'AN' about his location and
equipment, and was told 'a forward
observation post tent, overlooking
Gorazde'. The equipment was
'standard issue, and the antenna is
a 50 foot piece of lighting cable
running north -south'. Who says that
you need exotic equipment!

Chris Kay from Bristol writes
asking about signals he heard on
14MHz, where two stations, both
with 'American' accents, made
several phone -patches on behalf of
third parties. Some of the phone patches were made in English, and
some were in French. The callsigns
used were 'VXV9' and several with
'CIW' followed by three digits. When
first read Chris' letter, I thought that
this must have been US MARS
(Military Affiliated Radio System)
traffic, but after a bit of research I
found that this was, in fact, the
Canadian equivalent - CFARS
I

(Canadian Forces Affiliated Radio
System). The callsign VXV9 is
allocated to the Canadian Forces in
Damascus, Syria, while the CIW
callsigns are allocated to stations in
Canada.
The MARS and CFARS systems
are used by US and Canadian
military personnel, to allow them to
contact friends and relatives in their
home countries. The equipment
used is either adapted military
radios or ham equipment, and the
frequencies are usually just outside
the recognised Ham Bands. The
following list of frequencies will be of
use if you are interested in listening
to the CFARS:

Alpha

6.977
14.3845
Bravo
14.4585
Charlie
14.4615
Delta
14.445
Echo
Foxtrot
20.970
20.962
Golf
Hotel
29.7135
14.4525
Juliet
Kilo
14.448
Lima
20.976
all in MHz u.s.b.

All the CFARS callsigns starting
with 'CIW' are in Canada, while
those starting with 'VX' are around
the world where Canadian troops
are deployed on UN duties
(Cambodia, Syria, Egypt).

John O'Neill from Eire asks
about an apparently new callsign
being used by RAF Rescue
helicopters. He wants to know which
helicopters use a 'SMG' (Sierra Mike -Golf) prefix to the callsigns. If

you look back to the September
1993 issue of this column, I gave a
run-down of the various frequencies,
Squadrons and callsigns used by
the UK SAR services , and I
mentioned a number of changes
that would take place during 1994.
One in particular, was the move of
the SAR Engineering Wing from RAF
Finningley to RAF St Mawgan, which
has now taken place.
Many RAF airfields are allocated a
three -letter alphabetic code that their
aircraft can use for their callsign, and
the callsign prefix 'SMG' is allocated
to St Mawgan (another common one
heard on h.f. is 'FYY', which is
Finningley). John also asks about
v.h.f. used between SAR helicopters
and Mountain Rescue Teams. The
only ones that I can find (in the UK
Scanning Directory) are 84.3 and
84.6MHz n.f.m.

Alan BurnettPovan from the
West Midlands writes with details of
how he tuned to 5.680MHz and
found an Air/Sea Rescue operation in
progress. Alan uses a Realistic DX 440 and asks if anyone can suggest
a suitable voice -activated tape
recorder that he can use to record
h.f. s.s.b. signals. Well Alan, I can
suggest the Sony TCM-38V, which
also includes a handy time -index
recording system to record the date
and time of the recording. But,
before you go and part with your
cash, you'll find that a voice activated recorder is almost useless
with h.f. s.s.b. signals due to the
amount of interference and
background noise. If anyone has any
alternative suggestions, I'll be happy
to pass them on.

Traffic Log (frequency in MHz, all u.s.b. unless indicated)
Whirlwind 3 working Architect, requesting weather for Mildenhall and Lyneham.
Flight '6691' working Speedbird London with a phone -patch to a hotel in London.
Teheran ATC working Gulf Air 32, instructing them to QSY to 2.992MHz.
RAF Nimrod 'Y2Q' reporting to Edinburgh Rescue that they were receiving a distress beacon on 121.5MHz. Sea King 'Rescue 137' took -off from
RAF Lossiemouth to search for the beacon, and eventually traced it to an aircraft parked at Inverness/Dalcross airport.
(I.s.b.) Andrews VIP working a SAM 972 carrying ex -President Jimmy Carter back to Washington from Haiti after his peace -keeping efforts.
6.683
6.730
'J7C' working 'Grove Control' with a radio check, and a weather report for their current position. 'Grove' passed details of a planned rendezvous
with a helicopter just off the south coast.
SAM 972 working Andrews AFB carrying ex -President Jimmy Carter to Haiti; they were also heard on 11.460MHz.
6.693
8.861
NASA 426 (a NASA research aircraft) working Dakar ATC. The pilot reported that they were on a scientific exercise in connection with the flight of
Space Shuttle Discovery.
9.113
Station 'N7G' working 'OXG', reporting 'we would like to receive you, please count while we adjust the antlers'! I have absolutely no idea who these
were, the reporter did not mention the accents of the operators. The 'antlers' referred to are obviously their antennas.
11.176
Air Force Rescue 30 working Ascension GHFS with a phone -patch to CAMSLANT Chesapeake, and reporting that the centre of the search was
31°18'N 79°26'W, and the size of the search box was 136 nautical miles by 55 nautical miles. Later, while working Andrews GHFS, they had a
phone -patch to 'Miami Operations Center', who requested that they QSY to 5.696MHz.
11.234
Ascot 4080 working RAF Gibraltar, passing their ETA and requesting a weather forecast for Gibraltar and Tangiers.
14.4525 CFARS station VXV9 (in Damascus, Syria) working Canadian station CIW823 (Halifax, Nova Scotia) with several 'morale' phone -patches for
Canadian troops in Syria.
4.540
5.535
5.567
5.680
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Many Radio Amateurs and SWLs are puzzled. Just what are all those
strange signals you can hear but not identify on the Short Wave Bands?
A few of them such as CW, RTTY, Packet and Amtor you'll know but
what about the many other signals?

-

HOKA ELECTRONICS HAVE THE ANSWER! There are some well-known CW/RTTY decoders with limited facilities and high prices, complete with expensive PROMS for
upgrading etc.. but then there is CODE3 from Hoka Electronics! It's up to you to make the choice - but it will be easy once you know more about Code3. Code3 works on
any IBM-compatible computer with MS-DOS 2.0 or later and having at least 640K of RAM. The Code3 hardware includes a digital FSK Convertor unit with built-in 230V AC
power supply and RS232 cable, ready to use. You'll also get the best software ever made to decode all kinds of data transmissions. Code3 isthe most sophisticated decoder
available and the best news of all is that it only costs £329!
Morse - Manual/Auto speed follow. On screen WPM Indicator
RTTY /Baudot/Murray/ITA2/CCITT2 plus all hit inversions
Sitor - CCIR 625/476-4. ARO, SBRS/CBRS FEC, NAVTEX etc
AX25 packet with selective callsign monitoring. 300 Baud
Facsimile. all RPM/IOC (up to 16 shades at 1024 x 768 pixels)
Autospec - Mks I and II with all known interleaves
DUP-ARO Artrac -125 Baud Simplex ARO
Twinplex - 100 Baud F7BC Simplex ARCI
ASCII - CCITT 5, variable character lengths/parity

AR06-90/98 - 200 Baud Simplex ARO
SI-ARO/ARD-S - AR01000 simplex
SWED-ARO/ARO-SWE - CCIR 518 variant
ARO-E/AR01000 Duplex

FEC-A - FEC100A/FEC101

ARO-N AR01000 Duplex variant
ARO-E3 - CCIR 519 variant
POL-ARO - 100 baud Duplex ARO
TDM242/ARO-M2/4-242 CCIR 242 with 1/2/4 channels
TDM342/ARO-M2/4 CCIR 342-2 with 1/2/4 channels

FEC-S - FEC1000 Simplex
Sports Info. 300 Baud ASCII F7BC
Hellscreiber - Synch./Asynch.
Sitor RAW - (Normal Sitor but without synchronisation)

AR06-70
Baudot F7BBN
Piccolo Mk6 12 tone/ASCII mode - coming soon!
GMDSS 100 Baud system - coming soon!

All the above modes are pre-set with the most commonly seen baudrate setting and number of channels which can be easily changed at will whilst decoding. Multichannel systems display ALL channels on screen at the same time. Split screen with one window continually displaying channel control signal status e.g. idle
Alphas/Beta/M:1s etc, along with all system parameter settings e.g. unshift on space, Shift on Space, multiple carriage returns inhibit, auto receiver drift compensation,
printer on, system sub -mode. Any transmitted error correction information is used to minimise received errors. Baudot and Sitor both react correctly to third shift signals
(e.g. Cryillic) to generate ungarbled text unlike some other decoders which get 'stuck' in figures mode!
Eight options are currently available extra to the above specification as follows: 1) Oscilloscope. Displays frequency against time. Split screen storage/real time. Great
for tuning and analysis. £35. 2) Piccolo Mk 6. British multi -tone system that only we can decode with a PC! £65. 3) Ascii Storage - Save to disc any decoded ascii text for
later processing. £35. 4) Coquelet - French multi -tone system, again only on offer from Hoka! £65. 5) 4 Special ARO and FEC systems i.e.. TORG-10/11, ROU-FEC/RUMFEC, HC-ARQ (ICRC) and HNG-FEC. £75. 6) Auto -classification - Why not let the PC tell YOU what the keying system is?! £65. 7) SYNOP Decoder for AAXX & BBXX
formats. FULL WMO station list. £35. 8) PACTOR (both Amateur and ICRC!). £25.

Please add £7.50 to the above prices for carriage by fully insured First Class Postal delivery (default method).
Call or write for our comprehensive information leaflet - there is just not enough room here to tell you everything about Code3!
Professional users - please ask about our new CODE30 DSP unit available now! (Piccolo down to -12dB S/N!!) Prices start from £1775 (includes all options).

HOKA ELECTRONICS (UK)

Ma

rCord

Sales Office: Ntech Communications, 8 The Crescent, Willingdon
East Sussex BN20 9RN Tel/Fax: (01323) 483966 Mobile: (0850) 545871

C.M.HOWES
COMMUNICATIONS

Mail Order to: Eydon, Daventry,
Northants. NN11 3PT

[® VSA

13' 0327 60178

EASY TO BUILD HOWES KITS!
61.1A1

1.4,1,141I,T14

HOWES

0.1111MMICA704111 INIOTTIR

r11514.'

CLEAN UP YOUR RECEPTION with this
DUAL BANDWIDTH AF FILTER for £29.80!
Reduce noise and interference! Sharp SSB/Speech filter with faster roll -off than IF crystal
filters! 300Hz bandwidth CW filter Printed and punched front panel All aluminium case
Simply connects between radio and external 'speaker or 'phones Suits all general
coverage receivers and transceivers ASL5 Kit plus HA5OR hardware: £29.80 (plus P&P).

8 pole RF filters SL6440 DB mixer FET VFO Active AF Filtering 1W AF output
(Picture shows receiver built with DXR20. DCS2 & HA20R. total 079.701

READY BUILT: £49.90

ACTIVE ANTENNA KITS
150kHz to 30MHz

AB1I8

25 to 1300MHz Compact
High Performance VHF Airband

5PA4

Scanner Pre -amp, 4 to 1300MHz

£8.90
£19.90
£18.80
£15.90

ACCESSORY KITS
C5L4
CV' DO
DCS2

DFD4

RECEIVERS
Dclix

00010

Single band SSB 20, 40 or 80M
10, 12 6 15M bands 558/CW

DFD5

£16.90
£27.50

ST2

XMI

£10.50
HF Converter for VHF scanners
£27.50
"S Meter" for our comms receivers £10.90
Add-on Digital Readout
£49.90
Digital Frequency Counter/display £54.90
Morse Side-tone/Practice Oscillator £9.80
Crystal Calibrator LF to UHF
£16.90

MW 1

An excellent first project. A super

TRF3

broadcasts plus 160M hams. Includes case

Shortwave Broadcast TRF
receiver for AM/SSB/CW, 5.7 to 17MHz.
Complete electronics kit plus Hardware

& all parts except the battery: £29.90

Pack: £41.40

portable receiver covering medium wave

Internal 5513 & CW Filter for RX.

These items are all electronics kits. There are optional hardware packs available for many of them. Like most
of our kits. they are also available as assembled PCBs) please phone for prices or send SAE for catalogue.
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constructional project. Covering the 20, 40 & 80M amateur bands, plus any other HF

(kit)

performance.

AA4

BUILD YOURSELF A LITTLE BEAUTY!
The brand new HOWES DXR20 Communications Receiver makes an excellent

DXR20 Electronics kit: £39.90 HA2OR Hardware pack: £28.90

Tne new HOWES CTU8 covers all medium and shortwave bands (500kHz to 30MHz).
Increases wanted signals by providing impedance matching, and at the same time reduces
spurious signals and interference with "front end" selectivity for the receiver. Kit contains
case and all parts. Top value general coverage receiving Antenna Tuning Unit with great

A.A2

!vs

for

frequency with optional plug-in band modules. This design combines ease of construction
with a wide frequency coverage and good performance.

SUPER NEW
RECEIVING ATU

£29.90

HOW ES

PLEASE ADD £4.00 P&P. or £1.50 P&P for electronics only kits.
HOWES KITS contain good quality printed circuit boards with screen printed parts
locations, full, clear instructions and all board mounted components. Sales, constructional and
technical advice are available by phone during office hours. Please send an SAE for our free
catalogue and specific product data sheets. Delivery is normally within seven days.

73 from Dave G4KQH, Technical Manager.
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Greg Baker, PO Box 208, Braidwood, NSW 2622, Australia

3anc scan
Australia
With most commentators

predicting a summer
dominated by fires like those
of last January I'm now keeping the
v.h.f. converter in my ageing Kenwood
R2000 tuned all day to the local bush
fire brigade frequency. Ifs nice to have
some advance warning of being called
out to fight fires around the area. Mind
you, I may not have that luxury too
much longer. As I point out later, the
whole way official and semi-official
frequency management is heading in
New South Wales is not guaranteed to
enthral the average s.w.l. or bush fire
brigade volunteer either.
Our brigade has also had to hassle
with bureaucracy over the years too to
get free licences for our swag of u.h.f.
CB radios. For my own licences I
haven't had to hassle, just pay up.
Given that they are now rotting from
lack of use in my collection of
electronics and radio pieces, when
renewal became due last time for my
own licences for two h.f. CBs I rang
the bureaucracy to see if they were
really needed. The word? Unofficially,
of course, I was told to throw the
renewal notices away and await an
announcement on the future of
licensing. More too on that later.

Radio Australia
I have talked to people at Radio
Australia (RA) since my mention of
Radio Australia services in Europe last
time and they have faxed me some
information on RA world-wide
coverage. Apart from standard short
wave h.f. services, Radio Australia is
also available through a range of
satellite and cable services throughout
the world.
In Asia and the Pacific RA is
available 24 hours a day through the
Australia Television signal on the
Indonesian B2P satellite. The English
service is also available on the
Japanese CAN cable network.
In the UK and Europe, RA can be
heard twice daily on the World Radio
Network (WRN) service via the ASTRA
1B satellite on Channel 22 (MTV) on
the 7.38MHz sub -carrier. The ASTRA
RA programmes are broadcast from
0700-0800 and 1500-1600UTC. WRN
relays are carried by United Artists
Cable in south-west London and
Cable Link in Dublin. RA can also be
heard on YLE Radio Finland in Helsinki
and Kable Televisie Amsterdam in the
Netherlands.
In North America, RA is on the ASC
1 satellite and WRN relays are carried
by Cable Vancouver; University Cable
in Omaha; Oregon State University
Cable; and Radio KUCA-FM in Little
Rock, Arkansas.
I also mentioned last time the

rumour that the BBC was offering RA
transmitter time in exchange for the
use by the BBC of RA's Shepparton
transmitters. As it turns out, the quid
pro quo is the use by RA of a back line
on the BBC World Distribution Network
to get RA signals to WRN for its two
hours of transmission per day.

CB Licence Fees
Eliminated
In the context of widespread noncompliance and a losing battle by
authorities to chase people who use
CBs without licences, the Department
of Communications and the Arts
(DoCA) and the Spectrum
Management Agency (SMA) have
eliminated the need for fees altogether.
Commencing October 3, owners of CB
transceivers no longer needed the
$A18 (approximately £8) per set
licence fee. In their place, what are
known as class licences were
introduced. This move came as an
outcome from an earlier inquiry into the
whole licence structure. In effect a
class licence is held by the SMA on
behalf of all users. I have no
information on whether money
changed hands from DoCA to
compensate the SMA for loss of
revenue. Mind you, it must have cost
an arm and a leg in bureaucratic terms
alone just to send out licence
renewals, collect fees and chase noncompliance. Net income was probably
quite small anyway if the anecdotal
evidence I get from around the place
is anything to go by.
The SMA has been quick to point
out that class licensing does not mean
complete deregulation. Transceivers
will still be expected to comply with
technical standards and operating out
of band or with a linear amplifier will
still be an offence.

Amateur Licence
Changes
As another follow on from the series of
ongoing inquiries into licensing, the
rumour is that amateur radio licence
fees and 27MHz marine band fees will
be scrapped next year for a similar
class licensing scheme. Not
surprisingly, I have yet to hear any
complaints on either move.
In addition, the syllabuses for all
amateur licences are under review.
Drafts of the new syllabuses for full call
and limited licences are circulating
among Wireless Institute of Australia
(WIA) divisions and other interested
parties. The word is that the new
novice draft will be circulated shortly.
Once comments are in and the
process completed, the SMA will issue
the new syllabuses. Simultaneously,
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the questions held in examination
databases will be revised and
expanded. If WIA bureaucratic
processes are true to form that will all
take some time.
While I'm talking amateur matters, I
should mention ORACLE, a new
organisation based in Wellington New
Zealand. ORACLE is the acronym for
the Organisation Requesting
Examinations by Code Less
Examinations according to Amateur
Radio Action (ARA) magazine. In what
sounds awfully like a badly timed April
Fool's Day story ARA says that
ORACLE's six member board is
determined to do away with the
mandatory code requirement required
under International law. I for one would
applaud the move, but I can't help but
say I'm very sceptical of ORACLE's
chances. If they're serious, no doubt
you will hear more here and in PW in
due course.

Government Radio
Network
New South Wales (NSW) government
organisations and departments are
headed towards a fully integrated
radio network within the next few
years. Imaginatively named, the
Government Radio Network (GRN) I'm sure our North American cousins
would have done better than that - the
network will be constructed,
maintained and operated by Telecom
Australia and multi -national
communications company Motorola.
Ultimately, the GRN will provide for
computer aided despatch; for
transmission of data including
between portable vehicle mounted
PCs; for vehicle location systems; for
interconnection with the telephone
system; and for interconnection across
the entire network.
Amateur magazine ARA 's
commentator is not too impressed with
Motorola's involvement claiming that
the NSW government has handed a
valuable monopoly to a foreign
company. Naturally, Motorola claims
huge benefits including greater
efficiency, increased privacy and more
flexibility. The ARA commentator points
out on the other hand that Florida in
the USA installed a similar system 10
years ago, spend $US400 million on it
then decided to scrap it because it did
not work. I don't know the truth of that
but I sure hope our decision makers
are taking note.
Meanwhile in my own shire, I'm told
that our bush fire brigades will move
over to the GRN within two years. This
tone squelch controlled system will
have the advantage of reducing
interference between brigade units
operating on different fires at

extremities of the shire. It will however
reduce brigades' ability to get an
overall view of what is happening in
the shire and making their own
preparations for action. That may suit
old style fire controllers, but does not
sit squarely with the 1990's push to
devolution of responsibility to lower
levels.

The system will also make it hard
for s.w.l.s to listen in to the vast range
of fascinating emergency service
transmissions they can at the moment.
Meanwhile, the federal government
body charged with co-ordinating the
Australian government's procurement
of telecommunications services has
announced the formation of a similar
body for federal government mobile
radio services. The system is dubbed
CARS for Commonwealth Agencies
Radiocommunications System - there
goes that imagination again - and it is
designed to reduce duplication,
eliminate problems with inter operability, increase coverage and
provide better agency service.
Agencies mentioned as being
interested include the Australian
Federal Police, Australian Customs
Service, Australian Protective Services,
the Department of Defence and the
Attorney General's Department. The
Australian Protective Service is
charged among other things with
keeping an eye on diplomats posted to
Australia.

Other News
Multipoint Distribution Station (MDS)
pay television licence auctions have
now been completed for Canberra,
Sydney, Newcastle, Wollongong,
Melbourne, Brisbane, Gold Coast,
Cairns, Adelaide, Perth, Hobart,
Darwin and Alice Springs. Gold Coast
covers that east coast strip of holiday
beaches and hotels just south of
Brisbane and north of the New South
Wales border. The 190 licences
brought in a cool $A90.6 million (£42
million) and are expected to rake in a
further the $A4.5 million (£2 million)
each year in annual licence fees.

Alan Bairstow from Grimsby
South Humberside has written with a
range of copies from his logs setting
out VK contacts. I always welcome
such reports and log entries for
Australia, New Zealand or regional
stations.
I welcome any news and
comments. In particular I am
interested in any s.w.l. information on
Australian stations heard by SWM
readers so I can chase up more
details and interesting snippets from
this end. My address is at the top of
this page. For personal replies please
send two IRCs.
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Godfrey Manning G4GLM, c/o The Godfrey Manning Aircraft Museum, 63 The Drive, Edgware, Middlesex HA8 8PS

Air Banc
The author tries a Lightning for size.
Christine Mlynek

propagation at v.h.f. was dealt with

in October. Martin Kay
G7E0J (Linslade) would like to
know how line -of -site distances may
be calculated. Let's assume a smooth surfaced, spherical Earth, with no
obstructions. The horizon is caused by
the curvature of the planet. If you lie
with your eye close to the ground, you
can't see any distance at all, but, from
the top of a tall building, the horizon
seems farther away than when
standing at ground level. This is a
simple geometrical effect. The
distance to the visible horizon (in
statute miles) is then 1.42 multiplied by
the square root of the height of the
observer's eyes above sea level
(height in feet).
Radio waves at v.h.f. and u.h.f.
consistently go farther than this
because the atmosphere bends them,
helping them to travel farther around
the Earth's surface. The amount of

such bending depends on the
refractive index of the air at the
frequency in question and varies as
discussed in October. When receiving
aircraft, even greater distances are
possible since the aircraft and
receiving antenna are both elevated
above sea level (in the case of the
aircraft, this elevation is usually great).
The effect of nearby obstructions
(such as high terrain) also complicates
the real -life situation.

Hardware
Channel spacing in the v.h.f.
communications airband could
become a problem. In August, David

Dodwell (York) mentioned the
possibility of 8.33kHz spacing instead
of 12.5kHz. Present spacing is 25kHz
but there aren't enough channels to
satisfy modern needs. Now David
Wells GOGPE (Crowborough) sends
more details of the AR1NC 716
proposal that the industry considered
a couple of months ago. The idea is
that the new channels interleave
between the existing ones. Here's a
challenge to readers and vendors
alike: what receivers are currently
available that not only tune the
proposed spacing, but also have
suitable filters? There are no prizes,
but I will mention any contenders in
this column.
As a matter of interest, the AR1NC
specification allows for 140Hz Doppler
shift since the aircraft is moving with
respect to the ground station. This
shows how insignificant the Doppler
effect is at the speeds involved.
That LATCC repeaters really exist is

proven by Colin Goodall
(Gloucestershire) who sent in a
photograph of the Winstone site at
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Birdlip. Elevation is 280m and the mast
is an old wooden one!

Your Experiences
Mark Griffiths (Dyfed) sent a photo
of a Concorde landing at Glamorgan
(Rhoose) airport about a decade ago
(the airport is now better known as
Cardiff Wales). Sorry it won't reproduce
too well.
It was from there that Mark flew to
Rhodes by Airtours MD -83 (callsign:
'Kestrel'). I agree with Mark that the
DC -9 type cockpit is rather cramped,

having myself spent some flying hours
wedged into one. You too can buy the
same navigation chart as used by the
crew. Suppliers are listed on my
Airband Factsheet, yours for free if you
send a pre -paid reply envelope to the
Broadstone Editorial Offices (NOT to
me please!). Likewise, the same
suppliers produce En Route
Supplements that are the best source
of frequency information for foreign
airports. Mark found Rhodes
(Diagoras) Tower to be on 118.2 and
Approach on 120.6MHz. It was quite
correct of the airline to forbid the
operation of electronic equipment by
passengers (TVs, radios and
computer games being included).
Sometimes these devices can
adversely affect the aircraft's own
systems.
The local media, monitored by

Huw Davies (Dyfed), covered a bit
of excitement concerning a low -flying
F-15 (a little bit too exciting for the
navigator who ejected when a bird
came through the cockpit canopy).
The pilot recovered the aircraft to
Valley but a Chivenor Sea King, a
Valley Wessex and a Nimrod all went
after the navigator who landed near
the west Welsh coast. Local farmers
protested at the low flying. A few years
ago, I attended a public meeting on
the subject in a semi -rural town that
was constantly overflown by training
sorties. The mood of the population
was quite understanding - they felt
that peace -time training was a
necessary evil and by and large
supported it.
Living close to Lee -on -Solent, P.G.

Tannac sees the search and rescue
Sea Kings take off. and also is
overflown by helicopters from
Fleetlands. Lee is also a gliding base.
Nearby at Tichbourne (near Fareham,
Hampshire) the new CM en route
centre is taking shape. Airways control
will be moving here from LATCC, but
any frequency changes are being
made now (as reported in this column
over the last few months). I am not
aware of any plans to change the relay
sites.

Search and Rescue
All this brings me on to this subject,
that you asked for when answering the
last Christmas Quiz (watch out for
another quiz, next month!).
Here are the principal frequencies
(in MHz unless stated). The Distress &
Diversion (D&D) Cells at the London
and Scottish Area and Terminal Control
Centres (LATCC and ScATCC) monitor
121.5 and 243 continuously. Receivers
at the various relay stations work out
the direction from which the distress
transmission was received. On u.h.f.
this causes an automatic display of
direction lines on a wall -map; where
the lines cross should be close to the
transmitter. This is called triangulation.
Recently, auto -triangulation was added
to 121.5 replacing the manual system
but it doesn't yet cover the entire
country. Also, terrain tends to limit the
coverage when below 900m altitude.
Many aerodromes provide their fire
services with 121.6 at least for
receiving from stricken aircraft and
some fire units can talk back to the
aircraft on this frequency.
Who calls D&D frequencies? Pilots
experiencing immediate threat to life
(e.g. ditching at sea), but who are not
already in contact with an air traffic
service unit, send a 'Mayday' call
(derived from the French m'aider, 'help
me'). Lesser emergencies that still
need urgent attention (example: being
lost) require a 'Pan' call. When no real
emergency is in progress, pilots may
ask for a 'Practice Pan' during which
they pretend to be lost. Military (but not
civil) flights may make 'Securite' calls
in which safety information (e.g. about
bad weather) is passed.
Some aircraft, and many military
pilots who might be required to eject,
carry emergency Search And Rescue
BEacons (SARBE), compact
transmitters that send out an audible
bleep on 243 when activated. Training
in the operation of SARBE is on 245.1.
Likewise, Automatically -Deploying
Emergency Locator Transmitters
(ADELT) are a feature of life rafts and
helicopters that might end up in the
sea. A non -aeronautical frequency
(406) is also available for these and
this signal is received by satellite.
International distress and calling
frequencies shared by ships and
aircraft are 500kHz (Morse) and 2.182.
NATO submarine distress is 4.340;
survival craft are on 8.364: Channel 16

marine f.m. band distress is 156.8.
Rescue Co-ordination Centres mainly
control aircraft on 5.680 (day) and
3.023 (night) but the UK also has
5.695 (day) and 3.085 (night).
Scene of search control is on
123.1, 138.7 or 282.8 (NATO) as well
as 244.6 in the UK, 252.8 being
available to NATO for training.
Unicomm (130.425) enables coordination at the scene of an accident,
e.g. to prevent collisions if more than
one helicopter is tasked to the
incident.
Below 30MHz the mode is u.s.b.
except on 500kHz (c.w.) and,
sometimes, 2.182 where some
emergency transmitters do not have
suppressed carriers. Above 30MHz
transmissions are on a.m. except for
the marine band.
The flight number designates the
aircraft type and from which airfield it
originates, e.g. Rescue 137 is an RAF
Lossiemouth Sea King. Double figures
are fixed -wing, usually Nimrods. The
two Rescue Co-ordination Centres are
at Pitreavie near Edinburgh and Mount
Wise near Falmouth.
Now a few thoughts for the poor
rescuer dangling from the helicopter's
winch. Most essential aeronautical
equipment is duplicated - but not the
winch hydraulics. A failure here could
lead to aborting a rescue mission.
Also, helicopters generally avoid
hovering as otherwise, in the event of
an engine failure, auto -rotation would
be vertically downwards with no
forward airspeed to save the day.
Contemporary SAR machines are twinengined, even the current Wessex has
two Gnome gas turbines. Operating
the winch is another crew member,
who talks to the two pilots on the
intercom. The pilots probably can't see
the person dangling in the strop!
Hence the winch operator has to tell
the pilots to "inch" so many small units
of distance in a particular direction - as
well as having to make sure that the
tail rotor doesn't get too close to cliff
faces, etc. In extreme emergency it
can be safer to cut the cable and drop
the winch rescuer.
If you want to know more, Rescue
by Paul Beaver and Paul Berriff,
published by Patrick Stephens Ltd.
(unfortunately out of print) and the RAF
Flight Information Handbook is sold by
RAF Northolt, the address of which is
in Airband Factsheet as mentioned
above.
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Thanks to Geoffrey Powell
The 9/94 GASIL from the CM
reports that Birmingham's a.t.i.s. is
now on 126.275 instead of
120.725MHz. T. Trenfield (Tamworth)
notes that the East Midlands a.t.i.s. is
now on 128.225 instead of
121.775MHz.
Royal Flight callsigns have
changed again (see last month) with
AIC 107/1994 superseding 52/1994. A
true Royal Flight (i.e. in purple
airspace) will have the callsign
'Kittyhawk 99R' where 99 is a number

denoting the individual pilot. Other
flights with passengers entitled to
CM priority (but not purple airspace)
do not have an 'R' at the end of the
callsign. All other details remain the
same as published last month.

(Tamworth) for recommending JP
Airline Fleets as a source of world-wide
addresses of airlines. Where can you
obtain this from, Geoff? I've found the
ABC World Airways Guide also
contains this information, but obtaining
a copy depends on the kindness of
your local travel agent. The guide is
published monthly, so ask your travel
agent to save you an out-of-date copy.
Beware: when you go to collect, it will
take up a lot of room in your shopping
bag!

The next three deadlines (for
topical information) are December 9,
January 13 and February 10. Replies
aways appear in this column and it is
regretted that no direct
correspondence is possible. Genuinely
urgent information/enquiries: 0181-958
5113 (before 2130 local please).

Synchronise your

pr

clock .1111111
MSF Rugby Time Signal

The * MENTOR radio clock system ensures that
your PC is always set to the correct time.
Our highly sensitive electronic antenna receives
MSF Rugby timing signals direct into your PC.
* Ideal for receivers with a long wire Antenna on the H.F.
bands, 1-30MHz.
* Versatile! The touch of a switch gives any one of 3
different arrangements.
* Quality case - black with printed aluminium front &
back facias. Measuring only 170-140-50mm.
* Kit complete with ALL components and hardware
including pre -punched case and panels.

£44
Ready made £54
Price

Plus £4.00 P & P
Plus £4.00 P & P

Send SAE for Brochure on our full range of kits or call
Alan, G4DVW on 01602 382509

LAKE ELECTRONICS
7 MIDDLETON CLOSE, NUTHALL,

NOTTINGHAM NG16 1BX
(Callers by appointment only)
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VISA

MEM

O Receives 60kHz LW time signals.
0 Self setting and automatic.
O Runs on any IBM PC under Windows.
0 PC Card, software and compact antenna.
O European DCF system is also available.
This simple to install PC card will automatically set
and regulate your DOS clock and lock your PC to
the MSF standard time without interrupting any of
the PC functions.

£235 inc. VAT, p&p

SONIFEX
Sonifex Ltd, 61, Station Road, lrthlingborough,
Northants., NN9 5QE
Tel : 01933 650 700

Fax : 01933 650 726
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John Griffiths, 9 Rhos-y-Gaer Avenue, Holyhead, Gwynedd LL65 2BE

Scanninc
This month sees many personal
changes in my circumstances
and a slight reduction in my
own scanning activity! It doesn't,
however, mean I'm going to ignore
the column. The role of columnist is
exciting and serves to remind me
there are as many people out there
interested in scanning - and what
there is in it - as I am! However, as
I'm now residential at college,
please don't expect speedy replies
to the personal mail - essays come
first until qualify!

It's worth a try, whatever! Just
don't complain if it all goes pear
shaped on you!
The mystery of 456.825MHz is
solved - or, at least, partially! Many
people write in to say the frequency
is heard around the Liverpool area
using the callsign 'ILB' - Inshore Life
Boat. Certain conversations within
the RNLI fraternity suggest it is a
private voluntary rescue boat.
Unless, of course

To Business

Frequencies reported have been
relayed but some more appear.

Frequency lists seem to be very
popular indeed and you will know, if
you're a regular reader, that I
support those produced by Tim

Stephen Allan of Drumnadrochit

I

Anderson and others like him. New
to the scene and offering a like

service is Paul Wey of Baldock.
Paul's idea is sound and worth
mentioning as he has produced a
special scanning report which he
hopes to update regularly. This is
planned to have updates every
fortnight during summer and once a
month in winter. If sufficient interest
in the project is expressed, Paul
plans to open a membership service
on a yearly basis for £15.00. This will
include individual event listing as
and when they occur. Having seen
the present issue I can verify that
there are some interesting
frequencies within the guide and, if
'all coverage' scanning is your
scene then you could do no worse

than write to: Paul Wey, 2

Icknield Way, Baldock,
Hertfordshire SG7 SAJ.
Reader Steven Rogers of
Saxmundham asked in September's
issue for details of modifications to
the HP -200E. I've since received

gen from Chris Smith of Colwyn
Bay who suggests the following.
Memory Wipe - only accessible by
wiping one at a time. Beep - wire
disconnection inside the set. An
s.s.a.e. to the Broadstone Editorial
Offices will bring you a copy of
Chris's original info sheet. Mark your
envelope HP 200E Mods.
I would advise, however, that no
responsibility for modifications can
be accepted by either myself, the
correspondent or the magazine!
Chris reports his works well after the
mod. Another Irish reader, who shall
remain nameless but knows who he
is. states that driving a car and
finding bumps in the road works on
his! He also says trying the following
sequence on his AOR AR3000 works
like a dream. 2nd F key, Alarm Set
and Enter = total wipe out!
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Motorsport

reports hearing rally sport on
141.8925MHz in the airband,
allegedly BBC OB teams using a
helicopter. Marshalls have been
heard on RAYNET S10
(145.250MHz) and on frequencies in
the 141-142.00MHz range.
167.200MHz is also reported as
A. Howden of
being used.
Eastfield, near Scarborough, also
reports 169.225MHz as used by
Northern Officials and known as 'C'.
Humber Rescue, which is an
RACMSA motor sport ambulance.
uses 86.4375 and 169.000MHz for
safety info, doctors, sector marshalls
and medics.
An unidentified reader reports
hearing a Sicilian taxi company on
RAF 'Follow Me' frequencies used in
Tower- ground vehicle comms. I
believe postcards were exchanged
to confirm the OSL! This leads to the
question: do other readers who use
p.mr. or other 'work' radio sets ever
get propo lift enough to hear other,
foreign, stations on frequency? I'd
be interested in knowing! Just to
whet the appetite, one airfield is
known to have heard the call 'Rover
One' on their ground frequencies later discovered to have been
operating on another field over a
hundred miles away! It was later
established, at that field anyway, that
the base geographic location be
inserted in comms to ensure they
knew who was who!
Can anyone confirm ASDA FM on
7.92MHz as having been heard on a

scanner? Ian McDermott of
Essex also asks if anyone knows the
frequencies used by people like
drive- in meal spots and burger
bars. I can't answer these as I'm not
into satellites and don't like fast
food!

Geoff Brown of Northampton
reports balloons as being heard, at
the Northampton Balloon Festival on
122.475MHz and not on the
recognised 129.900MHz. Geoff asks

is this new or was it peculiar to the
day? It does not appear in the UK
Scanning Directory.
An interesting letter from N.R.
Simpson of Co. Durham mentions
the fact that, at least in the USA,
railway companies renew their
company frequencies in scanner
listings! This is quite something,
considering the heavy hand of
officialdom that persists here. He
also goes on to say that train
enthusiasts carry scanners with
them and are seldom seen without
them! I now visualise train spotters
carrying one more accessory - a
scanner! It does beggar the
question: why are certain countries
more open about scanning than
others? Who knows....
Tim Anderson of listings fame
sends me details of a low band
frequency used by UNAMSAT and
which will be of interest to fans of
meteor scatter. The frequency is
40.977MHz and you can expect to
hear echoes of meteor trails and
eventually a report on a packet
downlink. Best times to listen are
during Quadrantids, Lyrids, Leonids
and Geminids but not during
Perseids which was supposedly
dud! I suspect that's double Dutch
to most of us, but fans of meteor
scatter can find out more by
accessing GB7HAS on amateur
BBSs although it is local to Tim.
Now, WATCHDOG! This is, as
reported, a Military Police callsign
and is part of a system known as
Radio Appointment Titles. It also
places the callsign holder at SNCO
level. It is a low grade security
system and easily heard although I
have found out that most military
nets will be encrypted before too
long. Make the most of it while you
can if that's your area! My sincere
thank's to all concerned on that one,
and also for clearing up my
ignorance on the link between the
call and MAFF. I know defence cuts
are swingeing but, for a while,
thought that the Min of Ag and Fish
were being roped into other areas!
Encryption is liable to be CTCSS or
the like. This means, in practise, that
the average scanner owner will not
be able to decode signals - which is
exactly what is planned.
I

Whips and Ducks

better. I also suggested changing

the supplied whip for commercially
available ones, and Mr. Gastrell tells
me that a Maplin supplied
replacement whip, code Cat. No. YG
15R and designated as a 2m rubber
duck did the trick. I agree that such
a fine set which is supposedly an
air/marine receiver should be let
down by a poor part such as this.
However, we do have to remember
that the VT -225 is, essentially, an air v.h.f./u.h.f. - band set. Still, maybe
better attention to the extra portion
should have been addressed. There
are many replacements on the
market and if you wish to opt out of
the supplied one for a 'better' one,
do remember to go for a
replacement cut near to the band
you want! It's no use getting a u.h.f.
replacement if you want civair band!
Concerning the previously
mentioned lists made by Paul Wey I
have some gen which he passes on
and which may be of interest to all. It

seems the proposed security fit of
DVP chips and CTCSS tones to
certain users may be longer in
coming than was previously
envisaged! Equipment in use of the
PFX variety will be replaced by
Motorola equipment, which will allow
for chip fits of both named systems
above. Again, procurement and
establishment may take some time.

E.H. Gastrell of Almondsbury
reports poor results with the
supplied whip on his Yupiteru VT -225
on marine band. Likewise, I had the
same thing on my own. I have said
that I swapped the whip for my AOR2000 whip and found the set much

Poor Site?
My own scanning, in my new ,
temporary location isn't that hot
despite thoughts to the contrary! As
you can imagine. when I'm not
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studying I'm scanning but it is pretty
bare. Could be due to site and, even
though I occupy a top room in the
building, it isn't very good for
reception. Also I miss the marine
scene! I've had some milair activity
out of surrounding bases, including
USAF calls, but it is sporadic and
certainly not as busy as I thought it
would be! Ah well, can't be too
miserable about it - at least I am
getting various p.m.r.which I would
not otherwise have got back home in
rural Wales!
Legalities again, and a listener
who shall remain nameless writes in

with the following suprising account
of his own activities. It's something I
have never come across but bearing in mind my own involvement
with SAR activities - it is a real eyeopener.
The listener involved was

monitoring Edinburgh Rescue on h.f.
5.680MHz and could hear a
Mountain Rescue Team calling but
getting no response. The listener
then 'phoned Edinburgh Rescue and
relayed, by 'phone, that fact! As he
says they were amazed - I think I
would be when I got details of the
relay party location too! One more
instance concerned a fire engine
from a neighbouring county en route
to a major fire and needing
directions. After some time in non response to their calls, the listener
again relayed details to the brigade

control.
The argument here - from the
listener - being that this community
involvement can only be good for
the hobby. As a current student of
community methods for my Dip., and
as a SAR team member, I am a bit

sceptical as to the truth behind this.
A system dependant on the
preservation of life and, in some
cases, property cannot be seen to
be reliant, however well-intentioned
the facts, on what is an untrained
element. It beggars the question of
ethics, I'm afraid. I know that in any
SAR scenario I would be hesitant to
use an unknown and therefore
unqualified individual for message
relay. It could be argued, of course,
that the individual may well be in a
position to help but as for active
involvement, that's a whole different
ball game. Why? I'll qualify that
somewhat. Despite many claims
made by over -enthusiastic scanner
owners that they know 'procedure'
they invariably do not know the full
facts. A wrongly relayed code, for
example, could set in motion an
entirely different approach to a
situation - with consequences that
could prove to be disastrous. At the
end of the day a legal defence
based on a suddenly invisible
member of the public would be no
defence at all.
However, that isn't to say don't
get involved if there is something

bothering you! For example, there is
a local case of a radio listener who
did assist South Coast Coastguards
in relaying messages from a yacht in
difficulties. The ensuing scenario
bordered on v.h.f. 'line of sight'
comms and the relay did sit within a
notorious radio black spot. One word
of warning, however, you may well
get an official visit to ascertain the
background....and while I'm not
saying it could be beneficial, it may
be that 'others' could decide on a
completely different tack being
taken.

If it happens to you please,
please, please! Get ALL THE
FACTS! Don't rush in half-cocked!
mention everything you have heard,
every detail, and relay it as fully as
you can. Again, one - to you - small
and seemingly insignificant detail
could be the pivot that the whole
scenario revolves around. Ascertain
your order of call! Don't 'phone the
Coastguard if it isn't a Marine matter
- though, maybe you could if it was
aero and over water. It would then
be relayed to the appropriate SAR
authority. Likewise, don't 'phone the
Police unless you know, for certain,
that it would be a Police matter. I'm
sure that any authority would relay
but, in the initial stages, it would be
better to get through to a related
authority. Use common sense and
stay calm.
The argument that was put

forward by the listener concerned
probably looks sensible to him.
However, over -simplification can
have long -reaching consequences
and is, I would say, viewed with
suspicion by SAR Teams. For every
one well-intentioned member of the
public, there are also a few who
hoax - involving time, human
resource, anxiety and a whole lot of
colourful swear words! Most
services within the voluntary sector
are staffed by individuals who - quite
literally - put their lives on the line for
no financial gain. Likewise, the paid
professionals, whose job it is. No
matter the view that scanner owners
should be involved as a sort of
RAYNET team, the realities are
certainly non-existent. You train
hard, work hard and update
constantly - and integration with a
weak and possibly over -zealous link
isn't good for professional morale. I
know the crews I work with and trust
them implicitly. The same could not
be said of an outsider.
Snobbishness? Yes, alright - but
justifiable.

Bye
On that note I'm going to shut it
down now. Thank's to all who have
written in praising the Sony ICF5500M 'Captain 55' by the way.
Keep writing - Keep scanning!
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antenna below 50MHz, a much

more expensive solution I might

the MSS variant has a very neat

better choice for lower

addl Price performance ratio is

folding stand affair for desktop

frequencies would be a random

very good with these antennas.

use. Essentially, the active part

length antenna with an a.t.u. It

of the antennas is a nest of

is the higher frequencies where

eight elements connected in

this kind of antenna comes into

parallel to a metal disk, which is

Well constructed -was

In Use

my first thought

when examining the

The XSS-1300 range of

antennas are

Added Bonus

available exclusively

its own. I connected the

If you are a licensed Amateur

from Haydon

Communications,

in turn connected via the base

antenna to a variety of receivers

then you also get the added

to the inner of the co -axial

- a PRO -43, AR1500, AR3000A,

benefit of an antenna for both

cable. The elements are

PRO -2035 and an Icom R7100.

the 144 and 430MHz bands. Tex

132 High Street,

anodised to protect them from

The results achieved were

Swann G1TEX the PWTechnical

Edgeware,

the weather. The rest of the

pleasing across a wide range of

Projects Sub -Editor carried out

scanning antennas

antenna also appears to be well

frequencies and services. As

some quick tests with the

are always
something high on
the priority list for
scanner owners.
Kevin Nice tries the
Haydon XSS-1300
range and adds one
to his Christmas list.

protected from environmental

my location is one of the highest

magnetic mount version of the

intrusion. The BSS -1300 is a

in the area I had an advantage. I

antenna and concluded that it

Thanks to them for the

nest of dipoles and the package

am also located not far away

was usable as a transmit

comes complete with a wall and

from Hum airport so control

antenna with an acceptable

pole mount, 10m of fitted co-

tower and taxiing aircraft are

s.w.r. over the normal parts of

loan of the review
model. The prices are

axial cable terminated with a

normally heard. There are also a

these bands. As it is unlikely

as follows, N SS-

BNC plug. The other two types

handful of amateur band

that these antennas would be

1300/DSS-1300 £44.95,

have less cable supplied 15m) as

repeaters both 144 and 430MHz

used solely for transmitting this

they should be used closer to

types within range, and all of

is good enough. It is not

the receiver.

these were received at the kind

recommended, however, that

Wide band
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Middlesex HA8 TEL
Tel: 0181-951 5781.

BSS -1300£64.95 all
plus £3.00 P&P.
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Airwaves 94
Our Airband correspondent Godfrey Manning G4GLM takes a look at what should be an invaluable
accessory for airband listeners.

At last
A 'third party' frequency list that I can recommend! I generally advise buying En Route Supplements
from the suppliers in the Airband Factsheet (available from the Broadstone Editorial Offices). You can't
beat these for currency, completeness and accuracy.
Much of the more obscure (especially military) information is made accessible in Airwaves. Not only
THE COMPLETE
VHF / UHF
ORATION FREQUENCY DIRECTORY
are facilities/activities listed, giving their frequencies, but also there are reverse lists - when the
frequency is known, the allocated user can be found.
Airways sectors are isted so much more clearly than in the Supplements but I'd like to see a map to make this subject even
easier in future editions. The main transponder code groups are included. In fact, the book covers all the way from h.f. up to u.h.f.

What's missing?
I couldn't find G -HEMS (the London Hospital helicopter that's always newsworthy). There are no navigation beacons. The author
hopes to produce updates each April and invites readers to submit additions and corrections.
Main sections follow. Area radar listed by control centre. Airfields and facilities include air-to-air, aerobatic teams and air
refuelling alongside actual aerodromes. The v.h.f./u.h.f. list by frequency is next, followed by major worldwide h.f. circuits (listed
by area). Then come h.f. operations (civil, military and space shuttle) with domestic h.f. channels at the end, followed by h.f.
allocations in frequency order. Latest LATCC changes and finally squawk codes complete the work.
This book answers a lot of the more obscure questions asked by 'Airband' readers.
Price £7.95 plus P&P from the SWM Book Service.

In 'Monitoring ACARS', on page 27 of this issue, a couple of useful and
interesting books are mentioned - read on to find out more.
THE WORLDWIDE

AERONAUTICAL
COMMUNICATIONS
FREOUENCY DIRECTOR',

World-wide Aeronautical Communications
Frequency Directory
by Robert E. Evans.

This heavyweight book from America should not be confused with the plethora of simple
frequency lists that are available from numerous sources throughout the UK. It is quite simply
the best and most authoritative book on aircraft communications to be found outside the
\
professional text book area. The author has spent probably many months of painstaking
research to put together a mass of data covering all aspects of h.f. and v.h.f. aircraft
communications all over the World. Part of the book consists of listings of frequencies - the
remainder is devoted to explanations in simple non -technical language of when to listen,
Robot E. Evens
where to listen, what you will hear, and what it means when you
do hear it! Not only civil aircraft are covered, various military,
Saco. 40.4.
government, weather, safety, space, law enforcement and
UNDERSTANDING
similar services. The book is divided into chapters on h.f. voice
communications, h.f. digital communications, v.h.f./u.h.f. voice
communications, and v.h.f. digital communications. £19.95 plus P&P.

ACARS

Understanding ACARS
by Ed Flynn

The Future Air Navigation Systems (FANS) concept marks the emergence of the next generation
of air traffic management systems that will ultimately cover the globe and replace current voice
based systems. Part of FANS is the replacement of all routine communications by computer data
links, of which ACARS is one of the first elements starting to be implemented. ACARS stands for
Aircraft Communications Addressing and Reporting System, and can be likened to airborne
packet radio. For those wishing to delve into the realms of digital v.h.f. aircraft communications,
this book is a must. Whilst it is relatively cheap and easy to receive and decode ACARS
transmissions, their interpretation is another matter altogether. In this book, Ed Flynn describes
the overall ACARS system and types of messages to be heard, lists common abbreviations
used, and gives examples of the interpretation of several different sample messages. This book
is the result of the painstaking efforts of a small group of pioneering American enthusiasts, and is a
valuable introduction to this fascinating area of airband listening. £9.95 plus P&P.
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Both of these books are published by Universal Radio Research in the USA, and are available in the UK from the SWM Book Service.
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How to use the
Propagation Charts
The charts contain three plots.
The lower dashed line
represents the lowest usable
frequency (LUF), or ALF
(Absorption Limiting
Frequency). The chances of
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Time (UTCI

success below this frequency
are very slim.
The bold middle line
indicates the optimum working
frequency (OWF) with a 90%
probability of success for the
particular path and time.
Lastly, the upper dashed
line, represents the maximum
usable frequency (MUF) a 50%
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probability of success for the
path and time.
To make use of the charts
you must select the chart most
closely located to the region
containing the station that you
wish to hear. By selecting the
time chosen for listening on the
horizontal axis, the best
frequencies for listening can be

determined by the values of
the intersections of the plots
against frequency.

Good luck and happy listening.
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THE AVIATION HOBBY CENTRE

SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE

PCB
SERVICE

.9

to,

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

Printed circuit boards for SWM constructional
projects are available from the SWM PCB Service.

The boards are made in 1.5mm glass -fibre and
are fully tinned and drilled. For a list of boards see
and

remittances

should

be

sent to;

Badger Boards, 80 Clarence Road, Erdington,
Birmingham B23 6AR. Tel: 021-384 2473,
marking your envelope SWM PCB Service.
Cheques should be crossed and made payable to
Badger Boards. When ordering please state the
Article Title as well as the Board Number. Please

print your name and address clearly
capitals and do not enclose
correspondence with your order.

in

any

including bank holidays)
Why not pay us a visit and watch the aeroplanes at the
same time. We have two shops, one on the first floor
by Mag-Lev (have a free ride to BR station and back)
and one in the Airport Visitors Centre (Viewing Gallery
open everyday - Admission 50p).

Airband Radios from £9.95 and Scanners from

May issue of Short Wave Magazine (p.48).
Orders

1st FLOOR, MAIN TERMINAL BUILDING,
BIRMINGHAM INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
BIRMINGHAM B26 3QJ
1e16* n e: 021 782 2112 or 021 782 6560

block
other

Please allow 28 days for deliver.
Only the p.c.b.s listed are available.

BADGER BOARDS, 80 CLARENCE ROAD,
ERDINGTON, BIRMINGHAM B23 6AR
Telephone (021) 384 2473

£190.00 plus a variable selection of good secondhand
and part exchange models usually available.
We stock radios by Fairmate, Jupiter, Icom, Uniden,
Steepletone, Texet etc., Models and Prices to suit you.
Come and see the finest range of books on Aircraft
and associated subjects there is, by publishers such
as Ian Allan, Airlife, Putnam, PSL, Haynes, MCP and

many more. Air Maps, Frequency Charts, Books on
ATC, even books on how to fly a Cessna or a Jumbo
Jet, we stock 'em all. Books for the Student Pilot and
PPL, Checklists, Flight Cases, current Topo Charts
always in stock, Nay -Flight Computers and much
more. We also stock aviation postcards, posters and
badges (callers only). Can't visit? Then send £1 for our
mail order catalogue or telephone us on:

021 782 2112 or Fax: 021 782 6423
We accept all major Credit Cards and Cheques with Bankers
Card Number (up to £500 for Personal Callers with I.D.)

LOWE COMPETITOR
Here is the second of the four qualifying puzzles for entry
to our grand draw for the £700 prize of a Lowe HF-225
Europa receiver. This extremely capable radio has been
kindly donated by Lowe Electronics, and could be yours.
On this page you will find a coupon, together with a
question to be answered. Save this coupon, together
with (those in the October and November issues and the
one in the January 95 SWM and then follow the
instructions to be given in that issue. Photocopies are not
acceptable. The draw will be held on 6 February 1995.
Good luck.

Question 3:
The Lowe Europa is a double conversion superhet.
How many intermediate frequencies does it use and
what are they?

as reviewed in the
September 94 issue of SWM.
The Editor's decision is final, and no
correspondence will be entered into.
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Answer 3:

Lawrence Harris, 5 Burnham Park Road, Peverell, Plymouth, Devon PL3 50B

nfo

n

During summer I mentioned the
forthcoming launch of OKEAN-4,
the latest in the series of
oceanographic satellites operated by
the Commonwealth of Independent
States (CIS - formerly Russia). I must
credit Timestep Weather Systems for
its timely announcement, on their
Bulletin Board, of the launch. Their BBS
gave me the first Kepler elements set.
OKEAN-4 was finally launched in
October, and did not pass unnoticed!
Within a few days, I received prints

Or pit
formats, It also relays images from
METEOSAT-3, positioned over the east
coast of America, and, now once more,
from GMS-4, positioned near Australia.
These images include WEFAX format,
broadcast on channel 2, so
newcomers to METEOSAT reception
should make sure that their METEOSAT
receiver or down -converter has full two channel capability.

New OKEAN - 137.4MHz

from Kurt Feller of Switzerland, of his
reception of OKEAN-4 on October 13
at 1800UTC, on 137.40MHz. He uses a
dot matrix printer, Fig. 1. More OKEAN
information and pictures later.

Current WXSATs
While we were waiting for the OKEAN
launch, there was little new activity.
NOAA-11 continues to exhibit a fault
condition - see Fig. 2 - in which there
is no picture detail, only the usual side by -side channels. The next NOM
WXSAT is scheduled for launch in
some months' time. As at late October
METEOR 3-5 remains the only CIS
WXSAT in regular operation, though
this must change soon, purely on
historical experience. As the plane of
each CIS WXSAT enters a favourable
aspect to the sun - see last month's
article - changes in WXSAT operation
normally occur.
CIS WXSATs coming south over
Britain (from the dark North Pole)
during late autumn and winter, will
normally be in eclipse, and therefore
not transmitting. Expect to hear the
METEOR suddenly switch on when it
crosses the night -day terminator near
northern Norway and Sweden (on
easterly passes).
METEOSAT-5, the European
geostationary WXSAT, is positioned at
0° west, and operated the new
transmission schedule from October
18, This schedule resumed virtually
real-time transmissions of the main

The October launch of OKEAN-4,
provides an opportunity to recap on the
type of images received from this class
of satellite, and to anticipate what we
might expect from its (sporadic)
transmissions.
The first Russian experimental craft
used for collecting earth resources
data, was launched in July 1974. The
series became known as METEORPRIRODA, and acquired data in a
number of spectral bands. The first two
satellites were put into orbits about
900km high, with an inclination about
82° and the launch name COSMOS,
the name used for almost all Russian
satellites, regardless of type.
The Russians later revealed that
COSMOS 1076 and 1151, were tested
as early ocean monitoring missions.
The term 'monitoring' refers to weather
- not military. These two satellites had
orbits typical of ELINT (electronic
intelligence) satellites, rather than
those orbits normally used for earth
monitoring.
A number of the METEOR-PRIRODA
satellites transmitted pictures using the
a.p.t. (automatic picture transmission)
format, that is, picture data - bright
clouds and dark sea - were amplitude
modulating a 2400Hz carrier, that then
frequency modulated the main
137MHz carrier. In other words - these
COSMOS satellites were using the
same transmission format as the
WXSATs - and could therefore be
decoded with the same equipment.
A typical image, containing three

Fig. 1: An early OKEAN-4 image from Kurt Feller.
channels, two of which include data is
shown in Fig. 3. The image is that of
the north-west coast of Norway. The
right-hand picture shows a visible -light
image with extensive cloud cover; the
middle section shows the radar -type
image that has penetrated the cloud to
reveal the Lofoten Islands, at least on
the enhanced version! The right-hand
edge shows a number sequence referred to shortly.
During the mid -80s, people using
WXSAT scanners to monitor the
137MHz band, sometimes picked up
clear signals on 137.40MHz, which
could be decoded by framestores and
computers to produce an image
similar to normal a.p.t. This signal had
the modulation characteristics of
NOM and METEOR WXSATs, but was
otherwise distinctly different. We were
listening to a breed of COSMOS
carrying new imaging equipment.

Oceanographic Imaging
COSMOS 1500 was the first in the
series to follow a programme of
oceanographic imaging applications.
Launched on 28 September 1983, it
occasionally - unpredictably transmitted a.p.t. on 137.40MHz. It
carried several pieces of equipment;
imaging for observing the weather, an
X -band (30mm) sideways -looking
radar - having a resolution better than
2km, a u.h.f. spectrometer using
several wavelengths with varying
resolutions, a four -channel scanner,
and receiving equipment to monitor
remote sensing stations.
It also carried a data recording

11111111111

facility for later playback to ground
stations. I recorded at least one of
these playbacks - a clear picture of a
region near the north pole - received
from an oceanographic satellite
passing over eastern Europe!
Others, who had made personal
contact with the Russian authorities,
and were closely involved in
monitoring Russian activities, probably
had some knowledge of the timing of
these COSMOS launches - but I
didn't. So when I first picked up these
new signals on 137.40MHz during the
mid -80s, I wondered what part of the
Russian space programme I had
stumbled across! After making new
contacts during my search for Kepler
elements, I identified the source of
these images as coming from a new
satellite in this series - COSMOS 1869.
Information collected by these
satellites was used to produce new
geological maps of the USSR. Short
term problems, such as forest fires,
were detected by satellite sensors. Ice
coverage in northern hemisphere
lakes and shipping lanes, was
carefully monitored by this class of the
COSMOS series, and used for aiding
navigation. Estimates suggest that
many thousands of roubles were
saved by the application of this data.
During the late 80s, we heard
several COSMOS satellites
transmitting pictures. These continued
the trend - all contained visible -light
images. together with a radar section see Fig. 4 - an image I obtained on
October 19 from the new satellite,
showing evening twilight, and imagery
probably from the microwave sounder.
A third type of image - that from a
radar - was included. Because of
these variations, the overall format of
the satellite picture likely to be
received, was unpredictable.

The Numbers

Fig. 2: NOAA11 fault condition.
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Fig. 3: An early oceanographic image.

One of many picture formats
transmitted by this series, includes a
sequence of numbers related to onboard operations. The pictures from
Kurt Feller and me show part of this
sequence. One of the numbers
increments each minute; it is
associated with the time elapsed, in
minutes, since midnight in Moscow.
The other numbers have been
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Fig. 4: Evening twilight from 19 October.
identified by researchers as relating to
the operation of individual items of
equipment.
Sometimes visible -light pictures
occupy almost the whole frame format;
sometimes the number sequence is
included. Usually the frame is split into
sections containing different types of
imagery.

The radar image has a published
resolution of about two kilometres, and
was often of high quality, but rarely
lasted for more than a few minutes. I
assume that the reason for this short
duration was the power requirement of
the radar system. It looks sideways
from the satellite's direction of travel,
and is power hungry. This theory is
supported by the observation that most
radar images occur during the sunlit
section of the orbit, while the solar
panels were well illuminated.

Fig. 5: OKEAN4 multispectral image of Gulf of
Finland region.

reports suggest that it was susceptible
to paging interference.

Jim and Hilda Richardson of
Fife sent several pictures, one of which
included a sunny Britain, imaged by
NOM -9 in mid -May this year - see
Fig. 6. Adding colour to black -and white imagery sometimes seems more
of an art form than science! It is difficult
to prevent cloud edges becoming
green or blue, and merging into the
ocean. They managed this very well
with their NOM -9 picture, but readers
will have to take my word for that!

CD-ROMs
Several correspondents have asked for
further information on some of the
topics mentioned in the Special
(Space) Edition of 'Info', in October.

Eric O'Hara of Malmesbury asked

COSMOS to OKEAN
Images of varying quality were
received from COSMOS 1500, 1602,
1689, and 1766 during the 80s. In July
1988, a new series of COSMOS
satellites was identified when OKEAN-1
was first heard. This also transmitted
on 137.40MHz, scanning at 4 lines per
second, as had its predecessors.
OKEANs 2 and 3 followed.
The new OKEAN-4 has the orbital
characteristics of previous satellites in
this series; an orbital period of about
98 minutes, giving a Mean Motion
(number of orbits per day) of about
14.7. The satellite orbits between 631
and 666km above the Earth significantly less than either NOAA or
METEOR orbits, but similar to previous
OKEAN craft. One of my images from
OKEAN-4 - a superb radar image of
the Finland region - received just
before press time is seen in Fig. 5.
In future months we may receive
regular imagery, particularly if there is a
significant ice build-up in the Bothnian
area. As mentioned, OKEAN satellites
have played a significant role in ice
monitoring in the northern hemisphere.

Letters
Thomas Kirtley of Little Haywood is
involved with his school's radio club.
They used to decode RTTY
transmissions with an old Apple
computer, then FAX using a Spectrum
computer. They now plan to build the
interface designed by Tom Woolner,
published in the October edition.
Thomas had hoped to obtain the
Maplin Mapsat receiver, but found that
it has been removed from the
catalogue. To be realistic, this receiver
was based on an old design, and
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about the availability of CD-ROMs from
NASA. These are stock items at an
increasing number of UK suppliers,
and I am hoping to produce a review of
some of the products. The UK
company Spacetech Space Science
Resources, one of the few companies
that responded to my request for
information, stock a selection including
METEOSAT archived images. some
from the French land mapping satellite
SPOT, and some NASA astronomical
collections obtained by the Voyager
spacecraft. Spacetech can be
contacted on Tel: (01305) 822753. I
understand that Timestep may also
stock WXSAT/astronomy CDs, but
unfortunately they haven't, as yet,
responded to requests for information.
A number of American companies
will sell CDs over the telephone, if you
use a credit card. A perusal of the
astronomical magazines (Astronomy
and Sky & Telescope) will provide
current telephone numbers.

Two other recommendations by Ray
are the activation of a.t.c. (automatic
tuning control) on all pictures, and to
wire. if necessary, a variable
potentiometer between the lead and
the interface. Adjustment should
reduce the crushing of the peak
whites. which can occur with high
signal strengths. Not much left for me
to review now, Ray, but thanks!

J. Pretorius wrote from the
Republic of South Africa, telling me
that he monitors METEOSAT as well as
the WXSATs. though I am uncertain
whether he receives METEOSAT
directly or via h.f. utility transmissions.
He lists several h.f. broadcasts that
transmit WXSAT imagery, as received
in South Africa. His WXSAT receiver is
a DAKA Technologies unit - new to
me. Unfortunately, the pictures that
were enclosed would not reproduce
well enough for publication.

Search and Rescue
John Garnett of Truro enquired

about infix- -

on SAR, the search
and rescue fac;iiity carried by several
WXSATs. The system involves ground based transmitters - called Emergency
Locator Transmitters (ELT) and
Emergency Position Indicating Radio
Beacons (EPIRB) which, when
activated, transmit emergency
beacons on 121.5, 243 or 406MHz.
One or more of these (ground -based)
beacons will be received by any
satellite carrying suitable SAR
equipment. This provides a high
probability of detection and location,
greater location accuracy and coded
user information, plus global
coverage.
From Doppler measurements of the
beacon signal, its location is
calculated. This is then passed to the

Mission Control Centre, which alerts
the relevant Rescue Co-ordination
Centre. Anyone travelling to remote
areas should consider carrying one of
these devices.
Should you ever hear a transmission
on any of these frequencies, call the
Coast Guard service and provide
details. By international agreement
some Russian satellites also carry
compatible equipment - called the
COSPAS system.

Kepler Elements
Different options are available:
1: A print-out of the latest WXSAT
elements is available. Please send a
stamped, self-addressed envelope and
separate, extra stamp. All WXSATs plus
MIR and OKEAN-4 are included,
together with frequencies if operating.
This data originates from NASA, and is
downloaded from various BBSs.
2: I send monthly Kepler print-outs to

many people; join the list by sending a
'subscription' of £1 (plus four selfaddressed, stamped envelopes) for
four editions. For those outside the UK,
please enclose an IRC for each list
requested. I will forgo the extra stamp
to further international relations!
3: I can provide files on disk containing

recent elements for the WXSATs,
AMSATs, etc. and a large ASCII file
holding elements for many satellites.
This allows automatic updating of your

computer program without the need for
manual data entry. A print-out is
included identifying NASA catalogue
numbers, with other groups of general
interest. in both launch and object
format - ideal for computer data
retrieval. This is constantly being
improved and notes are provided.
Please enclose cash, a cheque, or PO
for £2 with your PC -formatted disk and
s.ae. Please use adequately sized
envelopes for your disk; I sometimes
receive empty packets!

Frequencies
NOAAs 9, 11 a.p.t. on 137.62MHz;
NOAAs 10, 12 on 137.50MHz; NOAA
beacons on 136.77 & 137.77MHz:
METEORs use 137.30. 137.40 &
137.85MHz and OKEAN-4 137.40MHz
but sporadic transmissions.

JVFAX
Ray Howgego G4DTC, of
Caterham in Surrey, has kindly sent me
some information of interest to people
using the PCGOES/WEFAX system.
Ray mentions that the JVFAX program.
version 7, can be used with the
hardware unit that comes with the
PCGOES system. Ray feels that JVFAX
provides somewhat better facilities,
and, for reception of WXSAT
transmissions, Ray advises using the
Hamcomm configuration setting; enter
the address and IRQ for the
appropriate COM port, to which the
interface is attached. Ray advises
disabling memory drivers (by editing
your CONFIG.SYS file), because
JVFAX does not need high memory.

Fig. 6: NOAA9 in May from Jim and Hilda Richardson.
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Timestep
PROsat II is used by most leading
Weather Satellite enthusiasts.
They have come to rely on the
vastly superior features of PROsat
II. Features such as 1,000 frame
full screen full colour animate, 3D,
direct temperature readout,
latitude -longitude overlays and
country outlines from NOAA, and
Windows export make Timestep
products preferred by most serious
users. All satellites are catered for
including the awkward Japanese
GMS and the very infrequent
Soviet Okean series. All current
SVGA cards are supported. NOAA
images contain full resolution
visible and infrared data in a
stunning 2.4Mb file!

Advanced Weather Satellite users
will by now have read about our
new TRACK II prediction
software. Full screen colour
graphics and 6 simultaneous
satellites are just some of the
amazing features. For the ultimate
in detail we offer HRPT digital
systems with five 1.1km ground
sensors, towns and rivers are
clearly visible. For everyday use
we also have the PDUS digital
Meteosat system that takes 2.5km
data every 30 minutes. Timestep
PDUS colour animate is used
several times a day by Anglia
Television because of its very high
resolution combined with
spectacular colour. Forecasters will
appreciate temperature calibrated
30 minute interval images.

If you really are serious about
Weather Satellites, phone or write
us now for a colour catalogue and
find out why the world's experts
including Arthur C. Clarke use and
recommend our equipment.

Timestep

A full range of separate Antennas.
Preamplifiers, Cables, Receivers
and accessories are held in stock.

PO Box 2001 Newmarket CB8 8QA
Tel: 01440 820040 Fax: 01440 820281

England

Please mention
Advertisements are expected to conform to rules and standards

rk laid down by the Advertising Standards Authority. Most do.
The few that don't we'd like you to write in about.

And if you'd like a copy of these rules for press, poster and
cinema advertisements, please send for our booklet. It's free.

Short Wave
Magazine
when replying
to advertisements

The Advertising Standards Authority.

We're here to put it right',
ASA Ltd., Dept. Y, Brook House, Torrington Place, London WC IE 7H N.

414'"C

10 5pm

Tel/Fax: 01925 229881/2

EVERYTHING THE LISTENER NEEDS UNDER ONE ROOF!
YUPITERU

.8369.

ACCESSORIES
MVT-7100 Leatherette case
MVT-7000 Leatherette case
MVT-7100 Handbook
MVT-7000 Handbook
MVT-7000 Rep T/scopic ant
MVT-7100 Rep T/scopoc ant

=

AOR

£379
£275

MVT-7100
MVT-7000
MVT.8000

?

£17.95 DRAKE
£17.95 R -8E
£8.95 SW.8
£8.95 LOWE
£1 6.95

SCANMASTER HIGH QUALITY

AR -8000
AR -2000
AR -1500
AR -3000A
AR -3030

HF.225

£17.95 HF-150

ACCESSORIES
Base ant
Discone

.84407-

.£395"
.£345-

£849
£699

RRP

£999
£599
.1.4Pir
5.389*

£39.95
£49.95
£59.95
£29.95
£29.95

Double Discone
Mobile
Scan on glass

Phone for
best deal

YAESU
FRG -100

R-5000

DATONE PRODUCTS

ICOM
IC-R72E

£455 AD -270 Indoor ant

£369 AD -370 Outdoor ant

IC -R7100
IC -R100

£895

£775
£1255
£585

38 Bridge Street, Earlestown, Newton -le -Willows, Merseyside WA1 2 9BA
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£529

KENWOOD

FL -3 Filter inc. Auto Notch
FL -2 Filter without Auto Notch

£148.95
£99.95
£59.95
£79.95

RRP

£499

£999.95

,...
$

£859
£1395
£629
FREE
PARKING

UMW
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Mike Richards G4WNC, PO Box 1863, Ringwood, Hants BH24 3XD. Compuserve: 100411,3444 Internet Mike@decode.demon.co.uk

Decoc e
A the Data Moo es
Although the Klingenfuss CD has
been around for some time, I've
only just managed to get my
hands on a review copy. This very
comprehensive CD comprises two
disks containing around two and a
half hours of recording and seventyone different emission types. The disk
was presented in a standard double
CD package with a separate six
page A4 leaflet describing the
contents. The leaflet was probably
the weakest point as it needed some
better protection to stop it being
damaged through normal use. One
likely solution is to keep it in a
standard A4 ring file with a separate
pocket to hold the disks. (Even better
would be for Klingenfus to redesign it
to fit into the CD case. - Ed)
One of the main advantages of a
CD based recording over traditional
tape systems is the ability to quickly
select the required track. By using
the information sheet and the most
basic of CD players, you can rapidly
move straight to the transmission
type you want to hear.
So, what are the seventy-one
emission types on the CD? To help
find your way around the CDs they
are divided up into logical sections.
The first thirteen tracks deal with non teleprinter signals and cover a wide
range of transmission systems.
Included here were c.w., double
sideband broadcast, FAX,
Hellschreiber, and a variety of s.s.b.
variants including a selection of
scrambled signals.
The teleprinter based systems
were further sub -divided into three
categories: Simplex, Duplex and
FEC. In this case simplex
transmissions are defined as those
that operate on a single frequency
and can only send information in one
direction at a time. A Duplex
transmission, on the other hand,
would normally use a pair of
frequencies and be able to handle
simultaneous two-way traffic. In
addition to the expected RTTY,
Packet and Sitor signals, the simplex
section contained all manner of
obscure systems. Included here were
NATO encrypted systems, Cyrillic,
Piccolo, Golay, Pocsag, Swed-ARO
to name just a few.
In addition to providing a listing of
the transmission types, the
information leaflet included a handy
abbreviation section. This was
particularly helpful for the newer
listener.

The next question is what can you
do with all this information? There are
two main uses for this CD, or any
recording of modulation types. The
first and probably most useful is to
familiarise yourself with the sound of
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the various transmission types. By
learning the sounds of the different
modes you can save a lot of time
when tuning around the h.f. bands.
Despite all the advances in decoding
technology, a trained ear is still the
fastest way to identify the broad
transmission types. An example of
this is to be found with the pseudo
random NATO signals that are
scattered throughout the h.f. bands.
They sound for all the world like
ordinary RTTY and can cause great
frustration for the new listener. With
some practice you soon learn to
'finger print' these signals with the
unique combination of sound and a
baud rate measurement. Once this
has been mastered you can
concentrate your listening activities
on decodable signals.
Once you've spent some time
familiarising yourself with the
Klingenfuss CDs, they can be used
very effectively to identify many
unusual signals. It's important to note
that you really do need to spend
some time listening to the CD before
you can put it to practical use. You
will also need access to a simple
audio CD player. For the review, I
used a battery powered Sony
Discman player that proved perfectly
adequate.
In addition to learning the sounds
of utility signals, a pre-recorded
source such as this can be useful for
checking out your decoding
equipment. Those of you who may
have tried this with cassette tape
recordings will no doubt have
encountered some problems. The
main reason for this is the poor speed
stability of most cassette recorder
and playback systems. If the replay
speed is not exactly the same as the
original recording, you will find that
both the pitch and baud rate of the
signal is effected. In addition, there
are usually some short term speed
variations, know rather appropriately
as wow and flutter, that can cause
further disruption to the signal. The
end result is that is it often very
difficult if not impossible to reliably
decode signals from a cassette tape.
The Klingenfuss CD has a distinct
advantage here as the digital
recording system ensures perfect
pitch and speed stability. As a result,
you can use the CDs to checkout
your decoder with one or two
provisos. You will need to set the
centre frequency and shift of your
decoder to match that of the
transmission. Fortunately this is easy
as the information leaflet supplied
with the CD includes this information.
I tried the CD with HAMCOMM,
JVFAX, Lowe Modemaster and Hoka
Code 3 all with good success. The

Meteosat image from Edinburgh University via the Internet.

only problem I had was with the c.w.
transmission on disk 1. This
recording used a very low, 500Hz,
sidetone that was outside the range
of the HAMCOMM and Modemaster
decoders.
The only real problem with the
dual CD set is the relatively high
price at £43.00. This is because there
is not really enough demand to be
able to take advantage of high
volume discounts that are enjoyed by
the music and computing industry. If
you would like to order a copy or
require more information contact
Joerg Klingenfuss Publications,
Hagenloher Str. 14, D-72070
Tuebingen, Germany. My thanks to
Joerg for the loan of a review copy.

Life Without the PC!
If you don't own an IBM PC or
compatible you're probably sick of
being told about all the wonderfull
free software that's available for
these machines. I'd like to redress
the balance a little, but need to know
what computers you use and some
hints as to where to find that illusive
shareware. If you can help with any
information, please drop me a line.

Spot Frequency
Receiver

This is potentially great, either for
unattended FAX reception, or as a
second receiver for FAX. This would
then leave you free to tune the bands
for new frequencies with your main
receiver. Howes have built up a lot
experience in direct conversion
receivers and their kits are very well
documented.
For those that want to keep
construction to a minimum, Howes
can supply ready assembled main
circuit boards. In addition to the
basic frequency coverage, the
DXR20 features 1 watt audio output
and operation from a 12 to 14V d.c.
supply at around 500mA. The
receiver can be further enhanced by
the addition of the optional S -meter
and digital frequency display. If you
go for the ready assembled main
board, the optional HA2OR hardware
kit can be used to provide the case
and all the necessary mounting
hardware. The current prices are
DXR20 kit £39.90, Assembled main
board £67.90, Optional band
modules £7.90 each and HA2OR
hardware pack £28.90. If you would
like more information please contact

C.M. Howes Communications,
E ydon, Daventry, Northants
N N11 3PT. Tel: (01327) 60178.

Networking

Whilst touring the Leicester Show in
October, I found a great new receiver
from C. M. Howes Communications.
The new DXR20 direct conversion
receiver kit features coverage of the
3.5, 7 and 14MHz amateur bands
plus any other frequeny of your
choice between 1.6 and 30MHz. This
extra band is achieved using plug-in
modules. Where the receiver may
have special appeal for utility
listeners is the optional crystal
controlled fixed frequency module.

The observant amongst you will have
noticed the appearance of an
Internet address at the head of the
column. Having spent some time
getting aquainted with the
CompuServe network, I'm now
scouring the Internet. But why I hear
you ask. Let's start with a very brief
description of the Internet. The
Internet as it is today has evolved
over the past ten or twelve years and
is basically a world-wide network of
interconnected computer systems.
Included amongst these computers
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systems are universities, government
departments and many other
commercial and educational
establismentsof varying sizes. The
reason for the interconnection is to
provide fast and efficient exchange
of information between all those
connected to the system. In addition
to being able to send electronic
letters (E-mail), the Internet has
comprehensive facilities for the
transfer of files between computers.
It's important to note the
tremendous size of the current
Internet which has an estimated 20
million users and around 30000
computer systems connected. With
so many users it's not surprising to
learn that just about every subject is
covered with vast quantities of
programs and information files. It's
the easy access to such huge
quantities that is the prime reason for
joining the Internet.
So how do you join? It's really very
easy as you just have to set up a
subscription to one of the network
operators. In addition to the many
commercial operators providing
business access, there are now a
number of organisation that make
Internet access easy for the
individual or small business. My
personal choice was to use Demon
Internet (0181-349 0063 for info) as,
at the time of writing, they were
offering the cheapest full Internet
access. The charges require a
£12.50 one-off start up fee, plus £10
per month subscription. There are no
time charges and, other than the
telephone bill, you can spend as long
as you like searching the Internet.
In addition to being able to
download interesting documents and
computer programs. you can also
use the Internet to link with specialist
user groups. An example of this is the
UK amateur radio group. By signing
on (it's free) to this Usenet you are
automatically supplied with all the
latest messages every time you log on to the Internet. You can also
generate your own messages and
ask for help and advice. This is a very
powerfull tool that gives the operator
access to help from around the world.
When it comes to accessing
computer files, there are literally
thousands available. If you're into
weather monitoring and are worried
about the pending closure of the l.f.
Offenbach transmissions. You'll be
pleased to hear that you can freely
download the latest Meteosat
pictures by accessing the Edinburgh
University meteo database via the
Internet.

The trick when using the Internet
is knowing where to find the
information. Fortunately there are a
number of tools available to help you
carry -out automated searches.
However, the best way is to find
someone who knows where to look.
That's where I can help through this
column. I will be searching for
interesting information and passing it
on to readers Just to get you started,
here are a few suggestions from Mark
Lewis:
World Wide Web

http://ww.mcc.ac.uk/OtherPages/
AmateurRadio.html

http://galaxy.einet.net/galaxy/Leisu
re-and-Recreation/AmateurRadio.html

Temperature
Chart from Geoff
Crowley.

FTP Sites

ftp.ucsd.edu - path => /hamradio
www.mcc.ac.uk - path =>
/ucsd.edu
ftp.cs.buffalo.edu - path =>
/pub/ham-radio
oak.oakland.edu - path =>
/pub/hamradio
If you have any hot Internet tips,
please send me a message.

Antenna Trouble
Geoff Searle of Southampton has
written asking for help with his
decoding system. He currently uses a
Sony 20010 receiver and a 16MHz
386 based IBM compatible computer
running HAMCOMM and JVFAX. He
is also restricted to the Sony's
telescopic antenna as he hasn't got
around to putting up a more
substantial system. Geoff hasn't had
much joy so far and wonders if I can
help with a few pointers.
I have to say that the very first
step is to install as good an antenna
as possible. For best results this
needs to be an external antenna and
should be kept as far away as
possible from any sources of
interference. Although the antenna
should ideally run in a straight line. it's
by no means essential. The most
important point is to get as much wire
up as possible. The type of wire you
use is also not too important other
than its ability to withstand the
elements. Most amateurs use hard
drawn copper wire and you will
generally find this is available at very
reasonably prices. It's also a good
idea to make sure you use a coaxial
lead to bring the antenna into the
shack. If you want to really do the job
properly you should also consider
adding a magnetic longwire balun at
the interface between the coaxial
cable and the antenna wire.
With the antenna sorted out Geoff
should find he's able to receive a
good number of utility stations.

Special Offers
It's clear from my postbag that there
are still lots of new people joining the
hobby and trying utility listening for
the first time. As a result, I've decided
to introduce two new FactPacks
specifically for new listeners.

FactPack 3 - Starting -Out
guides the new utility listener through
the various decisions that have to be
made regarding the choice of
receiver, decoder, antenna and
popular accessories. In addition to
basic set-ups, the guide covers the
more advanced station for those that
prefer to start further up the market.

FactPack 4 HAMCOMM/JVFAX Primer has been
written to provide a step-by-step
introduction to receiving your first
RTTY and FAX signal using these
popular programs. The FactPack
covers installing the software as well
as hints on how to set the
configuration to match your computer
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and receiver.
Although I try to turn the orders
round in a day or two, you should
allow up to two weeks for delivery.
Other offers available are: JVFAX 7,
HAMCOMM 3, Day Watson
Beginners List. Decode List,
Complex Modes List, FactPack 1
Interference, FactPack 2 Decoding
Accessories (details as per last
month).
To receive any of these offers just
send me a self addressed sticky
label plus 50p per item or £1.50 for 4,
£2.00 for 5, £2.50 for 6 or £3.00 for 7
or 8 items. If you're ordering JVFAX
or HAMCOMM you will also need to
send a blank formatted 720Kb disk
for each program or just one 1.4Mb
disk.

Freq

Mode

Speed Shift

134.2
5864.5
6446
6937
7880
8028
9282

FAX
FAX
FAX

576
576
576

10151

ROU-FEC
ARQ-E
SWED-ARQ

120
120
120
100
120
164
96
100

10366

SWED-ARQ

100

170

10903
11452.6
12206
13553
13571
14367
14989

FEC-A

800
800
400
380

RTTY

144
50
144
192
96
75

ARQ-M2

96

400
389

15648

ARQ-E3

48

400

18344
18556
18621.5
19422
19974
20348

ARQ-E
ARQ-E

192

170
170

20423
22004

ARQ-E
SITOR A

Pol-ARQ
FAX

RTTY

FEC-A
FEC-A
FEC100

FAX

ARQ-E
FEC-A
ARQ-M2

96
120
96

576
157

400

576
140

96

800
400

96
100

170
170

144

Frequency Lists
Having recently been ticked -off (quite
rightly) by a reader for not mentioning
contributors names, I'll start this
month with a list of all those who've
contributed to this month's selection.

They are Geoff Allgood. Guy

Denman. Day Watson. Peter
Thompson. Roy Munro and
Dave Woods. My thanks to these
people and everyone else who has
sent in contributions. You will note that
I've also changed the frequencies
from MHz to kHz, again to link with
readers preferences - who says I
don't listen!! I've even increased the
number of complex modes in the
frequency list to keep the more
experienced readers at bay!

Callsign

Time Notes

Offenbach Met
2100 USN Rota
GYA
0400 RN Northwood
1715 Polish Embassy
DDK3
2021 Hamburg met
1040 MFA Bucharest
1617 Belgrade Serbia
SAM
1555 Stockholm to
Colombo
1839 TFC in French
then s.s.b.
TAD
Ankara Turkey
RDD77
1826 Moscow Met
1243 Encrypted?
K4X
1423 Tunis, Tunisia
DFN57
0850 PIAB Bonn
BZP54
0705 Xinhua press
TNL
1701 Brazzaville,
Congo
RFTJF
1759 Port Bouet,
Cotonou
RGFGEB 1140 Bonn, Germany
1200 New Delhi, India
LR084
1450 Buenos Aires met
1114 Bonn Germany
TAD
1145 Ankara, Turkey
9RE203 1430 Lumumbashi,
Zaire
1500 Brasilia, Brazil
1230 Islamabad
English traffic
DCF54
AOK

2201

71

ALAN
HOOKER
RADIO COMMUNICATIONS
10-5

OPEN

MON

TO SAT

CLOSED

OUR

4OR
AR -8000
AR -3000A
AR -2000

AR-1500EX

449.00
850.00
260.00
315.00

M VT -7000

MVT-8000

IC-R72E
IC -R71 E
IC -R1

YUNGI/4NS
41E64

479.00
530.00

KEA/WOOD
R-5000

365.00
289.00
349.00

899.00

41/NCO
DJ -X1

/COM
IC -R9000
IC -R7100
IC -R100

OUR

PRICE

FRG -100
FRG -9600

YUPITERU
MVT-7100

315.00

YUNGHANS MEGA
RADIO

LOWE
4 350.00
1 250.00
550.00
775.00
950.00
350.00

FAX -0302 325690

THURS

YAM/

PRICE

42 Nether Hall Road
Doncaster
DN1 2PZ

HF-225
HF-150

CONTROLLED

CLOCKS & WATCHES,FOR
THE LOWEST PRICES ON
ALL AVAILABLE MODELS.

479.00
389.00

15.50
12.95

UK.SCANNING DIRECTORY
HANDY HANDHELD HOLDERS

BASE & MOBILE SCANNING ANTENNAS PHONE!!

RING ALAN OR JASON NOW! TEL: (0302) 325690
Viii-

RADIO AMATEURS EXAM?
PASS FIRST TIME!

THE FLYING SHOP

Before you enrol check the benefits of

BIGGIN HILL AIRPORT

RRC'S unique Home Tuition Service

THE NEW!!!
YUPITERU MVT-7100

RRC has helped thousands of students to success in their
examinations with this unique system of postal tuition, one
which guides you, step-by-step, to qualify in the shortest
possible time. Only The Rapid Results College offers you all
these advantages:
A qualified personal tutor
2 Study material prepared by specialists

MW/LSB/USB

500kHz1650MHz

2 Free advice before you enrol

SSB tuning in

2 Telephone Helpline

Completely self-contained courses

2 Free 'How to Study' Guide

2 Handy pocket-size booklets

2 Instalment Plan

2 Personal study programme

2 Free Postage on course material

2 Regular marked tests

2 Worldwide Airmail Service

2 Courses regularly updated

2 Extra tuition free if you don't pass first time

2 48 hour despatch

10Hz steps
YUPITERU VT -125 MkII

YUPITERU MVT-7000
1MHz-1300MHz

AM-NBFM-WBFM Multiple steps
Better than 0.5pV 200 memories
Rotary dial S -meter Fast scan
,peed Lockout/priority Ni-cads
Charger/AC PSU 12V lead
The MVP -7000 from Yupiteru provides
unbroken coverage throughout the spectrum.
Each one is carefully tested by us and supplied
..tith a unique power supply that will not only
,ocharge the ni-cads. but also run the set
directly from the mains. Its beautifully styled
ones and superb engineering make it the best
buy for the customer who wants the widest

POST COUPON TODAY FOR FREE
RADIO AMATEURS PROSPECTUS
Please send me my prospectus as quickly as possible.
Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms
Address

frequency range possible. £269 inc. VAT

Postcode

The Rapid Results College
Rwc,,.,,154. Tuitim

Excellent reception 108-142MHz
30 memory channels
Illuminated LCD display! 25. 150 or
100kHz steps Search, scan or direct
frequency entry Keylock Keyboard
beep tone LCD signal meter

£1 75

inc. VAT

Complete with 3 AA size ni-cad batteries.
240V mains adaptor 12V d.c. cigar plug &
carry strap

YUPITERU VT -225
£239 inc. VAT

he Flying Shop, Biggin Hill Airport,Westerham, Kent TN I6 3B

cAcc

SWI9 4DS. FREE ADVICE: 081 947 7272 (9am-5pm

PROSPECTUS: 08154s i i,,2 24 hour Recordacal I Service quoting Dept. No. above).

72

1000 Channels

All Mode AM/FM/

24 hr deliser 57.01) 40 hr denser) 00.00
Prices are ,abject to chang o ith out prior notification

Tel: (01959) 576370
9am - 5.30pm Monday to Saturday
Fax: (01959) 576711 24 Hour.
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Brian Oddy G3FEX, Three Corners, Merryfield Way, Storrington, West Sussex RH2O 4NS

re

Mc
DXer

Freq
kHz

C/S

Station Name

Location

DXer

S.Cornwall
Cabo Machichaco N.Spain
Cabo de la Nao Lt S.Spain
Nieupoort W.Pier Belgium
Tuskar Rock Lt
S.Ireland
Sweden
Almagrundet Lt
S.Ireland
.Baily Lt

A,CD',E,G,I,O,P,Q

MY
BJ

Myggenaes Lt
Bjornsund Lt
Feistein Lt
Llanes Lt
Vlieland Lt

Faeroes

B

Norway
Norway

C,E",H

H

N.Spain
Holland
Anglesey
Shetland Is
N.Spain
N.W.Spain

PM*

NK
BT
IB

Cap Frehel Lt
Cala Figuera
Cap Ferret Lt
Inchkeith Lt
Bjargtangar Lt
I.Berlenga

JA

Jaroslawiec

LE

Leba Rear

MD

Cabo Mondego

SE
DO

Sete
Rosedo Lt
Faerder Lt
Hoek van Holland
Sklinna Lt
Old Hd of Kinsale
Cabo Finisterre Lt

303.0
303.5
303.5
303.5
303.5
304.0
304.0
304.5
305.0
305.0
305.0
305.5
305.7
306.0
306.0
306.0
306.5
306.5
306.5
306.5
306.5
306.5
306.5
306.5
307.0
308.0
308.0
308.0
308.5
309.0
309.5
309.5
309.5
309.5
309.5
310.0
310.0
310.5
310.5
311.0
311.0
311.5
312.0
312.0
312.0
312.5
312.5
312.5
312.5
312.5
312.5
312.5
312.5
312.5
312.6
313.0
313.0
313.0
313.5
313.5
313.5
313.5
314.0
314.0

Freq
kHz

C/S

Station Name

284.5
284.5
285.0
285.0
286.0
286.5
286.5
286.5
286.5
286.5
286.5
287.3
287.3
287.3
287.3
287.3
287.3
287.5
287.5
288.0
288.0
288.0
288.5
288.5
289.0
289.5
289.5
289.5
289.5
290.0
290.0
290.5
290.5
290.5
290.5
291.5
291.5
291.5
291.9
291.9
291.9
291.9
292.0
292.0
292.5
293.0
293.0
293.0
293.5
294.0
294.0
294.5
294.5
294.5
294.5
294.5
294.5
294.5
294.5
294.5
295.5
295.5
296.0
296.0
296.0
297.0
297.5
297.5
298.0
298.0
298.5
298.5
298.8
298.8
299.0
299.0
299.0
299.0
299.5
299.5
299.5
300.0
300.0
300.5
300.5
300.5
301.0
301.0
301.1
301.1
301.5
301.5
301.5
302.0
303.0
303.0
303.0

LZ

MA
NO

NP
TR

AL
BY
FE

Fl
FT

FR

HH
KL
OH
Fl

YM
BY
KY
LO

Lizard Lt

IJmuiden Front Lt
Baily Lt

MN

Oksoy Lt
Landsort S Lt
Hammerodde

SN
BS

Ile de Sein NW Lt
Port en Bessin Lt

FD

Fidra Lt

DY
LL

Duncansby lid Lt

SB
VI
CK
OR
SU

AV
LT

MR

NA
MN
SJ

SM
CP
RN
SY
RO
KU
PH

KA
KC

MH
NG
PA
PS
PT

SN
UK
CB
RE

BH
GR

KN
FG

MA
PS
GX

TA
RR

SW
DV
HO

AD
BN

0
UN
NP
SK
VR

MZ
TI
DU
10

LA
CA
ER

HA
RG

KD
L

OB
RB
FB

Pi
YE

Location

Sec cons

France

P

P,H,P
A,C,D,E,P,G,1,1`,0,P,Q,P

V

A,E,I,R*

Majorca

P

W.France

D,E,G`,H,J*,P

F of Forth

C,F*

Iceland
Portugal
Poland
Poland
Spain
France
France
Norway
Holland
Norway
S.Ireland
N.W.Spain
Holland
S.Ireland

V
P

E'

V
P
E"

P
C,E"
E

C",E*
A

D',E',H,J',12"
C,E,P,H,L",M".0,P
A,C,D,E,I,L,P

Norway

P

Sweden
Denmark
France
France

C,E",H"

C*,V,H
A,D,P,G,H2O,P,0
G,H,P

F of Forth
C,E',P,P
NE.Scotland C,E

Sweden
Pembroke
N.Spain
SSR Arctic
Orskar lt
Sweden
South Rock LV
Co.Down
Aveiro
Portugal
La !slate
Canaries
Montedor Lt
Portugal
Punta Lantailla
Canaries
Balearic Is
Mahon, Minorca
Sunderland
Souter Lt
Pt St.Mathieu Lt
France
loW.
StCatherine's Lt
Rhinns of Islay Lt Is of Islay
Svinoy Lt
Norway
Cabo Silleiro Lt
N.Spain
Kullen High Lt
Sweden
Cap d'Alprech
France
Estonia
Kaybolovo Lt
#Old Hd of Kinsale S.Ireland
Mohni Lt
Estonia
Pikasaare Gts
Estonia
Pakrineem Lt
Estonia
iPtLynas Lt
Anglesey
Durham
/Sauter Lt
Sletnes Lt
Norway
Sunk Lt V
Off Essex
Jersey CI
La Corbiere Lt
La Rochelle
France
Blavandshuk Lt
Denmark
Georee Lt
Holland
Skrova Lt
Norway
Pt de Barfleur Lt
France
Mantyluoto
Finland
Cabo Penas Lt
N.Spain
Ille de Groix
France
Cabo Gala
S.Spain
Is Scilly
Round Is Lt
Skagen
Denmark
Iceland
Djupivogur
Hornbjarg
Iceland
Ameland Lt
Holland
Les Baleines
W.France
Tarifa
S.Spain
Sweden
Understen Lt
Nash Pt Lt
S.Wales
Skomvaer Lt, Rost Norway
Utvaer Lt
Norway
Mizen Head
S.Ireland
Cap d'Antifer Lt
N.France
Kent
Dungeness Lt
Ukraine
Ilichevsk
Lista
Norway
France
Pt de Creach
Eierland Lt
Holland
Pt. del Hank
Morocco
Raufarhoefn
Iceland
Kinnards Hd Lt
NE.Scotland
Torre de Hercules N.Spain
Hoburg
Sweden
Cherbourg Ft W Lt France
Flamborough Hd It Yorkshire
Falsterborev Lt
Sweden
Ile d'Yeu Main Lt France
Hallo Lt
S.Bishop Lt
Cabo Villano Lt
T.Navolokskiy

V,P,G,H,P

P

A,C,D*,E,P,G,I,L",0,P,0
B,D,E,V,H,1*,.1",M*,P,Q"

P
P,P

A,C,D,E,P,G,Ir.M*,0,,Q,R"

P

PM"
P,H"
E*,H"

P

C,D,B,E,P,I,rr,O,P
A,V,E,G*,1.",0,PQ
A,D`,G",J,O,P,Q
C,E.P,I,M,R*

C,V,P,I*

P

C,E*
C,D,E',G,H2O,P,Q

P,H
P

P

P,H*
P,H*
E,I

C,F"

P

0,G*1",0,P,11
A,D,E*,G,J*,0,P

P

B,C,D,P,P,G*,H,I*,P,O
H,P

FN

IA
VL
PS

SB

MY
BA
FP
GL

AL
DA
EC

FN

TN
GJ
KL
KR

MV
OR
RS

SY
UT
GL
GR
RC
RD

NZ
MU
BA

Pt Lynes Lt
Sumburgh Hd Lt
Cabo Meyer Lt

Estaca do Bares
Fife Ness Lt
Ile de Giraglia Lt
Pt d'Ailly Lt
Dalatangi Lt
Elizabeth Castle
Walney Is Lt
Thyboron
Le Grand Jardin Lt

Kolkasrags
Kubassaar
Morzhovskiy

0.0smussaar
Ristna
Some
Utsira
Eagle Is Lt
Grimsey
Cabo Roca
Roches Douvres Lt
St Nazaire
Kobenhaven
Punta Estaca Bares

FH

Fruholmen Lt

MA

Marstein Lt
Portland Bill Lt
Wangerooge Lt
Pt de Ver It
Sjaellands
Bokfjord Lt
Sjaellends N Lt
Girdle Ness Lt
N.Foreland Lt

P8
WE
ER
SG
BO
SG
GD
NF
LP
HO

Loop Hd Lt
Tennholmen Lt
OE
Oostende
UH
Eckmuhl Lt
AK
Akmenrags
AT
Mys Aytodorskiy
BK
Baltijsk
BT
Mys Taran Lt
CS
Calais Main Lt
KA
Klaipeda Rear Lt
LB
Liepaja
VS
Cabo Estay Lt
WW Ventspils
SR
Skardhsfjara Lt
HA
Halton Lt
PA
Cabo de Palos Lt
TY
Tory Is Lt
CM
OG

PQ
BR
HK
VG

V

P,P,H*
D,P,G,O,P,Q

P

PSI

V

C,D,E,G,H,L,O,P,I1

E*,G,H,L*,0,P,C1

B,C,D*,E,I,L*,0,P,R*

P

1:1*,E*,P,0*

0*

PM*

Jersey

A,P

Off Lancs
Denmark
France
Estonia
Estonia

C,E,I,K,O,P,Q,R*

Arctic

11*,P*
E*

Norway
Ireland
Iceland
Portugal
France
France
Denmark
N.Spain

A,C*D",E,G,H,1",..1*,1.`,P,11

E",H
C,F*

A,D*,H,P

PM*
E*,H*

E*,H*

P,H'
C,1:1",P,P,H*,L*,N
C,D*,E,P,I,M

P,H
E,H*

A,C,D*,E*,G*,H,J*1*,0,P.Q

D*,V,P

P

P,P,H*,1*,1.`,P
Norway
P
Norway
C,V,P,11*,P
Dorset
A,V,P,G*,e,L',O,P,C1
N.Germany P
N.France
A,0",V,G*,H*,e,L',O,P,O.
Denmark
Norway
V
Denmark
C
NE.Scodand C,E",P

Pr

Kent
S.Ireland

Norway

A,D*,G.,1,er,O,P,Q
D',E,P,I
P,G*

Belgium
France
Latvia
Ukraine
Latvia
Latvia
France
Lithuania

D*,P,G,H,L*,0,P,O,Fr

Latvia
N.Spain
Latvia

E",11*

Iceland
Norway

P,H*
EP,P,P

S.Spain

1)",P,f1"

N.Ireland
Norfolk
Glands Sodra Grund Sweden
Porquerolles
S.France
Cap Bear Lt
S.France
Hekkingen Lt
Norway
Ile Vierge Lt
France

Cromer It

D',P,M*

P

H*

P,F*,H*

P,H*
0",G,H2O,P,Q

E*,H*

Cl
E',G*.H"

LEC

Iceland
Italy
Denmark
Iceland
Norway

JV

Jakobshavn

OZN

Prins Chris's Sund

AB
NL

Akraberg
Noslo

Greenland
Greenland
Faeroe Is
Faeroe Is

SK
TL
SL
IN

367.0
372.0
381.0
404.0

that Albert Moore (Douglas, loM)

P

A,B,C`,0",E,F*,G*,H*,1,1*,
E"

D*,E",P,H*
C",P,H*,1.,P
D*,E*

A,B,C,DtE,P,G,I,J*,
1.,M,O,P,O*,R"

P

D',V,H*,R*
C*,D*,P,G*,E1',Ft"
C",D*,F",6",f1*

A: Darren Beasley, Bridgwater.
B: Leslie Biss, Knaresborough.

J: Fred Pallant, Storrington.

C: Kenneth Buck, Edinburgh.

L: Peter Rycraft, Wickham Market

0: Steve Cann, Southampton.

M: Tom Smyth, Co.Fermanagh.

C,E,G,O,P

E: Robert Connolly, Kilkeel.

N: John Stevens, Largs.

H"

F: Geoff Crowley, Aberdeen.

P,1-1*

G: John Eaton, Woking.

0: Philip Townsend, E.London.
P: John Wells, E.Grinstead.

PAP

A,D*,E,G,J*,0,P,Q
A,B,C,D,E,P,G,L",O,P,C1
C,E"

A,C*,D*,P,H2O,P
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had not previously heard were
logged after dark. A spiral loop was
used by Peter Rycraft (Wickham
Market) to compile his interesting list
at night for the chart.
The ground waves from quite
distant beacons were picked up by
some listeners during daylight, but
others found that a high level of local
electrical noise masked the weaker
signals. This problem was

encountered by Darren Beasley
Note: Entries marked # are calibration stations. Entries marked' were
logged during darkness. All other entries were logged during daylight.
DXers:

V

Kenneth Buck (Edinburgh)
decided to look for the Faeroe Is
beacons at Akraberg (AB) on 381.0
and Noslo (NL) on 404.0kHz. At first
he detected strong signals without
idents, but after selecting the a.m.
mode on his Lowe HF-225 he
received good clear idents.
Apparently they use a keyed tone
without carrier interruption - a point
that other DXers should bear in
mind. He suspects the Greenland
beacon (OZN) on 372.0 may also
use that mode, but he is unable to
hear it because there is a powerful
aero beacon on the same frequency.
The elusive Ventspill beacon
(WW), which is part of the Latvian
group on 312.5, was logged at night

E',H*

B,C,P,P,0
0`,E,H,P"
C,P,H,P"

up the sky waves from Raufarhoefn,
Iceland (RG) on 301.1. His log
included the Ile de Giraglia Lt,
Corsica (GL) on 305.0.

E*,H"

D,Gter,O,P,0

V

was logged at night by Geoff
Crowley in Aberdeen. Over in
Co.Fermanagh Tom Smyth picked

by John Eaton (Woking) and

P

H,J*,L*,11

Southampton. He found it was
inaudible by the time it was light.
Around 043OUTC Steve Cann
heard for the first time the beacon at
Cabo de Palos in S.Spain (PA) on
313.0 and Ingolfshofdhi Lt, Iceland
(IN) on 316.0. Another Icelandic
beacon at Grimsey (GR) on 308.0

others. Several beacons in
Scandinavia, France and N.Spain

V

P,14
A,0",E,G,O,P,Q

A,D,E,G,1",P,C1

midnight by Jim Edwards in Bryn,
Robert Moore in Holywell and just
before dawn by Steve Cann in

A,B,C,D*,Gr,O,P,11

1:1",P,H",P

E',F*
B,C,P,P,H",P

namely Jakobshavn (JV) on 367.0
and Prins Christians Sund (OZN) on
372.0. The latter was also heard after

C,E,1,M

1.-,m-,o,P,a.fr
Strandhofn
Punta D.Penna
Sletterhage
Ingolfshofdhi Lt
Stavanger

314.5
314.5
315.0
316.0
319.0

A,B,C,D*,E,G,I,L',O,P,Q,R
C,E"

C

Corsica
France
Iceland

V,G*
A,0*,P,G*,H,1*,J*,0,P,Cl

by Robert Connolly in Kilkeel,

SE.Scotland C,E,P,L",0,P

Estonia
Estonia
Estonia

An increasing number of
listeners are finding that
searching the I.w. maritime
radiobeacon band can be both
interesting and rewarding. Those
who did so during July, August and
September often found the
propagation conditions were
favourable after dark.
The sky waves from some quite
distant beacons were received by
the listeners who checked the band
well into the night. Two beacons on
the coast of Greenland were logged

H: Jim Edwards, Bryn.

1: Albert Moore, Douglas, loM.

K: Clare Pinder, Appleby.

0: Peter Westwood, Farnham.
R: Robert Moore, Holywell.

in Bridgwater, but he traced it to the
Yaesu mains adaptor powering his
FRG -100 receiver! He now uses a
12V car battery instead. A tip for
other FRG -100 owners perhaps?
Whilst on holiday in Cornwall,

Peter Westwood (Farnham)
visited the Lizard Lighthouse. The
keepers were surprised to learn that
their beacon (LZ) on 284.5 could be
received in Surrey. As the chart
clearly shows, it has been heard in
quite a few other locations too!
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SLCOMMUNICATIONS
UNIT 6, WORLE INDUSTRIAL CENTRE, COKER ROAD,
WORLE, WESTON-SUPER-MARE BS22 OBX
TEL: (01934) 512757 (01850) 707257
FAX: (01934) 512757

The UK Scanning
Directory
IP°0111

, n

AOR
AR -3000A
100kHz
2036MHz
£ PHONE

New 4th Ethtion

AOR AR -8000
SSB/NFM/WFM/AM
500kHz-1900MHz
£ PHONE

+

NEW 4TH EDITION
20,000 SPOT FREQUENCIES
25MHz-1 6GHz
£17.50 P&P UK FREE

ICOM ICR-7100
25MHz-2GHz
USB/LSBNFM/WFM/NAM/WAM
£ PHONE

YAESU FRG -100
50kHz-30MHz
ALL MODES
£ PHONE

SPECIAL OFFER
OPTO ELECTRONICS

AOR
AR-1500EX
500kHz1300MHz
AM/FM/SSB
£ PHONE

AOR AR -3030
30kHz-30MHz
AM/FM/SSB/CW/FAX
£ PHONE

CISL CARDS SEND LARGE S.A.E.
FOR SAMPLES AND PRICE LIST

FREQUENCY COUNTERS

KENWOOD R-5000
100kHz-30MHz
ALL MODES
100 MEMORY CHANNELS
£ PHONE

YUPITERU
MVT-7100
SSB/NFM/WFM/AM
530kHz-1650MHz
£ PHONE

2300 1MHZ-2.4GHZ

£129

2810 10HZ-3GHZ

£169

CC12 Case 230

£13

CC30 Case 2810

£16
£5

POSTAGE

Counters come complete with
CHARGER AND ANTENNA

WE STOCK A RANGE OF BASE AND MOBILE ANTENNAS ALONG WITH ANY CABLE AND PLUGS WHICH MAY BE NEEDED

GAREX ELECTRONICS
GAREX VHF PREAMPLIFIERS
Miniature (only 34x9x15mm), any frequency in the range 40-200MHz, up to 25dB

gain. Stock versions: 6m, 4m, 2m, 137MHz (W -Sat) £12.50. Airband (118136MHz) (reduced gain due to frequency spread) £12.50. Other frequencies in
the range 40-200MHz to order: £14.95.
GAREX HPA-2 HIGH PERFORMANCE 144-146MHz PREAMPLIFIER

1995 GUIDE TO UTILITY RADIO STATIONS
13th edition

568 pages

For decades, our annual best-

A popular line for many years. Economy package: chassis section cut from
commercial R/T gear, rewired and tidied up to make free-standing unit, no
expensive cabinet, just basic value for money. 12v DC input, 250v 150mA DC
output £11.95. 12v DC input, 400v 200mA DC output £12.95. (24v versions to

seller Guide to Utility Radio Stations has been the international
reference book for the really fascinating radio services on SW:
aero, diplo, maritime, meteo, military, police, press, Red Cross,
telecom, and UNO. The conflicts
on the Balkan and in Africa and
are
perfectly covered.
Asia
15,000 up-to-date frequencies

order).

including the very latest frequen-

RF switched (35 watt max power) 3 band pass stages for improved selectivity
16dB gain, fitted in die-cast box with BNC sockets £49.95.
DC/DC INVERTERS

High quality PMR front end by famous manufacturer, modified to make a 4m
converter, 10-11MHz output. Full data. Ready to go. with xtal £17.90.
4 METRE 0.5 WATT FM Tx
Tx low power driver unit matching above Rx, with modulator, ready aligned, with
data £16.80. Xtal for 70.45MHz £6.50.
PYE AERIAL RELAYS
12v operation, handles 50 watts up to 200MHz £2.00 5+ £1.60 each.
50MHz or 70MHz 10 WATT FM PA

Solid state assembly. 0.25watt drive. 10-15 watts output (state 50 or 70MHz)
£16.95. Also available: matching driver & modulator assemblies for complete
50MHz or 70MHz Tx.
FULL RANGE OF REVCO MOBILE AERIALS AVAILABLE for 27 to 950MHz ask
for catalogue.
GAREX VHF FM MONITOR RECEIVERS

Single channel NBFM monitor receiver, any spot frequency in the range 27200MHz in neat cabinet 180x140x50mm. Built-in speaker. Requires 12v DC
supply, includes crystal for your choice of frequency (allow 4 weeks delivery).
Ideal for Packet, RAYNET and other emergency frequencies. Special price
£59.95. Many options available, including multi -channel, ask for details.
FLEXIBLE IA WAVE AERIALS
Discover a whole new world of signals: full-length '4 waves are several dB better
than "rubber ducks". BNC plug. Available for VHF Airband, UHF Airband, 2m,
70cms also other VHF & UHF bands to order. VHF models: £10.90, UHF: £8.80.
Write, phone or fax for lists. Regular lines, components and bargains for callers.
Open 10am-5pm Mon -Fri (occasional Sats)
ALL PRICES INCLUDE UK CARRIAGE AND VAT AT 17.5%

GAREX ELECTRONICS

Phone (01364) 72770
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from 0 to 30 MHz are

Klingenfuss

1995 GUIDE TO
UTILITY RADIO STATIONS
Thirteenth Edition

listed,

cies used now during the sun-

4 METRE Rx CONVERTER

STATION YARD, SOUTH BRENT,
SOUTH DEVON TQ10 9AL

£ 35 or DM 80

spot minimum. We are the world
leader in advanced teleprinter
systems monitoring and decoding. This unique reference book
lists just everything: abbreviations, addresses, call signs,
codes, explanations, frequency
band
plans,
meteofax
and

NAVTEX and press schedules,
modulation types, all Q and Z
codes, and much more. Thus, it
is the ideal companion to the fa-

mous World Radio TV Handbook
for the "special" stations on SW!
Further publications available are Guide to Fax Radio Stations, Air and

Mateo Code Manual, Radioteletype Code Manual and our unique CD

Recording of Modulation Types. We have published our international radio
books for 25 years. Please ask for our free catalogue with recommendations from all over the world. For a recent book review see SW Magazine
8/94 p. 60. All manuals are published in the handy 17 x 24 cm format.
Do you want to get the total information immediately? For the special
price of £ 119 / DM 280 (you save £ 26 / DM 60) you will receive all our
manuals and supplements (altogether more than 1900 pages!) and our
Modulation Types Cassette.

Our prices include airmail postage within Europe and surface mail

postage elsewhere. Payment can be by cheque or credit card - we accept
American Express, Eurocard, Mastercard and Visa. Dealer discount rates
on request. Please fax or mail your order to g

Klingenfuss Publications

Hagenloher Str. 14 D-72070 Tuebingen Germany
VISA

Fax 01049 7071 600849 Phone 01049 7071 62830

Fax: (01364) 72007
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NEW FROM PHOTAVIA PRESS PUBLISHERS OF AIRWAVES 94

CALLSIGN 95

The

civil

section

alphabetically,

lists

CALLSIGN

2800

callsigns in current use with airlines, handling
agents, governments and other operators, from

over 180 countries. The information includes,
CALLSIGN, 3 LETTER ATC PREFIX, AIRUNE
OR OPERATOR AND COUNTRY OF ORIGIN
The Military section contains over 5000 current
'111W.
and historical tactical callsigns, noted over the
.4411
past decade. Information includes, CALLSIGN,
7100.L.'
1/0AIRCRAFT TYPE, AIR -ARM, CODE, UNIT or
CNIL AND MILITARY
relevant THE
SQUADRON, BASE plus other
AVIATION CALLSIGN DIRECTORY
information.
The military section not only lists aircraft
callsigns, but also COMMAND POSTS, GROUND STATIONS and other

At -4*

-

military related base stations. There is also details of RAF three letter
Tri-graph callsigns, and for certain callsigns a numeric analysis relating to
specific types, units and aircraft.
CALLSIGN 95 / PUBLISHED NOV 94 / UK
7 - 95 / EIRE & EEC 8 - 95

AIRWAVES 94

Thousands of VHF / UHF airband frequencies.
Tower, Approach, Radar, Ground, ATIS, Area
Radar, Ranges, Ground Ops, Tactical Radar,
Airline

Operations,

Aerobatic

Refuelling,

Air

Teams, European Area Radar, Stud Numbers,
SSR Squawk Codes, Volmet, Air to Air, Squadron
Operations, Military Area Radar. Space Shuttle.
Metro, Air / Ground.

Lists the current and proposed LONDON
CONTROL frequency changes 1994196.
Plus a comprehensive directory of the worlds
CIVIL and MILITARY HF communications, including many discrete
rHE COYPU, RI, VI.11, C.If
TION FRE01.1.1, NAM

frequencies. Major World Air Routes, Airlines, LDOC, USAF Global, RAF,

Space Shuttle, USN, Volmet, Mystic Star, Domestic HF, NASA, Royal
Navy, USCG, Giant Talk, Etc. AIRWAVES 94 is supplied from us with an
update sheet.

AIRWAVES 94 / PRICE f7 - 95 UK / £8 - 95 EIRE 8. EEC
ALL PRICES INCLUDE P & P - CHEQUES & P / 0 PAYABLE TO

PHOTAVIA PRESS
21 DOWN LANDS - PULBOROUGH - WEST SUSSEX - RH2O 2DQ

PC Software
£116.33

PC HF FAX Ver. 7.0

The original and still the best HF FAX receive
program. Simple to operate and install with new
improved resolution.

PC GOES/WEFAX Ver. 3.3

£199.00

Receive both HF FAX images together with NOAA
and Meteosat weather satellite pictures with this
complete program.

£99.00

PC SWL Ver. 3.1

This simple and basic program allows the beginner
to start decoding the numerous data transmissions
around the HF bands.

£99.00

PC SSTV Ver. 5.1

Receive and view the numerous SlowScan TV
images now sent on the Amateur frequencies.

PC Weatherspot Ver. 1.0

£93.00

A NEW program allowing any previously captured
file of Meteo Code from Bracknell to be displayed
on various maps with all relevant data.
Optional Transmit Modulator available for HF FAX
and SSTV.
Call for full details and brochures.
PRICES INCLUDE VAT. PLEASE ADD £3.50 P&P

COMAR ELECTRONICS

Unit 3, Medina Court, Arctic Road,
Cowes, Isle of Wight P031 7XD
t_N-3 Tel: 01983 200308 Fax: 01983 282400 .66114

QUANTEK FC2000
ULTRA HIGH SENSITIVITY
FREQUENCY COUNTER/FINDER
* 1MHz - 2.4GHz
* Sensitivity less than 1mV
from 10MHz to 800MHz

Advertisements are expected to conform to rules and standards
laid down by the Advertising Standards Authority. Most do.
The few that don't we'd like you to write in about.

And if you'd like a copy of these rules for press, poster and
cinema advertisements, please send for our booklet. It's free.

QUANTEK
OLIROUURCR

* 2 Gate/measurement periods
* Display hold switch
* Bright 8 digit LED display

RN.

NOPPLIK2001,

NOT 'KILO

FUT
GSM

* Charge & Gate LEDs

op

ORR

The Advertising Standards Authority.
We're here to put it right.V
ASA Ltd Dept. Y, Brook House. Torrington Place, London WC I E 7HN.

IRA NI

*-111MOC

IIINN MIMS

* Aluminium case 100 x 87 x 28mm

* 700mAh Ni-cad batteries

* Maximised sensitivity for
measuring transmitted
radio signals at a distance

SPECIAL OFFER

£99.,5n

P&P

Rric
egular
e

t

7

* Supplied with mains adaptor/charger & telescopic antenna

TO ORDER CALL

021
457 7994
FAX ORDERS 021 457 9745
QUANTEK ELECTRONICS,
VISA

1678 BRISTOL ROAD SOUTH, BIRMINGHAM B45 9TZ
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FACT.

NOT FICTION.
An ABC certificate is your guarantee of integrity.
The ABC allows professional buyers and sellers of
So, if your next schedule includes titles that
advertising space in national and regional
aren't audited - ask why. For details of ABC's
newspapers and consumer magazines to buy and
sell better. It does so by providing an independent,
activities relating to the consumer press and
the benefits of ABC membership
authontative circulation audit that is
contact Anthony Peacham,
the single most obvious indicator of a
Consumer Press Manager, on
magazine's self esteem and a
F CIRCULATIONS
auoir
BUREAU
0
publisher's confidence in his title.
0442 870800.

ABC

Amid Bureau of C,rcuLabona Ltd.. Black Pan. Yard, 207.209 Mph street. Be

&TORO Elms.. HP41AP. TO 0142 870803 Fad' 0442 877408
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By Brian Oddy G3FEX, Three Corners, Merryfield Way, Storrington, West Sussex RH2O 4NS

Long Wave Chart

LM&S

Freq
kHz

Station

Country

153

Bechar
Donebach
Brasov
Allouis
Nador Medi-I
Kaliningrad
Oranienburg
Saarlouis
Caltanissetta
Droitwich BBC
Munich
Azilal
Roumoules RMC

Algeria
Germany

Oslo
Raszyn Resv

Norway

Beidweiler
St.Petersburg
Kalundborg
Alma-Ata

Luxembourg

153

153
162
171

171

Long, Medium and Short Waves

177

183
189
198
207

So, here we are again at the end of
another year of DXing - a year,
perhaps. of some unexpected
'finds' and of one or two
disappointments. But one of the joys of
our hobby is that there is always
something to look forward to, so
perhaps 1995 will be the year when you
finally capture that long sought, elusive
signal!
In the meantime my message to
you is a simple one - Happy Christmas
and good listening in the New Year.

Long Wave Reports
Note: I.w. & m.w. frequencies in kHz:
s.w. in MHz; Time in UTC (=GMT).
Unless stated, all logs compiled in the
four week period ending September 30.
The broadcasts in Russian from
Radio Volga via Burg on 261kHz,
intended for their armed forces in
Germany, have now been discontinued.

However, Roy Patrick (Derby) tells
me that the Burg transmitter is still
being used by Radioropa, a German
commissioned radio station. He has
heard their broadcasts in German at
143OUTC.

Medium Wave Reports
A marked improvement in the reception
of m.w. transatlantic signals was
evident on some nights in September.
Regular checks were made by Harry
Richards (Barton -on -Humber) in the
hope of hearing WSSH in Boston on
1510kHz. At 0031 on September 16 he
heard their broadcast of President
Clinton's speech about Haiti. Their
signal was SINPO 34232. On
September 17 he listened to their
sports programme at 0105, during
which their signal peaked a remarkable
44343. He found the reception of
WBBR in New York on 1130 so good at
0109 on September 23 that he was
able to, "just sit down and listen to the
programme"!
The broadcasts from Harbour Light,
Grenada on 1400 were heard at 2332

by Roy Merrell in Dunstable on
September 14., their signal was
S10122. At 2337 he logged WTOP in
Washington on 1500 as SI0222, but
their ident was not clearly heard. On
September 17 he listened to a sports
programme by WSSH on 1510, which
peaked SI0323 at 2310. Conditions
were less favourable on September 20.
Weak signals were received around
0100 from CJYQ St.John's on 930
(SI0122); CHUM Toronto on 1050; also
WBAL Baltimore on 1090. Roy found
that transatlantic signals were
detectable right across the band on
September 23, but most of them did not

76

rise above the intelligibility threshold.
He did get a clear ident from WVEI in
Worcester on 1440 at 2359 (SI0233).
He listened again on September 25
and heard at 0140 WINS in New York
on 1010 (SI0222).

Over in Co.Down, Robert
Connolly (Kilkeel) checked the band
on several nights prior to September
20. He logged VOCM in St.John's on
590 as 21221 at 0040: WINS 1010 as
21221 at 0100: WEVD 1050 as 22222
at 0115: CJYQ 930 as 2222 at 0135:
CKOC in Hamilton 1150 as 22222 at
0120; WKNR in Cleveland 1220 as
21221 at 0145: CKVD Clarenville 710
as 22222 at 0215: CBY Corner Brook
990 as 22222 at 0225.
The band was also searched at

night in the Ukraine by Sergi Olijnyk
(Kalush). At 0200 he picked up for the
first time a broadcast from R.Vibracion
(YVSY) in Carupana, Venezuela on
1470.

The sky waves from stations in other
distant places also reached the UK
after dark. Especially good conditions
were observed on September 22 by

George Milimore
Around 2300 he picked up the signals
from Esfahan, Iran on 1467, their
200kW transmission rated SI0222.
Roy Merrell suspects there was
some unusual ionospheric activity on
September 21, 22 & 23. Around 1800
each day, 1566kHz came alive with
mixed Arabic, Hindi and Korean. He
was able to establish that they were
coming from RTV via Sfax: AIR via
Nagpur: also FEBC via Cheju, Korea!
AIR broadcast news bulletins in English
at 2130 and/or 2230 and direct
references were made to FEBC during
their religious broadcasts. They gave a
PO Box number in Seoul.
Further to the reports of R.Free
Europe on 1593 (see LM&S, November
'94 SWM), Roy Patrick has observed
that VOA now takes over at 2130 with a
programme in Serbian. He rated their
signal 35333.
Along with others. Eddie
McKeown (Newry) has been listening
to the relay of R.Nederlands via
Bolshakovo on 1386. He logged their
2500kW transmission in English to
Europe as 45333 at 2118.
Whilst on holiday in St.lves,

Cornwall Simon Hockenhull
(E.Bristol) found the BBC R-4 2kW
transmission from nearby Redruth on
756 suffered co -channel interference
from the DLF Braunschweig
transmitter (800/200kW) well before
dusk. It was completely swamped by
sunset. Reception of the BBC R-4 I.w.
transmission from Droitwich on 198
was also poor after dark, because the
sky wave interfered with the ground
wave and resulted in phase
distortion.
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216
216
225
234
234
243
243
243
252
252

Erzurum
Tipaza

261

Atlantic 252
Burg(R.Ropal
Taldom Moscow

270

Topolna

279
279

Ashkhabad
Minsk

261

Power
(kW)

Romania
France

Morocco
Russia
Germany
Germany

Germany

Morocco
S.France

Algeria

&Ireland
Germany
Russia
Slovak Rep
Turkmenistan
Belarus

A',D,E,G,H,I*,J,K,L,M

E.G*

2000
2000
1000
750

A",D,E,G,H,I',J,K,L,M
C',11',1*

A`,E,G,H,1*,J,M
A",G,J,L*,M

2000
10

F

500
500
800
1400
200

A,D,E,G,I",J.K,L,M

Poland
Russia
Denmark
Kazakhstan
Turkey

H

1000
500
1200

Italy
UK

Listener

C',11*

A',C",D,E,G,H,1*,J,L,M
D',F*,1*

'1

2000
1000
300
500
200
1500
500
200
2000
1500

A',E,G,H,1`,J,K,L,M

F"
F`

C,1:1',G",L*
A',C,0',E,G,H,1',J,K,L,M

E,1',H*

A,Er,P,G*,H,1`,J,L,M

150

F

500

A*,E`,G,H*,1',J*,L*

Note: Entries marked were logged duri ng darkness. All other entries were logged during daylight or
at dawn/dusk.
Listeners:
A:
Geoff Crowley, Aberdeen.
B:
John Eaton, Woking.
C:
Simon Hockenhull, St.lves, Cornwall.
D:
Sheila Hughes, Morden.
E:
Eddie McKeown, Newry.
F:
Roy Merrell, Dunstable.

G:

J:
K:
L:

M:

George Millmore, Wootton, loW.
Fred Pallant Storrington.
Harry Richards, Barton -on -Humber.
Bill Rowley, Colchester.
Torn Smyth, Co.Fermanagh.
Andrew Stokes, Leicester.
Phil Townsend, E.London.

Short Wave Reports

HCJB. Quito 21.455 (Eng, u.s.b. +
p.c.) S10222 at 1335 by Phil

Owing to the deteriorating propagation
conditions in the h.f. bands many
broadcasters made changes to the
times and/or frequencies of their s.w.
transmissions towards the end of
September. Some were reflected in the
reports I received from listeners and as
many as possible have been included

Townsend in E.London: BBC via

here.

Very unreliable conditions now

exist in the 25MHz (11m) band,
consequently it is no longer being
used by international broadcasters.

Propagation in the 21MHz (13m)
band varies considerably from day to
day. nevertheless it is still being used
to reach listeners in specific areas. The
broadcasts to Europe from UAER.
Dubai on 21.605 (Eng 1030-1055.
1330-1355) can usually be heard here,
but sometimes they fade into the
noise. They were rated 35233 at 1030

by Darren Beasley in Bridgwater
and S10454 at 1330 by Kenneth
Buck in Edinburgh.
When the conditions are favourable
some of the broadcasts to other areas
may be heard here. Those noted
before noon came from Slovak R.Int
via Rimayska Sobota 21.705 (Eng to
Aust 0830-0857) 45444 at 0830 in
Newry; R.Australia via Darwin 21.725
(Eng to Asia 0630-1100) 24523 at

0944 by David Edwardson in
Wallsend and 34423 at 1031 by Leo
Barr in Sunderland; DW via Julich?
21.680 (Eng to SE.Asia 0900-0950)

24332 at 0945 by Rhoderick Inman
in Oxted.
After mid -day RFI via Montsinery
21.645 (Sp, Fr to Latin Am 1300-1655)
was rated 33333 at 1300, 21.685 (Fr to
W.Africa 1600-1757) 34333 at 1614,
via ? 21.765 (Fr to ? 1900? -2100?)
43333 at 2006 and via Allouis 21.685
(Fr to W.Africa 1200-1555) 24332 at

1521 by Fred Pallant in Storrington;

Limassol 21.470 (Eng to E.Africa 1400-

1615) 44444 at 1412 by John Eaton
in Woking, via Ascension Is 21.660
(Eng to C/S.Africa 1100-1700) 34443

at 1556 by Andrew Stokes in
Leicester and via Meyerton 21.470
(Eng to E.Africa 1615-1700) 45434 at
1638 in Storrington; R.Portugal Int via
Sines 21.515 (Port to M.East, India?
1400-1600) 34223 at 1430 in Newry:
VVYFR via Okeechobee 21.525 (Ar,
Eng, Fr, Ger. Port to Africa 16002045?) 23332 at 1616 in Storrington:
Monitor R.Int via WSHB 21.640 (Eng.
Fr to Africa? 1700-1957) 24332 at 1819
in Oxted; VOA via Greenville 21.485
(Eng to Africa 2000-2200?) 34443 at
2000 in Storrington.
Daily variations in propagation
were also observed in the 17MHz
(16m) band. During the morning
Slovak R.Int via Rimayska Sobota
17.485 (Eng to Aust 0830-0857) was

55444 at 0835 by P.Guruprasad in
Velore. India; BBC via Kranji 17.830
(Eng to SE.Asia 0900-1030) was 24222
at 0900 in Barton -on -Humber; Channel
Africa, Johannesburg 17.810 (Eng to
Africa 1000-?) 31322 at 1002 in Newry;
AIR Delhi 17.387 (Eng to Pacific areas
1000-1100) 22222 at 1010 in Kilkeel;
R.Moscow Int 17.710 (Eng WS) 44444
at 1010 in Storrington: R.Pakistan,
Islamabad 17.900 (Eng to Eu 11001120) 54444 at 1100 by Chris

Shorten in Norwich; Israel R,
Jerusalem 17.575 (Eng to Eu? 11001130?) 34433 at 1106 in Sunderland:
DW via ? 17.800 (Eng to W.Africa
1100-1150) 23433 at 1120 in
Bridgwater.
After mid -day, the Voice of Greece,
Athens 17.520 (Gr to N.Am? 1300-?)
was S10334 at 1335 in E.London;
HCJB Quito 17.490 (Eng u.s.b. + p.c)
SI0254 at 1330 in Edinburgh; Africa
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Medium Wave Chart
Freq
(kHz)

520
531
531
531
531

531

540
540
549
549
549
558
558
558
567
567
567
576
576
576
576
585
585
585
585
594
594
603
612
612
612
621
621
621

630
630
639
648
648
657
657
657

666
666
675
675
684
684
693
702
702
702
711
711
711

720
720
720
720
729
729
729
738
738
738
747
747
756
756
756
765
774
774
774
783
783
783
783
792
792
792
801
801

810
810
819
819
819
828
837
837
846
855
855
855
864
864
864
873
873
882
882

Station

Hof-Saale IBRI
Ain Beida
Torshavn
Leipzig
RNE5 via?

Beromunster
Wavre
Sidi Bennour

Country

Germany

Algeria

Power
(kW)
0.2
600

Faeroe Is. 100
Germany
100
Spain
?
Switzerland 500
Belgium
150/50

Listener

F,J"

891

G,J'

891

M

P

900
900
909
909
909
918
918
927
936
936
936
945
954
963
963
972
972

6"

981

A,G,NI

981

E`,F,J,K',N

A,G

F,J
G,J,K,N,O

E,G
A',G',J

600
600
200
2000

Barcelona(RNE5)

Germany
S. Arabia
Finland
Romania
Spain
Germany
Ireland (S)
Spain
Germany
Germany
Latvia
Spain

Oil Wien

Austria

600

ParisIFIP)
MadridIRNE11
Dumfries(BBCScot)
Frankfurt(HR)
Muge
Sevilla(RNE5)
Athlone)RTE2)
Sebaa Aioun
RNE1 via ?
Wavre
Batra
BarcelonalOCRI
Vigra
Tunis-Djedeida
RNE1 via ?
RNE1 via ?
Orfordness)BBC)

France
Spain

8

UK

2

Germany
Portugal
Spain
Ireland IS)

1000/400

Morocco

300

Spain
Belgium
Egypt
Spain

10

G,J,L

80

E`,G,J,K,N,O

Norway
Tunisia
Spain

100

Spain

10

UK

500

MuhleckerlSDRI
SchwerinINDRI
Riga

Napoli
Italy
Madrid)RNE5)
Spain
Wrexham
IBBCWalesl
UK
Bodensees'drISWF) Germany
Lisboa
Portugal
Marseille
France
Lopic)R10 Gold)
Holland
Sevilla(RNE1)

Avala(Beograd-1)
DroirwichIBBC5)
FlensburgINDRI
Presov
Zamora)RNE1)
Rennes 1

Heidelberg
Laayoune
Langenberg
Lisnagarvey)BBC4)
Norte

100

200
7

G".J".L".N
E"

B,D,G,r,K,L,N,0

500
250
500
50

200

e

AtD,P,P,J",0

J

D,P,G,0

G.J',K.N

e

P,G`X,K,Ist,0
A",0",J*

100
50

E,G,J,L

100

B,G,J`,K,N,0

E

F

2000
50

600
?

120
20
2

300/180
135

Germany
5
Slovak Rep. 400
Spain
10
France
300
Germany
5
Germany
Ireland IN)
Portugal

F

E,G,J'
G

500

600
120
Spain
500
Yugoslavia 2000
UK
150

Morocco

E`,G.J`,K,N,O

100
?

600
200
10

G*,J*

A,G',J",N
E",G,J
P,G',J",K,N"
P,J*

100

France

Rabat

Morocco

Warsaw

50
25
300
100/5
200

Socuellamos)RNEI)
FrankfurtIAFNI

Poland
Germany
France
Spain
Italy
Germany
Roumania
Spain
Egypt
France
Spain
Germany

Zaragoza(SER)
COPE via?

Spain
Spain

Hannoverl NOR)

Nancy
COPE via?
Rome

Berlin
R.Bucharest
RNE1 via ?
Santah
Paris

A,J',N

A,E,J
G,J
G,J

Washford
IBBCWeles)

UK

MadridlCl)
Pori

lit Chonaill
HamburgINDRI
RNE1 via ?

Alger
Megara
Berlin
R.BilbaoISERI

Schwerin IRIASI
Torino
Madrid)COPE)
Las PalmasISER)
FlevolHilv-51
RheinsenderlSWEI
Graz-Dobl
SER via ?
Tallinn
Lisbon(Prog3)

F,G",J

1098
1107

B,G.J,K,N,0

1107

RNE5 via ?
AFN via ?
RNE5 via ?

1116
1125
1125
1125
1125
1134
1134

Bah
La Louviere
Deanovec
RNE5 via?
Llandrindod Wells
ZadarICroatian RI
COPE via ?

AFN via ?

0

1143
1143
1152

0"

1161

StrasbourgIFInt)

P,G*,.1*,(4*

1179
1179

SER via ?

B",E,G,J,K
G
G

E,G,J,K,N`
G

E,G,J,K,N
L

E,J,K,N
P,P,J

G
F"

J

E
P,J",V,P,N
P,G",J",K`,N
G",L

Messina
RNE5 via ?

Solvesborg

1188
1188
1188
1197
1197
1206
1206
1215
1224
1224
1233
1233
1242
1251

Kuume
ReichenbachlMDR)
Szolnok
MunichIVOA)
Virgin via ?
Bordeaux

Wroclaw
Virgin via ?
Vidin
Virgin via ?
Liege
Virgin via ?

Virgin via?
Marcali
Huisberg
SER via ?

P,K

1260
1260
1269
1278
1278

G,J`,K',L

1287

RFE via ?

LeridaISERI
ValencialCOPE)
Orfordness(BBCI
Rzeszow
RNE5 via?
Kvitsoy

P,G,J

J

750

E*

Guildford WI
NeumunsterlDLF)
Strasbourg
Dublin/CorkIFITE21

G,J',N

500

F

300

P,G,J,K

A',J

B,P,G,

J,K,N
G,J,K

120

10

250
25
100
20

40
50

Spain
Poland
Spain

5

Albania

150
300
20

Russia
Russia
Slovakia

Spain
Germany
Spain
Italy
Belgium
Croatia
Spain
UK

Yugoslavia
Spain
Germany
Italy
Spain
France
Spain
Sweden

1500
?

1500
?

10
?

150
20

100
?
1

600/1200
2
1

6
10

Power
(kW)

FoxdalelManx RI

10M

20

B,G,J',K",L

1386

Bolshakovo

France
Ukraine
Russia

P,G,J,K,N,O

G",J,N

Lille
Ukraine

300

1377

Lushnjelliranal

Albania

1000

1404
1404

Ajaccio
Brest

20

G,J,K,N,O

1413
1422
1422

RNE5 via ?

France
France
Spain

Algeria

50/25

G,J,K

E,G,J,K

J
J

G,J,L

A

E",L
G`,J`,K
E,F,J
F

F,J,L
P,P,J"
G,K,N,0

E,G,K',N

E

G',J

G,J
E,G

K",h1`,0*

1431

1440
1440
1440
1449
1449
1458
1467
1467
1476
1485
1485
1494
1494
1494
1503
1503

1512

Alger
Heusweiler(SR)
Nikolayev

Jagodina
Berlin
Redmoso)BBC)

UK

2

Lushojeffiranal

Albania

Esfahan

Iran

500
200

Monte CarlolTWRI
Wien-Bisamberg

Monaco
Austria

1000/400
600

AFN via?

Germany
Spain
France

20

Jordan

1000

Russia
Poland

300

Marna chIRTLI
Damman

SER via ?

Clermont-Ferrand
Al Karanah
St.Petersburg
Stargard
RNE5 via?
Wolvertem

Spain
Belgium

Dube

El,F,G

1521

E,F,G
G",r,K,0

1521

1530

R.ManresalSER)
Kazan (R.Moscowl
Vatican R

1539

Mainflingen(OLF)

Germany

700

1557

Nice
Cyclops(DW)
Nagpur

France

1557
1566

300
600
1000

1566

Cheju IFEBC)

1566
1566
1566
1575

Mayak
Sarnen

F
E

N,0
G
G

V

E,G",J,K

F
E,F
F

B*,P,6*,

J,K',N
G
K",N

E,G',J,K'
G",K
G*

J
J

1575
1584
1593
1593
1593
1593
1802
1611

G",J,K,N

E,G,J',K,0
G

r

E,G`

Malta
India
Korea
Russia

UK

?

Bulgaria

500

UK

?

Belgium

5

P,G

UK
UK

?

P,J*,K,N

Poland
Spain

100

Norway

1200

7

2

20

150/450

250/100
?

Sfax
Genova
SER via ?
SER via ?

Matruh

Egypt

10

R.Free Europe
M.Cluc

?

100?

Romania
Ukraine
Spain
Italy

14

Vatican R

X'

E,G`,J,K,N
E,F,J"
G,J",K,N,0"

11*,P,P.P,J

E
E

P,J,N
J,K
G'

E,G',J,N

E,G,J',

K,N,0'
F
G,J`,N
G
P

C,E,J
G,J"

A

13",P,P,G,J",

K,L.N,0
P

5

10
15

F

E,G,J,K"

F

G
F

C,P,G,
K,N,0

13`,P,G*,J",

K",N,0`
K`,N

H

P

F
P

J

F,G

E,J,N

G
G
P

E',F,l',N1'

G

F,N
G",J
L,0

Note: Entries marked were logged during darkness. All other entries were
logged during daylight or at dawn/dusk.

J

100
200

500

600
2000

Switzerland 300
Tunisia
1200
Italy
50
Spain
5
Spain
2

Dnipropetrovsk
VitorialED

E,G,J,L,N

E,J'

?

UK

1000

E

B,C,G,J,K,N

500

B,E`,6

France
Poland

10

600

1521

UK

Czech Rep. 400
Spain
10
Spain
10

?

1521

A: John Eaton, Woking.
B: Simon Hockenhull, StIves, Cornwall.
C: Sheila Hughes, Morden.

600
300

1000

F*

1521

Listeners:

?

?

E`,J",N

1512

E,G,K,N,0
F',J'

Germany
France
Ireland IS)

1

S. Arabia
China
Slovakia
S. Arabia
Spain
Russia
Italy

5

UK

?

Jeddah
R.Beijing
Kosice(Cizaticel

J

Belgium
Germany
Hungary
Germany

?

20

Germany
1200/600
Ukraine
400
Lux'bourg 1200
S. Arabia
1600
Yugoslavia 20/10
Germany
5

B",P,P,G*,

Hungary
500
Netherlands 10
Spain
?

J,K",N,0
C`,E,G',J,

1395

600

135

El",P,P,G,1",

K,14`,0

J

P

2500

E,G",J,N

E"G,J`,N"

300

50

G

200
?

5

Listener

G,J

E

B,G,J,K,N,L,O

P,G*

G,J,K
B,G,J,K,L,N,O

G*,J*
..1*

J,N

E,G,J,N

Rhoderick Illman, Oxted.
Eddie McKeown, Newry.
F:
Roy Merrall, Dunstable.
0: George Millmore, Wootton loW.
H: Sergei Olejnik, Kalush, Ukraine.
I:
Roy Patrick, Derby.
J: Martin Price, Shrewsbury.
K: Bill Rowley, Colchester.
L Tom Smyth, Co.Fermanagh
M: John Stevens, Largs.
D:
E:

N: Andrew Stokes, Leicester.
0: Phil Townsend, E.London.

6-

E`,K
G

P,G',J,K,N,0
G
B,G,J,K,

L,N,0
E',G,K,N,0
P,F*,6",J*

E,G,J

G,J`,K,N,O

E`,K,L

J

B',E,G,I,
J,K,N,O

1323

Wachenbrunn
IRMWS)

1332

Rome

1341

Lakihegy
Lisnagarvey(BBC)
TerrasaISERI

1341

1341

E',G',J'

1350

B.G.J,K,L,N,O

1350
1359
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500

Country

1368
1377

J,K",N,0

1251

13*,P,r,L,N*,0*

?

Bilbao(Ell
Katowice

F

G,J

50

1071

NitralJarok)

P,G,J.K,N,O

10

20
20

Riga

1098

G,J,L,N

300

Station

G',J,K

A`,P,G",J`,N

200

Frog
(kHz)

E",6`,J*,K*

600/300

1071

SER via ?

A',E,G,J,K,N

?

10

300

G.Canaria

Italy
Portugal
France
France
Latvia

Listener

E`,G,J,K,N
E",G,J,K,0
G
E,G,J",K,N
G

1071

G,J,K,N,0

6-,J*
F,G,J,K

300
20
600

Romania
Spain
Denmark

E,G,J`,K,N
A,G",J,K

E

?

Iasi
ZarogozalCOPEI
Kelundborg
Cagliari
Norte
Brest
Lille

Durres
Krasnodar
St.Petersburg

P,P,P,J

20

600
1000

1080
1080
1089
1089
1089

E,G.J,K,N,O

300
100

10

1305
1305
1314

100

Venezia
RNE5 via ?
Toulouse

20

Morocco

G',J',K,N,0
G

?

Madrid(R.Int)
Wolvertem
Bremen

140

300

540
100

20

200
600/100

Yugoslavia
Spain
Belgium
Germany
Italy
Spain
France
Spain
Finland
Ireland IS)
Germany
Spain
Algeria
Greece
Germany
Spain
Germany
Italy
Spain

Spain

1296

150

UK

Morocco

1287
1296

2

0.025

Sebaa-Aioun
S.SebastianISERI
Tenger

1044
1044
1053
1053

J"
G,J`,L

?

?

UK
UK

?

E`,J,K

?

Spain

Spain
Estonia
Portugal

1071

P
F,G,J
P,P,..1",N

UK

COPE via?
Bournemouth(BBC5)
B'mans PkIBBC5)
M'side EdgeIBBC5)
PlesivecISloven'nR1

100

1062

G,K,N,O

Westerglen
(BBCScot)
Toulouse

Algeria
600/300
Netherlands 20
Italy
600

400
600

E-1-

0.5

Spain
10
Braunschweig(DLF) Germany
800/200
Spain
5
BilbaofEll
UK
2
Redruth(BBC)
Switzerland 500
Softens
Abis
500
Egypt
RNE1 via ?
?
Spain
1
Plymouth(BBC)
UK
1000
Burg
Germany
Miramar)R.Porto)
100
Portugal
Dammam
S. Arabia
100
Syria
600
Tutus
Limoges
France
300
LingenINDRI
Germany
5
SevillalSERI
20
Spain
Munchen-Ismaning Germany
300
RNE1 via ?
Spain
?
MadridISERI
Spain
20

Algiers
Huisberg
Milan

Power
IkW)

Holland
Germany

6",K

Putbus/BergenINDRI Germany
10
CorkIRTEN
Ireland (SI 10
?
RNE1 via ?
Spain
4
Paris
France
Poznan
Poland
300
500
BarcelonalRNE1)
Spain
Holland
400
FlevolHilv21
CadizIRNES)

Country

Austria

J,K,N`,0

E',G`,J

UK

990
990
999
999
999
1008
1008
1017
1026
1026
1035
1035

1053
1062
1062

/1`,13*,G,

100

Lots Rd,LdnIBBC41

Station

(kHz)

Morocco
Algeria

Les Trembles
Thurmau (DLF)
Cluarayyet
Espoo
Tirgu Jiu
RNE5 via?
Berlin
Tullamore(RTE1)
RNE5 via ?

Freq

Nancy/Nice
Cesvaine/Kuldiga
Arganda IRNEFSI

Germany
1000/150
E,J,L,N,0
Italy
300
E,G,K
Hungary
300
K
Ireland (N) 100
B,G,J,K,L,0
Spain
2
G`
France
100
E`.G'.J`.K',N`,0
Latvia
50
G"
Spain
600
P,G`,J

77

Local Radio Chart
Freq
(kHz)
558
585
603
603
630
630
657
657
666
666
729
738
756
756
765
774
774
774
792
792
801

828
828
828
837
837
855
855
855
855
873
936
945
954
954
990
990
990
990
999
999
999
1017
1026
1026
1026
1035
1035
1035
1035
1107

1116
1116
1152

Station

Spectrum R
R.Solway
Cheltenham(CD603)
Invicta SG (Coast)
R.Bedfordshire(3CR)
R.Comwall
R.Clwyd
R.Cornwall
DevonAir R

ILR

e.m.r.p

BBC

(kW)

B

7.50
2.00

1

B
B
B

R.York

8

BBC Essex

B
B

Hereford/Worcester
R.Cumbria

R.Maldwyn
BBC Essex
R.Kent
R.Leeds
Gloucester(3CSG)
Chiltern(S.Gold)
R.Foyle
R.Devon & Dorset
Chiltern(S.Gold)
R.WM
2CR(CI.Gold)
R.Cumbria/Furness

R.Leicester
R.Devon & Dorset
R.Lancashire
R.Norfolk
Sunshine R
R.Norfolk

B

B
B

B

1.00
2.00

0.20
0.20
0.27

B
B
B
B
B

Brunel R(C1.6old)
R.Trent)Gem AM)
DevonAir)C).Gld)
R.Wyvern)WYVN)

WABC(Nice & Easy)
R.Aberdeen
R.Devon & Dorset
Hallam R(Gt.Yks)
R.Solent
R.Trent(Gem AM)
Red Rose(Gold)
Beacon RIWABC)

0.10
0.20
2.00
2.00
0.50
0.34
0.80
0.20
0.037
1.00
0.63
0.50
0.70
0.50
0.14
0.27

B

1.50

0.45
1.00
1.50
1.50
0.15
0.30
0.18
0.20
0.32
0.16
0.09
1.00
1.00
0.25
1.00
0.25

0.80
0.70

Downtown R
R.Cambridgeshire
R.Jersey
Country 1035
NorthSound R
R.Sheffield
West Sound R
Moray Firth R
R.Derby
R.Guernsey

Listener

A,C,H,K,L,M,N,P,CLR
G,I,K,M
H,K,P,R
A,C,H,L,N,CLR

A,H,K,L,M,N,P,CLR
H,I,R
A,H,I,K,M,P,Q,R
D,H
D,H,R
A,I,K,M,N,P,Q,R

1431

R 210(CI.Gold)

R.Peterboro/Cambs
Fortune
R.Cumbria
R.Devon & Dorset
Sunrise R
Guildford)M.Xtra)
R.Humberside
R.Merseyside
Southern Counties R
R.Stoke-on-Trent

A,H,I,K,M,N,P,CLR

1521

H,LR
A,H,K,LR

1530

ReigatelM.Xtral
Huddersfid(GtYks)

I,M
H,K,P

G"

H

I,K
A,H,K,M,N,P,O,R
H

6,1,M
K,R

A,H,K,N,P,Q,R

H,K,LR

KR
H,LR
A,K,M,N,R
A,H,L,Q,R
A,K,M,N,P,R
I,K,M,P,R

1.70

1,0

A,B,L,M,N,P,CLR

1.00

H,LR
A,C,E,H,J,K,L,N,Q,R

0.78

A",6,J*,M

1.00

I,M,0`,P

1.50

A,G

1.20

A,G*,I,K,M,N,P,CLR
H,LR

1161

R.Tay

1.40

G,K,O

1161

HumbersideffitYks)

035

I,K,M

1170
1170
1170
1170
1170

GNR Teeside
Hi Wycombe 1170AM
Portsmouth(SCR)
R.Orwell(SGR)
Signal R(S.Gold)

0.32

1170
1242

Swansea Sound
Invicta Snd(Coast)

1161

B
B

B

0.15
0.20

K,M,P

063

0.R

H,R

K,P

G,H
C,M,N,P
H,L,Q,R
H

G,H,K,LR

0.15
5.00
0.50
2.00
50 00
0.50
1.00
1.20

B
B

1.00
1.00

B

A,L,N,Q,R

0.27
0.85
2.00
0.50
0.10
0.125
0.35
0.14

B

G,I,K
A,G,I
D,H,R

A,C,G,M,N
G*.1,K,0
A,H,L,N,P,Q,R

0.64
0.74
0.15
0.52
97.50
5.00
4.40
2.20
0.74
0.76
0.50
0.25

A.C',6',H,I,K,M,P,R
A,G,H,K,L,N,0,Q,R
G',I,K,M
A,H,L,N,Q,R
G",H,K

0,G,H
M
G',K,M,P
H,LR

G,I,K
A,C,N
A,N,Q,R

B

0.04
1.00
0.50
0.21

H,K
K

B

0.25

A,C,6',H.K,L,N,Q,R

R.Tay

Note: Entries marked 'were logged during darkness. All other entries were
logged during daylight or at dawn/dusk.

I,K

A,6`,N,R

B

0.83
3.06
0.16
0.10

A.L,N,P,CLR

Listeners:

J:

B

1.00

A,C,H,L,N,R

A: Clive Boutell, Dovercoud.
B: John Eaton, Woking.
C: Arthur Grainger, Ashford.
D: Simon Hockenhull, St.lves,

K:

Cornwall.
Sheila Hughes, Morden.
F: Rhoderick Illman, Elided.
G: Eddie McKeown, Newry.
H: George Millmore, Wootton, IoW.
I:
Albert Moore, Douglas, IoM.

N: Bill Rowley, Colchester.

S

H,LR

G

L,Q,R
H,R

0.12
0.28
0.20
0.58

A,C,N
I,K,P

032

A,C,L,O,R

0700-1600) SI0333 at 1416 by Bill
Clad( in Rotherham; RFI via
Montsinery 17.860 (Fr to C.Am 1430? 1555) 35553 at 1449 in Woking; WYFR
Okeechobee 17.760 (Eng to N.Am
1400-1700) 32222 at 1506 in
Storrington; WEWN Birmingham
17.510 (Ar to N.Africa? 1500-1600)

33333 at 1545 by Peter Pollard in
Rugby; R.Nederlands via Bonaire?
17.605 (Eng to W.Africa 1830-2025)

454.44 at 1840 by Michael Griffin in
Ross -on -Wye; R.Havana Cuba 17.760
(Eng to Eu 2100-2200) 44444 at 2115

by Ross Lockley in Stirling.
Rather more reliable conditions

were noted in the 15MHz (19m)
band. R.Australia was logged from
Carnarvon on 15.530 (Eng to N.Asia
0600-0900) as 45434 at 0840 in Velore
& 15.170 (Eng to N.Asia 0900-1200)
43343 at 1101 in Newry; 15.530 from
Darwin (Eng to S.Asia 1100-1300)

E:

BBC via Limassol 15,575 (Eng to
M.East 0400-1500 32333 at 0743 in
Leicester and via Masirah Is 15.310
(Eng to S.Asia 0900-1400) SI0222 at

1107 by Clive Boutell in Dovercourt;
R.Austria Int via Moosbrunn 15.450
(Ger, Eng to Aust 0800-1100) 32222 at

0830 by Clare Pinder in Appleby;
Voice of Greece, Athens 15.650 (Gr,
Eng to Eu, Asia, Far East 1000-1050)
SI0444 at 1000 in Rotherham;
R.Norway Int, Oslo 15.165 (Norw to ?

1000-1029) SI0444 at 1020 by Philip
Rambaut in Macclesfield; UAER,
Dubai 15.395 (Eng to Eu 1030-1100)
43543 at 1040 in Bridgwater.
In the afternoon, UAER, Dubai
15.395 (Eng to Eu 1330-1400) was

SI0222 at 1330 by Tom Smyth in
Co.Fermanagh; VVWCR Nashville
15.685 (Eng to Eu 1000-2100?) 45444

at 1442 by Vera Brindley in

43434 at 1154 by James

Woodhall Spa; World Voice of
Adventism via WCSN 15.665 (Eng to
Eu 1500-1655) 44444 at 1530 by

Duckworth in Barnet.

George Tebbitts in Penmaenmawr;

Also heard in the morning were the

DW via? 15.140 (Eng to C.Africa

heard at 1930 in Hassocks; KTBN via
Salt Lake City 15.590 (Eng to N.Am
1600-0000) 34433 at 2000 in Stirling;
RCI via Sackville 15.325 (Fr, Eng to Eu
2000-2200) 45444 at 2021 in Barton on -Humber; BBC via Ascension Is
15.400 (Eng to Africa 2100-2300)
43333 at 2100 in Storrington; KCBI
Dallas 15.725 (Eng to N/C.Am) 32332
at 2200 in Kilkeel.
There is also plenty to interest the

listener in the 13MHz (22m) band!

0.30
0.28

B

B

R.Kent

M

1.50

No.1, Gabon 17.630 (Fr to W.Africa

78

B

B

Tendring(Mellow)
Kettering(KCBC)
R.Nothngham
R.Shropshire

N,P,Q

B',G,H,K,M

A,C,H,LN,Q,R

1161

1161

1584
1584
1602

B

B

R.Wyvern)WYVN)
Capital R(Cap 61
R.Bristol
Liverpool(City 0)
R.Forth(Max AM)
Sheffield(Gt.Yks)
Chiltern R(Gold)
SouthamptonlSCR)
R.Lancashire

D,G,H2O
G,I,K

0.50
0.60

B

R.Essex

6,H

1.60

K,P

LBC(L.Talkback R)
Piccadilly R(Gold)
R.Broadland
R.Clyde(Clyde 2)
Brunel R(CI.Gold)
R.Bedfordshirel3CR)
Southern Counties R

1152
1152
1152
1152

1530
1530
1548
1548
1548
1548
1548
1557
1557
1557
1557
1584
1584

B

Listener

0.50
0.76
0.64
0.29
0.50
0.43

R.York

1449
1458
1458
1458
1458
1476
1485
1485
1485
1503

H,K,R

(kW)

Marcher Snd(Gold)
Sunrise R

K

G,I,M,O

1323
1332
1332
1359
1359
1359
1368
1368
1368
1413

e.m.r.p

BBC

Saxon R(SGR)
Brunel RICI.Gold)

143t

H,K,M,P,Q,R

1305
1323

ILR

Isle of Wight R

D,H,K,CLR
A,L,M,P,CLR

A,C,H,K,LM,N,P,Q.R

0.32

BRMB(Xtra-AM)

1242
1251
1260
1260
1260
1260
1278
1305

Station

Bradford)Gt.Yks)
Bamsley(Gt.Yks)
Red Dragon)Touch)
R.Bristol(Som.Snd)
Brighton(SCR)
Hereward RONGMS)
Wiltshire Sound
Essex RIBreezeAM)
Mercia Snd(Xtra-AM)
R.Solent
R.Lincolnshire
Southern Counties R
Wiltshire Sound
Sunrise R
Essex R(BreezeAM)

0.50

0.50
3.00
23.50

Freq
(kHz)

Roy Patrick, Derby.
Martin Price, Shrewsbury.
Martin Price, Orpington.
M: Harry Richards, Barton -on L:

Humber.

0: Tom Smyth, Co.Fermanagh.
P: Andrew Stokes, Leicester.
a Phil Townsend, E.London.
R: John Wells, East Grinstead.
S: Julian Wood, Elgin.

R.Australia's broadcasts to Asia from
Darwin on 13.605 (Eng 0900-1000,
1100-1200) can usually be received
here. They were logged as 35553 at
1107 in Wallsend. Also heard in the
morning were R.Austria Int via
Moosbrunn 13.730 (Ger, Eng, Fr, Sp to
Eu 0400-1800), noted as SI0333 at

0745 by Francis Hearne in N.Bristol;
SRI via Softens? 13.685 (It, Eng, Fr, Ger,
Port to Australia, S.Pacific 0830-1100)
55455 at 0909 in Newry; BBC via
Rampisham 13.745 (Russ? to CIS
1030-1130, 1230-1400) S10333 in
Macclesfield.
After mid -day, WYFR via
Okeechobee 13.695 (Fr to Canada
1100-1300, Eng to N.Am 1300-1400)
was SI0333 at 1220 in Knaresbrough;
SRI via Sottens? 13.635 (Eng, Fr, It, Ger
to SE/S.Asia 1300-1500) SI0333 at
1300 in Co.Fermanagh and 55334 at
1315 in Velore; UAER, Dubai 13.675
(Eng to Eu 1330-1400) SI0444 at 1330
in Edinburgh; R.Prague, Czech Rep
13.580 (Cz? to Eu 1500-1527) 32442 at
1522 in Woking; R.Nederlands via Flevo
13.700 (Eng to S.Asia, M.East 13301625) 33333 at 1600 in Penmaenmawr;
R.Pakistan, Islamabad 13.590 (Eng to
M.East 1600-1630) 54444 at 1610 in
Norwich; VOA via Selebi-Phikwe 13.710
(Eng to Africa 1600-?) 34322 at 1643 in
Sunderland.
Later, Monitor R.Int via WCSN?
13.770 (Eng to Eu 2100-2157) was
35333 at 2155 in Bridgwater; WHRI
South Bend 13.760 (Eng to E.USA, Eu
1700-0000) 45344 at 2129 in Barton on -Humber; WEWN Birmingham 13.615
(Eng to Eu 2000-2200?) SI0222 at 2132

by Julian Wood in Elgin; WJCR via

1500-1550) 33443 at 1532 in Ross -on Wye; LJB via Sabrata 15.415 (Ar to Eu)

Millerstown 13.595 (Eng 24hrs) 45444
at 2200 in Stirling.
Good reception from many areas

SI0444 at 1540 by Leslie Biss in

was noted in the 11MHz (25m) band.

Knaresbrough; Africa No.1, Gabon
15.475 (Fr to W.Africa 1600-1900)
SI0333 at 1600 in E.London;
R.Pakistan, Islamabad 15.675 (Eng to
M.East 1600-1630) SI0444 at 1601 in
Edinburgh; VOA via Morocco 15.410
(Eng to Africa 1600-2200) 34423 at
1640 in Barnet.
Later, HCJB Quito 15.350 (Eng to
Eu 1700-2000) was heard clearly by

R.Australia's broadcasts reached the
UK on 11.660 from Carnarvon (Eng to
S.Asia 1430-1800), rated 32322 at 1548
in Oxted; also on 11.695 from
Shepparton? (Eng to Pacific) SI0444 at
1555 in Edinburgh.
The occupants of this band in the
daytime include the BBC via Masirah Is
11.760 (Eng to M.East 0300-0815),
logged as 55454 at 0500 in Velore;
HCJB Quito 11.835 (Eng to Eu 07000830) 34433 at 0740 in Sunderland;
Slovak R.Int, via Velke Kostolany 11.990
Eng to Aust 0830-0857) 44444 at 0830
in Newry; ERA Thessaloniki, Greece
11.595 (Gr to Eu 1000-2255) S10333 at
1030 in Knaresborough; VOA via
Greenville 11.915 (Eng to C.Am,
Caribbean 1000-1200) SI0222 at 1040
in Macclesfield; R.Romania Int,
Bucharest 11.940 (Eng to Eu 13001400) S10322 at 1300 in
Co.Fermanagh; Voice of the
Mediterranean, Malta 11.925 (Eng, Ar

Laurence Mason in Hassocks;
Voice of Vietnam, Hanoi 15.010 (Eng,
Fr, Sp to Eu 1800-2130) 54444 at 1800
in Norwich; Monitor R.Int via WCSN
15.665 (Eng, Cz, Ger to Eu 1800-2000)
44433 at 1819 in Oxted; RNB Brasilia,
Brazil 15.265 (Eng, Ger to Eu 18002020) 43243 at 1830 in Newry; WINB
Red Lion 15.715 (Eng to Africa, Eu
1600-1900) 23332 at 1857 in Woking;
VOA via Greenville? 15.580 (Eng to
Africa 1800? -2200) heard at 1915 in
Storrington; R.Nederlands via Bonaire?
15.315 (Eng to W.Africa 1830? -2025)
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Tropical Bands Chart
to N.Africa 1400-1600) 34433 at 1404
in Ross -on -Wye; KTWR Agana 11.580
(Eng to S.Asia 1445-1700) S10322 at
1520 in Rotherham; R.Pakistan,
Islamabad 11.570 (Eng to Eu 16001630) S10344 at 1600 in E.London.
Those noted in the evening were
REE Madrid 11.775 (Eng to Africa
1900-2000), logged as 55544 at 1900
in Stirling; R.Romania Int, Bucharest
11.940 (Eng to Eu 1900-1955) 43333

at 1900 by Sheila Hughes in
Morden; AIR via Bangalore 11.620 (Hi,
Eng to Eu 1745-2230) 34454 at 1933
in Leicester: R.Globo, Rio de Janeiro
11.805 (Port 0900-0330) 24433 at
2012 in Storrington; RAI Rome 11.800
(Eng to Eu 2030-2045) 33222 at 2035
in Rugby; R.Kuwait via Kabd 11.990
(Eng to Eu 1800-2100) 45444 at 2050
in Woodhall Spa: R.Japan via Moyabi
11.925 (Eng to Eu 2100-2155?) 53333
at 2103 in Norwich.

Some of the 9MHz (31m)
broadcasts are intended for European
listeners. Those noted came from
HCJB Quito 9.600 (Eng 0700-0830),
rated 55555 at 0700 in Appleby; SRI
via Lenk? 9.535 (Eng 1330-1400),
clearly heard at 1330 in Hassocks:
Polish R, Warsaw 9.525 (Eng 13001355) 33333 at 1350 in
Penmaenmawr; R.Pyongyang, Korea
9.325 (Eng 1500-1550 [also to M.East.
Africa]) 34233 at 1545 in Rugby;
R.Prague, Czech Rep 9.420 (Eng
1800-1827) 33333 at 1800 in
Storrington: VOIRI Tehran, Iran 9.022
(Ger 1730-1830) SI0423 at 1820 in
Knaresborough; R.Bulgaria, Sofia
9.700 (Eng 1900-2000) 53543 at 1905
in Bridgwater and (Eng 2200-2300)
SI0333 at 2245 in N.Bristol; VOA via
Gloria 9.760 (Eng 1700-2100 [also to
N.Africa, M.East]) 55555 at 1931 in
Leicester; Israel R, Jerusalem 9.435
(Eng 2000-2030 [also to N.Am])
S10444 at 2000 in Co.Fermanagh;
China R.Int, Beijing 9.920 (Eng 20002155) 34232 at 1951 in Oxted: UAER,
Abu Dhabi 9.770 (Eng to NW.USA
2200-0000) SI0454 at 2201 in
Edinburgh; AIR via ? 9.950 (Eng 20452230) 44444 at 2220 in Kilkeel; BBC
via Skelton 9.410 (Eng 0300-2300
[also to N/C.Africa]) 55555 at 2300 by

Bill Griffith in Calvi, Corsica.
While beaming to other areas SRI
via Fr.Guiana 9.885 (It, Eng, Fr. Ger,
Port to Aust, S.Pacific 0830-1100) was
55555 at 0920 in Newry; WEWN
Birmingham 9.985 (Sp to Am 1100-?)
SI0211 at 1059 in Macclesfield; BBC
via Kranji 9.740 (Eng to S/SE.Asia
0900-2200) 22222 at 1114 in Woking;
R.Australia via Darwin 9.610 (Eng to
S.Asia 1100-1430) 24242 at 1201 in
Barnet and 53344 at 1200 in Velore
and via Carnarvon 9.770 (Eng to Asia
1430-1630) 32333 at 1500 in Woodhall
Spa; R.Mediterranee Int via Nardor
9.575 (Fr, Ar to N.Africa, S.Eu 05000100) SI0433 at 1600 in E.London;
AWR (KSDA) Agat, Guam 9.370 (Eng
to Asia 1500-1700?) 32222 at 1615 in
Morden; Africa No.1, Gabon 9.580 (Fr
to C.Africa 0430-2300) 33343 at 1947
in Storrington; R.Cancao Nova, Brazil
9.675 (Port 24hrs) 32222 at 2140 in
Morden.
Good reception of R.Australia's

reported by listeners in
the UK. Their
transmission from
Carnarvon on 7.260 (Eng
to S.Asia 1430-2100)
was 32322 at 1548 in
Oxted, SI0333 at 1700 in
Co.Fermanagh. SI0444
at 1900 in Edinburgh and
34242 at 1950 in Woking.
Also mentioned in the
reports were R.Japan via
Skelton 7.230 (Jap, Eng
to E.Eu 0500-0800)
34333 at 0701 in
Sunderland; Monitor R.Int
via WCSN? 7.535 (Eng to
N.Am?) 35543 at 0920 in
Wallsend; BBC via Kranji
7.105 (Tam to N.Asia?
1500-1700) 54444 at
1550 in Velore and via
Woofferton 7.325 (Eng to
Eu 2000-2200) SI0432 at
2150 in Rotherham:
Slovak R.Int via Velke
Kostolany 7.345 (Eng to
W.Eu 1930-1955) 53543
at 1930 in Storrington:
R.Budapest, Hungary
7.220 (Eng to Eu 20002030) 55555 at 2005 in
Norwich; AIR via Aligarh?
7.412 (Hi, Eng to Eu
1745-2230) 33333 at
2029 in Leicester.

In the 6MHz (49m)
band R.Japan via
Skelton 5.975 (Jap, Eng
to Eu 0500-0800) was
S10333 at 0715 in
N.Bristol and 6.155 (Eng
to Eu 2300-0100) 44444
at 2300 in Appleby; SRI
via Lenk 6.165 (Eng to
Eu 1330-1400), clearly
heard at 1330 in
Hassocks; RTL via
Junglinster 6.090 (Fr to
Eu 24hrs) 44444 at 1405
in Rugby; R.Austria Int,
via Moosbrunn 6.155
(Ger. Eng, Fr, Sp to Eu
0400-2300) S10322 at
1407 in Rotherham; BBC
via Kranji 6.140 (Tam to
N.Asia? 1500-1700)
45333 at 1550 in Velore
and via Antigua 5.975
(Eng to C/S.Am 21000600) 44444 at 0005 in
Kilkeel; China R.Int,
Beijing 6.950 (Various,
Eng to Eu 2000) SI0333
at 1700 in E.London;
R.Prague, Czech Rep
5.930 (Eng to Eu 18001827) heard at 1800 in
Storrington; R.Denmark
via RNI 5.960 (Da to Eu
1931-1955) 54554 at
1931 in Bridgwater; REE
via Noblejas? 6.125 (Eng
to Eu 2100-2200) SI0222
at 2100 in
Co.Fermanagh;
R.Budapest, Hungary
6.110 (Eng to Eu 22002230) 32233 at 2225 in
Rugby.

7MHz (41m) broadcast has been
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Froq

Station

Country

UTC

DXer

(MHz)

ABC Alice Springs Australia
1815
ABC Tennant Creek Australia
1808
ABC Katherine
Australia
1809
Xinjiang BS. Urumqi China
0011
KCBS Pyongyang
N.Korea
2108
TWR Manzini
Swaziland 1844
AIR Lucknow
India
1637
Em.Nacional,
Maputo
Moz'bique 1958
3.220 R.HCJB Quito
Ecuador
0351
3.220 Channel Africa
S.Africa
0251
3.220 R.Kara, Lome
3.223 AIR Simla
3.230 SABC Oranje

Meyerton
TWR Shona

AIR Lucknow
BBC via Maseru
SWABC 1, Namibia
AIR Srinagar
SWABC 2, Namibia
Channel Africa
AIR Bhopal
3320 R.France Int. via ?
3.325 FRCN Lagos
3.335 CBS Taipei

K

S.Africa
India
France?
Nigeria
Taiwan

1949
2228
1810

India
Lesotho
SW.Africa
India
SW.Africa

Cuba
Ghana

3.365
3.370
3.375
3.315
3.377

AIR Delhi
India
1732
R.Beira
Moz'bique 1844
R.Nacional S.Gabriel Brazil
2200
RRI Medan
Indonesia 2056
R.Nacional,
Mulenvos
Angola
1905
R.Malawi
Malawi
1824
RRI Tanjungkarang Indonesia 2240
BBC via Meyerton
S.Africa
1656
BBC via Kranji
Singapore 1635
Vatican Radio
Italy
1700
Qinghai PBS, Xining China
2225
BBC via Skelton
England
2300
R.Budapest
Hungary
1818
Kazakh R,
Novosibirsk
1820
RFI Paris
France
2035

SRI Beromunster
OW via Julich

J

C,K

Mad'scar

China R via SRI

F

C,F,L

2048
1810
1705
1830
1810
1720
1855
1938
1649

R.Rebelde, La Julia

3.985
3.985
3.995

F,K

S.Africa
Swaziland

RN Malagasy

3.970 RFE Munich
3.980 VOA via Munich

K

B,C,F,M

India
Gabarone

3.965

K

2032
1709

AIR Kurseong
R.Botswana

GBC R-2

C,E,F,K,M
C,E,F,K,M
C,E,F,K,M

Togo
India

3.355
3.356
3.359
3.365
3.365

3.380
3.395
3.395
3.915
3.945
3.950
3.955
3.955
3.955

Germany
Germany

CPBS 1, Beijing

4.500 Xinjiang BS, Urumqi
4.735 Xinjiang, Urumqi
4.750 Xizang BS, Lhasa
4.755 R.Educ CP Grande
4.760 AIR Port Blair
4.760 ELWA Monrovia
4.765 R.Integracao
4.765 Brazzaville
4.770 Centinela del Sur
4.770 FRCN Kaduna
4.775 TWR Manzini
4.777 R.Gabon, Libreville
4.783 RIM Bamako
4.790 Azad Kashmir R.

4.790 TWR Manzini
4.800 AIR Hyderabad
LNBS Lesotho
R.Nac.Amazonas
R.San Martin Tara
R.diff TV Burkina

La Voz Evangelica
AIR Calcutta
Xizang, Lhasa
R.Cancao Nova
R.Botswana,
Gaborone
4.830 R.Tachira
4.835 R.Tezulutlan, Cohan
4.820
4.820
4.820
4.825
4.830

4.835 RIM Bamako
4.840
4.845
4.845
4.850
4.850

F,M

4.925

B,C,D,F,L,M
B,F,K

C,F,0
F

B,K,L

K,M

4870
4.875
4.880
4.885
4.885

DXer

Kenya

1843
0357
2350
1742
1716

C,M

2055
0137
1654
1935
0030
2026

C,J,0

B,D

4.955 R.Marajoara,

K,L,M

Belem

C,M

0110

B

1915

B,C,D,E,
J,K,N,O
0,F,K

F

F

C

F,K
F

AIR Bombay
R.Fides, La Paz
ORTM Nouakchott
R.Yaounde
AIR Kohima

Brazil
India
Liberia
Brazil
PR.Congo

Ecuador
Nigeria
Swaziland
Gabon
Mali
Pakistan
Swaziland
India
Maseru
Brazil
Peru
Ouaga-

C,F,G,J,K,R
I,J,R
B

H,J
C,J,K,O,P,R

J
B,C,D,I,
J,O,R
J

2345

K

2151

K
K

C,K
K

B,J
K

B,C,J
F

C,F,M,Q
B,J

C,J,M,O,Q

5.047

R.Nepal,
Kathmandu

R.Togo, Lome

5.050 Voice of the Strait

F

Urumqi

F

5.065 R.Candip, Bunia

F,L,M

5.075 Caracol Bogata
5.090 Taiwan 2 Sce,
Beijing

F

C,F,J
13,0

5.097 R.Eco, Iquitos

B,J

5.125 Taiwan 1 See,
Beijing
5.163 CPBS 2, Beijing
5.240 Xizang, Lhasa
5.275 WYFR Oakland, CA
5.320 CPBS 1, Beijing
5.420 PBS Minority Sce

F

2345
0213

K

Botswana

1934
0208
0110
2014

C,J,L,0
B,E,J

1652

13,F,0

0055
1930
2132
0130

B,J
B,C,D,G,J
C,J,0

0,J

B

B,C,I,J,
M,O,Q

B

C.O.F

B,C,D,I
B

B,I,J,0
B

B

B,J
B,J

Togo
China

5.050 R.Tanzania
Tanzania
5.055 R.Difusora, Caceres Brazil

B,D,M,0

1701

1636
2230
0115
2133
0030
0135
0125
0020

0045
2017
0009
2044

IMatouryl
5.055 TWR Manzini
5.060 PBS Xinjiang,

B,C

(Feeder)
India
PBS Lanzhou
China
L.V. del Cinaruco
Colombia
R.Cotonou
Benin
R.Roraima, Boa Vista Brazil
R.Nac.Espejo, Quito Ecuador
R.Clube do Para
Brazil
R.Difusora Acreana Brazil

4.990 AIR Ext.Service
India
4.990 FRCN Lagos
Nigeria
4.995 R.Andina, Huancayo Peru
5.005 R.Nacional, Bata
Eq.Guinea

5.055 RFO Cayenne

B,J,0

Cameroon
India

0218
2017
0050
0035
0016
2330
0040
2018
0016

J

0030

Mauritania

Brazil
4.960 Mulenvos
Angola
4.960 AIR Delhi
India
4.966 R.San Miguel, Cusco Peru
4.970 PBS Xinjiang
China
4.970 R.Rumbos, Caracas Venezuela
4.975 Fujian 1, Fuzhou
China
4.975 R.Uganda, Kampala Uganda
4.980 Ecos del Torbes
Venezuela

C:0
C,J

J,C1

C,F,M

B,C,D,I,J,

OXers:

A: Vera Brindley,
Woodhall Spa.
B: Robert Connolly, Kilkeel.
Geoff Crowley,
Aberdeen.
0: John Eaton, Woking.
E: David Edwardson,
Wallsend.
F: P. Gordon Smith,
Kingston, Moray.

M
C

1731

Nepal
5.010 R.Garoua
Cameroon
5.010 Es.Radiofonicos Pop Ecuador
5.010 AIR Thiru'puram
India
5.020 PBS -Jiangxi
Nanchang
China
5.020 Ecos del Atrato
Colombia
5.020 Voz del Upano,
Macas
Ecuador
5.020 La V du Sahel,
Niamey
Niger
5.021 Hanoi
Vietnam
5.025 R.Parakou
Benin
5.025 R.d'Transamazonica Brazil
5.025 R.Rebelde, Habana Cuba
5.025 R.Uganda, Kampala Uganda
5.030 AWR Latin America Costa Rica
5.030 R.Catolica, Quito
Ecuador
5.030 Tonga BC
Tonga
5.035 R.Educacao Rural
Brazil
5.035 R.Bangui
C.Africa
5.040 Voz del Upano,
Macas
Ecuador
5.040 R.Maturin
Venezuela
5.045 R.Cultura do Para
Brazil

2042

India
Bolivia

1842
0347

K

dougou
Honduras
India
Tibet
Brazil

Venezuela
Guatemala
Mali

Kenya
Peru
India
Brazil

5.005

Switzerland 2113
Switzerland 1914
Germany
2143

2303
2350
0055
1653
1914
2310
1907
0209
0315
1630
2114
2200
1707
1800
1656
1850
0120
0115

Honduras
India
Zambia
Brazil
Ghana

B

M,O,P,R
A,B
C,I,J,Q,R
B,C,D,

0011

Chad

13,K

B,I,J,L,

China
Tibet

via Gabon
Colombia
Pakistan
Sri Lanka

R.Difusora, Taubate
0025
4.935 KBC Gen Sce
Nairobi
Kenya
1915
4.940 R.Abidjan
Ivory Coast 0025
4.945 Channel Africa
S.Africa
1726
4.950 R.Nacional,
Mulenvos
Angola
2017
4.955 R.Cultura, Campos
Brazil
0030

C,E,F,G,

4.860 AIR Kingsway
4.865
4.865

UTC

M,O,C1

4915 KBC Cent Sce
Niarobi
4.915 R.Cora, Lima

D,F,K

China

4.895 Voz del Rio Arauca
4.895 Pakistan BC
4.900 SLBC Colombo
4.905 R.Nat.N'diamena
4.910 V. de la Mosquitia
4.910 AIR Jaipur
4.910 R.Zambia, Lusaka
4.915 R.Difusora, Macapa
4.915 GBC-1, Accra

4.920 AIR Madras

1812
1756

China

4.890 RFI Paris

F,K

1648

0016
2107

4.885 KBC East Sce
Nairobi

F,K

2145
1925

4.035 Xizang PBS, Lhasa
Tibet
4.190 CPBS Minority Sce China
4.330 Xinjiang BS, Urumqi China

4.800
4.805
4.810
4.815

Country

F,K

J.N.0,Q

4460

Station

(MHz)

2.310
2.325
2.485
2.560
2.850
3.200
3.205
3.210

3.240
3.245
3.255
3.270
3.277
3.290
3.310
3.315

Freq

F. Guiana

1701

F

B,D

M
0
F,K,L

C,F,M
B

J

M
El

B
K
B
B

J,M
B,C,E,J,
N,O,Q
B

B,M
K,L

M
F,K

2019
0032
0040

B,C,G,J,M

2345
0345

K

0050

B

1947

D,F.J.M.0

2221
1839

D,M

0040
2315
2029
0329
0543
0045
0045
2029
0647
0615
0050
2020
2200
2028
0325

K

B

K

F

B

B,J,K
C,M,O
C
C

8
B

C,J,M,Q
B,C
B,K
B

B,J,M,0
K

C,J,M
C

B,C,J,K

Swaziland

0340
1658

China

2340

Zaire
Colombia

1711

K

0332

B,C,J,Q

China
Peru

2210
0330

K

China
China

2013
2100
2330
1525
2145
2152

K

Tibet
via Taiwan
China
China

K
B

K

K
K
K

K
K

M: Fred Pallant,
Storrington.
N: Peter Pollard, Rugby.
0: Harry Richards, Barton on -Humber,

C:

Chris Shorten, Norwich.
(1: Andrew Stokes,
Leicester.
R: Phil Townsend,
P:

E.London.

6: Bill Griffith, W.London.
H: Bill Griffith, Calvi,
Corsica.
Sheila Hughes, Morden.
Eddie McKeown,
Newry.
K: Roy Merrall, Dunstable.
I:

J:

L Sergei Olijnyk, Ukraine.
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26 Clarendon Court Winwick Quay
Warrington WA2-8QP
Tel (01925) 573118
For years the Microreader
has been one of the most
successful and widely used
decoders in Britain and has
opened up the world of utility
decoding for thousands of listeners
and hams. With the Microreader you don't need
computers, monitors or any special equipment simply
plug into your speaker socket and turn on. What
could be simpler? But don't be fooled by its small
size and low price, the Microreader is powerful and
£199.50MICR0ER
can match the performance of other big box units.
The built in tutor has helped hundreds to learn to
read and send CW perfectly. The latest version 4.2
firmware is the result of listening to what people want and expect from a decoder
and combines ease of use with the highest ever level of performance.
When you buy a Microreader not only do you get a full two years guarantee you
get access to help assistance from a company committed to 100 percent
customer satisfaction. The Microreader comes complete with leads, easy to read
instructions, frequency list and you want to display the decoded messages on a
computer screen.
Please call or write for more information as space limits a full description.

MKII (V4.2)

SYNOPTIC DECODER

WINTER 1994/5
CATALOGU
components

test equipment

FEATUREColes

rd
Headphones
Chiptester 47.

This is the easy way to translate the five figure
code groups from the many meteo weather
stations around the world into plain and
readable English. No more books and tables,
reports from aircraft, ships and land station are
translated instantly and in full detail. How thick is
the fog on the Tyne? What is the cloud type in
New York? Transmissions from Bracknell are
intended for the M.O.D. but you can decode them together with similar data from
around the world. Works in conjunction with the Microreader or with any other
decoder equipped with a serial RS232 output. Decoded messages can be
displayed on home PC, dumb terminal or printed using a serial printer. Write 0.
ring today for more information together with example print-outs.

£99.50

Mkll Microreader

£199.50
£99.50
£10.00
£20.00

Synoptic Decoder
Computer Terminal Program
Upgrade old Mkll Microreader

PRODUCTS GUARANTEED FOR 2 YEARS & PRICE INCLUDES VAT & DELVERY
UPGRADES £20.00 I TERMINAL PROG 00.00 I

1=1

HIGH QUALITY ACCESSORIES
FOR SCANNING MONITOR RECEIVERS

JirTi PSU-101
/. JIM PSU-101 MkIV. A high quality
UK manufactured fully regulated
220-240V AC power supply with
RADIO BASE HOLDER combined.
For use with nearly all pocket scanners
in the UK (please state radio type)
2DC output sockets one for radio and
the other for accessories. Separate DC
leads included. A 9 volt version for
Tandy, Comtel. Netset etc available
(PSUIOITA). PRICE £29.95.
2. * NEW JIM PSU-101 MkIVC. Now
includes fitted coaxial cable assembly
approx 12" long with right angle BNC
plug and BNC socket for base antenna
connection etc.

Special Offer
Buy a PSU101 Mk 4
and have a
BHA3 Base Holder

absolutely FREE

(Value £10.95)
Limited stock

SPECIAL PRICE £34.95
3. JIM BH-A3. Universal base stand
for handheld scanners -transceivers etc.
convenient, safe support of radio.
Adjustable front stop. Heavy duty chromed base. Bracket for BNC socket for
base antenna connection.

PRICE £10.95.

*4. JIM BH-A3C. Now fitted as standard with approx. 30cm (12in.) high
quality low loss 50 ohm RG58A/CU cable with professional right angle BNC
plug and BNC bulkhead socket. Ideal for RX and TX up to 4GHz (no 50239
socket). PRICE £13.95.
5. JIM CH -A4. Car mounting holder for handheld scanners- transceivers

with BELT CLIP support. Safe and convenient use of scanner etc. in car,
truck, boat etc. PRICE £7.95.
6. JIM BC -4H. Unique FAST Universal 4 hour + 14 hour Ni-cad charger.
"auto -switch -off' timer (no more guessing). Ideal Fairrnate, AOR, Yupiteru
etc. Leads + 4 sizes of AA holders supplied. PRICE £19.50.
7. JIM SM-Al High quality S meter for scanners CB. SPECIAL OFFER £20.

Payment by postal order or cheque, prices include postages.
Further information on SSE products. send A4 SAE to:

SOLID STATE ELECTRONICS (UK
6 The Orchard. Bassett Green Village.
Southampton SO2 3NA
(01703) 769598
80

The Winter 94/95 edition has 280 pages packed
with over 4000 products and now with news and
features including two full construction projects
New additions to Cirkits' unique range of kits, including:
Infra -red Remote Control System
Combustible Gas Detector
Mains Carrier Audio Link
Mains Carrier Remote Control
+ 30p p&p
Electrical Appliance Watt Meter
Breath Tester
TV AudioVideo Tuner

Two feature projects, fully detailed articles for Hi-Fi
quality Infra -red Cordless Headphones and `Chiptester
a logic IC tester with full PC software, with full
construction kits available for both
Many more additions throughout the catalogue
including mobile phone batteries and chargers, low cost
thermometers, timers, ICs, LEDs, test equipment,
books, opto couplers and much more
280 pages, 26 sections, over 4000 products from some
of the worlds finest manufactures and suppliers

Available from 20th October at most large newsagents
or direct from Cirkit

Send for your copy today!

Cirkit

Access

Cirkit Distribution Ltd
Park Lane Broxbourne Hertfordshire EN10 7NQ
Telephone (0992) 448899 Fax (0992) 471314
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SureData

'Ns
H Ns

idea:

PRO 2006
400 CHANNELS

SCANNER p
4146,1,

Due to the success of the Badger PC
range SureData moves to a new office
on the 15th November.

Tel/Fax 0181 905 7488. We will be mail order
only for sales, spares and upgrades. We will no
longer be repairing Amstrads, but spares and

advice will still be available.
sid

AMSTRAD SPARES, PHONE FOR DETAILS
VISA

VISA

Send large S.A.E. for details

73 John G3TLU

RAMS IV

JV FAX

5 Baud rates
(SITOR)

- HAMCOMM - PC HF FAX
and PKTMON12

MULTIMODE Rx PROGRAM FOR YOUR SPECTRUM
AMTOR
MORSE
SSTV

Phone us for the latest prices and Christmas

offers on Badger PCs 0181 905 7488

G6YTI

LINK ELECTRONICS
prl 216 Lincoln Road, Peterborough PE1 2NE Tel: (01733) 345731

01181 905 7488

Bionic--

ONLY £229.99 (Normally £299.99)

RTTY

PC SALES. SPARES. TRAINING

IMPORTANT NEWS

25-520 & 760-1300MHz AM/FM/WFM

GOCVZ All scanners include FREE p&p in the U.K. 12 months warranty

Tel/Fax (24 hours)

Read Mike Richard's review in SWM DECODE March'94
Demodulator for these popular programmes - connect to audio
output and plug the 25 way connector into you PC and monitor

To 250 wpm or more
Large picture and multi speed
All this with generous

Fax RTTY Morse and Packet at an AFFORDABLE price.
UK/Eire price £16.99 inc VAT and P&P - Overseas £19.99.
25 way to 9 way Adaptor UK/Eire £3.00 inc. Overseas £5.00.
All products carry full money back guarantee.

OSO Review and picture store £25.00
RMS III users upgrade for £12.50
Please add £1.50 post & packing
Send large SAE (33p stamp) for details of all our products.

NEW!! JVFAX V7.0 on 3.5" HD or send one HD 5.25"
or two DD 3.5" or three DD 5.25" disks.
ONLY £2.50 inc P&P

J.E.P. ELECTROFES INTO.
Unit 45, Meadowmill Estate, Dixon Street,
19 Kidderminster DY10 1HH Tel: (01562) 753893

Pervisell Ltd, 8 Temple End,
High Wycombe, Bucks HP13 5DR.
Tel (01494) 443033 Fax (01494) 448236

WHICH RECEIVER?
Lowe

SUPERB MONITORING/DECODING
HARDWARE & SOFTWARE

Carriage paid

Carnage paid
including I 2V mains unit.

(085 including suitable mains/I2V unit or

Super on AM broadcasts including low
distortion synch detector) good on SSB
but no 1S. meter or provision for CV)/

£500 with Yaesu mains unit). FRG100 is like the
RX side of a good transceiver and includes

Short on looks but high on performance

provision for ON filter. Includes AM filter but
not synch detector. '5' meter is included and
unit looks and performs first class on ham

and value. UK made.

bands. and broadcast.

filter.

ASK FU

Yaesu
FRG100
£469

HF150
£379

NOTE Ne have beer seiS'g hem radio eaorner

not cash

!II

goods ore

Professional Grade Wavecom data
Decoders/Analyzers.
£2366
£6693

W4010

W4100

Holdings Amateur Electronics
45 Johnston Street, Blackburn BB2 I EF (01254) 59595

RADIO MANAGER 4.1 WINDOWS
RECEIVER/CONTROL & DATABASE SOFTWARE

NOTE

Let Your Computer Control Your Radio! ...with SCANCAT
Once you use the SCANCAT computer program with your radio, you will never operate
your radio again without it! SCANCAT Version 5.0 controls the following radios:
AOR 2500. 304NI
* DRAKE R-$
* ICOMR-71. R-7000. R-9000. R-7100

* KENWO011 R<510i

1-5-440. TS -I50. TS -711. TS.950
1.1:7570.X. 1,14C -91i00 - FRG -I 00 New'

*

* JRC. NRD-7,25. NRD-5:15

Fro olhn /COM Mid kel111.0114 rndinl Menu. unit.

CAI*

title

NYO'!--

SCANCAT 5.0 UNIVERSAL FEATURES

* Sl

* Create Frequett, Databases

* Built in TM: comni ',Toga ain

btlWeCII ANITreqtlencies

* Gan lu

Up to UM Frequencies Flle

I initin

N. increment and delay
* `that t.. \ NY uaditts file
I

I rxt

EXTRA SCANCAT-PRO FEATURES

* DBase support
* Multiple Scanning banks (up to 151

t

MITED file sizes
* Dula] simultaneous sr

g of TWO Icom radios

AOR-3000,1COM, NRD-535 FRG -9600 & FRG -100 FEATURES

*A
* Spet ti inn .111.11, sit. with spectacular graphic.
logging to disk files
*Save Load radio's memories to disk
* Auto signal detection/scan stop
optional squelch detect cable - Specify Icon, or Yaesu $24.95
Scancat-Pro 579.95
Upgrade $24.95

Scancat 5.0 549.95
Upgrade 514.95

Slew add 5;.50 P&P per unler
J & J Enterprises
P.O. Box 18292, Shreveport, LA 71138
Phone. 318.636 123418.5 CST) or FAX 318-686 0449(24 hours)

Charge Cards welcome

1'h,', ,-.11

Ell

(State receiver) £228
RM4W/L - for receiver only
RM4/LD - for receiver and decoder
£352
RM4W/DM - professional LAN version
£2172
Databases - (Fax/Rtty), (Voice/CW), (Broadcast),
(Packet inc. Voice Broadcast utility) each
£111
Prognos HF Prediction Module
£167
Send A4 SASE for brochure
Carr & VAT inc
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Allow 28 days delivery

ASK FU
Ricson-Phoenix House, 48 Colton Road,
Shrivenham, Oxon SN6 8AZ
Tel/Fax (01793) 783388
81

G2VF LOOP ANTENNAS WITH ATU FOR HF HAM BAND TRANSMISSION
(SWR One to One 40, 15 and 10 One Point Five to One 80 and 201 AND SWLs LONG

AND MEDIUM WAVE FOR BCLs. Loops 21 inches square or triangle. No special
skills required. Circuits, Parts Lists sources of supply assembly data. HIGH
FREQUENCY LOOP 80 to 10 Metres £5. LONG AND MEDIUM WAVE LOOP FOR BCLs

£3. LONG MEDIUM SHORT WAVE LOOP 1500 to 10 METRES FOR BCL SWL £8.
SHORT WAVE ATU LOOP OR LONG WIRE £4. PRE AMP LW MW S WAVE £2. MW
LOOP WITH PRE AMP ATU £3. PRE AMP FOR G2VF HF LOOP OR ATU £4. SHORT
WAVE ATU BUILT-IN PRE AMP FOR LOOP OR LONG WIRE £7. SAE details. DIY
projects. Z Match ATU 80 to 10 metres £3 BFO £2. F. G. Rylands,

39 Parkside Avenue, Millbrook, Southampton 5016 9AF. Tel:1017031775064.

Technical Books -

"ELECTRONIC UNIVERSAL
VADE-MECUM"

with symbol usage in seven languages including English.
Each book contains 5693 listed electronic valves/tubes
divided into 442 groups and consists of over 660 pages,
covers data, characteristics and some applications. Books

are bound in hard covers, colour cherry red, synthetic

ENCYCLOPAEDIA of SHAREWARE
Find our what really is available in PD & Shareware - ham radio. graphics. business.
scientific. electronics. maths. education. etc.
You'll find them all here. every thing you need in one book. Thousands of the best PD

NEW
ENLARGED
EDITION.

& Shareware programs for DOS & Windows. described in detail with the hardware
requirements for each. This is probably the most complete up-to-date shareware
r

reference book available today.
For your copy. send (2.50 by cheque. P0. cash or pay by Access;Visa to:

COLOMOR ELECTRONICS LTD
TELEPHONE:

Tel 111892 663298 Fax 0892 667473

REVIEW

Purchased exclusively from:

170 Goldhawk Road, London W12 8HJ, England'

PDSL, Winscombe Hse, Beacon Rd. Crowborough, Sussex TN6 1UL.

RADIO

material with gold lettering, packed -weight 2.5kg.
Price: £62.50 each, pounds sterling carriage £10.00 pounds sterling.

Your regular, in depth, 10 page,
newsletter with news of Radio Caroline,
UK Radio, Dutch Radio, Satellite Radio,
Irish Radio, pirate stations and more!!!
Try it FREE before you buy! Just send a
large s.a.e. to Dept SW, PO Box 46,
Romford, Essex RM 1 2QE and we'll send
you a FREE sample issue.

0181 743 0899

FAX: 0181 749 3934

THE VINTAGE WIRELESS BOOK LISTING
Published regularly. Containing 100s of oul of print old and collectable wireless and amateur radio hooks magazines etc. Send six
first class stamps for catalogue or £3.75 for next lour issues.

ESSENTIAL NEW BOOKS
A New Edition of Janes. Military Communications Eleventh edition.
1990-1991. A vast volume, 886pp. Large format, wraps. Contains descriptions. photographs and basic
details of the wand's military communications equipment. Brand new. Published at £80. Special offer
£49.95 inclusive of UK postage. Overseas postage extra.
Messenger Gods of Battle by Tony Devereaux
The story of electronics in war and the development and military use of radio, radar and sonar, particularly

WWII applications. Contains drawings and photos of some of the early wireless equipment and radar

r JAYCEE ELECTRONICS LTD
20 Woodside Way, Glenrothes, Fife, Scotland KY7 5DF
Fax No. (01592) 610451
Tel: 01592 756962 (Day or Night)
Open: Tuesday -Friday 9-5: Saturday 9-4

KENWOOD, YAESU & ICOM APPROVED DEALERS

installations. An informative study of a little known subject. 322 pages, brand new hardback, published at
£32. Our price £14.50 P&P £2.50.
Principles And Practice Of Multi -Frequency Telegraphy by J. D. Ralphs
This book presents a study in detail of multi -frequency shift keying which, since the early 1960s. has
formed the main means of h.f communications between the UK foreign office and it's embassies

Invaluable to anyone concerned with telegraphy and data communications. 206 pages, brand new.
Published by the I.E.E. at £55. Our price E22.50. P&P £2.50.
Radar by P. S. Hall (Et AL)
An absorbing and informative study by authors from the Royal College of Science. Covers the origin and

development and operation of military radar from the chain home to patriot etc Numerous photos and
illustration of equipment and its principles of operation. 170 pages. Published by Brasseys. Technology
series. original price £25. Our price £12.50 P&P £2.50.

(Dept SW) CHEVET SUPPLIES LTD.

CLOSED FOR HOLIDAYS 16TH JULY TO 2ND AUGUST

157 Dickson Road, BLACKPOOL FY1 2EU
Tel: (01253) 751858. Fax: (01253) 302979. Telephone orders accepted.

A good stock of new and secondhand equipment always in stock

Seldec Aircraft Selcall Decoder
The Seldec Decoder enables instant decoding and display of universal
aircraft selective calling tones.

A must for serious shortwave utility listeners.
+ Instant Display of Aircraft Selcall

+ Simple to connect & use

+ Remote Reset available

+ Attractive 2 colour case

For further information contact Seldec

P.O. Box 3, Kidderminster, Worcs. DY12 1YZ Tel: 01299 861372 Fax: 01299 861530

LOTO

The Airband Shop

THE NORTH'S PREMIER AVIATION STORE
ALL types of Airband Radios - Civil, Mil, HF
v...., Nay Charts
Aerials Videos Books 1:r
Display Models Telescopes/Binoculars .tr
-

Please mention

Short Wave Magazine

For catalogue send 50p or 2 I.R.C. to Dept. SW5
192 Wilmslow Road., Heald Green, Cheadle,
Cheshire SK8 3BH, -3 miles from MAN Airport.
Telephone: 0161-499 9350 Fax: 0161-499 9349

when replying to advertisements

RUN BY ENTHUSIASTS, FOR ENTHUSIASTS
Open Monday to Saturday, 9:30 am to 5:30 pm Note: Closed Wednesdays

J. W. STATON & SONS LTD.
(Established over 40 years)

We stock a wide range of
Grundig Short Wave
World Band Radios.
Including the Yachtboy
400 and Satellit 700.
Mail order also available.

Grundig
Yachtboy

500
Reviewed
in this
issue

We are also agents for Roberts Radio
FREE BROCHURE (SAE PLEASE) - PERSONAL CALLERS WELCOME (CLOSED THURSDAY)

15 Brunswick Street, Newcastle, Staffs ST5 1111':

(01782) 616702
82

GROSVENOR SOFTWARE
(G4BMK)
AMTOR - PACTOR - RTTY
Are you missing out?

The amateur bands are busy with the sounds of Pactor.
Mailboxes Bulletin Boards DX Stations Pictorial QS0s.
BMK-MULTY is excellent for monitoring both high and low speed

Pastor, as well as CW, RTTY, Amtor, NAVTEX etc. You need a PC,
BARTG modem (A62) and your chosen selection of BMK-Multy
software. Use the modem with JVFAX tool
Complete 8 -mode program with matching modem £182.
Pactor + RTI'Y + Amtor + CW (software only) 181.
Single modes from £15. Interface for the PK-232 Sb29 + software.
Atari ST/STE - Amtor, CW and RTTY available.
Send SAE for full details.

GROSVENOR SOFTWARE (G4BMK)
2 Beacon Close, Seaford, East Sussex 8N25 2JZ

Tel: (01323) 893378
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TRADING POST

open to any reasonable offers. Tel:
Tamworth (01823) 323015 between
6.30 and 10.30pm any evening.

for your address, and send it together with your payment of f3.00, to Zoe Shortland, Trading Post,

Icom ICR7000 first class condition,
boxed with remote control, £600.
Icom CT -17 interface, £65. Trio

Short Wave Magazine, Arrowsmith Court, Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW.

R2000 h.f. RX, £240. Daiwa PS12011

Fill in the order form dearly in BLOCK CAPITALS - up to a maximum of 30 words plus 11 words

If an order form is not provided due to space constraints, a form from a previous issue can be used

p.s.u., £30. Buyer collects. Ron,
Cheshire. Tel: 0151-4201232.

Post ad in the issue you request it is automatically entered into the next one. All queries to Zoe

Shortland on (0202) 659910.
We cannot accept advertisements from traders, or for equipment which is illegal to posses, use or
which cannot be licensed in the UK.

For Sale
3 -element tri-band antenna
28/21/14MHz, good condition, now
dismantled, £100. May deliver. Brian

digital, 15 memories, all
accessories, £60 o.n.o. Buyer
collects. Paul, Tyne & Wear. Tel:
0191-252 6709 evenings.

Alinco DJ580 144/70 airband
cellphone, £325. 'cam ICR7000

ERA Microreader, V 4.1 tutor, RTTY,
AMTOR, SITOR, demo tape &
manual, £95. Klingenfuss Utility
Guide 1991, £3 plus P&P. Passport
To World Band Radio, £2 plus P&P.
Tel: Dorset (01202) 891948.

v.h.f./u.h.f., £695. Yaesu FT225RD
MuTek, £575. Signal R535, £225 or
swap, w.hy.? David G3RCQ, Essex.
Tel: (01708) 374043.

ERA Mkll Microreader, boxed, as
new, £100. SEM (Isle of Man) a.t.u.,
good condition, £35. Tel: Leeds

G4NXW, Derbyshire. Tel:1013351
345865.

(0113) 2636983.

ICS FAX1, FAX, RTTY, NAVTEX

decoder, excellent quality maps
without computer hash, etc.,
excellent condition with manual,

Racal RA17, excellent working
order, £155 o.n.o. Tel: West Sussex

complete with original packaging,
hardly used, in mint condition, £240
o.n.o. Tel: South Manchester 0161-

FRG7000, £150. DX302, £75. DX200,

969 0325 after 7pm.

o.n.o. CWR685E decoder, £280 o.n.o.
CD660 decoder, £125. Microdot II
decoder, £95. Tel: Peterborough

AOR AR2002 scanner, very good
reception, 25-550-800-1300, f.m.,
a.m., w.f.m., with manual, £200. Tel
Eastbourne (01323) 646984.

AOR classic AR3030, purchased
March '94, factory fitted Collins
s.s.b., 2.5kHz filter, cost £788,
unused, £650. Reason for sale,
failing eyesight, delivered Parcel
Force. Tel: Kent (01732) 700246 after
6pm.

A0R3030 general coverage
receiver, 30kHz to 30MHz, d.d.s.
ultra stable. Collins mechanical
filter, mint, boxed, manual and p.s.u.
(buying transceiver, £530. Tel:
Middlesex 0181-570 5603.

AR3000 receiver, 100kHz to
2036MHz, excellent condition,

boxed with accessories, complete
with software for computer control,
recently checked by AOR and has
AOR supplied recording lead, £575
or v.n.o. Tel: Bournemouth (01202)
422273.

Collins mechanical filters for
AOR3030, 2.5kHz & 500Hz at, £45
each. Tel: Middlesex 0181-570 5603.

Delta One 934MHz transceiver with
'S' meter, good condition, boxed,
£215. Global ATU1000, boxed, £45.
Pre -selector 1040B MFJ, boxed,

£45. Prices include P&P UK. Also
UHER CR240 portable cassette,

£50. Uniden CR2021,50. Wavecom
W4010 decoder (28 codes), f450

(017331 268400.

Hallicrafter super Skyrider SX-28,
frequency range .55-43MHz, in good
working condition with manual,
£100 o.n.o. Quick sale, buyer will
have to collect. John Middleton, 4a
Littledown Cottage, Littledown
Road, Slough, Berkshire SL1 3QN.

IBM compatible XT, 640Kb, 20Mb
HD with FAX & RTTY software plus
interface, £125. Heathkit HW101
TX/RX 3.5-28MHz, 100W s.s.b.,
g.w.o., with manual, £120. Rod
G3ZEH, Suffolk. Tel: (01502) 560869.

Icom 1C -R1000 wideband receiver,
500kHz to 1800MHz a.m., n.f.m.,
w.f.m., with s.s.b. modification, 100
memories, complete, boxed with all
accessories and AD -15E p.s.u., £325
o.n.o. Richard, Orpington. Tel:
(016891852177.

receive terminal unit, includes
cables and manual, in excellent
condition, £100. No offers please.
Tel: Oxford (01865163000.
JPS NIR-10 (V.3)

noise/interference/bandpass, d.s.p.
filter, reduces/illiminates white,
ignition, powerline, computer noise,
bandpass mode, steep skirts,
adjustable centre
frequency/bandwidth, RTTY, Morse,
s.s.b., boxed, mint, with manual,

Kenwood R2000 VC10, c.w. filter,
Global ATU1000 v.l.f. converter.
Dipole Marconi '7' Dressler ARA30
active antenna. Other bits and
pieces, buyer to collect, £200 the
lot. Bill Humphrey, 6 Woodhouses,
Bishop Auckland, Co. Durham DL14
OLL. Tel: 101388) 605468.

Kenwood R5000 receiver, mint
condition, 13 months old, boxed
with manual, £620. K. Ferry,
Middlesex. Tel: 0181-570 5603.

Lowe HF150 receiver with keypad,
manual, long wire balun, £280 o.n.o.
ICS FAXIII WXFAX software for
IBM-PC, £80 o.n.o. Mr Baker, Essex.

Roberts R727 5 -band radio, perfect
condition, cost £90, accept, £40.
Grundig Yacht Boy 206, cost £40,
accept, £20, perfect. Roberts R621,
cost £60, accept, £20, perfect. Mr
Goodhall, Lincoln. Tel: (01522)
541223.

Scanmaster double discone
antenna, 25-1300MHz, almost new,
complete with coax and 6ft pole.
Buyer collects, £30. M. Wynn,
Oxford. Tel: (01865) 749374.

Signal R535 airband
receiver/scanner, still the best, little
used, plus auto v.o.x., boxed, £170.
Tel: Newbury (01635)48633.
Sony ICF SW55 world receiver,
manual, £150, no offers. Tel: Lancs

Lancs 101253) 727279.

Lowe HF150 with RS232 computer
interface, mint condition also M.L.B.
and various books, including

(01934) 515968.
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Scotland (01569) 762648 after 6pm.

(01204) 491438.

Icom 1C7000, £700. 1C -R70, £550. JRC

Icom ICR100 communications
receiver, unwanted gift, in mint
condition with manuals and box,
etc., two year warranty on item,

Realistic PR039 scanner, once
used, cost £190, accept, £150 or
exchange for a compact Sony multi
band receiver, will pay postage. Tel:

Lowe HF150 short wave receiver,
boxed with manual, super condition,
price to include keypad and whip
antenna, a bargain at f275. Surplus
keypad for 150/225 receiver, £22. Tel:

Lowe HF225 receiver, excellent
condition with manual, buyer
collects, £299. Jonathan, Avon. Tel:

(01325) 283771 or mobile (0374)
914630 anytime.

Realistic PR034, 200 channel
scanner, all usual frequencies plus
806-960MHz, battery charger, mains
p.s.u., excellent condition, £110.
Also Sony PRO80 receiver with v.h.f.
converter, mains battery p.s.u.,
£115. Tel: Isle of Wight 101983)
854766 after 6pm.

perfect, as new c/w with cases and

mint condition with accessories.

NRD525, £725. Scanner SX-400, £80.
SX-200, £70. Bearcat 220, £125.
Yaesu aerial matcher, £25. CDR

(01903) 892591.

Tel: (01255) 861091 or (0831) 849909.

Tel: Southampton (01703) 243347.

Eddystone communications

condition with manual, buyer
collects, £100 o.n.o. Sony
ICF7600DA, broadcast bands only,

ICS FAX1, RTTY, NAVTEX, FAX

scanning frequencies, altogether

237131.

receiver, model 840C, 480kHz to
30MHz, a.m., s.s.b., excellent

£100 o.n.o. Alan, Essex. Tel: (01255)
503176 after 6pm.

Icom IC -R7100 wide band receiver,
high specification, 2519999.9999MHz, s.s.b. (l.s.b. u.s.b.)
a.m. (normal, wide), w.f.m.,
f.m.(normal, narrow). Boxed and in

antenna rotator, £200. Wartime
R1155, £140. Many other items.
Steve Blacken, County Durham. Tel:

£100. Paul, Bucks. Tel: (01844)

Icom R7000 v.h.f./u.h.f. scanner, little
used, immaculate, £675. Tel:
Inverness (01463) 232197 evenings.

£275. Tel: Middlesex 0181-570 5603.

AOR 1500EX with all accessories,

Apple monitor, £200. Datong FL3
filter, £75. Hameg HM203E 20MHz
dual beam scope, £200. Can deliver
30m radius. Peter, Glos. Tel: (01453)
751021 (day), (01453) 758762 (after
6.30pm) or FAX: (01453) 752490.

NRD535, mint condition, boxed,
£850. NRD525, v.g.c., excellent
performance, £575. Drake R8E, like
new, best buy, £575. Icom ICR71E,
v.g.c., excellent RX, £500. Sony
CRF320, very classical 32 world
band RX, well made, bargain, £375.
Tel: Middlesex 0181-813 9193.

as long as the comerflash or Subscriber Number is attached as proof of purchase of the magazine.
Adverts appear on a first -come -first -served basis. If there is not enough space to feature a Trading

include on/off switch) plus 15in

cost £480, accept, £300. No offers,
buyer collects. Nick, Nottingham.
Tel: (0115) 9652524 anytime.

Lowe HF225 with a.m./f.m. detector
and keypad options, boxed with
manual, £360. Also ICS FAX3 version
4.2, complete, as new, £90. Tel: Kent
(01689) 811745.

MCL1100 data decoder and monitor
complete with p.s.u. and manual,
excellent condition, buyer collects.
Tel: Leicestershire (01858) 433111.
MCL1100 Easy Reader (modified to

Sony ICF2001D world band radio,
f.m., m.w., I.w., AIR, s.w., 18 months
old, hardly used, manual, earphone
aerial, p.s.u., £175. Also Datong
active aerial AD370, £25. Tel: West
London 0181-574 5562.

Sony SW55 complete, case and all
accessories, £190. Sony SW1E,
case and all accessories, £95.
Boxed with manuals, excellent. Tel:
Surrey 0181-686 6806 answerphone.

Sony SW55 kit, hardly used, bargain
at, £160. Also Sony SW1E, mint
condition, £70. Low prices so no
offers. Tel: Essex (017081222986
evenings.
Sony SVV77 150kHz to 30MHz, boxed

and manual plus p.s.u. supply, very
good condition, £195 plus postage,
cost £359 new. John, Scotland. Tel:
(015921203279.

Trio R1000 communications
receiver, g.w.o., 100kHz to 30MHz,
£260. Mr Cooke, Suffolk. Tel:101359)
221426.
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Trio TS700, £225. Datong speech
proc., £35. 4CX1000, 4CX1500 with
bases, £100 and £125. Xfmrs for
valves, £35 plus much more, going
QRT, all must go! Simon, Essex. Tel:
(01992) 578710 after 6pm.

Telford communications v.h.f. TX,
2m type TC10 circuit or unit for

be sold. Alan, Cleveland. Tel: (01642)
559651 after 6.30pm.

Wanted

Yupiteru MVT7000 receiver, 81300MHz, telescopic antenna, soft
case, manual, charger, ear piece,
boxed, as new condition, plus UK
Scanning Directory, £220. Tel:

Buying collections of QSL cards,
pennants, souvenirs from worldwide radio stations. Send lists of
cards including station and year
acquired and any other items. Will
reply with an offer. Kenneth Chorle,
45 South Oak Drive, Beaver Falls,

spares. G2UK, 21 Romany Road,

Yaesu FRG7 communications
receiver, good condition, £160. Tech
TE20D signal generator, 120kHz 500MHz, £30. 2m converter, £15.
Cossor mini scope, £25. Tel: London

Bedford (01234) 751780.

Yupiteru MVT7000, 8-1300MHz, new,
used only five hours, complete with
soft case, all accessories and
power supply, still boxed,
impeccable, £180 includes reg. post.
Also CT1600 144MHz transceiver,
£80. E. Claykin, Co. Durham. Tel:

(019561409381.

Yaesu FRG700 short wave receiver,
complete with MCL1100 decoder
and monitor. Howes active antenna,
Howes noise filter and power
supply. Bargain at £350, buyer must
collect or pay postal charges. Tel:
Stafford (mobile) (0831) 095473.
Yaesu FRG7700 150kHz to 30MHz,

PA 15010, USA.

Belgium. Tel: 010-322 6737115.

Can anyone help with manuals (or
could supply photocopies) for the
following items: Cambridge audio
P100 amplifier and T55 tuner, also
Thorens TD124 record deck. Mr

(01754) 762359 anytime.

collection DSR2, MSR2, RR3, any
condition, working or not. These
were also re-badged CIRM or
DEBEG. Info on whereabouts
appreciated, especially from USA
readers. Thanks. G3YFK,
Shropshire. Tel: (01743) 884858 or
(Comms Dept) FAX (01743) 260268.

Ferrite rod aerials, must be 1/2in in
diameter, no more or less, must be
six inches long or more. Peter
Tankard, Sheffield. Tel: (0114)

Yupiteru MVT7100, boxed, hardly
used, so as new, mains adapter,
also Sky Scan desktop antenna,
f325 the lot. Will deliver 30 mile

scanner, all accessories, power
supply, charger, NiCads, manual, in
v.g.c., £95 plus postage, Tel: Watford

Nikon 301, Nikkor 35-105, Nikkor
200mm, Nikkor TC200 x 2 converter,
Nikkor SB15 speedlight, many
extras, all mint. Exchange for Icom
720A plus p.s.u. or similar solid state
transceiver, must be v.g.c. Tel: Beds
(01767) 315579.

receiver, any condition, or
photocopies wanted, will pay costs,
please 'phone with details. Alan,

stereo with remote control, spare
battery packs, manual and
aluminium carry case, like new,
little used. Wanted quality h.f. set or
AOR3000A or similar desk top. John,

Manchester. Tel: 0161-303 8829.

Leeds. Tel: (0113) 2707964 (multi -

Manual for FRG7 0.5 to 30MHz

Yupiteru VT -12511 v.h.f. airband

Exchange

Video 8 camera PRO V200E digital

2343030 anytime.

radius. Tel: Glos (01453) 751021
(day).

shift worker, if no reply, please try
Sony CRF230, mint, alternatively not
working for spares/repair. Stereo
decoder module plus other
accessories required. Local

(01923) 680732.

Yupiteru VT225 civil, military and
Marine band scanner, boxed, as
new with NiCads, charger and
leatherette case, guaranteed May

Yupiteru MVT7000 hand-held
scanner, very small crack on case,
hence bargain price of only, £160.
Also Netset PR044 50 channels,
hand-held, mint, £85 o.n.o. One must

(01753) 885163.

Drake receivers to complete

Yupiteru MVT7100 scanner, as new,
only five months old, £260. Tel:
Leicester (0116) 2387255 after 5pm.

for, £319. Tel: Beds (01525) 854267
after 7pm.

excellent condition. Tel: Bucks

Yupiteru MVT7000, 8-1300MHz,
super wideband coverage, 200
channel memory, new March '94,

Yaesu FRG8800 receiver, 150k30MHz, fitted FRV8800 v.h.f., 118174MHz. FRT7700 tuner with

fit in your briefcase, together only

Yaesu FRG9600, must be in

Yupiteru VT225 scanner, good
condition, essential with box and
accessories and manual. Tel: Lincs

£220. Tel: Rochdale (01706) 46023.

Yupiteru MVT7000 and Sony ICF
SW7600, complete, 0.15-1300MHz
set-up, both with cases, boxed,
excellent condition, UK Scanning
Guide, forget your base sets, these

Top prices paid for your German
gear of WWII vintage. Looking for
receivers, transmitters,
accessories. Will collect. Lissok,
Rue M. Poedts 9, B-1160 Brussels,

Davies, Norfolk. Tel: (01953) 717813
evenings.

hardly used, absolute bargain, still
boxed, includes NiCad charger,

Gwent. Tel: (01633) 856933.

NR32 3PJ. Tel: (01502) 565726.

(01207) 560171.

a.m., s.s.b., c.w., f.m., with memory
option and manual v.g.c., £275 o.n.o.
Tel: West Midlands 0121-744 7143.

manuals, boxed, mint condition,
£450. Will exchange plus £200 cash
for mint AOR3000A or Lowe HF225
Europa, any test trials invited. Mike,

Oulton Broad, Lowestoft, Suffolk

later).

collection/delivery or national
carrier. Full description and details to:
Webb, 89 Stoke Road, Bromsgrove,
Worcestershire B60 3EP.

'95, £170. Reg Timmins, Derby. Tel:
(01332) 702094.
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BOOK REVIEWS

OBITUARIES

World Satellite TV 8 Scrambling Methods - The Technicians'
Handbook - 3rd Edition by Frank Baylin

21

Jon

A Single Transistor Reflex by C. M. Lindars

22

Jan

CONSTRUCTIONALS/PROJECTS

Building The Acorn One by Robert A. Wilson

24

Jan

14

Feb

The Signal R-535 Aircraft Band Receiver by Bob Sayers

22

Mar

July

49

July

01-04

Feb

REVIEWS

41

Mar

Computer -Receiver Interface For CW Decoding by Gareth Jones GW4KJW

26

Apr

Get Trapped by Ken Lee -Rand G3UXA

17

May

An Experimental 14MHz Loopstick Antenna by Richard 0. Morris

24

May

What To Do With A Reel Of Wire by Mike Richards G4WNC

49

READER SURVEY

Some Modifications To The Songeon ATS-803A by Graham Maynard

Building A Valved Airband Receiver by Roy Loveland G2ARU

Geoff Watts

Simon Hamer

30

May

Weather Satellite Signal Interference by T. H. Woolner

45

Oct

Computer Control For The HF225 Receiver Part 1 by Mike Bradbury

17

Nov

An Audio Frequency Output Limiter by Peter Cole DA1PE

48

Nov

Computer Control for HF225 Receiver Part 2 by Mike Bradbury

11

Dec

AOR AR3030 Receiver Preview by Mike Richards G4WNC

10

Jan

Yupiteru MVT-3100 Multiband Receiver by Donna Vincent

16

Feb

Timestep PDUS by Lawrence Harris

44

Feb

CM Howes Communications AB118 Active Airband Antenna Kit by
Peter Hirons GI CEI

26

Mar

Grundig Yacht Boy 500 World Receiver by Peter Shore

12

Apr

ICS Synop III Data Platting Software by Mike Richards G4WNC

38

Apr

Drake SW8 by Mike Richards G4WNC

10

May

A Trio of Garex by Peter Hirons GI CEI

28

May

Test Card C Generator by Roger Bunney

39

May

KF-SW100E Worldbond Receiver by Peter Shore

40

May

Momentum MCL-1100 Easy Reader by Mike Richards G4WNC

44

May

by Mike Richards G4WNC

10

June

Grundig Yacht Boy 400 by Kevin Nice

25

June

Trident TR-2400 Scanner by Kevin Nice

27

July

Ovantek FC2000 Frequency Counter by Kevin Nice

28

July

JPS NTR-1 DSP Noise Filter by Mike Richards G4WNC

39

July

DSP-9 Digital Noise Filter by Kevin Nice

16

Aug

Lowe PR -150 Preselector by Mike Richards G4WNC

40

Aug

AOR AR8000 Wide Bond Receiver by John Waite

10

Sept

Dressler ARA 2000 Active Antenna by Dick Ganderton G8VFH

26

Sept

Lowe Europa by Kevin Nice

29

Sept

Fox Security Wireless Home Burglar Alarm by Dick Ganderton G8VFH

35

Sept

NIR-10 by Mike Richards G4WNC

40

Sept

AOR AR3030 by Mike Richards G4WNC

45

Sept

Lake Electronics Carlton Receiver Kit by Dick Ganderton G8VFH

48

Sept

RF Systems MT Antenna by Kevin Nice

23

Oct

Sony ICF-SW7600G by Peter Shore

24

Oct

Maruhama RT-618 Wide Band Scanning Receiver by John Griffiths

24

Nov

Howes CTU8 ATU by Roger Bunney

16

Dec

NETSET PRO -44 Scanner by Mike Richards G4WNC

18

Dec

Martelec JVF1 Interface by Lawrence Harris

33

Dec

floydon Wide Band Antenna by Kevin Nice

63

Dec

Apr

FEATURES

Watkins
A Day In The Life Of A Radio Inspector by J. Edward Brown

16

Jan

300 Countries Not Out On 40 Metres SSB by David A. Whitaker

35

Jan

My Life In The RTTY Scene by John Worthington GW3C01

Info In Orbit Special Edition by Lawrence Horn
UK Coast Radio Stations In The 1990s by David Bailey
Navigation Aids by Brian Oddy 631EX

Global Maritime Distress And Safety System by John Griffiths
Radio Days by Bob Ellis

The Pacific Airband Scene by R. 0. Ball

37
38
22

28
30
43
10

Jan
Jon

Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb

Mar

Monitoring HF Transmissions To And From Aircraft by Colin Goodall

11

Mar

Flying: What Do The Numbers Mean? by Godfrey Manning G4GLM

30

Mar

Monitoring The Space Shuttle by Keith Mellor

33

Mar

The Lizard In The Field Of Radio by Robert Whistler

10

Apr

Breaking The Bands by Tony Hopwood

37

Apr

34

May

Getting More Of The Sky from Your Dish by Ben Nock G4BXD
Radio On The Move by Peter Shore

17

June

Holiday Listening by Peter Shore

21

June

In Touch With Home by Peter Shore

28

D-Doy Communications by Ron Ham

BBC Monitoring Service by Philip C. Mitchell

Mellow Fifteen Fifty Seven! by Jeff Harris G3LWM

33
10

20

Johnson HF-1000 Professional Communications Receiver

June

June

July
July

World Weather Reports by Philip C. Mitchell

24

July

Learning A Language By Short Wave Listening by Richard Howard

36

July

P/ Frequency Offsets Aid DXing by Tim Anderson GOGTF

19

Aug

THEORY

A Guide To Satellite Radio by John Hockenhull

22

Aug

Overload Interference by J. J. Corr K4IPV

16

A Further Look At The Lizard's Radio History by Wally Bird G4NBF

28

Aug

Facts On FAX! by Mike Richards G4WNC

29

Apr

A Day In The Life Of A Radio Inspector by J. Edward Brown

33

Aug

Receiver Specifications Explained -1 by Peter Buchan

11

Aug

Collisions In The Solar System by Lawrence Harris

24

Sept

Receiver Specifications Explained - 2 by Peter Buchan

19

Sept

Is Your Scanner Secure by Donna Vincent

33

Sept

Receiver Specifications Explained - 3 by Peter Buchan

18

Oct

Short Wove VS Satellite Radio by R. A. Connally 6171VX

30

Oct

Be A Radio Science Observer Part 1 by J. J. Carr

32

Nov

NASA Shuttle Radio Frequency List by Steve Nichols GOKYA

33

Oct

Be A Radio Science Observer - Part 2 by Joseph J. Carr

36

Dec

Weather Satellite Special by Lawrence Harris

36

Oct

Radio Communications In Motor Rallying by Peter Dowling

28

Nov

Buying A Second Hand Receiver by Ben Nock G4BXD

41

Nov

Hunting The Sheep by John Worthington GW3C01

45

Nov

Acoustic Early Warning Trials by Wilfred F. Harms

20

Dec

ACCESSORIES CORNER by Kevin Nice

Camel Comms by Richard Diamond G4CVI

24

Dec

12 Oct,

Monitoring ACARS by Richard McLachlan 6300T

29

Dec

REGULARS

AIRBAND by Godfrey Manning G4GLM

53 Jan, 59 Feb, 60 Mar, 54 Apr, 60 May, 52 June, 60 July, 52 Aug, 62 Sept, 64 Oct, 62 Nov, 60 Dec

HISTORICAL FEATURES

D -Day Broadcasting by Peter Shor

37

June

Restoring An R1155 Part 2 by Chas Miller

13

Jon

AMATEUR BANDS ROUND -UP by Paul Essery GW3KFE

Restoring An R1155 Part 3 by Chas Miller

13

Feb

52 Jan, S6 Feb, 52 Mar, 51 Apr, 52 May, 43 June, 52 July, 42 Aug, 53 Sept, 58 Oct, 57 Nov, 56 Dec

30

July

BANDSCAN AMERICA by Gerry Dexter

HISTORICAL PROJECTS

Restoring A B218 Receiver by Michael York GI BKI
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54 Feb, 58 May, 50 Aug, 61 Nov,

85

Short Wave Index Volume 52

(Continued)

BANDSCAN AUSTRALIA by Greg Baker

SATELLITE TV NEWS by Roger Bunney

75 Mar, 50 June, 52 Sept, 59 Dec

45 Jon, 50 Feb, 51 Mar, 43 Apr, 51 May, 44 June, 57 July, 48 Aug, S8 Sept, 57 Oct, 56 Nov, 52 Dec

BANDSCAN EUROPE by Peter Shore

SCANNING by Alan Gardner

46 Jan, 44 Apr, 58 July, 62 Oct,

54 Jon, 60 Feb, 62 Mar, 52 Apr, 62 May, 54 June

SCANNING by John Griffiths

COMPETITIONS

Win Lowe HF-225 Europa - Port 1: 26 Oct,

62 July, 54 Aug, 64 Sept, 66 Oct, 64 Nov, 62 Dec

Spot The Difference: 26 Oct,
Wordsearch Competition: 12 Nov,
Win Lowe HF-225 Europa

Part 2: 37 Nov,

SECOND POST

16 July,

Win Lowe HF-225 Europa Part 3 66 Dec
SPECIAL OFFERS

DAYTON '95 PROMO

37 Nov

Guide To Utility Stations 11th Edition

73

Jan

1993 World Radio TV Handbook

39

Feb

1993 World Radio TV Handbook

39

March

Garex VHF Airband Pre -amplifier

39

March

Air 8 Meteo Code Manual - 13th Edition

49

July

Metex M3800 DMM

31

Sept

Home Security

36

Sept

Air 8 Meteo Code Manual 13th Edition

83

Sept

World Radio 8 TV Handbook

29

Oct

Satellite Broadcasting Guide

29

Oct

North American Callbook

29

Oct

International Callbook 1994

29

Oct

Guide To Utility Stations 12th Edition

29

Oct

Air 8 Meteo Code Manual 13th Edition

29

Oct

Guide To Utility Stations 12th Edition

13

Nov

An Introduction To Scanners 8 Scanning

13

Nov

The UK Scanning Directory

13

Nov

Satellite Television Installation Guide 5th Edition

13

Nov

Satellite Book A Complete Guide To Satellite TV, Theory 8 Practice

13

Nov

Book Bonanza

45

Dec

DECODE by Mike Richards G4WNC

60 Jan, 66 Feb, 68 Mar, 56 Apr, 68 May, 60 June, 68 July, 60 Aug, 70 Sept, 72 Oct, 72 Nov, 70 Dec

DXTV Round -up by Ron Ham

47 Jan, 51 Feb, 55 Mar, 45 Apr, S5 May, 47 June, 54 July, 44 Aug,

EDITORIAL by Dick Ganderton G8VFH

2 Jan, 3 Feb, 2 Mar, 2 Apr, 2 May, 2 June, 2 July, 2 Aug, 2 Sept, 2 Oct, 2 Nov, 2 Dec

GRASSROOTS

4 Jan, 6 Feb, 4 Mar, 4 Apr, 4 May 4 June, 4 July, 4 Aug, 4 Sept, 10 Oct, 10 Nov, 10 Dec

INFO IN ORBIT by Lawrence Harris

57 Jon, 63 Feb, 65 Mar, 58 Apr, 65 May, 57 June, 64 July, 57 Aug, 67 Sept, 69 Oct, 69 Nov, 68 Dec

JUNIOR LISTENER by Elaine Richards

5 Apr, 5 May, 5 June, 5 July, 5 Aug, 5 Sept, 5 Oct, 5 Nov, 5 Dec
SSB UTILITY LISTENING by Graham Tanner
JUNIOR LISTENER by Jon Jones

51 Jan, 55 Feb, 59 Mar, 49 Apr, 59 May, 51 June, 59 July, 51 Aug, 61 Sept, 61 Oct, 59 Nov, 57 Dec

5 Jan, 5 Feb, 5 Mar,
SUBS CLUB SPECIAL OFFERS

86

LETTERS

A Free Advert In Trading Post, Worth £2.35

73

Jan

2 Jan, 3 Feb, 2 Mar, 2 Apr, 2 May, 2 June, 2 July, 2 Aug, 2 Sept, 2 Oct, 2 Nov, 2 Dec

Marine SSB Operation

79

Feb

Marine VHF Operation

79

Feb

LISTEN WITH GRANDAD by David Leverett 8. Leon Bolen

Steepletone SAB 9 Mkll Airband 8 Marine Band

83

Mar

7 Jan, 2S Feb, 9 Mar, 23 Apr, 47 July, 37 Aug, 9 Nov, 8 Dec

Ferrell's Confidential Frequency List 8th Edition

73

Apr

All About Vertical Antennas

83

May

LONG, MEDIUM 8. SHORT by Brion Oddy G3FEX

Sangean ATS 803A World Band Receiver

75

June

62 Jon, 68 Feb, 70 Mar, 62 Apr, 70 May, 66 June, 70 July, 66 Aug, 73 Sept, 76 Oct, 76 Nov, 76 Dec

The Complete Short Wave listener's Handbook

83

July

Dial -Search

83

July

MARITIME BEACONS by Brian Oddy G3FEX

Air 8 Meteo Code Manual 13th Edition

75

Aug

58 Mar, 63 June, 60 Sept, 73 Dec

Free Post 8 Packing on books

83

Sept

Weather Satellite Handbook 4th Edition

91

Oct

NEW PRODUCTS

Global AT -2000

91

Nov

7 Sept, 11 Oct, 11 Nov, 9 Dec

NetSet Pro -44 Scanner

30

Dec

NEWS

SWM BOOK SERVICE

6 Jon, 7 Feb, 6 Mar, 6 Apr, 6 May, 6 June, 7, 45, 47 July, 6 Aug, 16 Sept, 8 Oct, 8 Nov, 7 Dec

70 Jan, 76 Feb, 79 Mar, 69 Apr, 79 May, 71 June, 79 July, 71 Aug, 79 Sept, 87 Oct, 87 Nov, 88 Dec

NEWS EXTRA

TRADING POST

49 May, 37 Aug,

69 Jon, 75 Feb, 77 Mar, 68 Apr, 77 May, 70 June, 77 July, 70 Aug, 77 Sept, 85 Oct, 85 Nov, 83 Dec

OFF THE RECORD by Andy Cadier

WATCHING BRIEF by Andy Emmersan

66 Jan, 66 Apr, 74 July, 74 Oct,

72 Feb, 75 May, 63 Aug, 74 Nov,

PROPAGATION by Ron Ham

WORLD PROPAGATION FORECASTS by Jacques d'Avignon VE3VIA

44 Jan, 49 Feb, 49 Mar, 42 Apr, 50 May, 41 June, 51 July, 65 Aug,

65 June, 39 Sept, 68 Oct, 66 Nov, 65 Dec

RALLIES

SATELLITE TV NEWS by Roger Bunney

4 Jan, 6 Feb, 4 Mar, 4 Apr, 4 May, 4 June, 4 July, 4 Aug, 4 Sept, 10 Oct, 10 Nov, 10 Dec

45 Jon, 50 Feb, 51 Mar, 43 Apr, 51 May, 44 June, 57 July, 48 Aug, 58 Sept, 57 Oct, 56 Nov, 52 Dec

REFLECTIONS by Ron Ham

Don't forget we have still available SWM back issues for 1994. These are

55 Sept, 51 Oct, 51 Nov, 51 Dec

available from our Post Sales Department for £2.00 inc. P&P.
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IP lir IMF

1000 memory channels

A REAL BASE STATION
SCANNING RECEIVER

(100 channels x 10 banks)

I 10 limit search banks
II 100 monitor channels
Accessory:
Telescopic antenna and
owner's manual
II Display:
Large 1.c.d. with l.e.d. backlighting

II Large rotary or
keypad frequency control
II Dimension:
Approx 232 (W) x 210 (D)
x 90 (H) mm

Receiving wave mode:
Wide f.m.
) TV sound
Narrow f.m.

a.m.

1000 channel with hyperscan

S349.99,ree,.,

f.m. broadcast
Business
Communication
Ham radio
Aircraft
CB radio

II Scan and search speed
Approx 50 channels/sec.
and 50 steps/sec.

FREQUENCY RANGE AND MODE:

Available now from:

Freq (MHz)

Step

Mode

25.000-29.995
30.000-87.495
87.500-107.995
08.00-136.995
37.000-224.995
225.000-400.000
400.005-520.000
760.000-1300.000

5.0kHz
5.0kHz
50.0kHz
12.5kHz
5.0kHz
12.5kHz
12.5kHz
12.5kHz

a.m.
n.f.m.

SRP Trading, Unit 20, Nash Works,
Forge Lane, Belbroughton,
Nr. Stourbridge, Worcs.

FAX: (01562) 73100

a.m.
n.f.m.
a.m.
n.f.m.
n.f.m.

c'2)

Mail Ord

e.

w.f .m.

hop
SRP Trading, SRP Radio Centre,
1686 Bristol Road South, Rednall,
Birmingham B45 9TZ.

FAX: 0121-457 9009

N
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For every book
order received between
November
24 and December
the name and address
19 1994
of the customer
entered into our prize draw.
will be
On December
one name will be pulled
9
from the
lucky person
will win a f50 note (a sack. The
So why not place
real one!)
an order for that
you've being
book that
thinking about
buying and you
may be the lucky
recipient of f50.

veiny'

SATELLITES

The books listed have been selected as being of special interest to our readers.
They are supplied direct to your door. Some titles are overseas in origin.

NEWNES GUIDE TO SATELLITE TV

TO ORDER:
PLEASE USE THE ORDER FORM ON PAGE 92 OR TELEPHONE THE CREDIT
CARD HOTLINE ON (01202) 659930.

LISTENING
GUIDES

AIR BAND RADIO HANDBOOK
5th Edition
David J. Smith

Extensively revised & updated (October
1992). Air band radio listening enables you
to listen -in on the conversations between
aircraft and those on the ground who
control them, and is an increasingly popular
and fascinating hobby. A new chapter on
military air band has been added. The
author, an air traffic controller, explains
more about this listening hobby.
190 pages. f8.99
THE COMPLETE SHORT WAVE LISTENER'S
HANDBOOK 4th EDITION

Hank Bennett, Harry Helms
& David Hardy
This book is a comprehensive guide to the
basics of short wave listening. Everything
you need to get started as an s.w.l. is
explained in a clear and easily understood
manner. Receivers, antennas, frequencies,
propagation, Q -codes, etc. are all covered.

GUIDE TO FAX RADIO STATIONS

14th Edition

Joerg Klingenfuss
The new edition of this super reference
book covers the world's facsimile stations,
their frequencies and methods of working.
There is a section covering the equipment
needed to receive FAX over the radio. To
give you an idea of what is available there
are many pages of off -air received FAX

various station types are listed separately,
the maps are useful for the travelling
listener. Articles included in the guide
discuss v.h.f aerials, RDS, the Radio
Authority and developments from
Blaupunkt. 68 pages. £3.45

371 pages. E18.95

UK SCANNING DIRECTORY

SATELLITE BOOK - A Complete Guide to

4th Edition

pictures. 392 pages. £18.00

Satellite TV Theory and Practice
John Breeds
This book deals almost exciusively with
television broadcast satellites and is a
comprehensive collection of chapters on
topics, each written by a expert in that field.
It appears to be aimed at the professional
satellite system installer, for whom it is
invaluable, but it will be appreciated by a
much wider audience - anyone interested in
satellite technology.

The UK Scanning

Directory
New 411, ficition

GUIDE TO UTILITY STATIONS

12th Edition

Joerg Klingenfuss
This book covers the complete short wave
range from 3 to 30MHz together with the
adjacent frequency bands from 0 to 150kHz
and from 1.6 to 3MHz. It includes details on
all types of utility stations including FAX and

280 pages. (32.00
SATELLITE EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK

RTTY. There are 19549 entries in the

frequency list and 3590 in the alphabetical
callsign list plus press services and
meteorological stations. Included are RTTY
& FAX press and meteor schedules. There
are 11800 changes since the 10th edition.
534 pages. £24.00

321 pages. £17.95.

.0.......

114.1.1111414.m.

uft.ss,..

ammo

This spiral bound book lists over 12000 UK
spot frequencies from 25MHz to 1.213GHz.
Articles on scanning in the UK.
250 pages. £17.50

DIAL SEARCH 1992/94

George Wilcox
The listener's check list and guide to
European radio broadcasting. Covers rn.w.,
1.w., v.h.f. & s.w., including two special foldout maps. Also includes a full list of British
stations, a select list of European stations,
broadcasts in English and 'Making the Most
of Your Portable'.
46 pages. £4.25
RIGHT ROUTINGS 1994

INTERNATIONAL RADIO STATIONS GUIDE
BP255
Peter Shore

As in 'Broadcast Round -up', his column in
PVV, Peter Shore has laid this book out in
world areas, providing the listener with a
reference work designed to guide around
the ever -more complex radio bands. There
are sections covering English language
transmissions, programmes for DXers and
s.w.l.s. Along with sections on European
medium wave and UK f.m. stations.
266 pages. 15.95

Compiled by T.T. & S.J. Williams
This guide was produced with the sole aim
of assisting airband listeners to quickly find
details of a flight, once they have identified
an aircraft's callsign. Identifies the flights of
airlines, schedule, charter, cargo and mail,
to and from the UK and Eire and overflights
between Europe and America.
122 pages. £6.00
FERRELL'S CONFIDENTIAL FREQUENCY

UST 9th Edition
Compiled by Geoff Halligey
Spirally bound, this easy -to -use reference
book covers 1.6 - 28MHz in great depth, all
modes and utility services, with new
reverse frequency listing showing every
known frequency
against each
callsign, who's
Mili)lblit)11)/1) using what
frequency and
mode, what's that
callsign? These
are some of the
answers this book
will help you find.

ay

544 pages. £17.95

Derek Stephenson
This book, the 3rd edition, is a hard bound
volume, printed on high quality paper. The
author is a satellite repair and installation
engineer and the book covers all information
needed by the installation engineer, the
hobbyist and the service engineer to
understand the theoretical and practical
aspects of satellite reception with dish
installation and to how to trouble -shoot when
picture quality is not up to anticipated
reception. Mathematics has been kept to a
minimum.

2nd Edition
Martin Davidoff K2UBC
The book is divided into four main sections History, Getting Started, Technical Topics and
Appendices. It provides information on
spacecraft built by, and for, radio amateurs. In
addition, it discusses weather, TV -broadcast
and other satellites of interest to amateurs.
373 pages. £14.50

VHF/UHF SCANNING FREQUENCY GUIDE

This book gives details of frequencies from
26MHz to 12GHz with no gaps and who uses
what. Completely revised and enlarged
(February 1993), there are chapters on
equipment requirements as well as
antennas, the aeronautical bands, as well
as the legal aspect of listening using a
scanner.
156 pages. E9.95

WORLD RADIO TV HANDBOOK 1994

SATELLITE TELEVISION

A layman's guide
Peter Pearson
Pictures from space, that's what satellite
television is all about. Orbiting satellites,
35000km high, receive TV signals from
stations on the earth and re -transmit them
back again. This book explains all you need
to know to set up your own satellite TV
terminal at home, dish and accessories,
cable and tuner.
73 pages. f1.00

INTERNATIONAL VHF FM GUIDE
7th Edition.

SATELLITE TELEVISION INSTALLATION

Julian Baldwin G3UHK & Kris Partridge

5th Edition
John Breeds
A practical guide to satellite television.
Detailed guide -lines on installing and aligning
dishes based on practical experience.

G8AUU
70 pages. E2.85

MONITORING THE YUGOSLAV CONFLICT

Langley Pierce (third edition)
A guide to movitoring the Yugoslav radio
transmissions of the UN, aircraft and
shipping engaged in the civil war in the
former Yugoslavia.
28 pages E4.95

GUIDE

RADIO
TV

76 pages. £15.00

WEATHER SATELLITE HANDBOOK

5th edition
Dr Ralph E. Taggart WB8DEIT

This book explains all about weather
satellites, how they work and how you can
receive and decode their signals to provide
the fascinating pictures of the world's
weather. Plenty of circuit diagrams and
satellite predicting programs.

POCKET GUIDE TO RTTY AND FAX
STATIONS

Bill Laver
A handy reference book listing RTTY and
FAX stations, together with modes and other
essential information. The listing is in
ascending frequency order, from 1.6 to
26.8MHz. 57 pages. £3.95

Country -by -country listing of I.w., rn.w. &
s.w. broadcast and TV stations. Receiver
test reports, English language broadcasts.
The s.w.l.'s 'bible'.
£15.95.

RADIO LISTENERS GUIDE 1994

Clive Woodyear
This is the third edition of this radio
listener's guide. Simple -to -use maps and
charts show the frequencies for radio
stations in the UK. Organised so that the

Short Wave International Frequency
Handbook
£12.95

192 pages. £14.50

WRTH SATELLITE BROADCASTING GUIDE
1994 edition

Bart Kuperus
This brand new publication, written by one of
the experts from the respected World Radio
TV Handbook, will be a great help to
everyone interested in the world of satellite
radio and television. Featuring over 300
pictures and graphics. All the information you
need to know about installing your own
satellite system. 366 pages. E15.95

88
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AMATEUR
RADIO
ALL ABOUT VHF AMATEUR RADIO
W. I. OR W6SAI

Written in non -technical language, this book
provides information covering important aspects
of v.h.f. radio and tells you where you can find
additional data. If you have a scanner, you'll find a
lot of interesting signals in the huge span of
frequencies covered, 100-300MHz & 50,420, 902 &
1250MHz bands. 163 pages. E9.50.
AMATEUR RADIO CALL BOOK (RSGB)

Latest Edition
Over 60030 callsigns are listed including El
stations. Now incorporates a 122 -page section of
useful information for amateur radio enthusiasts
and a new novice callsign section. 444 pages.
£10.00

AMATEUR RADIO FOR BEGINNERS RSGB

Victor Brand G3JNB
An ideal book for the absolute beginner to the
amateur radio hobby. Well illustrated and an
interesting read.
65 Pages. £3.50

THE STUDENT LICENCE STUDENT'S
NOTEBOOK
John Case GW4HWR

This is the recommended course book for
anyone taking the Novice Licence. Covering
all aspects of amateur radio and electronics
it would be useful to anyone starting out in
amateur radio. Every left hand page is for
your own notes of explanation. 124 pages.

HINTS AND KINKS FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR

Edited by Charles L Hutchinson and David

Newkirk

RADIO AMATEUR CALLBOOK INTERNATIONAL
USTINGS 1994
72nd Edition

A collection of practical ideas gleaned from the
pages of OSTmagazine. Plenty of projects to
build, hints and tips on interference, c.w. and
operating and snippets of information from
amateurs who've tried and tested the idea.

The only publication listing licensed radio
amateurs throughout the world. Also includes
DXCC Countries list, standard time chart, beacon

129 pages £4.95

RADIO AMATEUR CALLBOOK NORTH AMERICAN
USTINGS 1994
72nd Edition

HOW TO PASS THE RADIO AMATEURS'
EXAMINATION IRSGB)
Clive Smith G4FZH and George Benbow G3HB

The background to multiple choice exams and
how to study for them with sample RAE paper for
practice plus maths revision and how to study for
the exam. The majority of this book is given to
sample examination papers so that candidates
can familiarise themselves with the examination
and assess their ability.
88 pages. £7.99
INTRODUCTION TO AMATEUR
COMMUNICATIONS SATEWTES

6E790. A. Pickard
This book describes several currently available
systems, their connection to an appropriate
computer and how they can be operated with
suitable software. The results of decoding signals
containing such information as telemetry data
and weather pictures are demonstrated. 102
pages. £3.95

INTRODUCTION TO AMATEUR RADIO BP257
I. D. Poole

This book gives the newcomer a comprehensive
and easy to understand guide through amateur
radio. Topics include operating procedures,
jargon, propagation and setting up a station. 150
pages. £350

lists and much more. Over 1400 pages. E19.50

Listings of US amateurs (including Hawaii). Also
contains standard time chart, census of amateur
licences of the world, world-wide QSL bureau,
etc.Over 1400 pages. £19.50
THE RADIO AMATEUR'S GUIDE TO EMC RSGB
Robin Page -Jones G3JWI

This paperback book provides essential
information and reading for anyone who has an
EMC (interference) problem. With the help of the
well -illustrated test and techniques, much of the
mystery from the troublesome world of
electromagnetic compatibility is removed.
117 pages. £7.99

RADIO AMATEUR'S QUESTIONS & ANSWER
REFERENCE MANUAL
4th Edition.
R. E. G. Petri G8CCJ

This book has been compiled especially for
students of the City and Guilds of London Institute
RAE. It is structured with carefully selected
multiple choice questions, to progress with any
recognised course of instruction, although is is
not intended as a text book. 280 pages. E7.99
RAE MANUAL RSGB
G.LBenbow G3HB

W1FB's IMP NOTEBOOK

2nd Edition. Doug De Maw WIFB
The new improved and updated 2nd edition of this
book, covers the introduction to QRP, construction
methods, receivers and transmitters for QRP. This
workshop -notebook style publication, which is
packed with new designs for the keen QRP
operator, also covers techniques, accessories
and has a small technical reference section.
175 pages. E7.95

WORLD AT THEIR FINGERTIPS RSGB

John Clarricoats G6CL
307 pages. £6.00
YOUR GATEWAY TO PACKET RADIO

Stan Horzepa WA1LOU
What is packet radio good for and what uses does
it have for the 'average' amateur? What are
protocols? where, why, when? Lots of the most
asked questions are answered in this useful book.
It included details of networking and space

AMATEUR RADIO LOGBOOK

13P293

The latest edition of the standard aid to studying
for the Radio Amateurs' Examination. Updated to
cover the latest revisions to the syllabus. Takes
the candidate step-by-step through the course.

Published by RSGB
This standard spirally bound amateur radio log
book has 100 pages and is marked out with the
format required in the UK. There are columns for
date, time (UTC), frequency, power (in dOW),
station worked/called, reports, QSL information
and remarks. £299

J.G. Lee

127 pages. £7.99

278 pages. £8.95

RAE REVISION NOTES

YOUR PACKET COMPANION
Steve Ford WBBIMY

£5.99.
INTRODUCTION TO RADIO WAVE PROPAGATION

AMATEUR RADIO TECHNIQUES RSGB

Pat Hawker G3VA
Anyone who enjoys Pat Hawker's Technical
Topics' in Radio Communications will enjoy this
book. An amateur radio manual itself, this
paperback book, the 7th edition, can only be
bettered by a new edition. A truly excellent
reference source with a practical bias.
368 pages. £9.50
ARRL HANDBOOK FOR RADIO AMATEURS 1995

This is the 70th edition of this handbook and
contains the best information from previous
issues. New for this edition is some information
on feedback -loop design for power supplies, a
new gel -cell charger project, updates on antenna
systems and new coverage of baluns,
propagation programs are compared and colour
SSTV and telephone FAX machines are also
covered. Finally there's a new section on 'for the
workbench' with new projects for the reader to
build.
1214 pages. E18.95

ARRL OPERATING MANUAL

Another very useful ARRL book. Although written
for the American amateur, this book will also be at
use and interest to the UK amateur. Topics
covered range from short wave listening through
operating awards to repeaters, operating and
satellites.
684 pages. E12.95
ARRL SATELLITE ANTHOLOGY

The best from the Amateur Satellite News column
and articles out of 31 issues of QSThave been
gathered together in this book. The latest
information on OSCARs 9 through 13 as well as
the RS satellites is included. Operation on Phase 3
satellites (OSCAR 10 and 131 is covered in detail.
97 pages. £5.95
ARRL UHF/
MICROWAVE EXPERIMENTER'S MANUAL

Various Authors
A truly excellent manual for the keen microwave
enthusiast and for the budding 'microwave.
With contributions from over 20 specialist
authors, Chapters covering techniques, theory,
projects, methods and mathematics. 446 pages.

How does the sun and sunspots affect the
propagation of the radio waves which are the
basis of our hobby? They affect the ionosphere,
but differing frequencies are treated differently.
Find out how to use charts to predict frequencies
that will be the most profitable. What effect will
noise have on the signal? Find out with this book.
116 pages £3.95
INTRODUCTION TO VHF/UHF FOR RADIO
AMATEURS BP281
I.D. Poole

An excellent book to go with the new Novice or
full callsign. Nine chapters and an appendix deal
with all aspects and frequencies from 50 to
1300MHz. Topics include propagation,
descriptions of the bands, antennas, receivers,
transmitters and a special chapter on scanners.
102 pages. £3.50

LOW PROFILE AMATEUR RADIO - OPERATING A
HAM STATION FROM ALMOST ANYWHERE

Jim Keannan KRIS
This book delves into to the techniques of being a
'hidden Ham'. There are chapters on specialised
equipment, operating techniques and antennas to
name but a few. If you have a fascination for spy
type radio equipment or like the idea of having a
complete h.f. or v.h.f. rig built in a suitcase, then
this little American book is for you. 124 pages.

90 pages £12.50
COMPLETE DX'ER

Bob Locher
This book covers equipment and operating
techniques for the DX chaser, from beginner to
advanced. Every significant aspect of °Xing is
covered, from learning how to really listen, how
to snatch the rare ones out of the pile-ups and
how to secure that elusive QSL card. 204 pages.
£7.95

The Novice RAE RSGB

In effect Esde Tyler's book could be considered as
being a training manual for the NRAE. Answers
are supplied and the book provides a useful
reference source. 60 pages £5.00
RECEIVING STATION LOG BOOK

Published by RSGB
E3.50.

SPACE RADIO HANDBOOK RSGB
John Branagan GM4111.1
236 pages £12.50

MICROWAVE HANDBOOK RSGB
Volumes 1, 2 and 3
Edited By M. W. Dixon G3PFR
Approximately 350 pages (each volume). Vol. 1
costs E9.99, Vol. 2 and 3 cost £14.99 each.

Aimed at the Novice licence instructor this
manual provides the syllabus and an excellent
framework textbook to help novice, instructor and
beginner alike. An excellent basic reference

PASSPORT TO AMATEUR RADIO

VHF/UHF DX BOOK

Reprinted from PW1981-1982
The famous series by GW3JGA, used by
thousands of successful RAE candidates in their
studies. Plus other useful articles for RAE
students including emission codes, explanations
of diodes, s.s.b. and decibels.

Edited Ian White G3SEK
An all round source of inspiration for the
v.h.f./u.h.f. enthusiast. Written by acknowledged
experts this book covers just about everything you

work. 101 pages. E6.50

need to know about the technicalities of
v.h.fix.h.f. operating. 270 pages. £18.00

87 pages. £1.50
PRACTICAL GUIDE TO PACKET OPERATION IN
THE UK

Mike Mansfield G6AWD
Introduces the concept of packet radio to the
beginner. Problem areas are discussed and
suggestions made for solutions to minimise them.
Deals with the technical aspects of packet taking
the reader through setting up and provides a
comprehensive guide to essential reference

Edited by Bob
Schetgen
Operating QRP is
fun. The equipment
is generally simple
and easy to build,
but often performs
like more
sophisticated
commercial
equipment. Some
QRP Field Day
stations operate a
full 27 hours on a car battery - it's the perfect
equipment for emergency communication when
the power fails. Extracts from OST and the ARRL
Handbook
274 pages. £9.95
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VHF UHF MANUAL RSGB
G. R. Jessop G6JP

The 4th edition of this well known book is in
paperback form. Packed with information for the
world of radio above 30MHz. It covers everything
from v.h.f./u.h.f. radio history and theory and
propagation to projects and techniques. An
excellent reference source.
Approximately 1000 pages. £10.50
W1FB's DESIGN NOTEBOOK
Doug DeMAW VV1FB

material. 220 pages. £9.95

This American book goes to considerable lengths
to explain in simple terms how the radio amateur
can get going on packet, how it works and what
the various systems are. There are chapters
dealing with assembling a packet station, sending
and receiving packet mail and exploring
advanced networking systems. Your Packet
Companion goes a long way to explain some of
the mysteries of packet radio. 170 pages. £5.95.
BASIC PACKET RADIO
Joe Kasser W3/G3ZCZ.
363 pages. £19.95

Esde Tyler GOAEC

TRAINING FOR THE NOVICE UCENCE RSGB
John Case GW4HWR

GRP CLASSICS

This hardback book is well illustrated with some
excellent photographs. It pays tribute to and takes
a good look at the personalities behind the early
days of amateur radio and the equipment they
used. A good read.

REVISION QUESTIONS FOR

£5.95.

£14.50

THE BRIGHT SPARKS OF WIRELESS RSGB
G. R. Jessop G6JP

George Benbow G3HB
If you're studying for the Radio Amateur's Examination, this book could be useful. It's a summary
of the salient points of the Radio Amateurs'
Examination Manual, the standard textbook for
the exam. It's A5 size and therefore can be carried
with you wherever you go. Easy -to -read, it's
divided into 13 chapters with topics like receivers,
power supplies, measurements, operating
procedures, licence conditions and a summary of
the formulae all dealt with. 92 pages. E4.99

communications using packet

This book is aimed at the non -technical amateur
who wants to build simple projects and obtain a
basic understanding of amateur electronics. Your
workshop does not need to be equipped like an
engineering lab to be successful as an
experimenter. Don't let a lack of test equipment
keep you from enjoying the thrills of
experimentation./95 pages. E8.50
MEWS HELP FOR NEW HAMS
Doug DeMew W1FB
This book covers everything from getting
acquainted with new equipment to constructing
antennas, station layout, interference and
operating problems to on -the -air conduct and
procedures. 155 pages. £8.95

DATA
REFERENCE.
NEWNES AUDIO & HI-FI ENGINEER'S POCKET
BOOK

Vivian Capel
190 pages. Hardback. £10.95
NEWNES COMPUTER ENGINEER'S POCKET
BOOK

255 pages. Hardback £1295
POWER SELECTOR GUIDE BP235
J. C. J. Van de Ven
160 pages. £4.95

NEWNES ELECTRONICS ENGINEER'S
POCKET BOOK
1st Edition

Keith Brindley
This fact -filled pocket book will prove useful for
any electronics engineer. Its comprehensive
coverage includes literally everything from
electronic physics to abbreviations, information
on integrated circuits, applications, component
data, circuits and systems. In effect this book
provides a very useful portable electronics
reference source. 305 pages. £1295
A REFERENCE GUIDE TO BASIC ELECTRONICS
TERMS BP286
F. A. Wilson

Covering everything from Amplitude Modulation
to Zener Diodes, this excellent guide is a manual,
dictionary and revision book all rolled into one.
With concise explanations, clear diagrams and
easy to follow examples, this is an essential
addition to the library of anyone contemplating
taking the RAE. 474 pages. E5.95
A REFERENCE GUIDE TO PRACTICAL
ELECTRONICS TERMS BP287
F. A. Wilson

This is a well written clearly illustrated reference
guide which, when used on its own, is perhaps of
more use to those interested in the contructional
side of amateur radio. However, it is of particular
benefit to those taking the RAE especially if used
in conjunction with A Reference Guide to Basic
Electronics Terms. 442 pages. £5.95

INTERNATIONAL TRANSISTOR
EQIVALENTS GUIDE BP65

Adrian Michaels
300 pages. £3.95
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THEORY
GUIDE TO CREATIVE CIRCUIT DESIGN

Robert Grosablatt
A book that takes you through all stages of
design and building of (mainly) digital circuits,
though many of the priciples apply to all forms of
design and building. One nugget from the book,
'if you can't replace it - don't use it'.
235 pages £17.95
FURTHER PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS
CALCULATIONS & FORMULAE BP144
F. A. Wilson. 450 pages £4.95

ARRL ELECTRONICS DATA BOOK

Doug DeMaw WIFE
Back by popular demand, completely revised
and expanded, this is a handy reference book
for the r.f. designer, technician, amateur and
experimenter. Topics include components and
materials, inductors and transformers, networks
& filters, digital basics and antennas and
transmission lines. 260 pages. E8.95
AUDIO

INTERFACING PCs AND COMPATIBLES BP272
R. A. Penfold. 86 pages. E3.95

NEWNES PRACTICAL RF HANDBOOK

INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER

Ian Hickman
This book provides an easy -to -read introduction
to modern r.f. circuit design. It's aimed at those
learning to design r.f. circuitry and users of r.f.
equipment such as signal generators and
sweepers, spectrum and network analysers.

320 pages. E16.95
THE ARRL SPREAD SPECTRUM SOURCEBOOK

Many readers thought an article about spread
spectrum communications in the April 1993 PW a
spoof, but this book shows the reality of the
tecnique. The ten chapters contain descriptions
of the basic theory, the designs, and the
techniques involved, and there are basic
transceiver building blocks for your
experimentation. 360+ pages. £14.50.

Elements of Electronics - Book 6 BP111
F. A. Wilson
This book studies sound and hearing, and

PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS CALCULATIONS AND
FORMULAE

examines the operation of microphones,
loudspeakers, amplifiers, oscillators, and both
disk and magnetic recording. Intended to give
the reader a good understanding of the subject
without getting involved in the more
complicated theory and mathematics.

BP53. F. A. Wilson
Written as a workshop manual for the
electronics enthusiast, there is a strong
practical bias and higher mathematics have
been avoided where possible.

249 pages. £3.95

308 pages. 13.95
REFLECTIONS

BEGINNERS GUIDE TO MODERN ELECTRONIC

COMPONENTS BP285. R.A. Penfold
This book covers a wide range of modern
components. The basic functions of the
components are described, but this is not a book
on electronic theory and does not assume the
reader has an in-depth knowledge of

electronics. It is concerned with practicalities
such as colour codes, deciphering code
numbers and suitability.

166 pages.

E3.95

EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS DATA BOOK

Mike Tooley BA. 250 pages. E8.95
FILTER HANDBOOK

A Practical Design Guide
Stefan Niewiadomski
A practical book, describing the design process
as applied to filters of all types. Includes
practical examples and BASIC programs. Topics
include passive and active filters, worked
examples of filter design, switched capacitor
and switched resistor filters and includes a
comprehensive catalogue of pre -calculated
tables. 195 pages. £30.00
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE
ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE BP315
F. A. Wilson

Transmission Lines & Antennas
M. Walter Maxwell W2DU
This will help dispel the half-truths and outright
myths that many people believe are true about
transmission lines, standing waves, antenna
matching, reflected power and antenna tuners.

323 pages.

E14.50

SOLID STATE DESIGN FOR THE RADIO
AMATEUR

Les Hayward W7201 &
Doug DeMaw W1FB
Back in print by popular demand! A revised and
corrected edition of this useful reference book
covering all aspects of solid-state design.
Topics include transmitter design, power
amplifiers and matching networks, receiver
design, test equipment and portable gear.

256 pages.

E10.95

TRANSMISSION LINE TRANSFORMERS

Jerry Sevick W2FMI
This is the second edition of this book, which
covers a most intriguing and confusing area of
the hobby. It should enable anyone with a
modicum of skill to make a balun, etc. Topics
include analysis, characterisation, transformer
parameters, baluns, muhimatch transformers
and simple test equipment.

270 pages.

E13.50

CONSTRUCTION
CIRCUIT SOURCE BOOK 2 BP322
R. A. Penfold

214 pages. £4.95.
COIL DESIGN AND CONTRUCTION MANUAL

BP160
B.B. Babani
106 pages. E2.50
G-ORP CLUB CIRCUIT HANDBOOK
Edited by Rev. G. Dobbs G3RJV

This paperback book has been compiled from
circuits published in the G-QRP Club journal
Sprat from the years 1974 to 1982. Essentially
it's a collection of circuits and projects
covering everything from receivers,
transmitters, antennas and accessories
together with sed QRP test equipment. This
book is aimed at the keen constructor and
provides all the information required to build
the host of projects described.

96 pages. £8.50

a crystal calibrator, an antenna tuning unit, a
wave trap, a b.f.o. and other useful projects.
On the audio side projects include a bandpass
filter, a by-pass switch, a c.wJRTTY decoder
and many other practical ideas and
suggestions for the home constructor.

92 pages. f3.95.
POWER SUPPLY PROJECTS BP76
R. A. Penfold

This book gives a number of power supply
designs including simple unstabilised types,
fixed voltage regulated types and variable
voltage stabilised designs.
89 pages. £250
SHORT WAVE SUPERHET RECEIVER
CONSTRUCTION BP276

R.A. Penfold

A general purpose receiver to build, from
antenna to audio, described in understandable
English.

HOW TO DESIGN AND MAKE YOUR OWN
PCBs BP121
R. A. Penfold

The purpose of this book is to familiarise the
reader with both simple and more
sophisticated methods of producing p.c.b.s.
The emphasis of the book is very much on the
practical aspects of p.c.b. design and
construction.
66 pages. £2.50

80 pages.

£2.95

TEST EQUIPMENT CONSTRUCTION
BP248. R.A.Penfold

Describes, in detail, how to construct some
simple and inexpensive, but extremely useful,
pieces of test equipment. Stripboard layouts
are provided for all designs, together with
wiring diagrams where appropriate, plus notes
on their construction and use.
104 pages. 62.95

MORE ADVANCED POWER SUPPLY PROJECTS

BP192
R. A. Penfold

The practical and theoretical aspects of the
circuits are covered in some detail. Topics
include switched mode power supplies,
precision regulators, dual tracking regulators
and computer controlled power supplies, etc.
92 pages. f2.95

50 (FET) FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTOR
PROJECTS BP39
F.G.Rayer

50 circuits for the s.w.l., radio amateur,
experimenter or audio enthusiast using f.e.t.s.
Projects include rt. amplifiers and converters,
test equipment and receiver aids, tuners,
receivers, mixers and tone controls.

104 pages. £2.95
PROJECTS FOR RADIO AMATEURS AND SWLS
BP304
R. A. Penfold

This small book covers the construction and
use of radio frequency and intermediate
frequency projects, and audio frequency
projects. Under the first heading ideas include
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COMPUTING

This little book deals effectively with a difficult
abstract subject - the invisible electromagnetic
wave. Aimed at the beginner, the book with its
basic approach to electromagnetics, antennas,
waves, propagation and constraints is a good
starting point, complete very simple but clear
diagrams and the minimum of mathematics.
122 pages. £4.95.

every personal computer - including Macs! This
book is packed with valuable tips on every
aspect of computer technology available today
and will help you to get comfortable with your
computer - fast.

438 pages. £14.95
ELECTRONIC PROJECTS FOR YOUR PC BP320
R. A. Penfold. 102 pages. £3.95

COMMUNICATIONS (AN) BP177
R. A. Penfold
Details of various types of modem and their

applications, plus how to interconnect
computers, modems and the telephone system.
Also networking systems and RTTY
72 pages. f2.95

BUILD YOUR OWN IBM COMPATIBLE
(SECOND EDITION)

Aubrey Pilgim
If you're considering building, or upgrading
an IBM compatible computer, this book
could prove ideal. Chapters deal with the
Motherboards, video cards, input/output
boards and floppy and hard disks. Fancy
adding an image scanner? This and much
more information may be found here. 244

NEWNES AMATEUR RADIO COMPUTING
HAND BOOK
Joe Pritchard G1UOW

pages. f17.95

Shows how radio amateurs and listeners can
'listen' to signals by reading text on a
computer screen. This book also covers the
application of computers to radio
'housekeeping' such as log -keeping, QSL cards,
satellite predictions and antenna design as well
as showing how to control a radio with a
computer. 363 pages. £15.95

UPGRADE OR REPAIR YOUR PC

PCs MADE EASY. Second Edition
James L Turley
A friendly, comprehensive introduction to

RADIO

Aubrey Pilgrim
Aimed at the owners of the IBM compatible
computer, this book provides a very
straightforward and easy to read guide on
upgrading. The author has adopted a friendly
and informative style and the there are many
excellent illustrations. Typically American in
approach and style, the book provides much
information and an excellent read.
245 pages. £17.95

waves, with all commercial modulation types
including voice frequency telegraphy and
comprehensive information on all RTTY systems
and cm. alphabets. 96 pages. £11.00

LATEST INTELLIGENCE

James E. Tunnell, edited by Helen L Sanders
A directory and dictionary of terms used in
communications. The terms are laid out
alphnumerically making it easy to decipher those
obscure terms that you hear. More than 35 000
codes, terms acronyms and slang in use around
the globe. 305 pages t16.95

AN INTRODUCTION TO SCANNERS AND
SCANNING BP311
I. D. Poole

305 pages. £7.70

This book is ideal for anyone wanting to
know what scanning is, and how it works.
There are also chapters on radio in general,
covering antennas, radio waves and how
they travel, types of transmissions,
broadcasting and amateur radio. All in all a
superb starter book. 152 pages f4.95

AIR & METED CODE MANUAL
14th Edition.

SCANNERS 2
Peter Rouse GU1DKD

HIGH POWER WIRELESS EQUIPMENT

Articles from Practical Electricity 1910 -1911
Edited by Henry Walter Young

Joerg Klingenfuss
Detailed descriptions of the World
Meteorological Organisation Global
Telecommunication System operating FAX and
RTTY meteo stations, and its message format with
decoding examples. Also detailed description of
the Aeronautical Fixed Telecommunication
Network amongst others. 358 pages. £18.00
MARINE SSB OPERATION

J. Michael Gale
How do you stay in touch when you sail off over
the horizon and into the blue? What you need is a
single sideband radio, a marine s.s.b. This book
explains how the system works, how to choose
and install your set and how to get the best out of
it. There is also a chapter on amateur radio with
the emphasis on the increasingly important
maritime mobile nets. 96 pages. £10.95
MARINE VHF OPERATION

J. Michael Gale
A v.h.f. radiotelephone is essential equipment for
any sea -going boat, but what can you do with it?
Who can you call, and how do you make contact?
Which channel do you use, and why? What is the
procedure for calling another boat calling the
family through the telephone system, or making a
distress call? This book will tell you.
47 pages. f7.95
PASSPORT TO WORLD BAND RADIO 1995

This book gives you the information to explore
and enjoy the world of broadcast band listening.
It includes features on different international
radio stations, receiver reviews and advice as
well as the hours and language of broadcast
stations by frequency. The 'blue pages' provide a
channel -to -channel guide to world band
schedules. 416 pages. E14.50.

The companion to Scanners, this provides even
more information on the use of the v.h.f. and uh.f.
communications band and gives constructional
details for accessories to improve the performance of scanning equipment

261 pages. £10.95
SCANNERS 3 PUTTING SCANNERS INTO
PRACTICE

New Edition 4th Revision
Peter Rouse
The title Scanners

3 has been chosen to avoid
confusion, as the book has undergone a virtual
rewrite since Scanners 3rd Edition was
published. Although written by the late Peter
Rouse, Chris Lorek G4HCL has edited and
'finished off' this, the latest in the Scanners
series. It is fully illustrated throughout with a
wide variety in frequency lists and for the first
time there is a section on the h.f. bands. Also
listed are full British bandplans from 25 to
2000MHz, as well as a section on scanner and
accessory dealers 271 pages. E9.95.
SHORT WAVE COMMUNICATIONS

Peter Rouse GUIDO
Covers a very wide area and so provides an ideal
introduction to the hobby of radio
communications. International frequency listings
for aviation, marine, military, space launches,
search and rescue, etc. Chapters on basic radio
propagation, how to work your radio and what the
controls do, antennas and band plans.
187 pages. £8.95
WORLDWIDE HF RADIO HANDBOOK
Manyn R. Cooke. 124 pages. E6.95
1934 OFFICIAL SHORT WAVE RADIO MANUAL

Joerg Klingenfuss
This book gives detailed descriptions of the
characteristics of telegraph transmission on short

Edited by Hugo Gemsback
A fascinating reprint from a bygone age with a
directory of all the 1934 s.w. receivers, servicing
information, constructional projects, circuits and
ideas on building vintage radio sets with modem
parts. 260 pages. £11.60

MORSE

TELEVISION

INTRODUCING MORSE

AN COMPENDIUM
Mike Wooding G6IQM
This book is for those interested in amateur
television, particularly the home construction
aspect. There isn't a 70cm section as the author
felt this was covered in other books. Other fields
such as 3cm TV, are covered in depth. A must for
the practical AN enthusiast /04 pages. f3.00

RAOIOTELETYPE CODE MANUAL 12th Edition

Collected Articles from PW 1982-1985

48 pages.

E1.25

SECRET OF LEARNING MORSE CODE

Mark Francis
Updates for the Novice Licence. Designed to
make you proficient in Morse code in the shortest
possible time, this book points out many of the
pitfalls that beset the student 84 pages. f4.95

BEGINNERS

GUIDE TO WORLD-WIDE TELEVISION TEST
CARDS. Edition 3

Keith Hamer & Garry Smith. 60 pages. £4.95

ELECTRONICS SIMPLIFIED - CRYSTAL SET
CONSTRUCTION
BP92 F. A. Wilson

Especially written for those who wish to take part
in basic radio building. All the sets in the book
are old designs updated with modern
components. It is designed for all ages upwards
from the day when one can read intelligently and
handle simple tools. 72 pages. £1.75

INTERFERENCE
INTERFERENCE HANDBOOK (USA)

William R. Nelson WA6FQG
How to locate & cure r.f.i. for radio amateurs,
CBers, TV & stereo owners. Types of
interference covered are spark discharge,

electrostatic, power line many 'cures' are
suggested. 250 pages. E9.50
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ANTENNAS (AERIALS)
PRACTICAL ANTENNAS FOR NOVICES
John Heys G3BDQ

In this guide, written especially for newly
qualified holders of the UK novice Licence,
John Heys describes in detail how to build
simple but efficient antennas for each of
the Novice bands up to 434MHz, as well as
useful ancillary equipment to ensure that
they are working correctly. A complete
chapter is devoted to the safety and
common-sense aspects of installing and
using a transmitting antenna.
This book will be invaluable not only to
Novices, but also to any beginning amateur
looking for easy -to -build antenna systems
that really work. 52 pages, £5.99
AERIAL PROJECTS 8P105

Practical designs including active, loop
and ferrite antennas plus accessory units.
96 pages. £2.50

ALL ABOUT VERTCAL ANTENNAS

W.I. Orr W6SAI & S. D. Cowan W2LX
Covers the theory, design and construction
operation of vertical antennas. How to use
your tower as a vertical antenna and
compact vertical designs for restricted
locations. All about loading coils and
a.t.u.s.
192 pages. £7.50

ANTENNA EXPERIMENTER'S GUIDE
Peter Dodd G3LDO

Although written for radio amateurs, this
book will be of interest to anyone who
enjoys experimenting with antennas. You
only need a very basic knowledge of radio
& electronics to get the most from this
book. Chapters include details on
measuring resonance, impedance, field
strength and performance, mats and
materials and experimental antennas.
200 pages. £8.90

ANTENNA IMPEDANCE
MATCHING

Wilfred N. Caron
Proper impedance matching of an antenna
to a transmission line is of concern to
antenna engineers and to every radio
amateur. A properly matched antenna as
the termination for a line minimises feed line losses. Power can be fed to such a line
without the need for a matching network at
the line input. There is no mystique
involved in designing even the most
complex multi -element networks for
broadband coverage.
195 pages. £14.50

ANTENNAS FOR VHF AND UHF BP301
I. D. Poole

Antennas are a very important part of any
receiver or transmitter and in this book the
author gives a general background to
antenna operation as well as describing
antennas that are suitable for vh.f. and
u.h.f. operation. Chapters include Basic
Concepts, Feeders, The Dipole, Aerial
Measurements and Practical Aspects.
There is something of use for everyone with
an interest in antennas in this book.
104 pages. £4.95.

ARRL ANTENNA BOOK
17th Edition

This volume now in it's 17th edition
contains essential information regarding
propagation and constructional details of
just about every type of antenna known to
man. Included is a 3.5" diskette contain in
PC programs for Yagi analysis, propagation
forecasting, transmission line analysis and
other. A definite must.
732 pages. £18.95.

ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM
Volume One
Fascinating and hitherto unpublished
material. Among the topics discussed are
quads and loops, log periodic arrays, beam
and multi -band antennas, verticals and
reduced size antennas.
175 pages. £9.50

ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM
Volume Two

ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM
Volume Three
Edited by Jerry Hall K1TD
As the title suggests, this book is the

third in the continuing series on practical
antennas, theory and accessories

FINDING

including 'invisible' antennas for difficult
station locations. Clear explanations of
resonance, radiation resistance,
impedance, s.w.r., balanced and
unbalanced antennas are also included.
188 pages. £7.50

produced by the ARRL. The book

reflects the tremendous interest and
activity in antenna work, and provides a
further selection of antennas and related
projects you can build.

W1FB'S
ANTENNA

236 pages. £9.50

W1FB
This book

BEAM ANTENNA HANDBOOK
W. I . Orr W6SAI & S. D. Cowan W2LX
Design, construction, adjustment and
installation of h.f. beam antennas. The
information this book contains has been
complied from the data obtained in
experiments conducted by the authors, and

from information provided by scientists and
engineers working on commercial and
military antenna ranges.
268 pages. £7.50
HF ANTENNA COLLECTION
(RSGB)

Edited by Erwin David G4LQI
This book contains a collection of useful,
and interesting h.f, antenna articles, first
published in the RSGB's Radio
Communication magazine, between 1968
and 1989, along with other useful
information on ancillary topics such as
feeders, tuners, baluns, testing and
mechanics for the antenna builder.

NOTEBOOK

Doug DeMaw

provides lots of
designs, in
simple and
easy to read
terms, for
simple wire
and tubing
antennas. All
drawings are large and clear making
construction much easier. There is no highlevel mathematics in this book, just simple
equations only when necessary to
calculate the length of an antenna element
or its matching section. 123 pages. f6.95
HF ANTENNAS FOR ALL LOCATIONS RSGB
Les Moxon GGXN

This book provides a reference source for
all h.f. antenna work, whether it be for
fixed, mobile or using test equipment. In
effect it is a manual on antenna work, with
useful tips, projects and ideas.
322 pages. £13.99

233 pages. £10.99.

YAGI ANTENNA DESIGN
INTRODUCTION TO ANTENNA THEORY
BP198
H. C. Wright

This book deals with the basic concepts
relevant to receiving and transmitting
antennas, with emphasis on the
mechanics and minimal use of
mathematics. Lots of diagrams help with
the understanding of the subjects dealt
with. Chapters include information on
efficiency, impedance, parasitic elements
and a variety of different antennas. 86
pages. £2.95
PRACTICAL

ANTENNA
HANDBOOK
VoI.2

Joseph J.
Carr
As the name
suggests, this
book offers a
practical
guide at
everything to
do with
antennas,
from h.f. to
microwaves.
It also has sections on propagation,
transmission lines, antenna fundamentals
and a helpful introduction to radio
broadcasting and communication. The
book neatly balances a practical approach
with the minimum of mathematics, good
diagrams and a lively text 437 pages.
f23.95
G-QRP CLUB ANTENNA HANDBOOK
Compiled and edited by P. Linsley G3PDL &
T. Nicholson KA9WRI/GWOLNQ.

This book is a collection of antenna and
related circuits taken from Sprat, the GQRP Club's journal. Although most of the
circuits are aimed at the low -power
fraternity, many of the interesting projects
are also useful for general use. Not
intended as a text book, but offers practical
and proven circuits.
155 pages. £5.041

RADIO AMATEUR ANTENNA
HANDBOOK
W. I. Orr W6SAI & S. D. Cowan W2LX
Yagi, Quad, Quagi and LPY beam antennas

as well as vertical, horizontal and sloper
antennas are covered in this useful book.
How to judge the best location, DX antenna
height, ground loss and radials.

Because antennas are a topic of great
interest among radio amateurs, ARRL HO
continues to receive many more papers on
the subject than can possibly be published
in QST. Those papers are collected in this

SIMPLE, LOW-COST WIRE ANTENNAS FOR
RADIO AMATEURS
W. I. Orr W6SAI & S. D. Cowan W2LX

volume. 208 pages. £9.50

Efficient antennas for Top Band to 2m,

188 pages. £7.50
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Dr James. L Lawson W2PV
This book is a polished and expanded
version of a series of articles first published
in Ham Radio following on from a series of
lectures by the author, who was wellknown as the expert on Yagi design.
Chapters include simple Yagi antennas,
loop antennas, effect of ground, stacking
and practical antenna design.

GETTING THE MOST FROM YOUR
MULTIMETER BP239
R. A. Penfold

This book is primarily aimed at beginners. It
covers both analogue and digital multi -meters
and their respective limitations. All kinds of
testing is explained too. No previous
knowledge is required or assumed.
102 pages £2.95
HOW TO USE OSCILLOSCOPES & OTHER
TEST EQUIPMENT BP267

R.A. Penfold
Hints and ideas on how to use the test

equipment you have, to check out, or fault
find on electronic circuits. Many diagrams of
typical waveforms and circuits, including
descriptions of what waveform to expect with
particular faults, or distortion in audio
amplifiers.
104 pages. f3.50

MORE ADVANCED TEST EQUIPMENT
CONSTRUCTION BP249
Penfold

A follow on from Test Equipment Construction
(BP248/this book looks at digital methods of
measuring resistance, voltage, current,
capacitance and frequency. Also covered is
testing semi -conductors, along with test gear
for general radio related topics.
102 pages. f3.50
TROUBLESHOOTING WITH YOUR
TRIGGERED -SWEEP OSCILLOSCOPE
Robert L. Goodman

This book steers you through the various
features - old and new - that scope
technology provides and is an invaluable
guide to getting the best out of your scope. An
overview of available scopes will help you
choose the one that best suits your needs.
Areas covered include spectrum analysis,
test applications, multiple -trace displays,
waveform analysis, triggering, magnified
sweep displays, analogue and digital scopes,
etc.309 pages. £17.50.

210 pages. £10.95

25 SIMPLE AMATEUR BAND AERIALS
BP125

E M Noll

MORE ADVANCED USES OF THE
MULTIMETER BP265

R.A. Penfold

25 SIMPLE SHORT WAVE BROADCAST
BAND AERIALS BP132

This book is primarily intended as a follow-up
to BP239, Getting the most from your Multi meter. By using the techniques described in
this book you can test and analyse the
performance of a range of components with
just a multi -meter (plus a very few
inexpensive components in some cases). The
simple add-ons described extend the
capabilities of a multi -meter to make it even
more useful.

E. M. Noll

96 pages. £2.95.

63 paqes E1.95

25 SIMPLE INDOOR AND WINDOW
AERIALS BP136E

M. Noll
50 pages. £1.75

63 pages. £1.95

25 SIMPLE TROPICAL AND MW BAND
AERIALS BP145. E. M. Noll
54 pages. 0/P

OSCILLOSCOPES, HOW TO USE THEM, HOW
THEY WORK

3rd Edition
Ian Hickman
248 pages. £15.95

OSCILLOSCOPES
1011. thrmi

PRACTICAL WIRE ANTENNAS RSGB
John Heys G381311

Many radio enthusiasts have to be content
with wire antennas. John Heys' practical
approach to wire antennas provides plenty
of ideas and projects to help get the best
out of a simple system. A helpful book, and
good reference source.
100 pages. £8.50

RECEIVING ANTENNA HANDBOOK
Joe Carr

Your receiver is only as good as your
antenna. This book is a complete guide to
high performance receiving antennas. It is
a comprehensive examination of antennas
intended specifically for receiving
purposes. An essential addition to your
technical library, the listeners antenna

MAPS
NORTH ATLANTIC ROUTE CARD

f6.50

bible. 189 Pages. £17.50 plus P&P.
QTH MAP OF WORLD
f 5.95

£50 PRIZE DRAW
If you are ordering a
book don't forget
you'll be entered
into our prize draw.
See the top of page
88 for full details.

QTH LOCATOR MAP OF EUROPE

Traxel DK5PZ

Radio Map Service
This comprehensive map of the
European callsign area has now been
updated and enhanced. This well
thought out, coloured map covers from
N. Africa to Iceland and from Portugal
in the west to Iran in the east. Folds to
fit into the 145 x 240mm clear envelope.
1080 x 680mm. £5.95
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NETSET PRO -44 scanner(s)@ £119.95
Please send me
each inc. P&P (UK)
Subscribers' Club No

SCANNER OWNERS

TURN YOUR 'SHACK' INTO A MONITORING STATION!
Connect to any receiver with a squelch control and the AUTO -VOX will automatically switch your
tape recorder on and off as signals are detected. A must for all scanner owners. 'Return to a neatly
compressed tape of all the action'. Supplied as a kit with full instructions or ready built and tested.

Kit £12.50 AUTO -VOX Built £25.00
Send large SAE for details of all our scanner upgrades

Radio Research, P.O. Box 555, Stoke-on-Trent ST6 5BF
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um Small yet perfectly
Ic_Riformed
ICOM's IC -R1 is one of the smallest

handhelds ever made, measuring
just 49 x 103 x 35mm and weighing
only 280g. the IC -R1 is indeed a mighty atom covering 2-905MHz. Broadcasts aircraft ship -

to -shore and emergency services are all available in the palm of your hand. Comfortable

outdoor monitoring is assured with a host of features including; 100 memory channels,
perfect scan functions direct keypad entry, auto -power saver and tuning control.
If your preference for mobility is car -bound then the IC -R100 is the receiver for you covering

the 500kHz-1.8GHz frequency range. For listening convenience a 24 -hour clock with timer
functions 100 memory channels direct keypad entry and 3 scan functions will help you find
any desired station quickly. You can use the R100 at home with an ICOM BC04 12V adaptor.

We think you will agree that the two ICOM receivers described here are

certainly desirable so see them at your local dealer today.
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ICOM also manufacture a full range of base -stations, mobiles and handheld
transceivers to cover all popular Ham frequencies... and beyond.
No matter what your requirements, ICOM have the radio for you.
For details of your local authorised Icom dealer contact:

Icom (UK) Ltd. Sea Street Herne Bay Kent CT6 8LD.
Telephone: 0227 743001(24hr). Fax: 0227 741742.

amourlw over

The Lowe
receiver
range

HF-150
Your first 'real' receiver

HF-150M
Marine version of the HF150

I SP -150
Matching speaker/filter for the HF150

PR -150
RF preselector for the HF150

RK-150
Stack and rack system

HF-225
Higher specification h.f. receiver

HF-225E
Super high performance model

MODE

-crop

Distributors
and dealers
in most
countries
Manufactured by:

Lowe Electronics,
Chesterfield Road,
Matlock, Derbyshire, DE4 5LE, UK

Contact Lowe
Electronics to find out
your nearest dealer

Tel: (01629) 580800
Fax: (01629) 580020

